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New corporate identity gets OK

The first clues to the nature of a remarkable alkaloid called castanospermine, now being investigated
for its potentially life-saving therapeutic properties, were deduced by an eminent UK scientist in
collaboration with a CSIRO scientist.

CS I RO
AUSTRALIA

Dr Dack believes the time
for debating the merits of the
new symbol are now over and
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specifications for the symbol's
use on stationery, car stickers,
publications and other pro
ducts.

Oversight of the implemen
tation program has been given
to Dr Michael Dack of the
Bureau of Information and
Public Communication. The
Bureau's regional information
managers will be available to
assist divisions at a local level
through workshops and visits.

.Flying the in face of criticism of Australia's technological and ind
nstrial. perform;mce, the judges of this year's Si.. lan McLennan
A.chievement for Indnstry Award found it so dillicult to decide
on one winner that they chose two.

Dr Albert Rovira from tile The research. in conjunction
Division of Soils and Dr Hari with chemical companies and
Sinha from the Division of the Victoria and South Aust
Mineral Chemistry have both ralia Departments of Agricul
received the honour. ture, has led to a soil test for

The awards, comprising estimating CCN infestation and
commemorative medals and to subsequent chemical and
overseas study visits, were pre- soil management strategies to
sented on 7 December by the control the pest.
eminent former CSIRO scien- .Dr Sinha's work will result in
tist Sir David Zeidler. the world's largest zircon pro
.Dr Albert Rovira has been cessing plant.
recognised for the work he and He leads the CSIRO res
his research team have done earch team that, with an ICI
on cereal cyst nematode (CCN) team and marketing company
- a pest which costs wheat Z-Tech P/L, invented and dev
growers in southern Australia eloped a new process for the
$80 million a year. Cont. on p.8

1981iiiMclennan awards

munity that a new CSIRO has
come into being - a CSIRO
more suited to the needs of the
nation, but with foundations
based on traditional scientific
excellence,' he said.

The corporate symbol was
designed by the Melbourne
consultants Cunningham and
Cummings. This company has
also prepared an implementa
tion manual - to be distri
buted in January - containing

the substance in various parts
of the plant, advising on meth
ods of isolation, and collecting
the seeds from which castanos
permine was isolated.

Being based in Queensland,
Dr Hegarty is well-placed to
obtain samples of the seed.

He is a firm believer that all
efforts should be made to en
sure castanospermine is com
mercially extracted in Aust
ralia, rather than exported
raw. The market possibilities

- could be enormous should clin
ical trials confirm its effective
ness against AIDS.

Dr Hegarty is not the only
CSIRO member with connec
tions to thecastanospermine
work. Seed collection has been
carried out by several youllg
people on .CEP grants •. who
were placedwith the Division
of porest Research.

MrDavid Cameron frqm
the Division'stree seed centre
has supervised the collection
project.

The initial request for seeds
came from the curator of the
Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mr
Ross McKinnon, who had been
approached by the Fred Hutch
inson Center. One tonne of
seed was required. At about
the same time, a Sydney com
pany, Phytex, contacted Mr
Cameron about getting a sub
stantial amount of seed as well.

This company has developed
a process for extracting the
alkaloid on a commercial scale.

These requests for seed ena
bled the two young people on
the CEP grants - Lindy Hart
and Bryn Gullen - to extend
their work with the Division.

After many months of gesta
tion, CSIRO's new corporate
identity has finally been given
the go-ahead by Chief Execu
tive Dr Keith Boardman.

In a letter seeking'support
from chiefs and directors for
the implementation program,
Dr Boardman linked the new
corporate symbol with the
restructured CSIRO.

'Itwill be an outward indica
tion to the Australian com-

firmed its potential as an
inhibitor of human immuno
deficiency virus (HIV), other
wise known as the AIDS virus.

In vitro tests were run at the
Center for about a year, and
they showed that the alkaloid
could change the viru.s' surface
sugars, thereby preventing it
both binding to a host cell or
replicating itself.

Pre-clinical trials at the Nat
ional Cancer Institute in Wash
ington DC have started, and
it's hoped clinical trials will
start soon.

A Dutch research group rec
ently published findings in
Nature which clearly •pointed
to .the need to further investi
gate castanospermine's power
ful inhibitory properties. Their
results also indicated that cas
tanospermine interfered with
the ability of HIVto initiate an
infectious cycle by attaching to
receptor cells - and it did this
without damaging uninfected
cells.

On 17 June this year seven
of the researchers now working
with Professor Bell on cas
tanospermine presented their
findings at a Royal Society
function. Bell's group has been
following the US research and
contributing to it.

The results showed that the
substance was a 'potent inhib
itor' of the sugars on the outer
coating of HIV, but had no
effect on uninfected cells.

An outline of this work by
Professor Bell and his col
leagues was also published
recently in The Lancet. Dr
Hegarty's role has been in
determining the distribution of

Dr Merv Hegarty from the
Division of Tropical Crops and
Pastures started work on the
substance with Professor
Arthur Bell, director of the
Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew
in London, back in 1980 -long
before any major importance
was attached to it.

Castanospermine is derived
from the seeds of the Moreton
Bay chestnut, a colourful and
popular tree endemic in
Queensland and parts of New
South Wales, as well as several
Pacific Islands.

The tree is also known as
Black Bean, and its seeds
conld form the basis of a drug
to combat the two modern
medical scourges - AIDS and
cancer. It is a good example of
'common or garden' plants be
coming extremely important
to medical science.

Ironically, Professor Bell
became interested in the More
ton Bay chestnut because of its
reputation for toxicity - indeed
it appears the tree manufac
tures castanospermine for this
purpose. Animals eating the
leaves or seeds often had very
nasty reactions.

Dr Hegarty and Professor
Bell collected seed in Queens
land in 1980, then isolated the
alkaloid and, with Dr Linda
Fellows and co-workers, noted
that it inhibited the enzyme
glucosidase. Work by Profes
sor Bell's student, Dr Liza
Hohenschutz at King's Col
lege, London, showed that the
alkaloid was water soluble 
most unusual for alkaloids 
and this added to its potential
as a therapeutic drug.

It wasn't until 1986 that
other research groups started
to take a serious interest in
castanospermine as an AIDS
virus inhibitor.

Since then, researchers at
the Fred Hutchinson Center in
Seattle have been at the fore
front of investigations into the
alkaloid's therapeutic pos
sibilities.

Dr Larry Rohrschneider,
head of cell biology at the
Center (and now temporarily
based at the WaIter and Eliza
Hall Institute in Melbourne
engaged in other work) said his
initial research in 1986 con-

CSIRO scientist in at the start 01
work on anti-AIDS alkaloid
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From the Chief
Executive

any corporate identity prog
ram.

The example I've provided
shows the logo's failure to
reduce effectively. Alongside
it I've shown the logo I
designed in 1978 for the Divi
sion of Forest Research(l) as
well as a CSIRO corporate
logo I submitted in the same
year(2).

The new symbol is in no way
advanced from the design I
submitted in 1978. Unlike the
other two examples, it does
not even stand up to standard
graphic design requirements.

I think the CSIRO Divisions
deserve some answers on this
issue.

And finally could we have
the secret meaning of the
design itself.

VIad Mosmondor
Head, graphic design

Forest Research

Dear Editor,
Recently, I received a copy of
Technology Today and Tomor
row, the Proceedings of the 5th
ANZAAS/AIST Conference
on Science Technology. These
occasional conferences, the
first of which was held in 1973,
are designed explicitly for non
professional staff to present
papers concerning advances in
the technological (and other)
methodologies of scientific
research.

The first two or three confer
ences were heavily patronised
by CSIRO but it is worth
noting that not one of the
papers in the most recent Pro
ceedings emanate from this
organisation. 'Hard times and
financial restraint' is the com
mon catchcry employed to
limit the 'waste of resources'
-- in time and money - of
allowing less senior staff to
present methodological infor
mation at conferences.

One wonders how well this
attitude sits with our newly
recognised responsibility to
communicate all our work 
methodologies as well as
results - to potential users.

G H Nicholls
Division of Forest Research

e @ -.Forest CSIRO CS I RO
Research
CSIRO

1 2 3

(;) ~ 4111111~
Forest CSIRO CSIRO
Research
CSIRO

now identify our inscription in
those countries. Needless to
say, in the USA, UK, Ger
many, Japan, etc, the letters
CSIRO need no embellish
ment to win instant recognition
in scientific circles and often
beyond. Hazarding a guess:
possibly no single scientific
institution with the exception
of MIT, Cambridge and a few
others have a higher global
profile than CSIRO. (Publica
tion of the Australian Journals
of Scientific Research by
CSIRO partly explains this
phenomenon.)

In an age where the dinkus
is multiplying far faster than
the AIDS virus to have become
ubiquitous, it is futile to add
another to the existing hordes.
The on-going cost of dissemi
nation until competitive domi
nance has been reached among
the wilderness of signs will be
enormous, not to mention the
incremental costs of regular
updates needed to keep
abreast of fickle fashion.

Though vastly more might
be said, note that the world's
best recognised entities do not
rely of symbols but merely
their names (sometimes as ac
ronyms) and the quality of
their product: Rolls Royce.
Porsche, Ford, Coca Cola,
MacRobertson, spring immed
iately to mind.

John J Lenaghan
Editorial and Publishing Unit

Dear Editor,
Let's congratulate ourselves!
We are finally to have a corpo
rate identity.

As an expert in the field of
logos, I would like to point out
a few facts. I have not yet seen
the implementation manual,
and so I don't know how good
it is, but technically the new
logo does not mect the Organi
sation's requirements for
reproduction.

It does not tolerate reduc
tion - at 15mm or less the
white vertical bars disappear
and the typeface breaks up.
How will this be overcome
when we try to reproduce it on
business cards, letterheads,
newspapers?

The fact is if you can't
successfully reduce a logo to
meet the needs of the Organi
sation then you have missed
the most important element in

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
SPQR

This year marked the 1580th
anniversary of the Roman
evacuation of Britain and 1510
years have passed since the
formal collapse of the Roman
empire in Western Europe.
Before and since those epochal
events, uncounted billions of
people, the majority of them
unable to read or write, recog
nised the acronym above. Even
I, whose ancestry is entirely
Irish, have known it since
childhood, though not a single
Roman aquilifer ever set foot
among my parents' people.
Far away to the east, and
equally renowned for their ig
norance, millions of Poles have
readily recalled those letters,
yet, like the Irish, their fore
bears never sighted the inscrip
tion with the legions marching
behind to impose the Pax
Romana.

Because it seemed relevant
and because people in our
modern advertising industry
are also generally perceived to
lack erudition, I polled eight
acquaintances who are PR pro
fessionals. One, a Sri Lankan,
didn't have a clue that the
letters stand for Senatus
Populusque Romanus (the
Roman Senate and People).
Another claimed that he
couldn't bring them into focus
ontheinstant, but if! bought
him a drink he was sure his
memory would clear. The re
maining six explained the sig
nificance of the letters immed
iately. None, however, could
recall the emblem that accom
panied the acronym, though I
have given you a sufficient hint
in the first paragraph.

Now, it seems, CSIRO at
awesome cost, is to have a
token foist upon it - one seem
ingly and crudely derived from
the insigne of a commercial
firm which manufactures shut
ters whose purpose, or course,
is to exclude light and curtail
vision, the very antithesis of
what CSIRO is all about. ('The
falcon can no longer see the
falconer!)

Aside from such considera
tions, the practical fact is that
the ordained symbol defies
graphic reproduction in the
very situations where it could
appear most often and be
promulgated at least expense.
Even if adjusted to resolve this
problem, several other graphic
difficulties remain inherent in
the design.

While no-one would claim
that our acronym, CSIRO, will
ever be as commonly recognis
ed as SPQR or endure as long,
it is already more widely
known. Thus Roman logos are
not appreciated in Angola,
Bangladesh, China, ..Sri
Lanka .. , or Zimbabwe, where
as quite significant numbers of
people other than scientists

CSIRO's effort for the rural,
minerals and environment sec
tors. If the processing of pro
ducts is included, CSIRO dev
otes 46 per cent of its effort to
the rural sector, 16 per cent to
minerals and energy and 16 per
cent to environment and water.

Research for technology
based manufacturing is 12 per
cent and for service industries
nine per cent.

Of course, there are strong
arguments for Australia to inc
rease its research effort in all
sectors, but the realities ofrec
ent Government funding for
CSIRO mean that increases in
one area must come at the cost
of another.

Much publicity was given in
the press to the complaints of
the Officers Association, alleg
ing a lack of consultation bet
ween CSIRO management and
the OA. In connection with
the restructuring, extensive
consultation with staff resulted
in substan,tial changes to the
original McKinsey recommen
dations. The recommendations
were, in fact, delayed in going
to the CSIRO Board so that staff
comment on the proposals
could be aired.

Each union concerned with
the current review of the cor
porate centre was invited to
nominate a representative to
interact with the consultants
and project team carrying out
the review.

Good management in CSIRO
includes effective consultation
with staff and I support a stren
gthening of consultation with
the unions, but once this has
taken place it's the responsibil
ity of line managers to make
the decisions and ensure they
are implemented.

A team was established to
oversee the implementation of
changes from decisions on the
McKinsey review, and Mr
Stephens, the representative
of the Consultative Council, is
now a member of that team.
The Council sub-committees
are the logical avenue for gre
ater interaction between man
agement and the unions, and I
will move to ensure they bec
ome more effective.

I thank staff for their pati
ence and forbearance during
the past 12 months and wish
you all the best for Christmas
and the New Year.

The year 1987 has been an eventful one for science and CSIRO with
the demise of the Department of Science, the trausfer of respons
ibility for CSIRO to the Ministry of Industry, Technology and
Commerce and the restructuring of the institutes, divisions and
corporate centre of CSIRO following the review of top structure
by McKinsey.

The new structure comes
into being on 1 January. I look
forward to 1988 as a year of
greater stability for the Organi
sation, although the full im
plementation of the decisions
from the reviews by McKinsey
and Pappas Carter Evans and
Koop will take some time. The
selection committees estab
lished by the Board for the ins'
titute director and corporate
centre positions have complet
ed their deliberations and their
recommendations will go to
the December Board meeting
for decision.

A strong and well-balanced
team of top managers is a vital
component to the excellence
of CSIRO'S future performance
and I am very grateful to the
members of the selection com
mittees for the time and effort
they devoted to this most im
portant task.

Australia faces a difficult
but challenging economic envi
ronment, and as the major R&D
performer much is expected of
the Organisation in strengthen
ing the technology base of
Australian industry to improve
the nation's performance in
the international marketplace.

In a recen t speech to the
Committee of Economic Dev
elopment of Australia (CEDA),
I stressed that a stronger nat
ional research effort is essential
to Australia's future prosper
ity, which will depend on dev
eloping a broader, more div
erse export base with even
more efficient primary indust
ries, more local processing of
primary products, more comp
etitive manufacturing sector,
more tourism and greater com
mercial exploitation of our sci
en tific excellence particularly
in areas such as biotechnology,
new materials, micro-electron
ics and computer software.

I said that last month's stock
market crash will be a major
test of Australian industry's
commitment to increasing its
R&D activities. If the rise in in
dustry's investment in R&D 
still very low by international
standards - stalls, Australia
will lose any chance of becom
ing an advanced industrial nat
ion. The success of CSIRO is
dependent on a strong R&D
effort in the private sector.

There was recent publicity
on the relative decline in

A column by
Dr Keith
Board-man
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Howacalculator.,Jencil and paper
made sense of VIKing data
Two days' work by a CSIUO scientist with a hand-held calculator and a pellcil and paper has Pllt data
I'rom the NASA Viking probes 011 Mars in a new light.

Above, early morning charging of Sunraycer solar panels,
Woomera. Inset, the CSIRO team 'minds' the World Solar Cup
(donated by The Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pty Ltd). Left
to right, Warren Baldsing, David Rand and John Hamilton.

penalties based on battery
energy density and the number
of whole (or part) replace
ments effected. The perfor
mance of exotic batteries was
determined using the Division
of Mineral Chemistry's battery
testing facility.

The CSIRO team followed
the vehicles down the track
and were on hand to adjudicate
in times of crisis. The race was
comfortably won by the Gen
eml Motors 'Sunraycer' vehicle
that covered the 3004 km
course in 44 hours 54 minutes
(66.92 km/h). The outstanding
performance of this vehicle
will be celebrated by a Presi
dential reception at the White
House.

A full report of the race
details will shortly be available
from Dr Rand on
(03) 647 0211.

latitudes each winter and evap
orate each summer,' he said.
·When I say "enormous", 1
really mean "enormous" 
there is a twice yearly fluctua
tion of the total COo in the at
mosphere of ± 14 per cent.'

This constant condensation
and evaporation locks up and
releases huge amounts of en
ergy, and the meteorology of
Mars is dominated by this bi
annual cycle.

There is a strong asymmetry
in this process, with much
more COo involved in the
southern !lemisphere than the
northern. It is very important
to know the quantities in each
polar cap - and the first real
data on this was information
on tile bi-annual cycle of total
atmospheric mass which was in
from the Viking landers in
1979.

'When, after eight years of
working on terrestrial things, !
was asked by NASA to take
part in the 1986 meeting, my
first job was to check the scien
tific literature on what had
been made of the Viking data.

'I found that scientists work
ing under contract to NASA
had simply published the data
on the bi-annual cycle and had
then estimated the quantities
of CO2 at each polar cap on
the assumption that each pole
operated in isolation,' said Dr
Philip.

'Quite frankly, I was amazed
that so little had been done
with data that cost so many
billions of dollars to gct.'

Dr Philip reasoned that what
was happening at each polar
cap should follow the same
pattern in time as what happen
ed at the other one half a year
earlier.

'This very reasonable
assumption showed that the
CO2 turnover rate at thc two
polar caps was more than twice
the NASA estimate, which
didn't take account of the fact
that evaporation at one pole
and condensation at the other
took place together.

'This new result radically
changed the picture of the at
mospheric heat engine which
drives the meteorology of
Mars,' he said.

Or Philip's work on the Vik
ing data has had plenty of ben
efits for his Division. NASA
supported his visits to Amer
ica, and during these he was
able to make side visits to
about 20 laboratories working
on soil physics and micromet
eorology closely related to the
Division's more Earthbound
research - at virtually no cost
to CS!RO.
This story is based 011 all interview
with Dr Philip aired Oil ABC
radio statioll 2CN ill Canberra
last mOllth.

The CS/RO Melbol/me Show dis
play has WOII all award/or t!le best
exhibition ill Victoria 'Iris year.

Awarded alllll/ally by the AI/st
Taliall Display lWallufacturers
Association, entries for the award
are jl/dged /lot ollly Oil their desigll
factors, such as in"ovative use of
materials, c%llr aud graphics,
bllt also 011 the ability to acllieve
objectives.

A plaqlle was presellted to
CS/RO at a special ceren/ollY
early tllis mOlltb.

heard nothing until last year,
when they invited me to a
meeting concerned with analy
sing the results from the Viking
mission. '

CO2 entered the story at the
second meeting, when Dr
Philip realised it was more int
eresting in terms of its role in
the Martian atmosphere than
water.

Mars' atmosphere is more
than 95 per cent CO2, compar
ed with Earth where the per
centage is around 0.03.

Under the Martian atmos
pheric pressure (about 170th
that of Earth), CO2 condenses
into dry ice at -123'C. Towards
the poles, Martian winter sur
face temperatures fall below
this level, but go well above it
in summer.

'Because of this, enormous
quantities of CO2 condense
out of the atmosphere at high

After examining data on
CO2 in the Martian atmos
phere, Dr John Philip, Chief
of the Division of Environmen
tal Mechanics, has come up
with results which have chang
ed the way scientists view the
meteorology of Mars.

'[The work] has made the
first real sense of data that cost
billions of dollars,' said Dr
Philip.

The saga of his involvement
with the project goes back to
1976, when NASA was plan
ning the Viking mission. Or
Philip was invited to contribute
to a symposium on water on
Mars.

'NASA wanted experts on
how water behaved on Earth
to examine aspects of how it
might behave on Mars,' said
Dr Philip. '! contributed to
their 1976 meeting and to a
second one in 1978. Then I

Scientists from the Division of Mineral Chemistry played a key
role in last month's World Solar Challenge - a race for
solar-powered vehicles I'rom Darwin to Adelaide along the Stnart
Highway.

In each vehicle, the electric
ity derived from the solar
panels was stored in batteries.
To maintain keen competition,
it was decided to allow replace
ment of the whole or part of
each vehicle's battery pack in
the event of malfunction or
accident.

This presented the organis
ers with the major problem of
how to formulate an effective
and universal penalty for bat
tery replacement.

Without such a penalty, it
would have been possible for
competitors to gain strategic
advantage with healthy bat
teries, e.g., during overcast
skies, head winds, hill climbs,
or final stages of a day's racing.
Such action would have
boosted vehicle performance
through, in effect, injection of
fossil fuel, and not solar
energy.

The problem was further
exacerbated by competitors
being allowed to use different
battery technologies.

The development of a univ
ersal battery-replacement reg
ulation that would take into
account all these factors was a
monumental task. Neverthe
less, Dr David Rand (manager,
energy storage section) devised
a regulation that was consi
dered to be a comprehensive
solution that neLltralised all of
the perceived opportunities for
gamesmanship.

The regulation demanded
that vehicles be held by the
roadside for a set period in the
event of battery failure. Thus,
the organisers' objective of
running the World Solar Chal
lenge as a solar race, and not
as a battery race, was achieved.

Dr Rand, assisted by his
colleagues Warren Baldsing
and John Hamilton, conducted
pre-race scrutineering of the
vehicles' battery packs and
calculated the respective time
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Torres Strait discovol'Y

Two new bats for the belfry
infrastructure from ultimate
decay and collapse and enorm
ously expensive replacement
costs.

Murray S Upton
Manager, engineering services

and buildings
Division of Entomology

During a report on Mr Wrall's
address to Chiefs 011 page 1 of the
November issue, CoResearch stat
ed as one of the major require
merits of tire GOI'ernmenl was that
a goal of 30 per cellt outside
funding was to be achieved in a
maximum ojthreeyear.'J. Alt/lOugh
Mr Wrall emphasised to chiefs tbat
there was a l'ery strong expectation
tflat this target was to be reaelled,
CoResearch wisbes to clarify tbat
it is 110/ a formal Government re
quirement (i.e. not the subject ofa
Cabillet decision) bllt is all it/for
mal goal being set in a co-opera
tive spirit witb tbe Departmellt of
Fillallce. Mr Wrall emphasised
tbat the timescalefor achieving 30
per cellt extemal ftllldillg was still
to be established.

Dear Editor,
The decision to have a total
ban on smoking in CSIRO
premises is an excellent one.
Leaving aside the obvious
damage to the health of smok
ers, and to those unfortunate
enough to be near them, there
are other important aspects.
Smoke, cigarettes and dis
carded tobacco stink. Ash and
butts scarcely enhance the
appearance of tables, desks
and the like. Smokers them
selves are very unpleasant to
smell and taste, except I sup
pose to other smokers. And let
us not forget the words of Red
Ingle and his Natural Seven
(cI940) (and slightly
smoothed), viz:
"Cigarettes are a blot in the

whole human race,
A man is a monkey with one

in his face.
Here's my definition, believe

me dear brother:
A fire on one end and a fool

on the other."
I W Smith

Division of Fossil Fuels

Dear Editor,
I support the letter of F A
Blakey, CoResearch 307,
where he suggested that for
CSIRO to earn a large part of
its funds from industry consti
tutes a form of 'hidden privati
sation'.

Exploitation of a resource is
a business system; the resource
itself is not. A national res
earch organisation supported
from appropriation funds is a
logical choice for the study of
national resources.

At Irrigation and Freshwater
Research we serve the industry
of irrigated agriculture, but we
are also interested in inland
freshwater as a national res
ource. Fisheries and forestry
are other examples of national
resources that need study of
the resource itself as well as
techniques for exploitation.

David Erskine
Centre for Irrigation and

Freshwater Research

- Clarification -

Letters
Cont. from p.2

Dear Editor,
CSIRO currently owns some

$600 million worth of 'brieks
and-mortar' real estate. The
very buildings upon which the
Organisation's research
depends. Within these build
ings a further $50 million worth
of mechanical plant operates
to control conditions.

In all, some $650 million
worth of assets that no-one
wants to know about!

The ultimate responsibility
for maintaining these invalu
able assets must lie with the
CSIRO Board, yet, whether
by accident or design, the
Board has abrogated this
responsibility.

I refer to the "devolution"
of all repairs and maintenance
matters to Divisions.

Confronted, for many
reasons, with an increasingly
desperate situation in main
taining the Organisation's
assets Headquarters have,
without any external consulta
tion such as has been sought in
all other reorganisational mat
ters, passed the 'Repairs and
Maintenance' problem to Divi
sions.

Their desire to be rid of the
problem is such that private
enterprise groups interested in
maintaining the Organisation's
assets have been told to speak
separately to the 40 or more
Divisional Chiefs and not to
the corporate body.

While some Divisions have
officers who have some man
agement function relating to
repairs and maintenance,
many have not.

Even for those who have
such staff it is an all but
impossible task to document
each and every building plus
every single item of plant
within every building, design
maintenance schedules for
both buildings and plant, draw
up comprehensive specifica
tions to cover this mainte
nance, call tenders for this
work, then vet and let the
tenders, all by June 1988. The
work must then be supervised
to ensure it is performed
according to the specifications.
All this over and above the
normal Divisional duties for
the staff concerned.

How are the Divisions and
Stations without these officers
going to manage? Headquar
ters can offer very IiWe assis
tance.

In future years when the
Organisation's assets begin to
fail (as they are already) who
is to accept responsibility?

It is clear that the Divisions
will be blamed - blamed for
not doing a job they were
never set up to do; blamed for
not looking after $650 million
worth of Organisational assets
which the Board did not want
to know about.

If ever we needed leadership
we need it now, Mr Wran 
to save the Organisation's

Dr Tommy Thomas

sultancy SIROMATH has
been appointed Professor of
Information Science at Bond
University. SIROMATH was
set up as Australia's largest
high level mathematical and
statistical management organi
sation and software distribu
tion group.

been described by the mid 18th
century. One can expect that
in a region such as Tones
Strait there may be many small
creatures still undiscovered,
and quite likely to be close
relatives .0fPapuil New Gui
nean animals, but it seems the
new flying fox may in fact be
related to the South East Asian
fauna.

It is quite different to the
Pacific flying fox, as revealed
by DNA sequences in tissues
processed in West Germany,
by ectoparasite species, and by
neuroanatomical characters.

TIle flying fox discovered by
Greg and Les is about three
quarters the size of other flying
foxes found in Australia.

Greg and Les are now
involved in the long process of
taxonomic description of their
new bats, and will return to
Torres Strait next year to sur
vey the bats on more islands.

Once Dr Thomas' planning
role phases out and the (as yet
unbuilt) University starts en
rolling students, he will main
tain responsibility for the Res
earch Park and its links with
industry, the University, other
Universities and the govern
ments.

The Research Park, to be
built on a 20 hectare site adj
acent to the University, will
encompass academic study,
research, consultancy and mar
keting.

Dr Richard Tweedie, first
managing director of the
AMDELlCSIRO owned con-

nets strategically set around
their village.

The vill agers were well used
to the existence of these
'sapural' (as they called them),
and they featured in several of
their myths and legends. These
stories relate to the appearance
of the bats signalling the start
of a new fruit season, as the
animals feed on mangoes and
other tropical fruits in the
region.

The flying foxes are a staple
food in many islands in the
region. In fact, capture of the
animals for food has led to
populations declining on some
islands in Micronesia.

Greg eventually got up the
courage to sample fried flying
fox, and reported it had rather
a 'gamey' taste, not unlike
rabbit.

Four species of flying foxes
were previously known in
Australia, all of which had

Foundation Chief of the Divi
sion of Informatiou Technol
ogy, Dr Tommy Thomas, is to
play an integral part in the est
ablishment of Australia's first
private university.

Dr Thomas has been app
ointed Professor of Computing
Science at Bond University on
the Gold Coast and will take
up his position next year. His
initial task will be a broad onc
- to engage in academic plan
ning of computer science, com
munication engineering and
information engineering as
well as the development of the
Research Park.

Or Thomas to go to Bond Uni

After 200 years of European settlement and natural history research in this country, it is amaziug
that animals new to science are still being discovered, especially those that are large and obvious.
Recent field work on Torres Strait islands has revealed two new bats - a small insect eating
species and a larger flying fox.

Both of these creatures have
never been scientifically desc
ribed or named. The insect
eater appears to be related to
species in Indonesia and is a
tiny animal-only about 12-15
grams in weight and with a
wingspan of about 30cm. The
flying fox, a fruit eater, is per
haps even more exciting and
important because it is so un
like the bat fauna found in the
Pacific and Australia.

Mr Greg Richards, a scnior
technical officer from the Divi
sion of Wildlife and Rangc
lands Research in Canberra,
and Mr Les Hall, formerly
with the Division but now with
the University of Queensland,
have undertaken two visits to
Torres Strait during the past
few years.

Their work involves basic
studies on bat distribution,
providing baseline information
for the quarantine of screw
worm fly and rabies. It is well
known that this region is a New Torres Strait bat
buffer zone against many dis
eases, but little attention has
been given to the possible role
of a highly mobile bat fauna
assisting these diseases to cross
the buffer.

It isn't yet known whether
the flying foxes have made or
could make the 60km flight
across the Torres Strait to the
Australian mainland, maybe
carrying screw-worm fly or
rabies. Rabies is not a problem
in the region, al though one
case was reported recently in
Irian Jaya.

While working on Moa
Island and based at St Pauls
Mission, Greg and Les caught
several of many flying foxes
that were feeding in native
almond trees, devouring hun
dreds of these large and fibrous
fruits. Their excitement at find
ing a new animal added to the
bewilderment of the local
population, who were already
quite vexed by the huge mist
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More diversity lor northern cattle
industry through import plan

business partner.
There has been considerable

interest, although no-one has
yet laid any money on the
table.

In collaboration with divi
sions, Sirotech has developed
a nnmber of similar prospec
tuses as an effective means of
promoting bnsiness 0PPOI'

tnnities to potential industry
partners.

Sirotech gives high priority
to promoting those businesses
with substantial market poten
tial - with sales of at least $1
million per year and preferably
$5 million or greater.

Or Oavid Wilson, who is
overseeing the commercialisa
tion of the cattle pl'Oject, said
he is interested in hearing fl'Om
companies who may be attract
ed to the project and other
such opportunities.

He also said Sirotech was
willing to talk to researchers
who believed they had projects
with a good chance of commer
cialisation and potentially sub
stantial returns.

Dr Alan Donald,right, acting director of the Institute of Animal
and Food Sciences, inspects posters on the importation ofAfrican
cattle at the Tropical Cattle Research Centre in Rockhampton with
Richard Wilson,chairman of the Division of Tropical Animal
Science advisory committee.

Commercialising ...• the Boran
and Tuli project has so far in
volved the preplll'atiollof a
comprehensive prospectns in
conjunction with Sirotech, and
placement of newspaper adver
tisements caDing. for expres
sions of interest.

People responding to the
ads were sent copies of the
prospectus. In additiou, prom
inent graziers, venture capital
ists and others who could be
interested in the project also
received the document. About
40 have been distributed.

The prospectus contains a
project snmmary, an ontline of
varions characteristics of the
breeds (like fertility and
growth rates) relative to
Brahmans and 'synthetics'
based on all three breeds, cost
and revenue estimates, out
lines of possible commercial
arrangements such as joint
ventures and collaborative
agreements, information about
R&O tax incentives, and other
details needed to get the
attention of a prospective

(in the Indian Ocean to the
northwest of Australia). There
they will be implanted into
cows brought in from Australia
specially to gestate the
embryos.

Three months after birth the
calves will undergo rigorous
testing, with blood samples
being sent to AAHL and the
UK. If they are clean the
calves will then be imported to
Australia.

When they arrive, the next
step will depend on how the
project is commercialised.
Stock multiplication may take
place on the properties of part
icipating graziers or on a prop
erty bought for the purpose.

The project is in three
stages: the actual import of the
calves, expected to be compl
eted by October 1989; building
up of the herd to 600-1000
animals, to be undertaken bet
ween October 1989 and Oct
ober 1995; and the start of the
fully commercial Boran and
Tuli stud from October 1995
onwards.

Stage two of the project will
involve use of the Division's
multiple ovulation and embryo
transfer technology (MOET),
which has been developed at
the Division over the past
three years and will enable
more rapid multiplication of
the herd thrOllgh embryo split
ting and implantation.

It is expected that should the
project come to fruition, the
cost in 1987 dollars to CSIRO
and commercial partners will
be about $8 million. Revenue
from the new breeds will not
start until 1992/93, when it's
estimated income will be
$600 000 from sale of semen
and some embryos, rising to
$4-$7 million in 1995/6 when
the stud should be fully opera
tional.

Health tests

Those animals tested nega
tive are moved to a quarantine
area, where they are closely
watched. After three weeks,
the one week old embryos are
collected from the cows, then
two weeks after collections are
completed the cows have more
blood taken for further health
tests.

At collection the embryos
are washed eight times to
ensure they are free of surface
viruses. The Division is flying
in 600 litres of triple-distilled
'embryo grade' water for this
purpose.

Once the all-clear is given,
the frozen embryos are to be
shipped to the Cocos Islands

In a cattle-improvement project on a scale never before undertaken in Australia, the Division of
Tropical Animal Science plans to briug two African cattle breeds into Australia to help boost prod
uctivity and fertility for our northern cattle industry. The plau is being implemented by the Divis
ion's Tropical Cattle Research Centre at Rockhamptou.

The move, foreshadowed by harsher tropical conditions,
CoResearch in March 1986 (see while the Tuli should find its
issue No. 289), will be a deli- greatest use in the sub-tropics
cate and costly operation in- and more benign areas of the
volving the implantation of tropics.
Boran and Tuli embryos, col- Both breeds, and particu
lected from fully health tested larly the Boran, show good
cows in Zambia and Zim- tick resistance - an essential
babwe, into recipient cows characteristicfor economic via
from Australia on the Cocos bility.
Islands and shipping the result- Dr Vercoe's hope for the
ing health checked calves into project is that it will give
Australia. northern cattle breeders a gre-

This project has only be- ater variety of management
come possible now because of options and lift the level of
the removal of certain restric- productivity.
tions and the development of The health testing proce
advanced technology. Previ- dures for bringing the new
ously there was an embargo on cattle into Australia could
the export of cattle embryos hardly be more stringent.
from Africa, and prohibitive Once the donor cows are sel
quarantine restrictions in ected by the relevant breeding
Australia. Now that the Dep- societies on the basis of certain
artment of Primary Industry strict criteria, they are placed
has established a quarantine into separate paddocks, and
station on the Cocos Islands, blood samples are taken and
the way has been cleared for tested for seven strains of foot
the operation. and mouth disease and the

Development of embryo viral disease (not found in
transfer technology and the Australia) called lumpy skin,
identification of desirable as well as several other serious
genetic material by DTAS sci- diseases.
entists completes the picture.

A prospectus has been pre
pared by Sirotech to seek
industry involvement and
funding. Interest has already
been expressed by a number of
commercial parties. (See sepa
rate story).

Project leader Dr John
Frisch is in Africa now super
vising the health checks on
donor cows and the collection
of embryos.

Dr John Vercoe, OIC of the
Centre, said Boran and Tuli
cattle are particularly useful
because of their resistance
to environmental stresses
through both natural and man
directed selection which has
led to high fertility. The Boran
is considered most useful in
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requirements of the Common
wealth Department of Health
on clinical trials. Once a prep
aration is ready for testing it
must be stored for one year for
assessment of potency after
storage before trials can com
mence.

But.. .it now seems unlikely
that this phase of the work will
even start, although the
groundwork has been success
fully completed. Of course it is
a great disappointment to Ms
Gauci and Dr Stone, but it is
also to a certain extent a waste
of some first class research,
and a missed opportunity.

A desensitising agent for
paralysis tick bite may not save
a large number of lives but it
could prevent a great deal of
suffering among the many
thousands of people exposed
to the tick on the highly popul
ous east coast of Australia. It
also could be a profitable little
development for some phar
maceutical company. Now,
although a very useful assay
has been developed, the full
potential of the research seems
unlikely to be realised.

How many other researchers
are facing up to this painful
outcome to their meticulous
and time-consuming work?

large reactions may be found
in both allergic and non-aller
gic individuals.

Neuromuscular paralysis
which may occur after a tick
has fed for several days on
animals or humans is caused by
the toxin, not by the allergens.

The assay developed during
the project helps differentiate
between the truly allergic indi
vidual and the non-reactive
person.

Miss Gauci has done some
valuable basic research on the
mechanisms responsible for
tick allergy and according to
Dr Stone has had some 'excel
lent' results. She has been able
to separate out from the tick
saliva glands the specific pro
teins causing the reactions,
and has found that there are
relatively few.

This is interesting and
important because it leaves the
way open to develop a purified
desensitising agent. When
there are a number of allergy
causing proteins to be dealt
with, the. necessarily broader
spectrum desensitising agent
could cause unforeseen and
unpleasant side-effects.

Development of a desensitis
ing agent could take some time
because of the stringent

A major collaborative research project now underway between
the divisions of Human Nutrition and Food Research, with
industry partners, is looldng at dietary lihre and its possible role
in preventing heart disease and bowel cancer.

The project was one of the of dietary fibre on the availabil
topics discussed at an interdivi- ity and absorption of vitamins,
sional workshop on dietary minerals and other nutrients;
fibre held at Food Research's and the investigation of new
North Ryde Laboratory last sources of fibre in the diet.
month. This will include modifying

This project could have existing types of fibre to
important ramifications in the improve their acceptability and
study of nutrition, and perhaps value.
eventually in helping to Other novel sources of food
improve the health and quality fibre, such as lupins and the
of life in Australia as well as residue from fruit and vegeta-
assisting the food industry to ble juice extraction, may be
use up many plant by-products available in the future, and
that are essentially waste mat- these were discussed at the
erials. workshop.

The upsurge of interest in The workshop involved 31
dietary fibre among resear- participants, including the
chers is partly because of new Director of the Institute of
knowledge which has led to Animal and Food Science Dr
our understanding of fibre Alan Donald, who, according
undergoing major revision in to Human Nutrition scientist
recent years. Dr David Topping, is 'very

New research has now supportive' of the dietary fibre
changed the view that wheat work being done at the two
bran is the best form of dietary divisions.
fibre. Other fibre such as that A task force was established
found in oats, rice, barley and to identify, within six months,
legumes (e.g. soya beans) has the most appropriate proce
greater benefits because of its dures for chemical analysis of
apparent ability to lower dietary fibre in foods.
plasma cholesterol as well as This group comprises Dr
being fermented by the bowel David Oakenfull (Food
flora. Research), Dr David Topping,

The fibre project mentioned Dr Dai Suter from NB Love
above is one of several collab- Industries, Professor Bruce
orations between the two divi- Stone from Monash University
sions. and Dr Norman Cheetham

The other projects are: from the University of New
researching the possible effects South Wales.

It is not fully understood
why people have such different
allergic reactiOns to the same
irritant. To complicate things
further, there are a number of
unpleasant reactions which are
not allergic in nature.

The small local non-allergic
reactions manifest as a painful,
itchy swelling at the site. The

The project started with a
questionnaire distributed to a
pool of volunteers available
partly through Dr Stone's con
tact with people involved in
bushwalking and other out
door activities such as mem
bers of the Scout movement.
Volunteers also came forward
through the co-operation of a
pathology company which
made the forms available to its
patients and collected all the
blood samples.

Blood from about 60 people
was collected and analysed to
determine the level of IgE
antibodies and their relation
ship to degrees of allergic
reaction.

The preliminary results
showed the following approxi
mate breakdown:

The work done by Ms Gauci
and her colleagues has resulted
in the development of a diag
nostic assay to determine
whether or not humans are
allergic.

The assay detects a specific
antibody - tick-induced IgE.
It seems that people with raised
IgE antibodies in their blood
are allergic to the ticks.

The assay is particularly use
ful when undertaken in con
junction with a skin prick test
based on crude whole body ex
tract which has recently been
improved by using a purer
source of allergens, or compo
nents of tick salivary glands
which cause the allergic reac
tion.

'medihaler') in case the worst
happens.

Those who have dangerous
reactions to bee stings may not
necessarily have the same reac
tion to ticks - and vice versa.
How do people know whether
they will have such a reaction
if a tick attaches to them? In
case of anaphylactic shock it is
essential that adrenalin or isop
renalin be administered as
quickly as possible, so obvi
ously it would help if the victim
could understand the cause of
his/her illness so treatment
could be immediately forth
coming.

Ms Maryann Gauci

Experimental scientist at the Division of Tropical Animal Science, Maryann Gauci, is 'snowed
nnder' by a monntain of paperwork. She is nndertaking the laborious tasle of writiug up the resnlts
of phase one of an investigation into the allergic reactions suffered by humans in contact with
Australian paralysis (or 'scrub') ticks. She is also completing a PhD thesis based on her work.

The project is one of only
two in CSIRO to have current
funding from the National
Health and Medical Research
Council, although this money
runs out early next year and
will not be renewed, at least in
the short term.

Ms Gauci has been under
the supervision of chief inves
tigator for the project, Dr
Bernard Stone, who is a senior
principal research scientist at
the Division's Long Pocket
Laboratories in Brisbane. Dr
Stone has done considerable
work himself on the Australian
paralysis tick, concentrating on
its effects on animals, princi
pally domestic pets and lives
tock. He is very enthusiastic
about the high standard of
work carried out by Ms Gauci.

The research has been done
in conjunction with a clinical
immunologist and a paediatri
cian from the Child Health
Department at the University
of Queensland (both of whom
are based at Brisbane's Mater
Hospital and supported by a
grant to the University from
the Mayne Bequest Fund).
They are Professor Y H Thong,
professor of immunology (Ms
Gauci's University PhD super
visor) and Dr Richard Loh.
The project has been running
just over two years.

A wide variety of unpleasant
symptoms have long been re
ported from people exposed to
the Australian paralysis tick,
which is found mainly along
the east coast. Until this pro
ject started, however, nothing
had been done to research the
cause of the reactions, to study
the components of tick saliva
that induced the allergy, to
assay serum IgE specific for
the paralysis tick salivary com
ponents, or to research the
possibility of producing a
desensitising preparation to aid
highly allergic people.

Like bee stings, paralysis
ticks occasionally induce ana
phylactic shock in humans - a
potentially fatal systemic reac
tion which usually needs to be
treated with adrenalin to pre
vent death. People who know
they may have an anaphylactic
reaction to bee stings often
carry their own adrenalin kit
(containing items such as a
prepacked adrenalin syringe
or an isoprenaline asthma

Allergy reseal'ch
Promising work runs out of funds
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the Environment, the Austra
lian National Commission to
UNESCO, the consulting com
pany Hassall & Associates,
and ClRe.

The program focused on
four facets of the Division's
work - vertebrate pest control,
wildlife conservation and sus
tained yield harvesting, land
use planning and rangelancl
management.

The Division said 'we bel
ieve our scientists are the best
in the business and our exper
tise is a resource which should
be available to business, indus

.try and government. The Divi
sion is available for consulting
work at all levels.'

Organiser Or Rhondda
Dickson saiel while it was too
early to tell whether any work
would be generated for the
Division as a result of the
exercise, the immediate resp
onse from the diplomats to the
presentation had been very
favourable, with at least one
specific project being develop
ed furtiler.

The Division of Wildlife and
Rangelands Research isn't
waiting for the proposed new
environmental consnlting ven
tnre to be set np (see CoRes
em'ch 307, November 1987). It
has taken its own steps to boost
consulting work by inviting a
number of foreign diplomats
to view its work in Canberra
and pnshing the message that
the Divisiou is available for
international consulting.

Its 'Exposition of CSIRO
Expertise and Consulting
Capability in Wildlife Conser
vation and Land Management'
was held in late October and
attracted representatives from
15 embassies or higil commis
sions based in Canberra.

Participants were from:
Bangladesh, China, Egypt,
India l Indonesia, Iran, Jordan,
Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria,
Pakistan, tile Philippines,
Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka and
Zambia. In addition, there
were representatives from
ACIAR, ADAB, Austrade,
the Department of Arts and

CSIRO althe AVeA convention

Thp promised featllre Oil gallium arsenide has been held over IIntil tile
next Issue of CoRes.arch, to be pllblished ill early Febrllllry /988.
*111cidelltally, thatisslIe will look rather diflerellt, with a redesiglled
mastlleadincorporaling. CS/RO's llew corporate identity. This means
the red goes alld bllle will become 0111' featured colour.

The Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals Association of
Australia opened its doors to the general public at it's annual
convention in Sydney 8-10 November. The keynote address was
given by the Chairman of CSIRa, Mr Wran, and the CSIRa
exhibit was a major aurac/ion in the public information and
education display. The Film & Video Unit's Agri-News video-disk
production (pictured above), which featured 21 news stories on
CS/Ra's agricultural research, was particularly popular.

Division markets consulting
skills direct to diplomats

'Professor Schedvin's book is
available at a discoullted price to
CS/HO s·taff from the CS/RO
Bookshop. Orders shonld be dir
ected to the Bookshop at 314
Alhert Street, East Melbounle,
V/C 3002. The recommended re
tai/ price is $29.95, less the 25 per
cent staff discount.

'My historical sense tells me
that CSIRO is "gain being
reshaped umler the pressure of
national economic need, and
that the future may have more
in common with the experience
of CSIR than with the com
paratively tranquil 1950s and
1960s,' he said.

'History also suggests that a
publicly-funded national res
earch organisation will con
tinue to be essential in the
future of tilis country.'

Mr Jack Cumlnins, the oldest living
CSIR appointee, came to Canberm
Jar the launch of Professor Sched
vin's book. T-le U oklhe opportunity
to visit the CSIRO archives at Fysh·
wick 10 ...1" some research of his
own. He is pl'~ll.Fed here wUh some
of tile rows of records.

Three scientists from the Division of Tropical Animal Science
weft' recently awarded the Laveran Medal for the best poster on
babesiosis displayed at the 3rd International Conference on
Malaria and Babesiosis held in Annecy, France from 7-11
September.

The medal is named in honour of Or Alphonse Laveran, a
French military surgeon who was first to identify the malarial
parasite in preparations of human blood.

The scientists, Or David Kemp, Or Peter Willadsen and Or
Ian Wright all work at the Division's Long Pocket Laboratories
in Brisbane on vaccines against cattle ticks and tick-borne
diseases. The prize-winning poster depicted the effect a vaccine
against cattle ticks would have on the incidence of the protozoan
disease, babesiosis, which is spread by the cattle tick.

Left to right, DrPeter Willadsen, Dr David Kemp and Dr Ian
Wright.

In his address at the launch,
Professor Schedvin singled out
CSIRO archivist Mr Colin
Smith for particular praise,
saying that his assistance (and
that of his staff) had been
invaluable. He said Mr Smith,
virtually singlehandedly and in
the face of considerable odds,
had established and built up
the CSIRO archives into a
valuable resource for histo
rians, and had ensured the
preservation of vital and irrep
laceable record, of science in
CSIRO.

Professor Schedvin drew
heavily on CSIRO's archival
records, as well as information
provided by a number of past
employees such as Sir Fre
derick White, in preparing the
book.

His major objective in writ
ing the history, he said, was to
explain the way CSIRO
acquired such a distinctive
structure and ethos.

In doing this he ha,
examined the personalities
(such as Julius, Rivet! and
Richardson) and the times
which shaped the organisation.

At the launch, Professor
Schedvin also had some obser
vations to make about our
current period of change.

Professor Schedvin

The official lauuch of Professor Boris Schedviu's history of CSIR in Canberm last month was an
opportunity for a number of old CSIRO hands to get together.
Among the guests were three necessarily put heavy demands
ex-Chairmen of CSIRO - Sir on his time.
Frederick White (Chairman Also, the sheer volume of
1959-1970), Sir Robert Price records to sort through was a
(1970-1977) and Or Paul Wild massive and time consuming
(1978-1985). task.

A number of retired CSIRO
employees, including the old
est living CSIR appointee, Jack
Cummins, and other identities
including Sir Olto Frankel,
Gratton Wilson, Ken Fergu
son, Jack Coombe and Ken
Prowse also attended.

The focus of the occasion
Professor Schedvin's book
Shaping Science and Industry:
A History of Australia's COLII1
cif for Scientific and Industrial
Research 1926-1949 - is tile
first comprehensive book
about CSIRO's predecessor.

Science and Small Business
Minister Barry Jones addres
sed the gathering, praising Pro
fessor Schedvin's book as 'a
free and critical account of one
of Australia's greatest institu
tions'.

He said the history was
interesting for a number of
reasons, not least because it
enabled readers to gain a sense
of perspective about the work
of CSIR and identify the
Organisation's past strengths
and weaknesses.

He said CSIR epitomised
the efforts to harness science
to meet national needs, and
likened the aims of the current
reorganisation to the original
structure and role of CSIR.

Professor Schedvin was com
missioned to write the history
of CSIRJCSIRO by the then
Chairman Sir Robert Pricc in
1976.

He said he took on the
project rather 'naively', never
imagining it would take 11
years for the first volume to be
published (the second, cover
ing the birth of CSIRO in 1949
and following its development
through to the 1970s, probably
will be completed in the sum
mer of 1987/88 and rcleased in
1990).

It was originally intended
that the work would take about
four years, but two years into
the project Schedvin was
appointed to the Chair of
Economic History at the Uni
versity of Melbourne, and this

Old days and changing times theme
at launch of CSIRbook
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It's not in the Terms and Conditions but.. ..

Corporate identity from p.t
the success of the symbol dep
ends on a speedy implementa
tion.

'You can argue for ever over
a piece of artwork,' he said.

'Some people will love it;
some will hate it. But most of
us will accept it for what it is
- a graphic device which acts
as a unifying symbol for a
diverse organisation.'

'The sooner the symbol is
presented to the outside world
in as many ways as possible,
the sooner we will reap the
benefits.'

Certain products are to be
prepared immediately - let
terhead paper, compliments
slips, business cards - and will
be processed by the Bureau
and printed by the CSIRO
printing centre. Divisions and
institutes have already been
asked to indicate their require
ments.

The appearance of the cor
porate symbol on signs, cars,
forms and published material
will be gradually phased in
over the next year. Bromides
of the artwork will be made
available to divisions with the
implementation manual.

The CSIRO women's netball
team has won the grand final in
blue division of the Sonth Can
berra Netball Association's
summer competition.

This is the first year that the
team has played together in
competition and many of the
women haven't played netball
since primary school.

The team included: Leanne
Newton, Linda Jackson, Kat
rina McQuillan (personnel
HQ), Sari McGee (Institute of
Physical Sciences), Christine
Jones (RAO Canberra), Tess
Mathews (Wildlife & Range
lands Research), Tonia Barnes
(finance & admin HQ), Louise
Raisin (Dept of Social Ser
vices) and Robyn Ronai
(media group HQ).

The team was presented with
trophies and they plan to play
in the same competition next
year.

McLennan awards
Cont. from p.t

production of high-purity cer
amic grade zirconia powders
and zirconium chemicals from
zircon, derived from Austra
lian beach sand.

The McLennan award seeks
to stimulate, encourage and
recognise outstanding contrib
utions by CSIRO scientists to
Australian industry. It was est
ablished by the former CSIRO
Advisorv Council under its
Chairm~n, Sir Peter Derham.

It is named in honour of Sir
Ian McLennan, a member of
the Advisory Council from
1979 to 1981, recognising his
contributions to the applica
tion of science and technology
in Australia's industrial
development.

CoResearcll is produced by the
Pnblic Communication Unit
for CSIRO staff. Readers are
invited to contribnte or offer
suggestions for articles. The
deadline is the last Monday
before the issue month. Editor:
Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, Dick·
son ACT 2602. PH: 484479.

Trevor Gilbert

chemistry and environmental
science, and has also published
some 40 scientific papers in the
past eight years.

CoResearch would be
interested to hear more about
staff activities, whether related
to or outside work. Please
write to the editor (the address
is on this page).

Dr Lex Blakey

dreds of industry meetings in
Australia and overseas.

High on the list of his many
vital contributions to the
Australian building and con
struetion industry would be his
fostering of many Australian
standards through participa
tion in a number of Standards
Association of Australia com
mittees, and the establishment
of the Australian Building Sys
tems Appraisal Council
(ABSAC).

This latter achievement has
enabled many significant build
ing innovations to receive
ready acceptance by building
authorities and industry.

Lex Blakey retires

Scientistgives his time
forihe community

One of the most widely known
figures in the Australian build·
ing and construction industry,
Dr Lex Blakey, Chief of the
Division ofBllilding Research,
has retired after 36 years with
CSIRO.

Dr Blakey graduated in
engineering at the University
of Western Australia, and
obtained his PhD at Cam
bridge in England.

Most of his working life has
been spent with the Division.
He joined the Organisation in
1949 as head of the structures
and concrete technology
group, and in 1968 was
appointed assistant Chief. In
1974 he was seconded to the
Department of Housing and
Construction for two years as
first assistant secretary 
building technology and sociol
ogy.

In 1978, two years after his
return to the Division, he was
appointed Chief.

His belief in the need for
strong communication bet
ween scientists and industry
saw him on many committees
and a regular speaker at hun-

CSIRO scientist Trevor Gilbert has a very proud wife. Mrs
Angela Gilbert wrote to CoResearcll recently to draw attention
to her husband's work with the NSW State Emergency Service.

She said although scientists
may not be 'shouting from the
rooftops' about their work,
they were certainly not the
wimps described by Barry
Jones. Mrs Gilbert said her
husband was a 'quiet achiever'
in both his scientific and rescue
work.

Mr Gilbert is an organic geo
chemist with the Division of
Mineral Physics and Mineral
ogy (involved with oil explora
tion research), and is also a
volunteer with the SES.

'In recognition for his service
to the community during times
of floods, and during rescues
and bush searches, he has been
promoted to the position of
executive officer of the Sydney
Northern Division, in charge
of operations and intelligence,
said Mrs Gilbert.

'This division co-ordinates
locally based rescue squads for
over one million residents in
the northern districts of Syd
ney, during disasters and
storms. It's all voluntary and
often means all-night work.'

Mr Gilbert is also a member
of the Botany Bay SES com
mittee and the toxic and haz
ardous chemicals committee of
the Total Environment Centre.
He lectures at a number of
universities in organic geo-

$1000
Your choice up to 24 months

Guaranteed for Term:
3 mths: 11.5%
6 mths: 11.75%
12 mths: 12%
13-24 mths: 12.25%

As we are all aware, financial matters have not been off the
front pages since the stock market collapse, and increasingly it
has bccome apparent that investors are now seeking a secure
form of investment for a guaranteed return. This demand for
fixed interest accounts is the basis behind SIROCREDIT's
Christmas bonus offer and our normal policy of providing 'top
of the market returns' whenever possible.

The board and staff of SIROCREDIT would like to wish all
our members throughout CSIRO a very safe and happy
Christmas and New Year.

In the season of goodwill and cheer SIROCREDIT is happy to
announce its limited Term Investment Offer available until
4.00 pm on Christmas Eve. The investment offer represents an
opportunity for CSIRO staff and their families to secure an above
market return for their deposits guaranteed for a period of your
choice. Loan rates have also been reduced. A bonus for all
members to enjoy. But act now!
Details of the offer are as follows:

Minimum Deposit:
Term of Investment:
Interest Rate:

A CHRISTMAS BONUS

-

The following CSIRO scientists were admitted as Fellows to the
Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering
at its last annual general meeting:
Dr George Alexander

Dr Alexander, chief research scientist at the Division of An
imal Production, is internationally recognised for his contribu
tions to the understanding of reproduction in sheep and the sur
vival of neonatallambs. The results of his studies of cold and heat
stress and maternal behaviour have been applied widely in sheep
husbandry. Dr Alexander recently marked his 40th anniversary
with CSIRO (see CoResearch 299, February 1987).
Dr Elizabeth Dennis

Dr Dennis is a principal research scientist with the Division of
Plant Industry. She is a leading plant molecular biologist with
high international standing in the study of transposable elements
and the control of genes in maize and Tripsacum, particularly
the gene for alcohol dehydrogenase. Her work has led to the est
ablishment of a commercial collaboration with the Agrigenetics
Corporation. Dr Dennis did some post-doctoral work with the
Division in 1972-1974 before going to the University of Papua
New Guinea to lecture in biochemistry. She returned to Plant
Industry in 1976, where she has worked ever since.
Dr Neville Fletcher

Dr Fletcher is currently Director of the Institute of Physical
Sciences. He is a Fellow of the Academy of Science, the Institute
of Physics, London, the Australian Institute of Physics, the
Acoustical Society of America and the Australian Acoustical
Society. Until joining CSIRO in 1983 as Institute Director, he
was Professor of Physics (personal chair) at the University of
New England. He has a distinguished record of research in solid
state physics, atmospheric physics and acoustics, and has publish
ed two books - The Physics of Rainclouds and The Chemical
Physics of lee.
Dr John Vercoe

Dr Vercoe is assistant Chief of the Division of Tropical Animal
Sciencc and OIC of the Tropical Cattle Research Centre at Rock
hampton. He started his career with CSIRO in 1964, studying
the reasons for differences in productivity between zebu breeds
imported to Australia in the 1950s and the predominant British
breeds. His work in this area, with colleague Dr John Frisch,
now forms the basis for new and less empirical approaches to
the selection and crossbrecding of cattle for improved productiv
ity of cattle in thc tropics. Dr Vercoe had two stints with the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna where he was head
of the animal production and health section in the joint FAOI
IAEA division.

SIROCREDIT
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Devolving responsibilities

Corporatecentreireviewcauses
some divisional disquiet

With five months' trading
still to go, Bookshop manager
Mr Jeff Prentice is confident
the $1.5 million goal is achiev
able.

'The corporate centre review
recommendation that the
Bookshop be "eliminated" has
no credibility on these results',
said Mr Prentice.

Mr Prentice attributed the
result to intensive marketing
efforts with divisional publica
tions and an aggressive cam
paign to increase subscriptions
to all CSIRO scierntific jour
nals.

Mr Prentice said a feasibility
study on opening a CSIRO
Bookshop in Sydney is now
underway.

One of the majestic tall ships in Australia for the Bicentenary,
Juan Sebastian de Elcano, sails past the CSIRO Marine
Laboratories (lower left). Photo: Thor Carter

In addition, it is proposed
that an appraisal of existing
equipment be made within
three years, with priority being
given to equipment with the
greatest evident risk.

The new policy will apply to
all jointly-funded or jointly
staffed projects in which
CSIRO is involved.

The review of CSIRO's corporate centre has wide ramifications thronghont the Organisation 
and divisional administration staff are becoming uneasy about what it will mean for their work.

Following extensive review be devolved to place them clos- bined to present a submission
procedures conducted by the er to the users of the services to the review group, while
consultants Pappas, Carter, - i.e. divisions and institutes. Canberra forwarded a separate
Evans & Koop (with a CSIRO The aim is to give divisions submission.
group) and a period of staff and institutes more responsi- At their meetings, the Syd
consultation, recommenda- bility for many administrative ney and Melbourne groups
tions are being presented to activities, leaving the corpo- focused on three issues of
the Board on 16 February. rate centre as a focus for policy concern. Many of these con

lt is likely about 250 posi- and broader development of cerns were echoed at the later
tions will be lost from the corp- CSIRO. Canberra meeting.
orate centre and functions will This is in the wake of the Firstly, employee/employer

------------------------- McKinsey review of CSIRO's relations. It was thought this
research administration. which should be a centralised func
has resulted in the establish- tion as many divisions did not
ment of six new institutes com- have the capability to deal with
prising regrouped and reor- this, and it was inappropriate
ganised divisious. for ad hoc agreements to be

There is now some disquiet made by individual divisions.
among divisions about the im- Secondly, internal auditing.
plications in terms of workload H;eadquarters' internal audit
and further skills development group was one of those recom
to deal with certain devolved mended to operate at a sub
re~ponsibilities. stantially reduced level of ser

Three separate meetings of vice. This would mean the
divisional secretaries and elimination of all End of Finan
senior admini~trative staff, cial Year auditing and work
including regional administra- with divisions would only be
tive officers, were held in Syd- on 'significant budget line
ney, Melbourne and Canberra items' - e.g. accounts payable,
on 11, 12 and 20 January res- accounts receivable, supply
pectively, to discuss the recom- and assets.
mendations of the review. The It was also thought that as a
meetings did not have the ben- result of devolution, new func
efit of the consultants' report, tions and responsibilities
which was still unavailable at undertaken by divisional staff
the time.' needed to be backed up by a

The meetings identified a regional audit presence to
number of activities where the maintain the high standard and
propo~ed 'service levels' to be credibility of CSIRO's
provided by the corporate cen- administrative work.
tre gave rise to their concern, The Canberra meeting rec
and others where the docum- ommended . that the level of
entation was inadequate to service provided by internal
form judgements. audit perhaps be reviewed in

Consequently, the Sydney one or two years' time.
and Melbourne groups com- Thirdly, the devolution of

the cheque production func
tion from RAOs to divisions
was seen as undesirable.

At all meetings, a major
point to emerge was that there
was no guarantee of extra res
ources to cope with the vastly
increased activities. Already
this had become a problem
with the wind-down of RAO
functions (a separate decision
now being implemented).

It was generally agreed that
there was a lack of expertise in
many divisions to deal with
very specialised areas which
have until now been handled
by HQ. The question of train
ing to replace this expertise
was discussed, but it was un
clear what training would be
implemented.

On 29 Jauuary the CSIRO
Bookshop/Publications Sales
Office reported some ext
remely encouraging results.

Its sales revenue for journals
and books, seven months into
this financial year, now almost
equals the total for the whole
of the previous financial year.

Revenue at 29 January was
$1 051 721, compared with the
total for the previous year of
$1 064000.

A proposal to assess the occupational health aud safety aspects
of all new research projects in CSIRO is uow being appraised
by divisions and institutes.

According to OHS manager
Mr Gary Knobel the proposal,
which arose from the 1983
Craig Review of OHS, is now
in draft policy form and all
comments are being requested
by 18 March.

The aim of the proposal is to
assess any potential OHS
issues in new experimental
work or in novel equipment
being put into use. Strategies
would then be developed in
advance to alleviate possible
risks.

Advantages would include:
less occupational injury and
disease in CSIRO, a reduction
in legal claims, an ability to
respond adequately should le
gal claims arise and less wast
age of personnel and material
resources.

lt is proposed that this
assessment would be made as
early as possible in the plan
ning stage, so all financial
implications could be identif
ied - such as the need for pro
tective clothing or services like
medical and safety monitoring.

Examples of hazards to be
considered include: emission
of ionising radiation, use of
mutagenic or carcinogenic
chemicals, generation of dust,
vapour or gasses and electrical
hazards.

CSIRO
Bookshop
surges
ahead
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Letters to the EditorFrom the Chief
Executive

A column by
DrKeith
Boardman

During my recent visit to London to attend the bicentennial conf
erence at the Royal Institntion on Anglo-Anstralian science over
two centuries, I toolr the opportunity to have discnssions with Mr
Robert Jackson, parliamentary under-secretary of science and
educatiou, Sir George Porter, President of the Royal Society, and
the House ofLords select committee on science and technology.

I had hoped to see Lord is in contact with the market
Shackleton, chairman of the and consumer needs.
House of Lords committee, Mr Jackson (who is a Mem-
but he was away in the Falk- bel' of the European Parlia-
land Islands. However I met ment) and his wife have ac-
the secretary to the committee, cepted an invitation to attend
who outlined the work of the the opening of the Australia
committee and the outcome of Telescope. Mr Jackson, who
its report on civil R&D in the has the responsibility for an
UK. Members of the select education reform bill in the
committee who visited Japan DK, is interested in gaining
were impressed by the work of some knowledge of the Austra
the Japan Council of Science lian education scene, particu
and Technology, and although larly higher education. His visit
the committee appreciated the is timely in view of the green
marked cultural differences paper on higher education rec
between Japan and the DK, it ently circulated by Mr Dawkins
recommended, and the gov- for comment.
ernment accepted, the estab- I was pleased that I could
lishment of an Advisory Coun- meet with Sir Martin Wood,
cil of Science and Technology Chairman and founder of a
(ACOST) in the DK. highly successful high technol-

While reporting to the Prime ogy company, Oxford Instru
Minister, ACOST is chaired ments. Sir Martin, who also
by the Chairman of Rolls intends visiting Australia later
Royce, Sir Francis Tombs, but this year, is a member of the
it is intended that the Prime Council for the Exploitation
Minister will chair the meetings of Science and Technology
on occasion. (CEST), which is funded prim-

Sir GeOI'ge Porter, who is a arily from the private sector,
member of ACOST, intimated but with contributions from
that ACOST would not pro- government. The main role of
duce reports for dissemination CEST is to establish research
but its advice would be confi- centres for the exploitation of
dential to the Prime Minister. new technologies. For exam-

The House of Lords Com- pIe, £5 million is to be provided
mittee was satisfied with the over five years to a research
government response to its centre on superconductivity,
report, but had hoped that representing 50 per cent of the
extra funds would have been running costs. The centre was
made available to support its awarded to Cambridge Dniver
recommendations. The com- sity after an evaluation by
mittee recommended that stra- CEST of seven applications.
tegic research (Le. the type of The problems facing Britain
research conducted by CS- in exploiting the results of its
IRO) should be expanded, and research efforts are more acute
the customer-contractor res- in Australia with our even
earch more far-sighted. lower level of private sector

I was told that many indus- R&D and greater distance
trialists in the DK have not yet from markets.
accepted that they must make I sincerely hope that the
their way in a more competitive completion of thc review of the
world and invest more of their corporate centre and corporate
resources in R&D. In several services will be the last of ma
of my discussions I was in- jar reviews for several years.
formed that there is a need for The Organisation needs a per
industrial firms to greatly in- iod of stability to allow the new
crease their R&D if Britain is team of managers and the staff
to take advantage of the coun- to get on with the job of prov
try's outstanding basic researcll iding outstanding research
effort. results so vital to the future

The President of the Royal competitiveness of Australia.
Society considers that basic
research is done best in the uni
versities and applied work in
industry. Academics should ~.I/: .f, //_. /..
not be expected to be entrep- t./F I'UJ<.,U-..~
retleurs, as this type of activity
is better left to industry, which

Deal' Editor,
THE MAGIC POKER

MACHINE
William Calvin, writing in Nat
ure 5 November 1987, took the
darwinian formula of random
variation followed by selection
and extended it to fields other
than biology.

'Technology treats noise as
an unwanted impediment, dar
winism as a means of exploring
new avenues'. 'Technology'
could as easily reael 'research
management'. Noise or ran
dom variation can be a cornu
copia of new and unexpected
ideas and possibilities. Each
research project is not random
in its execution, but is strongly
random in its long term signifi
cance.

The goal of research man
agement should be not to red
uce noise but to reduce the cost
of producing it. Researchers
aim for excellence, administra
tion aims for efficiency, the
organisation as a whole aims at
producing a cavalcade of new
knowledge. Excellence and
efficiency are only means to an
end.

Randomness cuts through
squabbles over research prior
ities like a knife through but
ter. Suppose 10 per cent of all
research projects in CSIRO
were approved by picking a
number from a hat. The long
term significance of such pro
jects can be compared with the
long term significance of other
projects approved by thought
and deliberation. This puts res
earch managers in the same
position as investment mana
gers who hope they can do
better than someone picking
stocks by throwing a dart at a
newspaper stock exchange list.

Whatever organisational
structure CSIRO develops, it
should never lose sight of the
primaeval chaos that new ideas
come from. Such a structure
will not necessarily look neat
and tidy.

David Erskine
Irrigation and Freshwater

Research

Dear Editor,
The Austrian philosopher
Rudolf Steiner propounded
the thesis of the 'threefold
commonwealth', wherein (a)
the economic, (b) the political!
legal, and (c) the cultural were
to be carefully distinguished.
Confounding of any with the
others would lead to trouble,
he predicted.

No greater corroboration of
this proposal has emerged than
recent events in CSIRO, where
the principles of the market
place (category a) are being
imposed on what should main
ly be the free, creative activity
of scientific research (category
c).

Further, and ironically, the
failure to comprehend, or even
recognise, the ramifications of
David Ricardo's law of econ-

omic rent bedevils all the soph
isticated cost/benefit analyses
at present prevalent. In other
words, all advances in the arts,
technology, and - in particular
- scientific research, inevitably
generate enhanced land val
ues. Failure to grasp this is
what George Bernard Shaw
once referred to as the pOllS

asinorum of the politicians.
Admittedly, the fiscal appro

priation of this natural fund for
CSIRO is probably a matter
for the politicians. However,
as long as the financial mana
gers/advisors of our scientific
enterprise neglect this inescap
able fact of economic life and
focus primarily on hatchet op
erations, the current malaise
and confusion in CSIRO will
continue.

Clarification of the forego
ing can be found in The Financ
ing of Developmental Works
by one of Australia's leading
engineers, Sir Ronald East,
published by the Melbourne
University Press in association
with Oxford University Press,
back in 1944.

Geoff Forster
Editorial & Publishing Unit

Dear Editor,
In reply to John Lenaghan's
letter entitled SPQR in the
December/January issue of
CoResearch, a more plausible
significance of the acronym
may be Senatus Poplllusque
Quorum Romanus, bnt my
personally preferred version,
especially in this age of numer
ous militant societies for pro
tection of this and that, is
Society for Prevention of
Quelty to Romans.

Dr Andrew Foldes
Division of Animal Production

The following letter was sent
to the Director ofInformation
and Public COlllmllllicatioll,
Mr Peter Dllnstan, with a copy
to CoResearch.
Dear Mr Dunstan,
Is there any chance that the
new logo proposed for CSIRO
can be killed off, even though
it appears to have backing
from on high? It must surely
be appropriate to argue that
staff should have been given an
opportunity to choose between
a short list of alternatives. I
believe it to have been a very
poor example of the consulta
tive process to have the present
(to me) meaningless symbol
thrust upon us.

I have never yet seen the
logo in its intended colours nor
have I had the symbolism ex
plained to me. Much intra
CSIRO ridicule is being heap
ed upon the device as you are
probably aware, and the lead
taken by this prestigious Org
anisation in making our beaut
iful language ugly, through the
'corporate message', is deplor
able.

In the absence of any other
explanation, I have concluded

that the symbol indicates an
Organisation having seven
major arteries - presumably
the six institutes plus HQ. Five
arteries, unfortunately, have
aneurysms and at least one
seems about to blow. God help
us all!

D.I Walker
Chief

Division of Food Research

Tltefollowi/lg letter was senllo Dr
Micltae/ Dack, witlt a copy 10 Co·
Research.
Dear Dr Dack,
It's interesting that the first
time I, and my colleagues, saw
the new CSIRO logo (CoRes
earch No. 308 Dec.'87/Jan.'88)
the decision had been made
and you felt the debate should
be closed. I read with interest
the letters in the same issue
and agree with John Lenaghan
that the acronym alone would
probably suffice but would
have added to the list in Aust
ralia ABC, BHP, CRA, CSR
and internationally IBM,
RCA, lIT and AT&T. Speak
ing of AT&T (American Tele
phone and Telegraph; better
known for Bell Telephone and
the Bell Laboratories) I enc
lose an interesting comparison.
It would appear that the design
consultants have been influ
enced by AT&T's new logo
which has been in use for a few
years. In the AT&T logo one
can see global electronic com
munication, but the story or
symbolism in the new CSIRO
logo is a mystery to me. What
do the seven vertical lines and
the five swellings symbolise? If
they are the six institutes some
one can't count. One is central
and fatter than others; two are
very lean. I hope that's mine
in the middle.

Peter C Rothlisberg
Marine Laboratories

--
Dear Editor,
Over the years, I have followed
with interest the correspon
dence in CoResearch regarding
possible logos for CSIRO. In
deed, I still have my favourite,
from Socrates Paschalidis of
Computing Research, dis
played on the side of my filing
cabinet. Given this established
forum, I was shocked to find
that we had been inflicted with
a logo, without notice, from an
external consultant. And am
used to find that it is simply
that of another organisation,
rotated 90°. (See below)

Alister K Sharp
Division of Food Research

~== =
~

Letters cont, on p.4
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Dr David Solomon, one of the CS/RO Medal winners, receives
his award from CS/RO Chairman Mr Neville Wran. Photo: Helen
Niblett.

1987 CSIRO Medals

Diverse scientific endeavour
honoured

permanent-magnet type, using
the rare earth compound sam
arium cobalt. The electronics
were adapted from units des
igned for solar powered water
pumps by the Brisbane firm
Anstralian Energy Research
Laboratories.

The most crucial part of the
car's design, though, lay in
achieving a rngged, lightweight
vehicle with excellent aero
dynamics. A chrome-molyb
denum steel spaceframe was
used, surrounded by a smooth
body shell of Kevlar/foam
sandwich. Four mountain bike
wheels, inflated to a pressure
of 100psi, carried the car.

In pre-race trials, the car
reached 85km/h placing it
third on the starting grid be
hind the US General Motors
multi-million dollar entry and
the radical Hawaiian 'Mana
La'. In fourth position were
Ford Australia, with the Swiss
'Spirit of Biel' behind them.

The Solar Challenge itself
was easily won by General
Motors, with Team Marsupial
coming in fourth behind Ford
and Biel. Unseasonal rain and
heavily overcast skies had dras
tically slowed all the cars exc
ept for General Motors, whose
early lead placed them ahead
of the clouds. Eventually, six
of the original 23 starters were
to finish the race within the
officially allowed time. The re
mainder retired due to break
downs or lack of time. Four
teen solar cars eventually
finished the race.

The Australian Geographic
Team Marsupial car was one
of the lowest budget entries in
the race, costing around one
per cent of the cost of the GM
car. It demonstrated that a
viable solar car could be built
for the cost of a moderately
upmarket road car.

Sound but innovative engin
eering is essential to Austral
ia's economic recovery; the
success of this vehicle shows
that the necessary skills are
flourishing within CSIRO and
the universities.

'Marsupial' indicates
innovativeenJlineering

skills in CSIRO
One of the most successfnl entries in the recent solar car race
across Anstralia was entered by a team which inclnded several
CSIRO employees.

Graham Alien of the Divi
sion of Applied Physics was
team manager of the Austra
lian Geographic Team Marsu
pial entry. The team also inc
luded his sister, Michelle
Storey of the Division of Rad
iophysics, Horrie Kinnersley,
recently retired from Applied
Physics and Antony Schinckel,
formerly with Radiophysics at
Parkes.

The Pentax World Solar
Challenge, in which the car
competed, was the first long
distance race for solar powered
cars ever held. Starting in
Darwin on 1 November, the
race went down ·the Stuart
Highway to finish in Adelaide,
a distance of about 3000km.

Designed by Graham Allen
and Professor John Storey of
the University of New South
Wales School of Physics, the
Australian Geographic Team
Marsupial car was built in
Graham's garage bya small
but dedicated team of enthus
iasts on weekends and evenings
over 12 months. Major funding
for the project came from the
Australian ,Geographic Soci
ety's scientific research and
expedition fund, and the team
of four drivers included adven
turer Dick Smith.

The car was powered by
Australian-made solar cells,
specially,•• fabricated by BP
Solar Australia at its Brook
vale plant. Each cell was cut
square to allow the highest
possible packing density, then
laminated onto 1.3mm thick
chemically toughened glass.
This produced a strong, light
weight module with an excel
lent surface finish, essential for
low aerodynamic drag. With
an individual cell efficiency of
close to 14 per cent, the eight
square metre solar array could
produce almost exactly 1 kW
in bright sunshine. The vehicle
was the first to finish the race
using Austrlian-made cells.

To make the best use of this
power, highly efficient drive
electronics and motors were
required. The motors were a

Graham Alien gave a colloquium and demonstration ofthe solar powered
car at Applied Physics on 10 December. It is shown here lloing a
demonstration lap oftheperimeter road, watched by Applied Physics staff.

the control of seasonal breed
ing in tamar wallabies has led
to advances in understanding
how animals measure time and
respond to its passing. .

Further studies this year in .
collaboration with DrLydia
Mayner (funded bya 12 month
CSIRO/ANU grant) are ex
pected to shed further light on
circadian rhythms in tamar
wallahies. This data ultimately
could have implications for
airline crews, shift workers
and others who are out qf step
with the natural day/night
rhythm.

It has emerged thatthe tam
ar wallaby is very useful in
studying circadian ••• rhythms
because of its rapid and precise
response to changes in light
and dark, and therefore useful
in understanding a phenome
non common to all mammals
including humans.

• The external award went to
Mr Kim Ryrie from Fairlight
Instruments and Mr Peter Vo
gel from Creative Strategies
Pty Lld for their development
of a sophisticated computer
music instrnment.

The application of elec
tronics and computer technol
ogy to the production of musi
cal sounds is a late 20th century
development which has had a
major impact on the entertain
ment industry. The Australian
Fairlight CMI (computer music
instrnment) holds premier pos
ition on the world music scene.
It is based on a computer des
igned by Tony Furse and sub
sequently developed into a
musical instrnment by Kim
Ryrie and Peter Vogel.

The synthesiser's ability to
sample and manipulate natural
sounds, as well as create entire
ly new sounds, is unmatched.

Fairlight Instrnments Pty
Lld manufactures the CMI,
and exports most of the pro
ducts.

line was transferred to the
Reserve Bank where Mr Addi
son's team developed it, with
CSIRO help, into the current
production line.

The success of this work led
to the Bank's decision to pro
ceed with manufacture of the
new banknotes. They will be
released sometime this year.

This project was notable for
many things:

It was conducted in secret in
CSIRO, and it involved a wide
range of activities, from funda
mental physical optics, through
polymer chemistry to machine
design and creative metal
working.

Dr Solomon's team, ranging
in rank from CRS to workshop
apprentice, were all harmoni
ously and totally involved.
Among them were: Dr Sefton
Hamann, Dr Geoffrey Hawth
orne, Dr Jonathon Hodgkin,
Dr Bob Lee, Mrs Jean Swift,
Mr Bryan Loft, Dr Mario
Girolamo, Mr Graham Quint,
Dr John Loder, Dr Tom Spurl
ing, Mr Bob Brett, Mr Ian
Thomas, Mr Laurie Julius, Mr
Ian Marwick, Mr AIf Desira,
Mr Jim Wardrop, Mr Alan
Chapman, Mr GeoffRolstone,
Mr Max Linton, Mr Bob Eibel,
and Mr Jack Ross and Mr Alan
Wilson (both now deceased).

eDr Hugh Tyndale-Biscoe
of the Division of Wildlife and
Ecology received his Medal in
recognition of his work as the
world's foremost researcher
into the reproductive physiol
ogy of marsupials.

His studies of the hormonal
control of reproductive cycles
and lactation had led to greater
understanding of the relation
ships between the hypothal
amus, pituitary, ovary and
mammary glands, as well as
the development of young in
the pouch.

His more recent research on
the role of the pineal gland in

The diversity of Australia's scientific research is reflected in the latest CSIRO Medal awards. The
awards were made on 14 December, for CSIRO research in wood technology, banknote technology
and marsupial reproductive physiology, and for non-CSIRO research in computerised mnsic.

The Medals have been
awarded for three years. This
year, for the first time, a
non-CSIRO research team has
also been honoured.

The recipients were:
eMr John Coleman from the

Division of Chemical and
Wood Technology, for his in
vention of the remarkable re
constituted wood product,
Scrimber.

This invention has led to the
world's first process to obtain
structural quality beams from
trees 8-10 years old. This has
a number of benefits, including
alleviating the problem of the
shortage of quality mature tim
ber for construction beams and
reducing the inherent cost of
production.

Small diameterlogs-includ
ing plantation thinnings - can
be used. The natural orienta
tion of the wood fibres is main
tained, giving the strength of
ten lacking in other reconsti
tuted wood products.

Mr Coleman carried out the
early work in the laboratory
and demonstrated that a uni
form product could be pro
duced in a series of unit opera
tions, some of which involved
modification of technology
available Horn a range of
industrial processes.

After a period of collabora
tive development with Repco
Pty Lld, the process was licen
sed to SATCO (the South
Australian Timber Corpora
tion). A pilot plant operated
by Repco in Victoria proved
the viability of the process, and
now a prototype production
plant is being constructed by
SATCO in Mt Gambier.

eDr David Solomon and Mr
Don Addison (and their
teams), received a Medal for
the joint invention of highly
secure banknotes.

Dr Solomon, Chief of the
(then) Division of Applied
Organic Chemistry (which is
now part of the new Division
of Chemicals and Polymers),
led a team which co-operated
with Mr Addison's team at the
Note Printing Branch of the
Reserve Bank of Australia to
develop the new $10 note.

The 19-year project was
prompted in 1967 when reason
able forgeries of the $10 note
were discovered.

The Bank approached the
Division for help and a five
year collaborative project
started in June 1968. This
came up with a revolutionary
approach to banknote technol
ogy - the use of optically
variable devices in conjunction
with novel plastic laminates.

As each part of. the research
succeeded it was incorporated
into the development of a sub
stantial pilot scale production
line at Fishermens Bend. This
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Advanced materials experience

Australia is a small country.
The two main points are

these. It is better to use the
past than to forget it. It is
better to fight upwards with
pride and courage than to look
downwards with shame.

Art Raiche
Division of Exploration

Geoscience

whether PSZ is suitable for
prosthetic implants - specifi
cally hip implants.

Swee, Tejpavan and Hung
all said they enjoyed working
at CSIRO but it was not with
out problems.

'It's a bit awe-inspiring to
see the scale on which they
work,' said Pavan. 'There's a
lot of sensitive and expensive
machinery I've had to familiar
ise myself with.'

Swee said working at CSIRO
made her feel more like a sci
entist than an engineer, but it
did depend on the project.

All agreed there was so
much more they wanted to do
than there was time available.
The scholarship program is 12
weeks long, finishing on 12
February.

The students were selected
from several different tertiary
institutions: Monash Univer
sity, Melbourne University,
the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology and the Foots
cray Institute of Technology.
The courses they study include
materials engineering, applied
physics, mechanical engineer
ing, chemical engineering and
journalism.

The program gives students
the opportunity to experience
working research environm
ents and has helped to 'spread
the good word' about advanced
materials. The students also
have been able to do some use
ful and necessary work for
their supervisors.

countries, with guerilla warfare
skills, have often inflicted de
feats upon larger countries
which were committed to tac
tics of massive assault. I know
of no examples where a small
country, committed to tactics
of fixed principles of massive
assault, has defeated a large
country using flexible tactics.

CSIRO is working with the Victorian Government's vacation
scholarship program, for the second year, to promote advanced
materials and create an awareness of them in stndents "nd grad
nates.

Of the 11 scholarship win
ners employed by the Depart
ment of Industry, Technology
and Resources, three are work
ing on research projects in
CSIRO laboratories.

Mr Hung Chau, who will
start the fourth year of his
mechanical engineering course
at the Footscray Institute of
Technology this year, is work
ing under Dr Rod Esdaile at
the Division of Manufacturing
Technology in Preston.

He is investigating liquid
metal attacks on plasma spray
ed ceramic coatings. The proj
ect examines the resistance of
various coatings to immersion
in molten aluminium, and inv
estigates thermal shock and
heat transfer characteristics.

At the Division of Materials
Science and Technology in
Clayton, Mr Tejpavan Gand
hok is working with Dr Ran
Garvie on the development of
a new advanced refractory.
Magnesia chromide is mixed
with zirconia to increase ther
mal shock resistance and pro
duce a mechanically stronger
refractory. Tejpavan also is
going into the fourth year of
his course this year - chemical
engineering at Melbourne Uni
vesity.

Also at Clayton, Ms Swee
Lam, a graduate of Monash
University's materials engin
eering course, is working on
magnesium partially stabilised
zirconia (Mg-PSZ) with Dr
Mike Swain. She is testing

How far do yOIl have to go .
these days to get mOlley? Dr
Katlr Bowmer cleans Federal
Minister Peter Morris' slloes
before he allllOJwces a grant of
$]]2 000 to tlte Griffith
Lab of the Divisioll of
Water Resources. Kath
was successful ill a grant
applicatio/l for work all
management .'iyslems to
cOlltrol Alligatonveed,
a noxious aquatic weed.
PllOto courtesy of Tlte
Newcastle Herald.

walking into ministerial offices
and presenting their case in a
forceful manner. The point is
that we need a more courage
ous CSIRO management, ad
ept in the skills of fighting up
ward. Our management must
unlearn the role of lackeys
whose main job appears to be
the downward transmission of
bad news.

The problem of local indus
try is more disturbing. It has
almost become a cliche that
overseas companies have done
much more than local com
panies to develop our research
into products. Let us recognise
that the problem does not lie
so much with CSIRO as it does
with the lack of management
skills in Australian industry, a
fact well recogised by the Aust
ralian Institute of Manage
ment. I do not believe that the
best solution is to pander to the
desires of current managerial
lack of vision. A better solution
is for CSIRO to form a group
to help management schools
incorporate units on technol
ogical innovation into their
course structure. Such units
can also foster direct contact
between current and future
managers and CSIRO. Since
many companies make a prac
tice of sending their executives
on training courses, this idea
provides a solution not restrict
ed to the long term.

Returning to the simplistic
analysis that provoked this let
ter, I can only stand in awe of
the apparent ability of Robin
Batterham to choose lines of
research which WILL succeed
as opposed to those which only
MAY succeed. Outside the
Star Wars establishment, I
know of no-one else in the
world with such confidence.
Those of us with lesser ability
think of science as a search into
that which is not yet known.
The freedom to fail is an essen
tial requirement for progress in
science and engineering
development.

Limiting the scope of
research and development to
'sure things' is not R&D; it is
robotics. Compare the R&D
successes of the West with
those of Eastern Europe.

Few would argue against the
concept of a well-managed mix
of long, medium and short
term projects ranging from the
intensely practical to the 'far
out'. In a healthy organisation,
the composition of the mix will
be the subject of ongoing de
bate. Wllat is crucial is to rec
ognise that the history of sci
ence (there I go again, bringing
up the past. Sorry, Robin) has
been dominated by serendipit
ous discoveries made by good
scientists working on well
defined projects.

What is crucial to the health
of CSIRO is to retain the flex
ibility to shift resources from
previously defined projects to
take advantage of such seren
dipitous discoveries - even if
there is the possibility that the
new line of research may not
come to fruition.

Military history furnishes a
useful metaphor for this. Small

points that were raised. In
deed, it is indicative of the sup
erficiality which seems to have
pervaded much of the McKin
sey review of CSIRO.

Let's apply some analysis to
the problem of our shrinking
budget. Since government ex
penditure has not shrunk, our
budget, as well as those of the
universities and the ABC, has
been sacrificed to other areas.
Governments like to spend
money on things such as Parli
ament buildings, casinos,
sporting complexes, Bicenten
tial fantasies, etc.; in short,
those areas which allow for the
expression of 'imperial grand
eur', political egos and where
possible, entertainment for the
masses. Those who do not wish
to 'forget the past' are tempted
to draw parallels to certain
Mediterranean empires of past
eras.

Dr Batterham has suggested
that we 'forget the past', in
other words, ignore history.
He is a very brave man to do
this, perhaps the ideal person
for the Brave New World.
Others of us would prefer to
study the past and learn from
its examples. This procedure
should be confused with that
of ignoring the present and
dwelling in the past.

One strategy for dwelling in
the present is to assume that
we owe unquestioning obedi
ence to our bureaucrats and
political masters, and that we
should dedicate ourselves to
find projects which might titil
late them. For example we
could design an elaborate,
scaled-up electronic games
park around the new Parlia
ment House complete with
monorail transport. Once we
learn how to formulate proj
ects which appeal to the three
year ballot box mentality, gov
ernment revenues should flow
freely. Those familial' with
cargo cult practices will notice
certain similarities.

On the other hand, those of
us who occasionally do cont
emplate the past will realise
that CSIRO, as a Whole, has
done a remarkable and valu
able job over the years. This
has been recognised by our sci
entific peers both in Australia
and overseas, in the agricul
tural sector and certain over
seas industries. Thus, if we
have confidence in ourselves,
a more satisfying strategy is to
make government and local in
dustry change their percept
ions about us and our role. The
government really doesn't
know what to do about science.
It should be the duty of our
management to educate gov
ernment. By this I do not mean
the promulgation of a new gen
eration of pamphlets. I mean
a strategy of going for the
political jugular.

As an example, suppose that
32 chiefs could stop bickering
over the few remaining crumbs
long enough to agree on a few
priorities and actions for
CSIRO as well as reasonable
cost estimates. Imagine then,
32 chiefs, united in purpose,
accompanied by the media,

Dear Editor,
I am a humble disciple of the
ultimate answer - corporate
identity! It wounds me deeply
to read letters in your publica
tion which try to weakcn the
cause. However, if we are to
have a successful logo it seems
that it should have a meaning.
Perhaps it would have been a
good idea for the logo promot
ers to explain the design to
CSIRO employees so that we
are better able to pass on the
message to the ever-enquiring
public. Luckily, I have invent
ed a meaning which is quite
simple to remember and is, un
doubtedly, much simpler than
tbe true meaning.

The dark circle (or black
hole) represents CSIRO. The
seven vertical lines stand for
time (or the seven days of the
week - the first and last lines
representing Sunday and Sat
urday respectively). The white
ellipses indicate the intensity
of work carried out. Accord
ingly, if you want anything
done at CSIRO try on a Wed
nesday. By the way, the length
of the vertical lines does not
equal 100 per cent (or does
it?). Have some fun!

Vincent Cafarella
Division of Food Research

Deal' Editor,
Whilst I'm flattered that Robin
Batterham (Forum No.9, 19
Dec. 1987) thinks my article
deserves careful analysis, I'm
disappointed that none was
presented. His article seems to
have very little to do with the

Editor's 1Iote: l1lefollowi/lg letter
was sellt to CoResearch by Dr Art
Raiclte ill response to all article ill
Forum, the 1lewsletter of the
CSlRO Commullicatioll Task
Force.

-

Letters to the Editor
Cont. from p.2

Dear Editor,
I realise Dr Dack believes that
the time for debating the merits
of the corporate symbol are
now over, but upon reading
the Dec/Jan issue of CoRes
earch I kept having this niggl
ing idea that I had seen some
thing very similar to our prop
osed logo elsewhere. After
getting the short straw yet
again to empty the garbage it
jumped out at me (actually fell
out) as to where I had seen our
proposed log before - DIET
PEPSI - (see below). Maybe in
our quest for external funding
we are either trying to obtain
Pepsi funds 01' alternatively are
contracting out for a bit of sly
advertising - nothing like a
little injection of corporate
funds into CSIRO - maybe we
can get discounted field packs
of Pepsi as a trade off. The idea
of a corporate logo is excellent
- it's a shame we can't have an
original one.

A W Whitelaw
Division ofFisheries Research
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'The magic is working'
When the CSIRO Office of Space Science and Applications (COSSA) was established it was
something of an experiment. That experiment is now paying off handsomely.
COSSA, which was set up progress. Dr McCracken, a ducts is on its way to market.'
three years ago, represented a member of the Space Board, This feature will look briefly at
new way of doing things in said the Board was an impor- some of the achievements and
CSIRO. The aim was to act as tant mechanism for bringing future projects of the CSIRO
a focus for all the Organisa- together the various forces and space program.
tion's space-related research, he 'laments the fact that its Dr McCracken said CSIRO
to co-ordinate multi-Divisional resources for industrial stim- had long been involved in
projects, provide project man- ulus have gone down'. space related research before
agement for CSIRO space act- COSSA was given an initial the advent of COSSA, but
ivities, allocate funds for space lifespan of two and a half much of this was not seen in
research and development and years. This was seen as suffi- that light - it was regarded
to co-ordinate CSIROfindustry cient time to gauge whether separately as remote sensing
and international interactions. industry was interested and to or radio astronomy or antenna

COSSA does not carry out achieve certain specific goals, design.
its own research, but rather such as marshalling CSIRO 'These were technologies of
acts as a broker for the broad research to assist Australian great relevance to Australia
range of CSIRO space-based industry break into the second but were not recognised as
research. Providingorfacilitat- generation of AUSSAT. such,' he said. 'We did not
ing specialist support services 'The feeling was that if after always involve industry and
for space research and identify- two and a half years the magic industry did not perceive the
ing new opportunities for col- wasn't working, the time would broader benefits of being
laboration is also an important be right to get out,' said Dr involved.'
function. McCracken. 'In the 1970s we were cer-

At the time COSSA was 'After that time the magic tainly working with the user
mooted, about 40 per cent of WAS working.' industries with our remote
CSIRO laboratories were in- 'Industry had picked up a lot sensing, but we were not effec
volved in some aspect of space of our technologies, we were tively stimulating the manufac
work. This was not just in the stimulating the market and be- turing industries.
obvious areas of radiophysics, ginning to develop technol- 'We tried, but we didn't find
but in remote sensing for a ogies for the 1990s.It was clear the key.'
wide range of agricultural, the job we had started had 'Dr Bob Frater, Chief of the
mining, oceanography and demonstrated the usefulness Division of Radiophysics, and
other applications. As COSSA of a co-ordinated function. now Director of the Institute
Director Dr Ken McCracken In mid-1987 CSIRO decided of Information and Communi
points out, COSSA would not to extend the life of COSSA cations Technologies, was the
exist without input from the for another five years, until first to really effectively do it
Divisions (see separate story June 1992. COSSA's objec- when he took the decision that
on the divisional resource). tives were also further devel- the contracts for the Australia

Committing resources to the oped during 1987, in the light Telescope would be let to Aus
stimulation of an Australian of its successes, and the com- tralian industry - in fact an 80
space-based industry was plementary role of the since- per cent Australian industry
rather a long shot back in formed Australian Space component was stipulated.
December 1984 when COSSA Board. As part of the new Inst- 'That was a very important
was set up. itute of Information and Com- decision, and other decisions

'The decision was taken at a munications Technologies in have followed from that,' he
time when space was very un- CSIRO, COSSA's specific said.
fashionable to talk about in goals involve development or 'If we are looking for singu
Australia. In 1983-84 space maintenance of an appropriate lar events that make things
had two faces - America's space-related science, technol- happen, thatwasamajorone.'
Strategic Defence Initiative ogy and applications base in COSSA has a prime task in
(SDI) and AUSSAT, which CSIRO; development of ensuring the technology availa
was known in the media at the knowledge of Australian ex- ble to industry is appropriate
time as "the opera house in the pertise in space-related tech- and timely.
sky",' said Dr McCracken. nologies; assistance to Austra- 'When a new technology

'The Organisation believed, lian industry to achieve a high comes off the drawing boards
however, that CSIRO had a level of participation in provi- the market is sometimes not
role in space and that space sion and utilisation of space- fully developed.
industries were important to related technologies; and en- 'We recognise that in order
Australia's future develop- hancement of Australian par- for our divisions to be able to
ment. But it was clearly under- ticipation in international commercialise their space
stood that if industry didn't space-related activities, on the technology we have to help
begin to develop an interest in basis of CSIRO expertise. generate the market. To do
space, there wasn't any point McCracken: 'It is a matter this we have established con
in CSIRO co-ordinating its of history that a substantial sortia in which CSIRO has a
effort to target industrial stim- amount of CSIRO space tech- stake, which have then brought
ulus and we should get out.' nology is now in the market- money in from other sources.

The Australian Government place. Major earth station sys- 'This is important because it
also made a commitment to terns, meteorological data re- means we are committed. It's
space development in 1986 by ception systems, high resolu- no longer a matter of scientists
adopting a space policy and tion satellite pictures of the handing the technology over to
establishing the Australian earth, remote sensing scan- a company and saying "it's all
Space Board. However, in the ners, ocean buoys tracked by yours" then moving onto the
last Federal Budget funding satellite, image interpretation next project,' he said.
for these initiatives dropped systems and so on. A substan- Dr McCracken cites the cur
substantially, despite good tially greater number of pro- rent plans to commercialise

the Division of Radiophysics'
gallium arsenide technology
(see story this issue) as a good
example of appropriate tech
nology being delivered at the
right time.

'It's a very natural evolution
and the sort of thing CSIRO
will be doing more and more
in the future,' he said.

CSIRO works closely with a
number of private organisa
tions, ranging from large multi
nationals to the smaller local
companies.

These companies are all rela
tive newcomers to space-based
industry. All have high tech
competence and were looking
for ways to better use it.

Getting into the business of
building components for satel
lites requires considerable
foresight, and much experi
ence is needed before the big
contracts start coming in.

'Unless companies have
built equipment for space they
will not get contracts to build
equipment for commercial
will not get contracts to build

Dr Kcn McCrac/ccll

equipment for commercial
space projects,' he said.

'Countries get their com
panies in a position to compete
in this area by funding R&D
satellites and insisting that the
work is done by indigenous
companies.

'With that experience, com
panies can go out and compete
internationally.

'Our companies have never
before had a commitment from
any source in government
which would permit them to
become space qualified. Tha t
is new.

'The first real step, other
than what Bob Frater has
done, was a project called
Starlab which originated at
Mount Stromlo and was fund
ed by the Australian Govern
ment. This started to develop
Australian industrial compe
tence in space technology in
1982,' said Dr McCracken.

'COSSA is an important
part, but not the only part, of
this national change now tak
ing place.'

Canberra headquarters:
Industry House,
1st Ft, Cllr Brlsballe Ave &

Natiollal Crt,
BARTONACT
PO Box 225,
D1CKSON ACT 2602
PH: 062-70 1811
FAX: 062-73 3958

Tills !eatllre Is deslglled to presellt
a cross-section of activities at
COSSA alld Is Ilot Illtellded as a
directory to 111/ its work alld
services. For more information
cOlltact Ms LYlldal Thorbllrll at
the above address.
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MOS'" one 01 many international
collaborations

Australia is to benefit in a number of ways from .Japan's first remote sensing satellite, through an
agreement signed in mid-1987 between CSIRO and Japan's Science and Technology Agency
(STA), and tbe National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA).

consortium of researchers from
industry, universities and gov
ernment agencies.

In the Equatorial Mesoscale
Experiment (EMEX) co-ordi
nated by the Bureau of Met
eorology and held over North
ern Australia in the 1986/87
summer, the F27 worked with
the L-188 Electra of the Nat
ional Centre for Atmospheric
Research (Colorado USA),
the NASA ER-2, the WP-3D
of the National Oceanic At
mospheric Administration
(Washington DC) and a Chi
nese research ship to measure
basic parameters in stratos
pheric cloud and so contribute
to the understanding of world
weather.

The aircraft also is equipped
for search and rescue, and it
carries life rafts, and marine
store containers with food,
water and survival equipment.
Facility members have been
trained in aerial search, supply
and dropping techniques and
are on standby for search and
rescue missions. The aircraft's
latest such mission was in mid
1987.

COSSA believes the scient
ific and industrial community
in Australia and overseas can
use the aircraft far more and
has been encouraging resear
chers to consider it as a testing
ground for instruments as well
as a data gathering device.

Current activity centres on
the testing of an ocean colour
scanner being modified and
developed by the Division of
Oceanography for flight mid
year; and a project involving
deployment of the Ericsson
side looking airborne radar,
managed by the Division of
Fisheries. The Facility also is
co-ordinating Australian re
mote sensing experiments
planned for NASA's ER-2 air
craft in May 1988.

The Research Aircraft Facil
ity is a key player in the CS)
RO space program and will go
on providing expert operation
al and technical assistance sup
porting Australian researchers
and industry in the field of
space science and technology.

Ms LYl1dal Thorburn

Australia's only dedicated R&D aircraft is managed by COSSA
as a facility available to CSIRO researchers as well as any outside
group wanting to use its unique capabilities in Australia aud its
uear neighbours,

The Research Aircraft Facil
ity's Mr David Parkin said at
present about 30 per cent of
the aircraft's assignments were
to non-CSIRO groups.

The Facility not only provid
ed a specially-configured F27
for space-related and other
applicable technology develop
ment but advised on all stages
of planning and assembly, inc
luding the provision of fuel,
airport clearance, charts and
navigation data, and arrange
ments for accommodation and
ground transport.

The F27 is piloted by Capt
ain John McCracken (no rela
tion to D r Ken McCracken),
Chief Pilot, General Aviation,
for East-West Airlines, and is
supported by a first officer and
engineer in the field. East
West also holds the aircraft's
maintenance contract.

Researchers who utilise the
Facility have the support of a
field manager who deals with
navigation, safety and schedul
ing. For large-scale field oper
ations, the Facility can provide
additional ground support,
logistics and technical person
nel. At any given time in its
more usual role of research
and technology development,
the F27 could be anywhere in
Australia undertaking a wide
variety of activities, from rem
ote sensing of minerals, to
oceanography, forest research
and atmospheric research.

To date the aircraft has cont
ributed to a number of impor
tant international projects.
These substantially boost Aus
tralia's standing in the interna
tional arena and demonstrate
our capabilities over a number
of research disciplines.

During the latter part of
1985 the aircraft flew with the
NASA C-130 aircraft during
an international remote sens
ing project involving sites in
most Australian States. Instru
ments on board both aircraft
were used to map salinity,
monitor irrigation, assess the
condition of rangelands, detect
soil erosion and identify and
map potential mineral res
ources. This project involved a

Mr Je!! Kingwell

MOS-l is expected to estab
lish fundamental technologies
for earth-observing satellites,
primarily by observing marine
phenomena like ocean colour
and temperature.

COllt. 011 p.S

His background, particularly in
remote sensing and meteorology.
has benefited COSSA's co-ordina
tion function across the broader
scientific community. He has help
ed extend CSIRO's contacts in
space-related activities with uni
versities and other agencies around
Australia.

Administrative officer Mr Ralph
Southwell, who was previously
with the HQ contracts group, start
ed early in 1987. He has been in
volved in dealing with the increas
ing number of contracts and mem
oranda of understanding being
drawn up by COSSA with agencies
and companies in - Australia and
overseas. Mr Brinn Marsh, rec
ently transferred from HQ, pro
vides administrative support.

In November 1987 COSSA fin
ally secured the services of an eng
ineer after demonstrating that eng
ineering and project management
skills were essential functions,
despite COSSA's not having lab
oratories to support.

Mr Chris Graham, previously
with the Department of Industry,
Technology and Commerce, is ex
pected to boost COSSA's activities
by assisting CSIRO divisions,
assessing their engineering feasibil-

COSSA's role is in co
ordinating participants in both
the modification of reception
facilities and in the experi
ments connected with the
MOS-l data.

The signing of the space R&Dagreement between. Australia. and
Japan. Seated, President, NASDA,· Mr Hiroyulci and CS/RO
Chief Executive Dr Kcith Boardman; standing l. to r. former
Japanese Ambassador to Australia His Excellency Toshijiro
Nalwjima, Japanese Vice Minister Tetsuro Shimura, Federal
Minister for Science Mr Bany Jones and COSSA Director Dr
Ken McCraclccn.

Unique ranle of talent in
COSSA staff

In early 1986, COSSA's work
load reached a critical stage at
which it became impossible to
continue performing its desig
nated functions efticiently with
its small staff.

CSIRO management agreed to
increase staffing to maintain flexi
bility and provide a professional
response to change.

Thus, COSSA staff are a unique
blend of CSl RO officers, profes
sionals on secondment from the
public service, people with special
skills appointed for fixed terms,
and cOJ]sultants appointed 011 a
regular contractual basis.

Ms Lylldal Tborbllrn who has
responsibility for public and inter
national affairs activities was app
ointed in May 1986 on secondment
from the Department of Trans
port. She becamc a CSIRO emp
loyec in September last year.

Her background and qualifica
tions in science and experience in
the public service enabled her to
contribute to COSSA's considera
ble liaison, national and interna
tionally.

In November 1986 Mr JeffKing
well arrived from the Bureau of
Meteorology, to have responsibil
ity for science and applications
activities.

The space research and
development agreement, sign
ed on 4 June 1987, is intended
to boost Australia's expertise
in remote sensing and other
space technologies, and to give
Australia access to important
Japanese remote sensing
activities.

Japan's Marine Observation
Satellite (MOS-l) was launch
ed from Tanegashima on 19
February 1987.

It is in some ways similar to
Landsat, and carries sensors
enabling collection of data on
earth resources and environ
ment monitoring, especially
over the oceans.

Because there is no on-board
storage of data on MOS-l, cov
erage of the Australasian reg
ion will only be possible
through direct reception of
data in Australia.

Data will therefore be rec
eived at Alice Springs, follow
ing modifications to the Aust
ralian Centre for Remote Sens
ing's Data Acquisition Facility
there, under an agreement bet
ween CSIRO and the former
Department of Resources and
Energy (now Administrative
Services). Modifications will
be carried out by Australian
industry, tertiary education
institutions and CSIRO - giv
ing Australians valuable
experience in satellite ground
station design and engineering.

This modification work is
under the control of the MOS-I
technical team led by Dr Andy
Green from the Division of Ex
ploration Geoscience. Con
tracts have been let to Austra
lian industry for the modifica
tion and Dr Green's Division
as well as the Division of
Radiophysics are providing
vital design input.

COSSA has established a
science team for MOS-l, led
by Drs Carl Nilsson and Gra
ham Harris from the Marine
Laboratories in Hobart. They
will co-ordinate data require
ments from around Australia,
and formulate an experimental
program for acquisition of data
from particular instruments at
particular times. Reception
should commence in the sec
ond quarter of this year, and
the Project Scientist Team, led
by Dr Harris and Dr Nilsson,
will develop an experimental
program of data acquisition
and interpretation.

COSSA assists in co-ordinating CSIRO's involvement in a wide range of intemational
space-related activities. Among these are: liaison with the French Space Agency (CNES) and
resultant contracts from French industry to build a nOSe cone similar to the instrument now used
on the CSIRO research F27; an agreement with India enabling scientific co-operation in civilian
space R&D; an agreement with the Science and Engineering Research Council of the UK for
design and development ofthe Along Track SCOlwing Radiometer to fly 011 ESA's Remote Sensing
Satellite ERS-I; a variety of agreements with NASA for airbome experimental work covering a
number of CSlRO divisional and external groups; and the establishment of a Polar Platform
Study Group to co-ordinate advanced plO/wing in anticipation ofthe polar orbiting space station
planned for launch late next decade.

Among recent and significant overseas collaborations is the following - to gather data from
Japan's MOS-I.
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Renl0te sensing:. revealing The divisional resource makes
the scope of abig counlry COSSA tick

A NOAAIAVHRR view of the Eastern Australian current.

OTHER CSIRO REMOTE SENSING HIGHLIGHTS:
'Remote sensing is helping Australian fishermen find the big catches.
CSIRO has pioneered the use of NOAA (US meteorological satellite) sea
surface temperature imagery by the fishing industry to cost-effectively
locate fish stocks. The Division of Water Resources has assisted in the
development of a system for sending processed imagery to the western
waters blue}in fishing fleet via telephone. In the east, Atmospheric Research
also has a contract to provide daily NOAA imagery ofsouth-eastern Aust
ralian waters to the fleet in that area. The Division ofFisheries uses NOAA
sea-swface temperature data lo study relationships between the distribution
offish and ocean temperature. The Division collaborates with Tasmanian
fishermen to direct satellite data to the fleet, showing the likely areas for
catching jack mackerel. In Perth, satellites are used for research into the
lucrative Western Rock Lobster fishery.
*A major and t:rucial application ofremote sensing in Australia is bush
fire risk assessment. Satellite Image processing looks set to become a
routine tool/or calculating risk In Victoria. A week-by-week vegetation
index of Vit:toria during the bushfire season is now compiled using
satellite Images.
'" The Division of Radiophysics has conducted research into image com~

pression and reconstruction, for transmission of video information over
low capacity communication links.
*The Division ofInformation Technology's centre for spatial informa
tion systems has prodllced image processing software called DISIMP
(Device IlIdependent Software for Image Processing). Tilis provides
facilities for processing digital illlagesfrom many sources. DISIMP may
be installed in a range of Interactive image display systems, and be used
for analyslllg IIIlIltlspectral Images from Lalldsat, SPOT and NOAA
satellites, and for integrating these images with data relating to
topographic, geophysical and cultural characteristics. DISIMP is being
extellded with a special database package developed at the centre to
provide all image-based geographic illformati011 system.
'Feasibility studies into the possibility of Antarctic reception of remote
sensing data were conducted in 1986. Reception in Antarctica would enable
the study of atmospheric, oceanographic and ice conditions at high
southern latitudes, and provide Australian industry with several unique
opportunities to develop and commercialise the most up-toMdate reception
and image processing technologies.
*The (fonner) Dlvisioll ofMineral Physics and Mineralogy has develop
ed tOllgh remote data acqllisition platforms that IIse the French ARGOS
system onboard the NOAA satellites to retrieve the data. Sevell are ill
use ill remote locations throughout Australia, operating under harsl,
cOllditioll~', and can function unattended for over six ln01,ths, have low
power reqllirements and are adaptable (0 a range of both analog alld
digital sensor systems.
'The Division of Animal Production is developing ways of using data
from satellites such as Landsat and SPOT to identify areas of improved
pastllre most in need of fertiliser. This research, supported by the
Australian Wool Corporation, will enable agricultural extension officers
to be provided with colour-coded images showing the fertiliser status of
farms. Officers could then advise farmers OIl the parts of their properties
to fertilise for best results.
*CSIRO has sponsored regiollal remote sensing consortia ill Westen,
Anstralia anti Qneellsland. Tl.e WA Satellite Techllology and Applica
tions COllsortlum (WASTAC) officially commissioned its SAT-TRAC
data receivillg alld processing facility last July, and is now making
NOAA data available to customers ill indllstry and government. The
Divisions of Atmospheric Research alld Geomechanics are Involved in
a gronp based in l'ownsvllle called the Northeast Australian Satellite
Information System (NASIS). This grOllp has bonght Anstralian grolllld
station eqllipment from PCM Electronics and the Dilldima Group.

COSSA matches CSIRO space related research and expertise with agencies and companies best
able to nse it - and therefore its relations with divisions and individual researchers are crucial.

A number of CSIRO scien- Dr Carl Nilsson from the before COSSA came into exis-
tists deal extensively with Division of Oceanography: tence. However, since the ad
COSSA, and here three of 'The Division started building vent of COSSA we have been
them offer some comments an LIS band satellite receiver kept very conscious of how our
about these links. and image processing facility efforts and expertise need to

fit into a national context.
'Further, COSSA has sup

ported specific new areas of
R&D, such as ocean colour
scanning and search and res
cue with positions and funds to
the mutual advantage (we
hope) of our research, CSIRO
and Australian industry.

'COSSA continues to pro
vide very necessary encourage
ment to our role in space
research.

Dr Dean Graetz from
the Division of Wildlife and
Ecology: 'COSSA has play
ed two roles very well with
in and without CSIRO. The
first is the obvious co-ordin
ating role of giving small
research (or development)
gronps in CSIRO an extra-divi
sional focus. That has been
remarkably effective and use
ful.

'COSSA has assumed the
role of focus for R&D in app
lications of remote sensing.
The carrot has been dollars
and it has, in my opinion, been
very effectively used.

'Flowing from this is the cat
alytic role of COSSA. Again
using the lever of dollars, pos
itions or other means of facili
tation, it has 'encouraged'
developments that are unlikely
to have flowered without their
intervention.

'My personal involvement
with COSSA has all been posi
tive and beneficial. I persuaded
COSSA to fund $50 000 over
two years to enter into a co
operative agreeement with
NASA. A part of the co-oper
ation will be the supply of pro
cessed archival satellite data
for 1981-86 for the whole of the
continent. To buy this data
separately would cost about
$US250 000.

'The data will be a national
resource available to all who
want to use it for many types
of research project.'

Dr David ]upp, Division of
Water Resources: 'COSSA
has played a significant role in
the support and promotion of
the microBRIAN develop
ment in the Division, which
has had considerable success in
the Australian image proces
sing market in the past year.

'The very difficult stage of
following through an R&D
task to complete commercial
success is not one for which
CSIRO is well suited. COSSA
has been the only CSIRO area
to recognise the importance of
support during this period and
has invested in the continuing
development of microBRIAN
to maintain its market edge
and snpport its commercialisa
tion while overseas networks
are established.'

Much research had already been done before COSSA entered
the pictnre, bnt since 1984 COSSA has enhanced, co-ordinated
and extended CSIRO's remote sensing effort.

According to Dr McCrac- available include an AVHRR
ken, Australia's sparse popula- (Advanced Very High Resolu
tion has meant we have been tion Radiometer) reception
'particularly dependent on system (called SAT-TRAC)
[the] marriage of the camera being sold throughout Aust
and the aircraft, and it was in- ralia and South-East Asia by
evitable that we would we1- PCM Electronics. This arose
come the global perspective of through work of Dr Garth
our continent. ..gained when Paltridge and his colleagues in
cameras were installed on the Division of Atmospheric
Earth-orbiting satellites'. Research.

NASA's first Landsat was Other products being com-
launched in 1972, followed by mercialised arose from a signal
sister spacecraft in 1975 and processing experiment involv
1978. Australia was quick to ing the experimental modifica
see the potential value of Land- tion of the Department of Res
sat images to the management ources and Energy (now Ad
of the continent's vast res- ministrative Services) facility
ources. From the start, Austra- at Alice Springs. This satellite
lians were innovative and reception station was modified
active users of the Landsat to receive data from the Land
data. sat Thematic Mapper, a new

However, without our own instrument introduced in 1985
receiving station, we were only but not accessible utilising the
able to receive rather poor original Landsat reception sys
quality images based on tape tem. COSSA believes the pro
recordings which were proces- ducts which arose from this
sed in the US. Initially, this put experiment - including CPU
into doubt the usefulness of system - have the potential to
Landsat data for minerals exp- increase throughput in existing
loration. Landsat reception equipment

Experiments in 1974 by Dr around the world.
Andy Green from Mineral The modification of the rec
Physics and Mineralogy (now eiving station to receive MOS
the Division of Exploration 1 data (see separate story) is a
Geoscience) showed that much similar story of collaboration
valuable data from Landsat with the government opera
was not reaching Australia tional facilities to provide
because of a loss of contrast in experimental opportunities to
the images. generate marketable products,

Using computers, Dr Green valuable system engineering
and his co-workers produced experience, and last but not
greatly improved images for least, access to the latest satel
Australian users by manipulat- lite data available.
ing the data. Remote sensing software

This was the start of really development in progress jnc
useful remote sensing images ludes work on the Arlunya
being available in Australia. system for meteorological

It was later decided to estab- satellite data manipulation,
lish a receiving station for and the personal computer
Landsat at Alice Springs, and based microBRIAN system for
this was achieved in 1979. handling data from a range of

Work in CSIRO since the earth observation platforms.
early 1970s on remote sensing COSSA is working to ensure
has accelerated, and nOw we a co-ordinated approach to the
are not only improving the use necessary software develop
of remote sensing data, we are ment. According to COSSA
also contributing to remote manager Ms Christine Astley
sensing instrumentation and Boden, the objective is a 'mod
helping to build Australian ular approach' to applications
industry's expertise in increas- software, packaging systems to
ingly sophisticated ground sta- make them attractive to export
tion design and construction, markets.
as well as image enhancement In the space sector, COSSA
hardware and software. While and the CSIRO Division of
still behind geographically and Atmospheric Research are in
demographically comparable volved with the UK in co
countries such as Canada in designing and developing an
this area, we are catching up. Along Track Scanning Rad-

Ground sector data recep- iometer (ATSR) for the Euro
tion and processing is a particu- pean Space Agency's first
larly broad and profitable sec- remote sensing satellite ERS
tor for Australia. Products now 1, due for launch in 1990.
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Biochemis'try to publishing to space...

Staff
Cont. from p.6

had married and produced
three daughters.

'You need to be well org
anised and happy at home and
at work to cope with the de
mands of a career and a young
family,' she said.

In CSIRO, she believes she
has found her niche, with the
job combining as it does a
broad range of interesting sci
ence and technology with ad
ministration and a great deal
of industrial contact.

'COSSA is very much a
broker, bringing together sci
ence and industry and spotting
opportunities in their early
stages,' she said.

'We hustle for business
inside and outside CSIRO,
and about 80 per cent of our
hustling is successful. We have
a very good profile with indus
try, and extremely stimulating
interactions with the scientists
in the divisions.

She has some strong views
on those who claim CSIRO
scientists don't have close
industry ties.

'COSSA has assisted in the
interaction between scientists
and industry, but there has
been no reluctance on either
side. CSIRO is now being told
it is not sufficiently industrially
relevant, and needs to increase
its business focus. But I have
never seen it not relevant: the
scientists are quite rightly pro
viding the technological base
for industry with a view to the
longer term needs to compete.
They are vital to Australia's
technological future, and
CSIRO has a responsibility to
maintain an appropriate scien
tific base to draw from in
future years. Economic theor
ists might deal with the here
and now - of making profits
from more tactical research.
But a scientific and technolog
ical base will provide the 'here
and now' of future years.

ity studies and aiding interaction
with industry.

Mr Mike Clarke joined COSSA
in May 1987 from CSIRONET and
industry. His particular expertise
is in computing and he provides
skiUed scientific services support.

Mr John Prytz was previously
with the Commonwealth Parliam
entary Library before starting a
year-long secondment to COSSA
in July 1987 to develop library and
information functions.

Dr McCracken's personal assis
tant is Ms Bev Rose. Ms Robyn
Goodwin provides clerical assis
tant support to the Office, and Ms
Kath Dowling is in charge of filing,
mail and similar support services.

In addition, the Research Air
craft Facility has four ,taff. They
are experimental scientist David
Parkin, and technical staff Ross
Gibson, Cecil Maher and Jan
Smith. Mr Dafydd L1ewellyn,
former leader of the group. is now
retained as a consultant for
engineering design.

Communication
'flagship'

widely read

assistant to the Chief of Min
eral Physics- Ken McCracken.

'I was only in that job four
months when suddenly he
phoned me from Melbourne
saying he had this concept
concerning a role for CSIRO
in space technology and was
thinking of writing to [the then
Chairman] Paul Wild about
setting up a study group.'

That letter was sent in Feb
ruary 1984, 'and we haven't
stopped since.'

The study group was estab
lished and a fact-finding mis
sion arranged, on which she
and Ken McCracken were
accompanied by a member of
the National Study Group on
Space Policy. They visited no
less than nine countries, and
were able to gain a unique
snapshot of the global 'techno
politics' of space. Before long
COSSA was a reality.

Ms Astley-Boden formally
left the Division in March
1985, but had in fact been
acting as 'pre-COSSA' man
ager since September 1984.
COSSA was officially launched
in December 1984. She was
transferred to Canberra in
April 1985.

While her career had been
developing, Ms Astley-Boden

A major elemellt ill COSSA's
communication activity is its
Ilewsletler Space IlIdustry News
(SpIN).

This is compiled by Mr Ed
Higltley, a consultant wlzo works
closely with COSSA 011 tile pllbli
catioll. SIJIN is seell by COSSA as
its space technology comnlll1lica
tioll 'flagship'.

It is circulated free eacll month
to about 2500 people in Allstralia
and overseas. Its readership list
includes Australian industry and
government representatives, scien~

lists, media and overseas gOl'enl~

men! authorities.
Columns, feature articles, gllest

editorials and company alld R&D
profiles are published in SpIN to
promote awareness of develop~

mellts in space science andprovide
stimulus for interactioll among the
various sectors.

Christine Astley-Boden has had, in her own words, 'a very broadly based career'. Her path to
becoming COSSA manager has covered a lot of diverse gronnd.

London-born Ms Astley
Boden started her career in
science with an honours degree
in biochemistry and molecular
genetics at Leicester Univer
sity in the UK.

Although at that time (early
70's) it was an exciting period
for tlle now dubbed 'biotech
nology', she decided not to
accept the offer of a PhD place
in order to broaden her inter
ests in industry. After a short
period of industrial research,
she developed a new career
path in publishing, working in
Holland, the UK and Aust
ralia. She had a range of Ms Astley-Boden
challenging positions, in man
agement, contacts production,
editorial and commissioning.
But it began to lose its interest
and its challenges, and Ms
Astley-Boden wanted to return
to the stimulus of the research
environment. She was now too
long away from the very rapid
ly advanced research in bio
technology, and had therefore
to accept that her career lay in
some support or administrative
function. She was bored with
publishing, which no longer
held any challenge for her, so
in 1980 she joined CSIRO and,
she says, 'hasn't been bored
since'.

Initially she worked at North
Rydefor the Divisions of Fossil
Fuels and Mineral Physics and
Mineralogy as information
officer. It was here that she
had her first professional con
tact with space science and
technology.

She and Ken McCracken
jointly edited a book on remote
sensing called Satellite Images
of Australia. 'Before then I
didn't know what remote sens
ing was; how satellites funct
ioned; who was in the business
apart from NASA.

I've learnt a great deal since,
and had a lot of fun.' In
mid-1983 she became scientific

Above: an artist's impression
of the proposed orbiting radio
telescope, Radioastl'On.

ing at O.327GHz and 22GHz
are being provided by other
international partners.

Industrial benefits for Aust
ralia will include relevant ex
perience for the mobile, satel
lite-based two-way radios
being developed for the next
generation of AUSSAT. These
radios eventually will be avail
able for use in cars, boats,
trains and aircraft.

Australian involvement in
Radioastron also is intended to
pave the way for Australian
input into Quasat (QUAsar
SATellite).

Quasat is a European Space
Agency project similar to
Radioastron, but it will focus
on high quality imaging rather
than extreme resolution. It is
currently planned for launch in
1994/95.

There is potential for Aust
ralia to provide a 1.6GHz rec
eiver for Quasat - building on
the expertise developed during
work on the amplifier for Rad
ioastron. The Australia Tele
scope, which begins operating
later this year, will have a vital
role as part of the Earth-based
telescope array for both mis
sions.

The benefits of Australian
participation in both Radioas
tron and Quasat will not only
be the availability of new and
improved data for radio ast
ronomers, but also in giving
Australian industry experience
in the design and manufacture
of space system components in
an area directly relevant to
telecommunications technol
ogies.

Radio emissions reaching Earth from stars, galaxies and quasars are minnte. To
radio waves as possible, the rule is: the bigger the radio telescope the better. Telescol~es
the CSIRO'run facility at Parkes are most usefnl when examining

By linking other' distant
Earth-based telescopes to pro
duce a Very Long Baseline In
terferometry (VLBI) system,
finer detail call be discerned.
Such synthesis telescopes span
intercontinental distances and
can create 'apertures' equalling
many thousands of kilometres
across. They therefore can
'see' the finest detail in the
most distant objects in the
Universe.

The Division of Radio
physics and COSSA are con
tributing to two international
projects which should see orb
iting radio telescopes launched
into space during the 1990s.

When used jointly with
Earth-based radio telescopes,
these orbiting instruments will
extend the principle of VLBI
equivalent to apertures greater
than the diameter of the Earth
- vastly boosting the power of
the telescopes to discern fine
detail in distant objects.
Should the instruments be suc
cessfnl, current knowledge of
our Universe could be greatly
increased.

The Space Research Insti
tute of the USSR Academy of
Sciences has proposed the
Radioastron project as a
spaceborne radio telescope to
extend VLBI techniques.

Working on behalf of the
Division of Radiophysics,
COSSA has negotiated a
Memorandum of Understand
ing with the Academy to ena
ble Australian scientists and
industry to provide a sub
assembly for incorporating on
the Radioastron spacecraft.
This will be the first activity
under the new Soviet-Austra
lian Agreement for Co-opera
tion in Space Science signed by
the Minister for Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Mr Hay
den, in December 1987.

The Radioastron space
craft's highly elliptical orbit
will, together with Earth-based
telescopes, permit synthesis of
a radio telescope with a diame
ter of 77 OOOkm (nearly a quar
ter of the distance between
Earth and the moon).

This exploratory mission will
attempt to discern fine detail
in objects such as quasars and
the nucleus of our Galaxy
('The Milky Way'). It is plan
ned for launch in 1992, and one
of its objectives is to examine
the active radio galaxy Cen
taurus A (15 million light years
from Earth), which is best
observed from the Southern
Hemisphere.

Radioastron may give in
sights into the likelihood. of the
existence of a supermassive
black hole in the nucleus of
Centaurus A.

Australian industry, in con
junction with the Division of
Radiophysics, will provide a
1.6 Giga Hertz (GHz) low
noise amplifier for the space
craft. Other amplifiers, operat-

More power to radio telescopes
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Meet the Directors: Part 1
On 1 January, six new CSIRO Institutes came into being. This was in line With the recommendations of tl18
McKinsey review conducted in the laUer half of last year, which led to amajor restructuring of CSIRO's divisions
and institutes. In this feature, CoResearch introduces tllree [If the six new Directors. In the Marcll issue we will
continue tJle series with the other three Directol1s - Or Colin Adam, Or led Henzell and Or Alan Reid.
DR ROY GREEN: DlREcrOR,
INSTITUTE OF NATURAL
RESOUUCES AND ENVIRON
MENT (BASED AT HEAD
QUAUTERS IN CANBERRA)
Dr Green is a newcomer to
CSIRO. His most recent post
was executive adviser at
the Department of Industry,
Technology and Commerce,
where he had special responsi
bility for the Patents and Space
offices, and liaison with
CSIRO, ANSTO and AIMS.

Before this he had been
Deputy Secretary at the Dep
artment of Science from 1982
until July 1987, and had moved
to DITAC in the Govern
ment's rationalisation of
departments.

Dr Green has had broad ex
perience, first as a researcher
and, since 1972, as a scientific
administrator.

Hailing from Derbyshire in
the UK, Dr Green completed
his BSc Hons in physics at
Liverpool Universi ty. After
this, he went to Canada as a
trainee engineer for one year.

He then obtained his MSc
and PhD degrees from Toronto
University between 1957 and
1961. His research covered
gamma ray spectrometry of
extended sources, with particu
lar emphasis on radioactive
fallout and its route through
the food chain into the human
body.

At the completion of his
degree he came to the Austra
lian Atomic Energy Commis
sion at Lucas Heights in Syd
ney, where he established the
'whole body counter', a system
for measuring extremely low
levels of radioactivity in
humans and animals.

His research included meta
bolic studies and other medical
applications, and materials
studies associated with the
HIFAR reactor.

After three years at Lucas
Heights, he returned to Can
ada to become Laboratory
Director and Director of Res
earch Program Development
at the RCA Laboratories in
Montreal.

He spent more than seven
years at this lab, and said it was
'very exciting work' which,
among other things, involved
negotiations for big contracts
with NASA, the US Depart
ment of Defence and other ag
encies. Seventy per cent of the
lab's support was from external
contracts.

In late 1971 Dr Green ret
urned to Australia, this time to
Western Australia where he
became the first general man
ager and director of WAIT
AID. He was responsible for
industrial liaison and technol
ogy transfer between the WA
Institute of Technology
(WAIT) and its clients.

Dr Ray Green

He held this position for
three years before coming to
Canberra to become assistant
director at the Bureau of En
vironmental Studies.

In 1976 he became ASTEC
secretary, and then in 1982
moved to the Department of
Science.

His first impressions on be
coming a CSIRO Institute Dir
ector have all been 'positive',
he said.

One of the tasks facing him
is assisting divisions to boost
their external funding. Many
divisions in his Institute may
have limited access to major
industrial contracts because of
the nature of the work they do.

He sees scope for input to
international agencies seeking
experts for research studies
and consulting work. The high
level of expertise in CSIRO's
environmental and natural res
ources divisions could be very
attractive on the world market
if effectively sold (see CoRes
earch 307, November 1987 for
a story on proposals for CSIRO
to capture more international
consulting) .

Another avenue Dr Green
plans to investigate involves
Australia's multi-billion dollar
tourist industry.

He said there was considera
ble pressure on areas of scenic
beauty in Australia, including
national parks, islands and
other areas of importance to
the tourist industry.

CSIRO could assist that ind
ustry by providing expert scien
tific studies and advice to opt
imise the availability of these
areas to visitors through sound
environmental management.

Overall, he said, it was im
portant to demonstrate to all
Australians the importance of
CSIRO's work and how it was
contributing to economic and
community interests.

DR BOB FRATER, DIRECTOR
OF THE INSTITUTE OF IN
FORMATION AND COM
MUNICATIONS TECHNOL
OGIES (BASED AT NORTH
RYDE CSIRO SITE IN SYD
NEY)
Dr Frater has been Chief of the
Division of Radiophysics since
1981.

He began his career as an
engineer in 1960, working for
OTC and private industry.

From 1961-67 he was a
research assistant and a Nuf-

Dr Bob Frater

field Research Fellow at the
University of Sydney. In 1967
he obtained his PhD in eng
ineering from Sydney Univer
sity for his work on instrumen
tation for radio telescopes.

By 1974 he had progressed
through lecturer and senior
lecturer at the univerity's
School of Electrical Engineer
ing before being appointed
Associate Professor of Electri
cal Engineering, a position he
held until 1980. In 1982 he was
awarded a DSc. Eng by Sydney
University.

Dr Frater is credited with
being responsible for the suc
cessful promotion of the Aust
ralia Telescope. As Chairman
of the Australia Telescope
Advisory Committee he has
responsibility for the overall
direction of the project. The
AT will operate as a national
facility hosted by the Division
of Radiophysics.

According to Dr Frater the
new Institute's role will be 'to
provide a research base to
underpin the very considerable
needs of Australia in the infor
mation and communications
sector as we come into the
1990s.

'This sector is growing at a
phenomenal rate. It will have
a profound effect on the econ
omy unless Australia takes up
the challenge.

'We must do what we can to
ensure appropriate growth in
local industries through our
research.'

Funding for the Institute's
programs will be sought from

Dr Alall Donald

industry, particularly the tele
communications sector.

'In Australia this sector has
major government instrumen
talities and we'll be seeking to
work closely with them as well
as the information technology
and communications industries
in Australia,' Dr Frater said.

Initially two staff positions
will be filled, those of mana
gers in research planning and
finance and personnel. Consid
eration of other positions will
depend on the wider use of res
ources within the Institute.

DR ALAN DONALD, DIREC
TOR OF THE INSTITUTE OF
ANIMAL PRODUCTION AND
PROCESSING (BASED AT
THE NORTH RYDE CSIRO
SITE IN SYDNEY)
Dr Donald began his research
career with CSIRO in 1961 as
an experimental officer in the
Division of Animal Health's
McMaster Laboratory.

In 1966, he gained a PhD
from Bristol University in the
UK for work on nematode
parasites of sheep and for the
next 20 years he worked on the
population biology of helminth
parasites and the control of
parasitic disease and produc
tion loss in sheep and cattle.

In 1981 he was made officer
in-charge of the McMaster
Laboratory and a member of
the Divisional Management
Committee, before being made
Chief of the Division of Animal
Health in 1983.

1986 saw his appointment as
Acting Director of the Institute
of Animal and Food Sciences.

And the aim of the new
Institute?

'We will be emphasising
longer-term strategic research
for the benefit of the livestock
industry and will focus on dev
eloping new technology for the
improvement of farming pro
ductivity,' he said.

'We must also work at im
proving the 'off farm' proces
sing of livestock products 
lowering costs, making it more
efficient - and developing
value adding processes for live
stock commodities produced
in Australia.'

Dr Donald said while final
Institute staffing had yet to be
decided he would be following
the McKinsey recommenda
tions.

He anticipated there would
be four and a half key posi
tions:
• Manager, policy planning
and performance analysis;
• Manager, finance and human
resources;
* Manager, communications;
* A person responsible for
commercialisation activities.
This would be an institute
policy position together with a
service component to divisions
within the Institute;
* Manager, market develop
ment and technology transfer
(a half position and possibly
shared with the Institute of
Plant Production and Proces
sing).

Details of other support staff
are yet to be finalised and may
involve the sharing of staff
between the three Sydney
based divisions.

Outside funding will be
sought from many sources inc
luding all R&D councils sup
porting research for the lives
tock industries, as well as com;
panies with whom collabora
tive work may be done. Inter
national bodies such as ADAB
and ACIAR may also be a
source.
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New senior management

Cont. 011 p.12

term aspects of the role of science
and technology in boostiug Aust
ralia's economic performance.

'I need to develop a very good
understanding of what CSIRO is
doing and its potential to contri
bute in various areas. This will
involve understanding the per
ceived needs of government and
industry, and ensuring that oppor
tunities for CSIRO to contribute
are known in the appropriate
places. Also, I would like to ensure
that CSIRO is recognised for the
contributions it is making: she
said.

'I see my role as looking at the
issues very broadly and then facil
itating interaction with people
throughout the Organisation.'

Communication with institute
directors and secretaries, division
chiefs, scientists and members of
the corporate centre will be vital,
she said.

Where possible she will be meet
ing people face to face, and also
encouraging people to contact her
direct if they want to discuss issues.

She definitely does not see her
self as a 'bureaucrat', rather as
'someone who has an intrinsic
interest in the very broad range of
science and technology / she said.

Her years as a biochemist would
stand her in good stead, she said.
Because her work was on the phys
ical side of biochemistry, she had
an understanding of and rapport
with the whole range of science
and technology including physics
and information technology.

people face to face.
Of course. many CSIRO people

already will know Dr MacRae
through his extensive work on a
range of environmental projects.

These have included the formu
lation of a major data base of
ecological and environmental reg
ions in Anstralia. CSIRO has been
involved since the mid-1970s in
this survey work, when the Organi
sation was commissioned to under
take work on biophysical attributes
of a number of areas of Australia.

Or MacRae was involved
through work on an environmental
statistics project in the Department
to come up with a listing of envir
onmental regions in Australia.

Or MacRae worked extensively
on this with Or Dick Millington
(now retired), Or Peter Laut and
other CSIRO scientists.

Another association has been
through an international project
on dryland management, with a
specific focus on determining the
role that (economic realities' may
have in arresting desertification ill
susceptible countries, including
Australia and a number of African
countries.

In this, he has had dealings with
Mr Ray Perry (now retired) and
Or Brian Walker (Chief of the Div
ision of Wildlife and Ecology) in
co-ordination of an international
project on the economics of dry-

Dr Don MacRae

had a briefing function at ASTEC,
dealing with a wide range of issues
coming before the government,
and providing advice from
ASTEC's point of view.

In this she had contact with all
government portfolios which had
anything to do with science and
technology. She and her colleagnes
monitored issues to keep up to
date with trends, to enable ASTEC
to be in a position to contribute to
debate and policy formation.

Dr Heyde is a biochemist who
obtained her BSc Hons at the Uni
versity of Queensland, then her
PhD at the John Curtin School of
Medical Research at the ANU.
Her work throughout her research
career focused on the mechanism
of enzyme action.

After completing her PhD in
1965, she went to the UK to do
postdoctoral research at the Uni
versity of Sheffield. She retnrned
to Australia in the late 1960s,
worked part time for a few years
at the John Curtin School while
her children were small and was
made a Research Fellow at the
School.

'1 left there in 1980, having made
up my mind that although I en
joyed doing science, I had a con
tribution to make in science and
technology policy and administra
tion/ said Dr Heyde.

After a short time with the Dep
artment of Health, she joined AS
TEC in December 1981.

In her new job at CSIRO, she
will be dealing with broad and long

cess and performance of their
activities.

He will also be available to assist
divisions and institutes in their
own planning activities.

Or MacRae said a vital aspect of
his work will be the involvement
of scientists and other staff. He will
establish firm principles of internal
communication to ensure staff
input into matters of planning.

'We have to be able to spell out
the management dilemmas and
issues faced by the Board and top
management - induding where
increases are occurring and why
decreases have to occur,' he said.
'I will be inviting the contributions
of staff on these issues before
making recommendations. '

One means of doing this is via
electronic mail 'bulletin boards'.
Where possible, Dr MacRae wants
to greatly expand the use of bulle
tin boards as a way of boosting the
flow of internal information.

'It's crucial to the success of
what I'm doing to get the involve
ment of scientists, and I've got to
use technology to do that,' he said.

'Everyone who logs on the sys
tem also will be able to communi
cate with others on the system, and
any groups wanting to discuss
issues will be able to do so. There
is a mindboggling number of possi
ble interactions,' he said.

This system may help alleviate
the problem of slow (or non-exis
tent) responses from HQ to letters
from divisional staff.

(An electronic mail system be~

haves the corporate centre to res
pond. If it's on the bulletin board
everyone will see it, and manage
ment is obliged to deal with the
issue.'

Through this system, Dr Mac
Rac will have constant contact
with staff, and he also hopes to
visit divisions to get to know

Or Don MacRae comes to CSIRO following a varied career to
date which has encompassed mathematics and compnter prog
ramming, research 111anning for BHP, lectnring, and a wide range
of involvements in ellvil'Onmental policy and issues through his
wodt in the Pnblic Service.

Scottish-born Dr MacRae, who
was most recently Assistant Secret
ary of the Research, Information
and Legal Brauch in the Depart
meut of the Arts, Sport, the
Environment, Tourism and Ter
ritories, is now CSIRO Corporate
Planner - a new position estab
lished to provide broad guidelines
for the formulation of CSIRO's
corporate plans for strategic
research.

He spent eight years with BHP
and was responsible for many res
earch and analysis projects con
cerning techniques for corporate
planning in support of the steel,
raw materials and shipbuilding
divisions.

He has considerable experience
in corporate planning - in fact,
while with BHP he completed his
PhD part-time at Newcastle Uni
versity in the subject.

He has only just started his job
with CSIRO, and stresses the foll
owing comments reflect the sorts
of things he would like to do.

'There are a couple of funda
mental issues that I think a corpo
rate planner can assist in. One is
to provide a more objective infor
mation base for the complex judge
ments and assessments on the all
ocation of research funds; he said.

He said at present extensive in
formation was available on the
costs side, but insufficient on the
benefits side. He wants to assess
systematically the spectrum of
benefits accrued through research
by the divisions.

'Given that projects quite often
take 10-15 years to come to frui
tion, I will aim to do historical
analyses of benefits generated
from projects started to-15 years
ago,' he said.

This and other aspects of his
work will require detailed informa
tion from divisions about the suc-

Senior management level
development of CSIRO's ex
ternal relations is one of the
major tasks assigned to the
new Principal Secretary Or
Beth Heyde.

She will be responsible for pro
viding the Chief Executive with
high level advice and assistance on
issues relating to CSIRO's external
relations, and on submissions to
the Minister and external bodies.

Another major responsibility is
the efficient functioning of the
Office of the Chief Executive.

Her role in external relations
covers developing strategies for
enhancing the scope and effective
ness of these relations, particularly
those with government depart
ments and agencies including AS
TEC aud State science and tech
nology councils, as well as memR

bel'S of Parliament, industry, the
community, tertiary institutions
and international scientific bodies.

Dr Heyde has extensive experi
ence in dealing with government
departments as well as a number
of science and technology bodies.

She was with ASTEC from
1981, initially as a project officer
with the Technological Change
Committee where she contributed
to a broad project examining the
effect of technological change on
a range of issues such as employ
ment, growth in different sectors
of the economy, industry policy,
education and industrial relations.

For the past three years she has

r eter Langhome
in Canberra. There were regional
offices in each State but there was
no devolution of authority. There
was insufficient training and a poor
administrative infrastructure.'

'Service staff were demoralised.
Statements emerged from the
Royal Commission along the lines
that the Service was inefficient and
poorly managed. Until then staff
believed they were really assisting
industry, but the Royal Commis
sion turned it all around. The
Service was seen by many staff to
be something of a scapegoat.'

(AQIS has a staff of more than
3000, spread all around Australia.
Fifty per cent of its $150 million
budget comes from industry.)

So three new management prin
ciples were adopted to put the
Service back on its feet.

Firstly a five year corporate plan
was formulated, in collaboration
with staff where possible. Sec
ondly, a program of decentralisa
tion and devolvement was implem
ented, and managers at the Ser
vice's 350 locations around Aust
ralia were given more responsibil
ity and autonomy, within broad
guidelines. Thirdly, training
became a priority.

'The other thing we had to do
was to ensure the moves to change
the Service were also being fol
lowed through in the other area of
the Department we were directly
linked to - the corporate services
and co-ordination division,' he
said.

Many functions and staff were
devolved to the Service. Internal
and external communication was
greatly boosted through the intro
duction of a staff newsletter, the
establishment of a media unit, the
use of modern communication
technology like electronic mail and
a regular series of seminars for
staff.

'The philosophy has been to give
the authority for the operation to
the people out there doing the job.
Central office is involved with
policy and facilitation,' he said.

Mr Langhorne sees the current
reorganisation of CSIRO as some
what more complex than that
faced by AQIS, with both the
range and diversity of science
being performed, and the require
ment to change the emphasis of
how it is to be performed.

He said it was inevitable that the
administrative structure would
have to change in line with other
major upheavals in the Organisa
tion.

The role of Corporate Services,
he said, was a critical one as a
facilitator for the key activity of
the Organisation - research.

CSIRO's new Director of Corporate Services, Mr Peter
Langhorne, is now engaged in the task of developing and setting
in place the new structnre for the corporate centre and regional
administrative activities.

This is in the wake of recommen
dations by Pappas, Carter, Evans
and Koop resulting from a review
carried out late last year.

These recommendations, along
with staff submissions, were to be
considered and decided upon at
the Board meeting on 16 February.

Mr Langhome joined CSIRO
on 8 February from the Depart
ment of Primary Industries and
Energy where he was Director of
the Australian Quarantine and
Inspection Service (AQIS).

The job of establishing the new
structure may take at least another
month, but Mr Langhome said he
was anxious to alleviate the current
uncertainty among corporate ser
vices staff as soon as possible. He
was involved in discussions on this
for some weeks prior to his official
start.

From the divisional point of
view. Mr Langhorne said it was im
portant to make it clear that the
newly-devolved administrative
functions would not in any way
detract from the research effort.
That, he said, would be defeating
the purpose of the exercise.

He has undertaken to ensure
that staff receive regular advice on
the progress of implementation
activities.

Mr Langhorne has been Direc
tor of AQIS since early 1984.
Before this (between 1975 and
1983) he held senior management
positions in personnel, finance and
general administration in the
Departments of Primary Industry,
Defence and Minerals and Energy.

From the mid-1960s to the early
70s he was a geodetic surveyor on
the geodetic survey of Australia.
Associated with this was work on
satellite and lunar laser ranging
programs, plus a stint in Papua
New Guinea. He also worked in
the Planning Statutes Tribunal of
the Melbourne Metropolitan
Board of Works.

He has completed postgraduate
studies in business administration
and has tertiary qualifications in
surveying science from the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology
(1963) and is a registered profes
sional surveyor.

In his new job he will face many
of the same challenges that he ex
perienced in his previous position
with AOIS.

Over the past four years he has
seen the Service through a major
reorganisation process not unlike
the one CSIRO is nOw embarking
upon - with similar problems of
uncertainty and resistance. Of
course, the AQIS changes were
prompted by different cir
cumstances.

Iu 1981, a Royal Commission
was held to examine allegations of
malpractice in Australian inspec
tion activities. This came about
through the so-called 'meat sub
stitution scandal' in which inci
dences of kangaroo meat being
expotted as beef were detected.

'The Royal Commission was the
catalyst for major change in inspec
tion and quarantine services,' said
Mr Langhorne. 'Until then, AQIS
had been run from central office

Among the many changes now being implemented in
CSIRO is the appointment of three new senior managcrs
to assist in administering thc slimmed-down and redircctcd
corporatc ccntrc. As all thrcc appointccs arc ncw to
CSIRO, this issnc of CoResearclt ontlincs their back
grounds and thc dircctions they plan to take.
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Big marketpossible for proposed
gallium arsenide venture

riately handled. However, the
Division still does take on some ad
hoc work in addition to the major
contracts.

Dr Albrey sees himself as a
bridge between the researchers
and industry, and between resear
chers and Sirotech.

'That bridge involves the protec
tion of intellectual property, neg
otiating appropriate conditions
and rates of return for people's
efforts, and in many ways simply
being able to spot an issue such as
the need for a patent or for legal
advice.

'In some cases I can look after
these, but in other cases I will seek
some specialist help, probably
from Sirotech, at least in the first
instance,'

Chris Smith operates the mask aligner as part of the photolithog
raphic stage in GaAs device fabrication.

increased confidence and we are
working well as a multi-skilled
team. '

A project he has recently dealt
with was the Division's first inter
national contract, for the US-based
Hughes Aircraft Company. This
involved design work for their
AUSSAT B tender - an antenna
on the spacecraft itself.

The work will be a significant
reference for the Division when it
bids for the multiple access an
tenna design contracts from Intel
sat - work for which the Division
now has considerable expertise.

In many cases Dr Albrey and
other senior staff act as filters, re
directing a number of outside eng
ineering oriented requests to ind
ustry where they are more approp-

will result in a viable company,'
said Dr Donaldson.

Mr Allan Foster from Sirotech
is participating in planning for the
commercialisation, and Dr Don
aldson said he saw Sirotech's role
as particularly important at the
negotiating phase with potential
joint venturers. Sirotech is also
providing an intellectual property
study and offsets advice.

The proposed company will have
three product 'levels'. Firstly, dis
crete devices. These are not seen
as producing a great profit, but will
be a means of establishing the
company as a respected supplier of
good quality products.

Secondly, monolithic microwave
circuits. The initial product in this
level will be a low noise amplifier.
This value added item is expected
to find a substantial market.

Thirdly. 'modules'. These will
include complete assemblies, rec
eivers or the backends of antennas,
with considerably more value
added.

One of the maj or benefits to
Australia from the establishment
of this company will be the ready
availability of these products to
Australian companies.

Instead of having to import
equipment, these state of the art
devices, amplifiers and modules
will be available here. Dr Frater
believes that not only will this help
rejuvenate Australia's telecom
munications industry by allowing·
companies to add value to their
own range of products, it also will
prevent a potential major burden
on Australia's balance of payments
which would occur if companies
were forced to import these com
ponents.

And of course, the project will
materially benefit CSIRO.

CSIRO Chairman Mr Wran
publicly stated recently that the
'Board has pulled out all stops to
ensure that the technology will
have a clear economic benefit to
Australia',

A major participallt ill the dev
elopmellt ofa hllsillesspllmfor the
GaAs project is Radiophysics'
business development manager Dr
lall Albrey, Bltt his brief in com
mercialisilJg tlte Division's work
is much broader, as outlinedhere:
Dr Albrey was employed to handle
the commercial aspects of the Div
ision's numerous projects directed
at industry. He certainly found
tremendous business activity when
he started last March.

'Things have stabilised some
what now, but there was then a
considerable backlog of work in
terms of licensing agreements and
contractual matters,' he said.

His grounding in microwave en
gineering and later radio, satellite
and optical fibre communications
puts him in a good position to app
reciate the work of the Division.

He has found in many cases the
researchers involved are aware of
what should be done in terms of
contractual arrangements or the
protection of intellectual property,
but are unsure how to handle the
details or lack the confidence nec
essary to ensure the best possible
de.al for themselves and CSIRO.

'I'm trying to have some of them
be a bit more assertive in dealing
with industry,' he said. His work
is paying off - 'I believe there is

devices. This provided the ground
work before Dr Frater called on
the talents of a widely experienced
engineer in the millimetre wave
length field, Dr John Archer, who
arrived to head the expanding
group in 1984.

The process of bringing the tech
nology up to speed has proceeded
rapidly since then.

In May this year it was thought
the time was right to actively seek
commercialisation and as a start, a
business seminar outlining the
potential of the proposal was held
in October with a California-based
consultant, Mr Ken Taylor from
Henderson Ventures as the key
note speaker.

Henderson Ventures has been
involved in the start-up of major
US commercial ventures in GaAs
semi-conductor technology worth
more than $USIOO million.

In America, GaAs technology
in the digital area is well covered
by a number of companies, but
analog work is not. Most analog
work is done 'in-house' by major
companies strongly oriented to the
military market.

Very little effort has been made
there to take the technology to the
merchant market. A niche exists
for a fast-moving and innovative
Australian analog company.

'We're hoping to sell the pro
ducts on the open market in the
communications field where we
see a potential in satellite and
ground communications, radar and
air navigation,' said Dr Archer.

The European market, while
not as big as the market in the US,
will also be important.

'We have to see this company
set up and manufacturing goods by
early 1989. It is important that the
Division produce quality engineer
ing samples of the products the
company would make and that
those preparing the business plan
carry out a thorough market survey
by April. We hope that when it all
comes together we will seek fund
ing for the company sometime in
the second quarter of 1988,' said
Dr Archer.

Dr Peter Donaldson, previously
assistant to Chief Executive Dr
Keith Boardman, has been app
ointed manager 1 gallium arsenide
commercialisation. He works with
the Division's business develop
ment manager Dr Ian Albrey.

His task, with Dr Albrey plus
the Division's strategy team, Mr
Taylor, Telecom and external con
sultants, is to put together a first
draft business plan containing a
well developed treatment of mar
ket research and strategies for
marketing.

Funding for the plan has been
supported by the Chairman and
Chief Executive and approved by
the CSIRO Board.

'The business plan is intended to
define the opportunity and poten
tial revenue, over a number of
years - and, importantly, to look
at the cost of achieving that
revenue,' said Dr Donaldson.

Part of the plan will examine the
potential to secure overseas mark
ets, and a number of options incl
uding 'strategic alliances' with
existing companies are to be consi
dered.

'There are no preconceived
ideas for this - we will be develop
ing a range of business options and
then concentrating on those which

A valuable slice of the huge CUfl'ent and future world telecommnnications market•.•an opportnnity
for rejuvenation of Australia's telecomlllunication industry•..a favourable illlpact on Anstralia's
deficit in the next decade...

The list of potential benefits
goes on. The successful establish
ment of an Australian company
based on the Division of Radio
physics' gallium arsenide (GaAs)
technology would be a major
achievement for CSIRO.

A business plan is noW being
developed which will contain
detailed forecasts of both potential
profit and the inpnt needed to
achieve that profit. That will pro
vide a solid basis for launching the
commercialisation.

Right from the start the Division
has directed its GaAs research
towards eventual commercialisa
tion - in fact the project is a good
example of strategic planning.

When Or Bob Frater (now Dir
ector of the Institute of Informa
tion and Communications Tech
nology) took up his position as
Division Chief in 1981, he and
assistant Chief Dr Dennis Cooper
began conferring on ways of furth
er assisting Australian industry.

There was some pressure to shift
the orientation of the Division
towards more applied pursuits in
addition to its radio astronomy and
associated research. A review car
ried out in 1979 pointed to the
need to boost commerciallY direct
ed activities- on the understanding
that the work would continue to
be underpinned by radio astron
omy.

'I certainly came in with a strong
desire that, by the end of my term
as Chief, around half the Division's
activities would be in areas of ben
efit" to industry.' said Dr Frater.

On 1 January, Dr Frater was
appointed Institute Director, and
although his aim of half industry
oriented research hasn't quite been
achieved, much progress has been
made towards tllat goal.

Dr Frater and Dr Cooper were
both fully aware of developments
in GaAs technology in the early
1980s, and in fact many journals
around that time frequently refer
red to its future in microwave
electronics.

GaAs technology is part of an
information and communications
industry which is of enormous
significance on a world scale. The
total market of this sector in the
early 1990s is forecast to exceed a
thousand BILLION dollars.

The world market for GaAs an
alog integrated circuits and mod
ules is likely to exceed $3 billion.

Of this, it's believed the prop
osed company could have access to
around $100 million in five years.

Radiophysics had an extensive
background in microwave elec
tronics, and in 1981 Dr Frater had
to decide whether to continue
work in this field.

'The argument in favour of cont
inuing was that the work was
going to be important for certain
aspects of telecommunications,
particularly satellite and various
short haul radio communications.
It was clear the whole telecom
munications market was expanding
at a significant rate, so we would
hopefully be involved in an activity
with central importance for the
Australian microwave industry.
We put all that together and found
there were good arguments for
being involved,' he said.

A small group was established
in 1981, with Dr Cooper having
responsibility for setting up the
infrastructure for the processing of
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Paper wins research award

Retirement 01 John Calaby

Linda Bruce & John Spink

ture and colour of prcciolis
opal gained him international
acclaim.

These discoveries, reported
initially in Nature in 1964, led
to a close association with the
Gemmological Association of
Australia, of which was to
become Federal Patron.

During his scientific career,
and particularly his 35 years
with CSIRO. John made a sig
nificant contribution to the
understanding of the physics
and chemistry of solids and
their surfaces, both through
more than 85 publications in
the area and through his many,
always popular, lectures 
which he laughingly referred
to as his 'slide shows'. John's
achievements in his chosen
fields of research were recog
nised by his election in 1980 to
Fellowship of the Australian
Academy of Sciences.

John had shown great cour
age in the face of what was rec
ognised 12 months ago as a ter
minal illness, and was taking
electron micrographs for a re
view article the day before his
death. Nevertheless, his death
came as a blow to his many
colleagues and friends who will
remember John not only for
his exceptional skill as an elec
tron microscopist but also for
his gentleness and generosity.
The members of the Division
take this opportunity to extend
sincere sympathy to his wife
Gloria, and their children, Jeff
rey, Toni, Lynne and Andrew.

cont. from p. 10

land management (the Drylands
Projeet). Dr Walker has had a
leading role in co-ordinating
UNESCO's international project
on the Deeade of the Tropics
Savannah Land Management Pro
jeet.

Beeause Dr MacRae's work has
concentrated on the economic
aspects (this beiug thc language of
policy makers), .cross-fertilisation
with the ecological expertise of Dr
Walker and colleagues should lead
to increased balance in these two
international projects being co
ordinated from Australia.

By taking the economic app
roach, Dr MacRae said lhe mes
sage was being formulaled in a way
digestible by policy makers.

'It's been going well and I wouid
like to continue my involvement
with it in years to come,' he said.

While acknowledging the diffi
culty in obtaining funding for
CSIRO projecls in environmental
matters. he said there could be a
novel way of getting lhe required
funds.

~Australia's billionaires could
put their names to a foundation
which will be remembered for gen
erations to come. This type of
funding has been provided in the
United States for several genera
tions. Examples are the Rockefel
ler, MacArthur and Ford Founda
tions.

The Sir Frederfck McMaster
Fellowsbips, which bring emi
nent scientists to Australia to
further their work in conjnnc
tion with CSIRO divisions,
have been awarded for this
year to scientists from the
USA, England and Scotland.

The recipients are: Professor
Larry Beuchat of the Univer
sity of Georgia College of
Agriculture, Dr Victor Eastop
from the British Museum (Nat
ural History) and Dr John Slee
from the Institute of Animal
Physiology and Genetics Res
earch, Edinburgh.

These senior researchers will
be attached, respectively, to
the divisions of Food Res
earch, Entomology and Ani
mals Production.

McMaster
FellowshipS

dollars to correct, the new
formula offers a low-cost
method of avoiding such errors
in the future.

led to a better understanding
of the nature of solid catalysts.

John's interests later exp
anded towards the use of elec
tron microscopy for studies on
the bulk structure of solids.

He was one of the first to
recognise the enormous poten
tial of the lattice imaging
technique for obtaining detail
ed structural information. An
outstanding feature of his con
tribution was that he ' ..showed
quantitatively how the resolu
tion oflattice images was deter
mined by a combination of
spherical aberration and beam
divergence and how the effect
could be computed'. John was
able to test successfully some
ideas resulting from these
studies in 1976, when, as a
visiting professor, he gained
access to the 1 MeV electron
microscope at the Tohoku Uni
versity in .Tapan.

An area of consuming inter
est to John was the structure
and physical properties of gem
stones. His pioneering work
on the elucidation of the struc-

Award tor Or Potter
Chief research scientist from
tbe Division of Fossil Fuels, Dr
Edmund Potter, has been
given the prestigiolls Award of
Merit of the Japanese Institnte
of Electrostatics. The award
was presentell to Dr Potter at
the Institute's Annual Confer
ence in Fulmi last year in
recognition of his work on
electrostatic precipitation as a
means of cleaning lip emissions
from power station chimneys.

Leading a team of scientists
at Fossil Fuels for nearly 20
years, Dr Potter has achieved
significant improvements both
in understanding electrostatic
precipitators and their perfor
mance. Dr Potter's most recent
achievement has been to
deduce (with Mr Colin Paulson
of the same Division) a simple
formula for estimating the pre
cise size of precipitator
required for a full-size coal
fired power station using only
the routine chemical analysis
of the coal as the input.

Bearing in mind that pre
cipitator sizing mistakes can,
and have, cost millions of

Vale John Sanders
Dr J oh!! Sanders, an inter:na~

tionally recognised electron
microscopist and a cbief res
earch scientist at tbe Division
of Materials Science and Tech
nology, died on 3 December
1987.

With his considerable exp
erimental and analytical skills,
John epitomised the great
Cambridge tradition in phys
ics, and will be sorely missed.

John graduated with hon
ours in physics from Adelaide
University in 1947 and pro
ceeded to a CSIR overseas stu
dentship to study under Drs
Philip Bowden and David Tab~

or at the Physics and Chemistry
of Rubbing Solids Laboratory
in Cambridge. He was awarded
his PhD in 1949 by the Univer
sity of Cambridge for his thesis
on the application of electron
diffraction to surface layers on
metals. This research experi
ence served him well in estab
lishing electron diffraction
(and later electron miscropy)
as a basic tool for surface
studies, when, on his return to
Australia in 1950, he was app
ointed a research officer in the
Division of Tribophysics at
Melbourne University.

Over the next 20 years, John
Sanders played a crucial role
in establishing the Division's
international reputation in the
general area of the atomic
structure of solid surfaces and,
in particular, an understanding
of the manner in which thin
metallic films are formed and
grow upon solid substrates.
These and associated studies

also has a well-earned reputa
tion as a bibliographer, biog
rapher and historian of Austra
lian natural history. His con
tributions to the natural sci
ences were acknowledged by
the Australian National Uni
vesity when it awarded him the
honorary degree of Doctor of
Science.

Many scientists are person
ally grateful to John Calaby
because of the generous way in
which he helped them by draw
ing on his vast knowledge and
experience, often in private
discussion or by detailed com
ments on a manuscript.

He will continue to work in
the Division as an honorary
research fellow.

Bunny Fennessy

A new series of CSIRO Occasional
Papers has been launched, with a
paper from the Chief Executive,
Dr Boardman.

The series is intended to improve
CSIRO's debate on issues which
relate to Australia's national
development.

Dr Boardman's IJaper, entitled
The Role of Research in
Australia's Economic Future: the
End ofNalllral Comparative Ad
vantages, formed the basis of a
talk he gave to members of the
Committee for Economic Dev~

elopment (CEDA) in Sydney last
November.

For further information about
the Pal,ers, contact Mr Lindsay
Bevegc at Headquarters.

CoResearch is produced by the
Public Commnnication Unit
for CSIRO staff. Readers are
invited to contribute or offer
suggestions for articles. The
deallline is the last Monday
before tbe issue month. Editor:
Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, Dick
son ACT 2602. Ph 062-484479.

Dr John Calaby, assistant Chief of the Division of Wildlife &
Rangelands Research, retired on 16 October after 42 years in
CSIRO.

He joined in 1945 as a tech
nical officer in the Division of
Entomology.

In 1950 Francis Ratcliffe
appointed him as a research
officer in the newly established
Wildlife Survey Section. This
was the beginning of a long
association with studies of
mammals in Australia.

It began with work on the
biological control of rabbits,
followed by studies of marsu
pials. Later, Dr Calaby became
involved in surveys of the dis
tribution and abundance of
fauna in a wide range of envir
onments. This work provided
much of the foundation mate
rial for the Australian National
Wildlife Collection maintained
by the Division of Wildlife &
Rangelands Research.

Apart from his special inter
est in marsupials, Dr Calaby's
work and detailed interests
covered a wide range of discip
lines: entomology, ornithol
ogy, ecology, zoogeography,
anthropology and history. He

~
Ms Pinky Udaja and Dr Nguyel1 Dung

Two scientists from the Division of Fuel Technology, based at
the Lucas Heights Research Laboratories, have been awarded
the 1987 Southern Pacific Petroleum-Central Pacific Minerals
Research Award for a scientific paper on the processing
characteristics of Anstralian oil shales.

The anl1Ual SPP-CPM than 10 times our currently
Research Award was pre- known petroleum reserves.
sented to Dr Nguyen Dung Scientists in the Division are
and Ms Pinky Udaja at the working in collaboration with
Fourth Amtralian Workshop industry on the development
on Oil Shale, held recently in of an indigenous oil shale
Brisbane. It was judged on the industry. Dr Peter Alfredson,
basis of quahty, originality and Chief of the Division, said such
relevance to the advancement an industry would help'
of oil shale science and technol- Australia to maintain its pre
ogy. Dr Dung also won the sent level of oil self-sufficiency
award in 1986. in the 1990s when production

Australia's oil shale deposits of oil in Bass Strait will have
contain the equivalent of more declined.
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The corporate centre
Task force established to deal with
redeployment and retrenchment

Third timeluckylor Science Prize winner
Cont. on p.6

courtesy of Westinghouse.
Westinghouse.

Seventeen year old Stuart
Clough of Hawker College in
the ACT won a bronze medal
and $500 cash for his research
into gluten and proteins in
grain.

The Science Prize is orga
nised by CSIRO, BHP and the
Australian Science Teachers
Association with support from
Westinghouse.

'To say that we travelled a
rocky road in the first two
months of the pilot study would
be an understatement,' said
Mr Warwick Carpenter, divi
sional secretary at the Division
of Coal Technology.

'However, despite numer
ous hardware, communication
and personnel problems,
coupled with the complexities
of processing accounts for five
different cost centres [i.e. the
five CSIRO entities operating
at North Ryde], I believe the
exercise has been a success.'

Apart from demonstrating
the viability of devolution, the
study also has identified a
number of general problem
areas which will be addressed
and improvements made be
fore general devolution.

AC\2.011Uts payaL~~: is one of
a number of functions to be
devolved to the divisions from
Headquarters, and divisional

medal and $5000 cash.
Second prize winner,

Donald Syme, 17, of Too
woomba Grammar School in
Queensland, won a silver
medal and $1000 cash for his
project ECOSOFT a
mathematical model of a coas
tal ecosystem.

The winners of the gold and
silver medals will be sent to the
39th US International Science
and Engineering Fair in May,

Under the restructuring, divisions will be required to do consider
ably more of their own administrative work. Groundwork on the
necessary computer systems to help them do some of this work
is well nnderway.

A pilot divisional accounts
payable system has been in
place at North Ryde since last
September, and now has set-.
tied down and is proving the
viability of devolving accounts
payable functions.

Earlier this month a pilot
project for anew software
package which can deliver the
required accrual accounting
format started at the Division
of Entomology in Canberra.

Called the TIMS system, it
enables the use of dedicated
local Ngen terminals and a
batch system rather than an
interactive, on-line connection
to the mainframe Facom com
puter at .. Black •Mountain.
North Ryde has used the on
line system for its pilot project.

The North Ryde experience,
a1thoughtUiinga sl~6htly,diff-.:.

rent method to the one most
likely to be adopted in all
divisions,was important for
ironing out some early difficul
ties.Cont. on p.4

It was a case of third time lucky
for 16 year old David Dommett
of Brisbane Grammar School
last month, when he won the
BHP Science Prize for ex
cellence in scientific research
by school students.

David, who has reached the
finals on three occasions 
1985, 1986 and now 1987 
researched the influence of the
greenhouse effect on plants.

For his efforts he won a gold

retrenchment and redeploy
ment of people within the
corporate centre, and in cases
of substitution of people bet
ween divisions and the corpo
rate centre.

For example, if a member of
a division wants to leave
CSIRO and a person working
at the same level in the corpo
rate centre is willing to take the
divisional position, then a swap
may be arranged.

This would apply to any
comparable classifications in
the corporate centre and divi
sions.

Not everyone who puts his/
her hand up for voluntary
retrenchment will necessarily
be accepted.

If there are no suitable
applicants for a particular pos
ition, a person at that level
mayt,;placcd in that jc~ at
CSIRO's discretion, even if
he/she hasn't applied for it and
wants retrenchment.

use to determine which ones
can go and which ones can't?'
said Mr Langhorne.

The Officers Association
was opposed to the notion of
a 'spill' of all jobs in the
corporate centre and was neg
otiating with management on
this matter.

According to an OA state
ment, 'to establish actual
redundancy the Organisation
must demonstrate both that an
officer's job has ceased and
that no redeployment or ret
raining opportunities exist.
Accordingly, where a job in
the new structure is for all
intents and purposes the same
as that currently being per
formed ... that officer must
retain 'his/her job .jf he/she so
desires.

'If however a job in the new
structure is gcnulnely a ';1e~.v

job, it can be opened to general
internal application with the
proviso that [staff] who are
potentially redundant must re
ceive preference for any suita
ble position.'

Two groups have been set
up to deal with a range of
issues as the new, slimmed
down structure is established:
the Implementation Team - IT
- and the Redeployment and
Outplacement Task Force 
ROTF (see box for names of
the members of these groups).

Briefly, the IT has a planning
and communication role, as
well as implementing the 'nuts
and bolts' of the decisions
taken on corporate centre ser
vice levels. All staff may con
tact the Team for advice, infor
mation or to make comments.

ROTF has been set up to
cater for redundancies, re-

The process of reorganising the corporate centre - shedding about 240 positions and changing the
emphasis of the )'emaining jobs - has started, following decisions taken by the CSIRO Board on
16 February.

It's expected the new struc
tural arrangements will be in
place on 5 April, by which time
it's hoped senior management
positions (i.e. SES, SS05 and
A07) will be filled. These jobs
were advertised shortly after
the Board's endorsement of
recommendations.

As reported in last month's
CoResearch, the massive
changes to the corporate centre
have resulted from a review
carried out by Pappas, Carter,
Evans and Koop, with recom
mendations form\llated (after
a period of staff consultation)
by a CSIRO review group
headed by Chief Executive Dr
Keith Boardman. This is the
final stage of the major restruc
turing of CSIRO which started
nearly three years ago with the
ASTEC review.

Once the seaior pc.;:;itions
are in place, other positions
will be advertised internally.
The need for redeployment
and outplacement will flow
from this process.

'As we advertise and fill
positions, existing positions
will be phased out and new
positions will come into being,'
said the Director of Corporate
Services Mr Peter Langhome.

Management was negotiat
ing with the unions on the
criteria for the implementation
of retrenchment, in particular
how decisions would be taken
to release people who want
'fast track' retrenchment.

'We want to develop criteria
acceptable to the unions to
stop prolonged debate after
the decisions are taken. That
is, if more people put up their
hands than we can afford to let
go, what are the criteria we will
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R&M work and serious doubts
with regard to value for money.
The proposed new procedures
address these by making divi
sions directly responsible,
through a maintenance man
ager, for identifying their own
R&M requirements and allow
ing them a freedom of choice
in implementing the R&M
work in a sound technical and
cost effective manner within
an annual R&M budget alloca
tion.

The review also raised seri
ous doubts with regard to the
adequacy of funds being spent
on maintaining the Organisa
tion's assets. It is hoped that
the above changes to the im
plementation of work proce
dures will result in a more
efficient utilisation offunds. In
addition, it is planned that
headquarters, using informa
tion provided by divisions, will
develop a data base which will,
among other things, result in
an improved management re
porting service which can be
used to justify increased levels
of funding as part of the Gov
ernment's budgetary process.

Headquarters will continue
to perform a policy establish
ment and monitoring role to
gether with providing an advis
ory and assistance service to
divisions within available res
ources. In conjunction with
the institutes, headquarters
will continue to play an impor
tant part in the overall program
formulation stages.

In short, the proposed
changes are intended to give
divisions greater flexibility in
the R&M area.

J D Cattanach
Headquarters

•

Cont. on p.6

Dear Editor,
The laboratory craftsmen in
CSIRO for the past 12 months
or so, have been engaged in
the exercise called 'translation'
(meaning craftsman to techni
cal ranks). This translation in
volves a wide range of things,
one being a computer course,
which we are told is designed
to teach us technical skills.

I realise a need for change
and improvement of skills and
therefore welcomed this 'trans
lation'. BUT.

Since starting the course,
which wasn't complete then
and isn't complete now, I have
very real reservations about it.

The course structure and
contents (what we know of
them) are to me not the slight
est bit relevant to the needs of
laboratory craftsmen or our
role in CSTRO _Senior research
and personnel staff I have spo
ken to on the subject have a
low opinion of the course's
relevance or potential worth to
our divisons. The maths (pre
calculus mainly) part of thc
computer course is proving to
be extremely difficult. For the

Dear Editor,
I refer to Mr Upton's letter
(CoResearch 308), criticising
the CSIRO Board for abrogat
ing responsibility with respect
to maintaining the Organisa
tion's property assets.

It is true that changes are
being made to the repairs and
maintenance (R&M) policy
and procedures but it should
be realised that the Board is of
course ultimately responsible
for approving these changes as
well as approving associated
funding levels and other relev
ant matters.

The changes leave head
quarters, institutes and divi
sions with similar but more
clearly defined responsibilities
to those ·held before and also
give divisions mere flexibility
in implementing their respon
sibilities, and it may help if
staff are made aware of the
general reasons for and intent
of the proposed changes.

Two years ago, after mount
ing criticisms from divisions
about the R&M procedures, a
steering committee was estab
lished to review the proce
dures. The steering committee
comprised senior management
representatives from divisions
and headquarters. The com
mittee was supported by two
working parties who received
technical and administrative
inputs from a wide cross-sec
tion of the Organisation as well
as from discussions with exter
nal bodies.

Major problems which were
identified in the review related
to difficulties which divisions
had in obtaining details regard
ing the implementation of the

Given severe fund limitat
ions, we believe carrying out
research to keep up with Pro
fessor Jones cannot be justif
ied, especially with spurious or
ill-defined economic objec
tives.

Serendipity (the eureka fac
tor) is more likely to occur in
projects with clearly defined
ohjectives for an eager 'mar
ket'.

In conclusion, I would like
to say that the size of the cont
ribution of agriculture to Aust
ralia's net balance of trade is,
in mathematical terms', a fun
ction of previous research work
from the contribution of past
taxpayers. Cutbacks in funding
for agricultural research may
reduce Australia's future dep
endence on agricultural ex
ports. It will certainly reduce
the quantity.

Do the Government and the
Board of CSIRO have the
mor.al right to so affect the
standard of living of future
generations?

Peter Emmery
Chairman, Industry Research

Committee,
Cattlemen's Union

*Quantity exported = f (res
earch + other factors).

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
I would like to congratulate Dr
Charles Gerrard on the suc
cinctness and relevance of his
11 point summary of the pilot
project management workshop
printed in the November 87
issue of CoResearch.

Responding to the invitation
of the Editor, I would like to
make some comments from
the viewpoint of the Northern
beef cattle industry.

The long term viability of
the Northern beef industry
depends on increasing econ
omic efficiency (reducing per
unit cost of production)
through the adoption of new
technology. With 80-90 per
cent of beef exported and a
long term tren d of declining
export prices in proportion to
producer costs, it means that
to stay still technologically is to
become non-competitive.
Even over the past five years,
buoyant beef prices have not
risen as fast as costs. Since
CSIRO is a major source of
new technology to us, your
long term viability is our long
term viability.

The 'market' for the divi
sions of Tropical Crops and
Pastures and Tropical Animal
Science is primarily beef cattle
producers. In the Cattlemen's
Union we believe the ability of
these divisions to deliver relev
ant research findings. depends
very much on effective liaison
between producers and resear
chers. Liaison is necessary to
identify projects than have a
potential to increase economic
efficiency, to develop results
that are cognisant of manage
riallimitations, and to see that
they arc delivered. Effective
liaison will not just happen. It
needs to be fostered and allo
cated resources by both res
earch bodies and producer or
ganisations.

With joint funding (ALMR
DC) and joint projects (DPI,
universities, etc), the selection
and management of CSIRO
research projects is no longer
a sole role of CSIRO. There
needs to be a positive, con
structive approach to co-opera
tion from selection through to
delivery. Senior status for
CSIRO is not a perogative.

There needs to be a balance,
even ill CSIRO. between short
and long term projects
(applied/basic or tacticall
strategic/basic). With severe
funding cutbacks, long term
research and long shot research
must, unfortunately, be the
main sufferers. They can only
be justified when the potential
economic payoffs are large
enough to justify the risk and
opportunity cost of research
funds. This opportunity cost is
represented by the following
equation:

Funds to be spent by the
number of years until the
result by the real interest
rate.Cont. on p.6

***The Hyatt on Collins pro-
vided a great setting for the
announcement and presenta
tion by the Prime Minister of
the BHP Bicentennial Awards
for the Pursuit of Excellence.
It certainly was a great thrill
for me when the Prime Minis
ter announced Dr Jim Peacock
as winner of the science and
technology award. CSIRO as
a whole and the Division of
Plant Industry in particular can
take much pride in the award,
and on behalf of the Board and
all staff I offer our warmest
congratuaItions to Dr Peacock
and the Division for a well
deserved honour for outstand
ing and pioneering work on
gene structure and transfer in
plants.

CSIRO, Mr Wran stressed the
great importance of commun
icating to the public and ob
taining wide recognition and
support for the importance of
our research to Australia's con
tinued development.

He said 'If there's one thing
I've learned in politics it's that
if you want to secure the supp
ort of the politicians, first sec
ure the support of the public'_

At the Batemans Bay work
shop, we agreed Excellence,
Leadership and Teamwork in
research to benefit Australia as
the desired culture for CSIRO.
We identified the attributes of
a good leader or manager and
agreed that these should be
highlighted in programs to de
velop better management skills
in the Organisation and includ
ed in the criteria for assessing
staff for promotion. Rewards
and incentives were seen as
:i1nportant'in attracting, dev~

eloping and retraining high
calibre staff.

There has been considerable
discussion in the Organisation
on the question of how royal
ties should be distributed.
There seems to be general ag
reement that royalty payments
cannot be separated from the
broader issue of rewards and
incentives, including the pay
ment of bonuses for outstand
ing achievement. A green
paper on these matters is being
prepared for wide circulation
to staff and staff associations
for their comment before a
paper is prepared for consider
ation by the Board.ogy.

The performance of the Or
ganisation is subject to the
judgement of a number of
stakeholders including the
Government, industry and
other nsers and beneficiaries
of our research, the public and
particular intcrest groups and
the scientific peer groups in
Australia and internationally.

At the conference we agreed
that an important task for the
top managers was to closely
monitor the changing external
environment for CSIRO, in
cluding the judgements of
these various ,takeholders.
CSIRO managers and staff
must effectively communicate
the achievement, and impor
tance of CSIRO research to
influence perceptions of the
Organisation and secure the
continued support of the Gov
ernment. In his interview for
the recent Bulletin article on

A successful workshop for the new top management team in
CSIRO was held over two (lays at the end of February in the
very pleasant setting of the conference facilities of the Country
Comfort Motel overlooking the estuary of the Clyde River at
Batemans Bay.

It was ably led by Dr Peter
Saul of the strategic consulting
group and attended by myself,
the six Institute Directors, Mr
Langhorne, Dr Pitman, Mr
Dunstan, Dr Heyde, Dr Mac
Rae, and Mr Marshall of our
staff development and training
group.

The main aims of the work
shop were to obtain agreement
on the culture, corporate ob
jectives and key performance
indicators for CSIRO and to
identify issues affecting prog
ress in implementing the new
directions for CSIRO.

As stated in my introduction
to the Board's strategic plan,
which will be published short
ly, CSIRO has three crucially
important objectives:

to carry out strategic res
earch which can be applied by
Australian industry or by Gov
ernment for community bene
fit;

to collaborate with other
institutions and industry to
strengthen the research effort
and ensure the transfer and
application of that research;
and

to lead and promote ex
panded science and technology
effort in Australia.

The major restructuring of
the institutes and divisions and
the corporate centre are de
signed to improve the applica
tion of research for economic
and social benefit while main
taining our research effort at
the cutting edge of develop
ments in science and technol-

A column by
Dr Keith
Boardlnan

From the Chief
Executive
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This month's point of view column comes from CS/RO's acting
selliol' media liaison officer (until 5 April when the job 110 longer
exists), Mr 1'0111 Gosling.

Last month CSIRO staff at headqnarters received a circular
signed by Dr Boardman and Mr Wran referring in conciliatory
terms to statements contained in the Pappas Carter review.
The circular said it was 'unfortunate that single statements taken
out of the context in which they were made were included in the
report'.

For most of us at headquarters, this came as a welcome
acknowledgement that the Pappas Carter review had contained
some gratuitous insults.

But the cat was out of the bag. No amount of effort could
really take back words like 'imbeciles at Limestone Avenue'
(attributed to an anonymous Chief).

Were the comments taken out of context? For my part I doubt
it. In fact, I believe the Pappas Carter review served a useful
purpose in getting some real communication going - in bringing
out into the open the real attitudes and prejudices that are abl'Oad
in CSIRO.

The review made it very plain. It said that 'many' interviewees
had 'spoken harshly of the cOl'porate centre'. It spoke of a
'general strong view' that the centre was 'not worth its cost and
was tending to impose values alien to science'.

I think we at headquarters have to face facts: no matter how
hard or well or usefully we work, the perceptions of our WOl'k
are bad.

What I would question is whether these perceptions are well
based. I have a strong impression that they are not, and that
blind prejudice is alive and well within this Organisation.

Most of us cherish the notion of the scientist as an impartial
observer, a logical thinker dedicated to pursuit of the truth. We
think fondly of 'the scientific method', which insists on an open
mind and on careful examination of the facts before postulating
a conclusion.

This model may well be the case for many CSIRO scientists
within the confines of their discipline. I hope it is.

But as soon as our scientists move outside their disciplines,
they seem to lose their cool. All thoughts of attempting to speak
from a well-informed base are abandoned, and raw emotion rules
the day.

In CSIRO divisions, young scientists hear from their peers that
everyone at headquarters in an imbecile, and readily adopt that
view, allowing it to colour their thinking until the day they retire.

Thus it is rare for a division'al critic to pause to ask the following
questions: What is the magnitude of the task these people are
being asked to do? What resources do they have to do it? What
obstacles do they have to overcome? What success do they
achieve?

It is generally assumed that non-scientists have little to do,
plenty of resources to do it with, that it's an easy task anyway
and that they fail dismally. Most scientists (and some Board
members) believe that they could do the job better themselves,
but have more important things to do.

If CSIRO is truly to embrace a more entrepreneurial ethos,
this will not do. At least, give us the benefit of the doubt.

A feature on these important
and lucrative cotton varieties is
planned for the July 1988 issue
of CoResearch.

Siokra and Sicala gave Austra
lian cotton growers an extra
$20 million in sales. It's antici
pated that growers will make
an extra $45 million this year.
The 10 year research program
to develop the varieties cost
about $2-$3 million.

Plant Industry Chief Or Jim
Peacock predicted that next
cotton plantings in Australia
will be comprised of either
Siokra or Sicala.

A new cotton variety developed at the Division of Plant Iud
ustry's Cotton Research Unit at Narrabri and otlicially released
only two years ago, is cansing a revolntion in the Aust1'3lian
cotton indnstry.

Siokra (pron: sigh-okra),
bred by Or Norm Thomson in
collaboration with Mr Craig
Patrick with further assistance
from Mr Peter Reid and Mr
Lyndsay Heal, already has
ousted the US-bred variety
Deltapine 90 as the most wide
ly planted in Australia.

Siokra (plus to a lesser ex
tent the other Cotton Unit
developed variety, Sicala),
now accounts for about 70 per
cent of plantings in Australia,
from five per cent two years
ago.

Last year the 10 per cent
yield increase resulting from

The Governor-General, Sir Ninian Stephen, officially launches
the Sylvaspade. Photo: foe Oris.

Sylvaspade launch
From Gallipoli diggers to the future
An idea by a CSIRO scientist came to fmition in g1'3nd style when the Bicenten"ial 'Sylvaspade'
was lannched by the Govel'llor-General, Sir Ninian Stephe", at new Parliament Honse last month.

The Sylvaspade was devel- 1988, are to leave it to future dividual or institution's name
aped by Boral Cyclone in Mel- generations as a land worth and costs $99. It is availabl~
bourne in collaboration with living in'. only by mail order from Free
the Institute of Foresters of This echoes last year's Sen- post 3, Boral Cyclone, PO Box
~ustralia and CSIRO, from an ate debate on the Australian 77, East Bentleigh, VIC, 3165.
Idea by Or WIlf Crane at the environment in which all polit- PH: 03-579 1777 or write for
Division of Forestry andForest ical parties, conservationists, an application form. A stan
Products in Canberra. foresters and soil scientists con- dard version in high carbon

The launch was attended by eluded that soil was Australia's steel will be available from
250 people including senior number one environmental most hardware stores for about
Australian industry executives, priority. $20.
CSIRO Chief Executive Or The Bicentennial Sylva- At the launch Mr Bruce
Keith Boardman and his wife, spade says in symbol and in the Kean, Chief Executive and a
members of CSIRO's Canb- Australian pragmatism of a Director of Boral, announced
erra staff, school children, con- working tool that soils and that as a result of the Sylvas
servationists, tree growers and trees are an essential combina- pade the company will financ
foresters. tion on the generally depauper- ially support Australian forest

Sir Ninian, who is Anstral- ate and toxic parent material research, and his company al
ia's Chief Scout, invited a on which Australian soils are ready has made a cash dona
scout to help him plant the first based. Trees not only protect tion to the Forest Institute.
eucalypt using Sylvaspade our soil from erosion, salting He said the uniqne Austra
No.l, as part of the landscap- and acidity, but act as agents lian land demanded innovative
ing for new Parliament House. for the very formation of the approaches to developing sta-

In the words of Sir Ninian, thin mantle of fertile loam on ble forms of land use based on
combined creative forces had which our water and food sup- sound scientific understanding
designed and produced for our plies depend. of our soils and the plants
Bicentenary 'that most prosaic The stainless steel version of which were an integral part of
yet perhaps useful of all man's the Sylvaspade is a special ed- them. This, he said, was the
implements - a spade'. ition which is stamped, num- message that had to accom-

The prefix 'Sylva' has noth- bered and registered in an in- pany our celebrations in 1988.
ing to do with the polished fin..
ish of the special hard-wearing
stainless steel from which the
head of the spade is made. Ra
ther it is named from sylvicul
ture - the growing and tending
of trees.

It is a tool specially develop
ed for planting lmd tending
trees in untilled Australian
soils, and rigorous attention
has been paid to design, mat
erials .and evaluation. by tree
planters, soil scientists. and
foresters throughout Australia
in the past three years.

This has resulted in a spade
of exceptional strength,
weight, durability and balance.
The basic design has its origins
in the tool which made Austra
lians famous as 'diggers' in
Gallipoli.

The adaptation in the past
three years of the same basic
concept has involved using a
1980s high-tech approach and
both high temperature pressing
and special steels not previ
ously available.

Or Bob Ellis of the Division
of Forestry and Forest Pro
duct's Hobart laboratory and
National President of the Insti
tute of Foresters of Australia
pointed to Australia's interna
tional fame as the world cham
pion at tree felling. Australia's
Hytest axe (also manufactured
by Boral) is sought after world
wide by sporting axemen.

Now the Sylvaspade also has
the potential for fame, and will
help further expand the boom
ing Anstralian export of Aust
1'alian tree genes (seed) and
forestry expertise.

In focusing on the individual
effort required for Australians
to regreen our land and con
serve our soils, Sir Ninian said
'sylviculture ...must become a
word familiar to us all if we,
the custodians of this land in

Dr Bruce Thomas
Or Thomas, who joined the

Division in 1964, is a senior
principal research scientist and
leader of an antenna group
which has been involved main
ly in contracts with OTC in the
earth station antenna area.

Two honours
Dr Bruce Thomas from the
Division of Radiophysics has
been honoured by the award
of a Doctor of Engineering
degree from the University of
Melbourne and election as a
Fellow of the Institute of Elec
trical and Electronics Engin
eers, USA.

Both awards were for his
contributions to the devel
opment of corrugated wave
guide ieed systems which are
now universally used on radio
telescopes and satellite earth
station antennas.

A Matter
of Opinion

-
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REGISTERED OFFICE

RATES AS AT 1 MARCH 1988

set up in Headquarters build
ing two on the ground floor
near the word processing area.

Members of the task force
will visit people in their own
offices, or talk to small groups
of staff if approached to do so.
Visits interstate are part of the
overall process.

The task force will be sup
ported by the personnel branch
and CSIRO's personal coun
sellors. Members will help
arrange counselling appoint
ments if requested.

Career counselling also is
available on request for people
leaving the Organisation and
needing advice on getting a
new job.

Through the IT and ROTF,
management is hoping to dis
pel some of the uncertainty
caused by the sweeping
changes to the corporate
centre, by at least helping
people to look at the options
and start planning their future.

Mr Langhorne said com
municating information about
the changes was now being
made more effective and fast.

'Individuals naturally want
to know how these changes
will affect them directly, and
that really can only be deter
mined after we finalise the
structure and go through a sel
ection process, but at least
they have an idea of the timing
involved and that we are not
in the business of just terminat
ing or devolving jobs and dis
carding the people,' he said.

'We are in the business firstly
of making the selection process
for the jobs in the permanent
structure fair and equitable,
and secondly of making sure
people who do have to leave
CSIRO have assistance in find
ing employment elsewhere and
access to financial advice.

retrenchment may in some
cases go almost immediately,
but like any other employer,
CSIRO reserves the right to
retain that person for several
months to fulfil a particular
function. In this situation. that
person will still get his/her two
weeks' pay per year of service
lump sum.

These 'are just some guide
lines to the retrenchment
options. ROTF is able to pro
vide detailed information dep
ending on individual circum
stances. 'Hot line' telephone
numbers have been installed to
take calls from staff around
Australia.

Interstate numbers are
switched through to Canberra
and there is no STD charge.
The numbers are - Canberra:
484555; VIC: 5422980; and
NSW: 887 8980.

The task force emphasised
the confidentiality of the ser
vice. Staff may ring or visit the
ROTF office which has been

SydnQyScieneeCentl'Qopening

Abo!'e, Double Helix member David Reyllolds is seen here demons/I'ating electl'Ollic circuits to
Mr Wrall and the Celltre's Manager, Mrs lallette Griffill, at the openillg of tbe the lIew Science
Education Celltre. Photo: Maria Basaglia

Retrenchments
Cont. from p.l

The proposed package for
people accepted for fast track
retrenchment would include
two weeks' pay for each year
of ~ervice, to a maximum of 4R
weeks. This is not available to
those forced into involuntary
retrenchment, who in lieu of
this benefit may remain with
CSIRO for an extra seven or
13 months (depending on age
and years of service).

Those forced into involun
tary retrenchment are staff
who want to stay, have applied
for the available jobs and have
been unsuccessful.

If this is the case and they
are entitled to their seven or
13 months' employment, and
commence this, they can't then
decide to go and take the two
weeks' pay benefit. 'Once you
make a decision on a particular
benefit, you can't then revoke
it,' said Mr Rodd.

Those eligible for fast track

CSIRO, in conjunction with the NSW Department of Technical and Further Education, !las just
opened its latest Science Edltcation Cen/re. It's housed at the Division ofApplied Physics at West
Lindfield and was opened by CSIBO Chairman, Mr Neville Wrall, on 24 Februmy. The Centre
is an importallt addition to the science education network that CSIBO is establishing acl'OSS the
country. As with the other centres in Adelaide, Hobart alld Melbourtle, the Sydney Science
Educatioll Centre will ~fferprimary and .vecolldary schools a stimltlatillg, !Iallds-on envil'Onmellt
/0 disco!'er sciellce. Besides demonstrating basic prillciples ~fscience, t!le celltre aims to highlight
practical applicatiolls ami showcase some of CSIRO's achievements.

-.....
Cont. from p.8
the problems householders en
counter with termites in Can
berra. He helped plan a revi
sion of the booklet, but didn't
live to contribute to it.

ROD had many other inter
ests, two particularly notewor
thy. He was skilled in waterski
ing, and delighted in it; he died
while enjoying his sport, after
a barefoot ski on BUlTinjuck
Dam.

He reared Cashmere goats
on his property near Canberra
and was closely involved with
the Cashmere industry. It is
another measure of Rob that
his Cashmeres took major
prizes at the Bicentennial Show
in Canberra in February.

He is sadly missed.
His colleagues

Secretary/manager
Michael Sinclair, PH: 02-887 8607
Assistant manager
Leanne Harris, PH: 02-887 8608
abUt

Chairperson
Ian McDonald, Division of Food Processing, PH: 02-887 8333

Free travellers cheques and competitive travel insurance

C/- CSIRO,
Building 41,
Institute of Minerals, Energy

and Construction,
Delhi Road,
NORTH RYDE NSW 2113
PO Box 52,
NORTH RYDE NSW 2113
PH: 02-887 8608

On call savings 10 per cent p.a. (minimum monthly balance)

Directors
TrevorClark, Regional Administrative Office, PH: 02-2617011
Greg Goodfellow, Internal Audit, PH: 02-261 7090
Warren King, Division of Radiophysics, PH: 02-8680284
Kevin Loughry, (formerly) Division of Applied Physics, PH: 02
980252
Garry Rae, Regional Administrative Office, PH: 02-261 7014
Doug Shaw, SIROMATH, PH: 02-436 0500
Bruce Sheldon, Division of Animal Production, PH: 02-631 8022

Term deposit accounts:
minimum $5000 6-12 months -l1 per cent p.a
minimum $1000 6-12 months 10.75 per cent p.a
minimum $1000 3-6 months 10.5 per cent p.a

Low cost loans to $50000 at 14.5 per cent p.a (maximum
monthly balance)

There is another CSIRO credit union apart from SIROCREDIT.
In this issue the Laboratories Credit Uuion Limited, which has
served members in New South Wales since 1954, outlines some
of its services and contact points.

Membership is available to CSIRO staff in NSW and their
immediate families, as well as to staff of CSIRO associated
organisations.

LCD provides:
low cost personal loans to $50 000
term investment accounts
on-call savings accounts
member chequing facility
travellers cheques free of fees, and travel insurance
whole of pay deposit and cash withdrawal

Member chequing with ail overdraft 16.5 per cent (daily
balance)

-Labo.-atories Credit Union

Periodical payments, whole ofpay deposits, payroll deductions
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BHP Bicentennial Awards

Or Peacock honoured for pursuit of excellence

Australia, and specifically CSIRO, is very luc\.y to have Dr Jim
Peacock. Overseas research bodies have been trying to lure him
away for years. Fortunately, he chooses to pursue his excellent
research and research leadership here.

Dr Peacock's list of achieve- life,' he said. 'I was so happy
ments is extensive and impres- here that I never thought I
sive. More of that later, but would go anyWhere else.
how did it all start? 'Langridge was a very imag-

His interest in natural sci- inative scientist and it was my
ence was first sparked during firsttaste of molecular biology.
his boyhood and adolescence We worked day and night.'
in Leura in the Blue Moun- He then went to Oregon and
tains. An Anglican Minister researched the genetics of
(Colin Burgess, who died rec- Drosophila (fruit fly). He was
ently in Canberra) fostered his offered a permanent position
interest in the fascinating sur- there, but opted to return to
roundings of the Mountains. Australia and CSIRO.

'He was a marvellous botan- And he has been here ever
ist who encouraged me to since, apart from several stints
observe,' said Dr Peacock. as visiting professor to US

Walks with his grandfather, universities such as Stanford
James McIntosh, further fuel- and UCLA. In those days, the
led his enthusiasm for natural US was the place to go for the
science - an enthusiasm which latest research on genetics and
still is so evident today. molecular biology, although

But it was not biology, but other countries such as West
economics, that he. initially Germany and England al&o are
chose for his degree. He decid- now at the forefront.
ed to become a high school ec- 'At Stanford I realised I
onomics teacher and was ac- really wanted to get into
cepted by Sydney University. molecular biology rather than
However, he was told that genetics which I had concen
there were too many econom- trated on before,' said Dr
ics students, 'so why not try Peacock. In 1971, when he re
science instead?' turned from Stanford, he est-

He took on botany and zoo- ablished a molecular biology
logy, found he liked them and project at PI.
finished up majoring in both. The then Chief, Dr Lloyd

The world of research beck- Evans, was 'extraordinarily
oned once he finished his hon- generous' , according to Dr
ours year in 1957. Peacock. 'Not only did he

CSIRO awarded him a stu- allow me to set up a project in
dentship to do a PhD. But first molecular biology to study
he wanted to learn more about Drosophila rather than plants,
genetics, so before starting his but he also took what must
degree he went to Adelaide have been an unpopular deci
and worked in Adelaide Uni- sion in those days and agreed
versity's department of gene- to form a group around me.
tics - at the same time as the 'This is now the norm in
eminent geneticist Sir Ronald CSIRO, but in those days it
Fisher. Dr Peacock was then decidedly was not the norm 
only about 20 years old. we all worked as individuals,'

That academic experience he said.
as a scholar in genetics was This group has gone on to
very formative,' he said. be recognised worldwide as

After just over a year, he one of the best of its kind.
returned to Sydney and did his One of its first projects was
PhD on native flora, then was on the basic aspects of chromo
awarded a CSIRO post doctor- some structure and function 
al fellowship. Following con- how genes were positioned
tact with a visiting American and worked in the chromo
geneticist who happened to be somes.
in Sydney at the time, it was 'I ultimately was going to
arranged he would do his post progress to plants as soon as
doctoral work in Oregon. the technology made it possi-

It was to be three months ble, but it would have been
before he could go, so in the stupid to have been forced to
meantime he came to Canberra work with plants at that time.
to work with a senior scientist, After about six years I started
Dr John Langridge, at the Div- work on cereals.'
ision of Plant Industry. From the early 1970s the era

'It was one of the most excit- of big breakthroughs in genetic
ing periods of research in my engineering started.

Dr Jim Peacock

One of these in which Dr
Peacock was involved was the
isolation of the alcohol dehyd
rogenase (ADH) gene from
maize - probably the first fully
characterised gene for a plant
enzyme.

'This immediately put us
into international promi-
nence,' said Dr Peacock.

This work, first published in
1982, led to still-continuing
research into switching genes
on and off.

Soon after ADH, the first
'jumping gene', or transposa
ble element, was isolated. Bar
bara McClintock got the Nobel
Prize for genetically identifying
these elements, but the molec
ular biology group at Plant
Industry was the first to actu
ally isolate one and show how
it moved in and out of chromo
somes.

Another current project in
volving Dr Peacock, in associ
ation with Plant Industry col
leagues Dr Cyril Appleby, Dr
Elizabeth Dennis and Dr Jorg
Landsmann, plus visiting scien
tist Dr Didier Bogusz, has res
ulted in work of major signifi
cance on plant haemoglobin.

'We have found some very
interesting things about the
plant haemoglobin gene which
has attracted quite a bit of
attention around the world,'
said Dr Peacock.

Basically, the scientists have
found haemoglobin (the pro-

tein which makes blood red) in
the roots of non-nodnlating
plants (it was already known to
be in the nitrogen fixing root
nodules of legumes).

This research has been pub
lished in Nature, and the New
York Times followed it up with
an article titled 'You can't get
blood from a turnip - or can
youT

'What started out as a line
of academic research into evol
ution has opened up a compl
etely new piece of biochemistry
in plants,' said Dr Peacock.

'We're very interested in
how the gene is being captured
to work in nodnles. We believe
its normal job in plants is to
work in roots, and evolution
has seized on it to do a particu
lar job in nodules, in associa
tion with symbiotic nitrogen
fixing bacteria.

'Our best guesses say that in
roots it probably isn't con
cerned with facilitating diffu
sion of oxygen as it is in
nodules,' he said.

'We're wondering if it might
be involved in measuring the
amount of oxygen in roots and
it might even be concerned
with the mechanism that
switches on the ADH gene,
which activates when there is
practically no oxygen.'

These exciting projects are
just a few of the many Dr
Peacock has played a major
part in. His research has led to

fundamental breakthroughs in
the knowledge of plant gene
function, which might result in
greater productivity and value
for Australia's agricultural
industry.

He is described by members
of his staff as a 'whirlwind' 
he is full of enthusiasm and
energy for his work. And he
has the invaluable gift of com
munication. He is able to talk
to people at all levels about
science and the natural world.
With this skill, he has been
particularly successful in prom
oting science education.

He is Chairman of the Aust
ralian Academy of Science's
School Biology Project, and a
major contribution in this role
has been the initiation of the
Biology in Action newsletter
issued to high school biology
students around Australia.
This outlines some of the excit
ing new findings in biological
research, and has been so succ
essful that similar newsletter
on chemistry and geology are
now issued by the Academy.

Dr Peacock also has started
a new project, 'Disease and
Society', which is the first step
in an upgrade of teachers'
resources in biology.

During his term as Chief of
Plant Industry, he has recog
nised the need to transn1it res
earch results into Australian
agricultural practice. One of
his most important contribu
tions in this regard has been
the development of SIRATAC
- a computer-based cotton pro
duction management system.

He also is leading a team to
develop AUSFARM, a strat
egic management package for
all Australian agriculture pro
duction systems.

His other achievements are
too numerous to mention here.
Suffice to say that Australia
and CSIRO has a valuable
resource in Dr Jim Peacock.
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Letters
Cont. from p.2

time needed to master this
part, between 50 and 150 hours
for five points out of the total
course 100 points, is an over
commitment of time to this
subject.

Since the beginning of trans
lation I have noticed a rapid de
terioration of morale amongst
the laboratory craftsmen at
this Division. The 'translation'
seems to be splitting the trade
staff and causing friction
amongst former workmates.
Craftsmen, I believe, feel they
will be disadvantaged if they
don't or can't complete the
course and a lot of us are be
wildered when we have tried
to do the course.

Considering there are no
guarantees of achieving any
substantial gains at the end of
this exercise, I wonder if the
powers that be should consider
some other form of conducting
the 'translation' i.e. division
by division, individual need by
need, craftsman by craftsman
basis.

John Milne
Division of Wool Technology

tions were nematodes from
one of our biological divisions,
or something to do with spin
ning and weaving from one of
the textile divisions. But
nobody knew what it was.

Then 10 and behold in Co
Research for December/Jan
uary all is revealed - it's our
new corporate symbol that
doesn't mean anything and the
time for debate is over! Now I
know that up here in the Deep
North we're considered a bit
far away from the action, but
I can't find any locals who were
aware of the pregnancy let
alone the 'many months of ges
tation' (p.1 CoResearch 308)
for our new emblem. Neither
can I find any locals who like
it. By the way, who were the
parents and were they mar
ried?

Anyhow I think I'll finish
now as I have to write to Tex
tile Industry at Geelong (al
though that's probably not
their name anymore) to see if
they have any old stock with
the intelligible symbol.

Mike Muller
Division of Tropical Animal

Production, Brisbane

ing the idea that a national
science centre should be creat
ed as a memOlial to Sir Ian
Clunies Ross, and he brought
it to fruition.

Jack Cummins is honoured
also as the patron of The Sci
euces Club within Clunies Ross
House at Parkville.

I wonder, however, whether
Jack Cummins is 'the oldest
living CSIR appointee' (Co
Research No.308 p.7), because
Dr W A Empey, who was a
veterinary research officer in
the Division of Food Preserva
tion before World War 2, is
still living in Sydney at 91 years
of age.

Bill Empey was the anthor,
with W J Scott, of two notable
publications, 'Investigations
on Chilled Beef' CSIR Bulle
tins No. 126 and No. 129, 1939.

These detailed studies on
microbial contamination and
on cooling and storage of beef
carcases in abattoirs are still
pertinent today and indeed
laid an important technical
foundation for Australia's
huge export of heef.

Bill Empey commenced seri
ous athletic competition quite
late in life. He has competed

in the annual Sydney to Surf
race - and has finished! He will
be competing in the Veteran
Olympics this year in sprint
and distance events. He runs
100 metres in 23 seconds.

He is a Life Member of the
Australian Veterinary Associ
ation.

A K Sutherland
Australian Veterinary

Journal
(Editor's note: sorry about the
confusion - the item about Jack
Cummins was meant to imply
that he is the earliest CSIR
appointee still alive. He was
appointed in 1929.

Dear Editor,
Blow up your division

I recently saw a TV program
on new building materials, in
cluding inflatable or air sup
ported buildings, and it set me
thinking about the typical
stodgy CSIRO pile. CSIRO is
of course an imaginative, dyn
amic, forward looking Organi
sation, so we should be a
pacesetter in building trends.

My favourite are air sup
ported buildings. Such struc
tures have concrete floors,
optional walls, and use a slight

difference in air pressure to
support a circular or rectangu
lar roof. They are suitable for
public areas such as divisional
libraries, computer rooms,
stores and possibly conference
rooms or staff common rooms.
I have been inside a stadium in
Vancouver with an air sup
ported roof and was impressed.

Inflatable buildings have
higher heating and cooling
costs but lower capital and
construction costs. There are
some extra power costs due to
air pumps compensating when
people enter or leave. Doors
must be automatic to minimise
loss of pressure. The larger the
building the slighter the effect
ofpeople entering and leaving.

Heating and cooling costs
can be cut by having an air
supported ceiling inside the
outer cover. The ceiling is
protected from the elements
and can be slacker than the
outer cover and nearly hori
zontal.

Erecting futuristic buildings
should be an advantage at a
time when CSIRO is concern
ed about its public image.

David Erskine
Water Resources, Griffith

Or Dackcrushed by criticism of logo

D,. Michael Dack has carried the weight of introducing the new corporate identity to often reluctant and cynical
CSIRO staff. But though he's down, he's notout-lesserpersons than he might have been overcome by the criticism
of the new logo (some of which has been printed in CoResearch), bllt he is bearing lip well and pe/fanning his
herclllean task with characteristic aplomb and an old fashioned British stiff upper lip. There is absolutely no
truth in the rumour that when. it comes to the logo he has been heard to mutter 'don't call me, I'll call you'.

other systems, would probably
require less time to perform
the specific function than is
now spent.

Training will be undertaken
by recruiting 'teams' from
CSIRO regions around Aust
ralia, who will report to a
regional co-ordinator. These
teams will attend each division
and provide in-house training
in the systems to all relevant
staff.

Training for these teams
starts this month.

New systems
Cont. from p.1
administrative staff have
expressed concern about tak
ing on the new functions (see
CoResearch No. 309, February
1988).

However, the manager of
applications systems Mr David
Rofe (who has been overseeing
development and implementa
tion of the new systems) said
he believed the nse of the new
accounts payable system to
gether with the wide range of

Cont. from p.2
In accepting the award, Dr

Peacock was generous in his
praise of CSIRO for providing
a stimulating work environ
men t equal to the best in the
world, and excellent col
leagues. He described CSIRO
as a great research organisa
tion, and I only hope that the
Prime Minister received and
retained that important mes
sage.

/'~~

Corporate
Brian Gosnell

Chief Graphic Designer
Public Communication Unit

Dear Editor,
CoResearch No.308 for De
cember 1987/January 1988
justly paid tribute to Mr Jack
Cummins. I believe he was
largely responsible for generat-

Dear Editor,
Without, I hope, boring the
pants off any of your readers
who may still be interested, I
thought I might add some
background information to the
corporate identity debate still
going on.

Since I joined CSIRO I have
twice been party to a proposal
to introduce a corporate iden
tity. On both occasions they
failed due to conservatism and
apathy. So, although I have
some reservations on the de
sign of the symbol itself, it will
in a period of time be accepted
by its regular appearance with
in and outside the Organisa
tion.

By way of an example, I
offer the case of British Air
ways. Their new identity was
panned by the British press
and the professional designers
of their country and dubbed
'The Flying Fag Packet' - yet
after a period of time it became
one of the most successful de
signs in the aviation business.
Now, I'm not suggesting our
own symbol will achieve the
heights of British Airways (no
pun intended) but I'm sure
they have never suffered from
in terference in the implemen
tation program as I've witnes
sed.

Could anybody imagine the
manager of British Airways
Operations Africa fiddling
with parts of their symbol and
changing type style to suit per
sonal taste?

Corporate identity means
just that:

Dear Editor,
I hope that the implementation
manual for the new corporate
identity was worth most of the
$25 000 which the Organisa
tion spent. The symbol which
has been adopted is an insult
to the talents of the graphic
designers within CSIRO.

The designer of the logo
appears to have been a slightly
myopic plagiarist who was
probably inspired whilst stand
ing sideways at the photocopy
ing machine (example 1). So
much for a logo which clearly
identifies CSIRO and 'acts as
a unifying symbol' (Dack, Co
Research No. 308).

At least in the two examples
below of very similar logos
(both blue) those organisations
got it right and the design can
be reduced without loss of def
inition (Mosmondor, Co
Research No. 308).

A L Morrison
Division of Minerals &

Process Engineering

.
....ECLLl4Aeewesza

Dear Editor,
For some years I have been
proud to wear my T-shirt or
windcheater with the 'old' CS
IRO Science for Australia and
map motif. Then at the end of
last year a new T-shirt was
displayed by our Social Club
with an invitation for orders.
This T-shirt had a funny pat
tern of lines in a circle, the
name CSIRO and some other
thin lettering. 'Aha' I thought,
'must be an X-ray diffraction
pattern from one of our physics
divisions'. Other local sugges-

---- --=-----
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Meet the Directors: Part 2
In last montll's issue 01 CoResearch, we introduced three of the six new Institute Directors (Or Roy Glleen, Or Bob
Frater and Or Alan Donald). This month, we outline tile background and plans 01 the IlemaiBing three Directoll!
who lead CSIRO's reorganised and more autonomous Institutes.

ior Lecturer in Materials Eng
ineering at the University of
Auckland.

In 1978 he became an Assoc
iate Professor in Mechanical
Engineering at the State Uni
versity of New York, then
from 1979 to 1982was Program
Manager in advanced alloy
development for Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft in Florida.

From 1982 to 1985 he was
Manager of the Materials Lab
oratory for Allied Corporation
in New Jersey and went on to
become Director of the Metals
and Ceramics Laboratory,
Corporate Technology, for
Allied - a position he held until
mid-1987.

In that position he was res
ponsible for the development
of technology implementation
plans for proprietary technol
ogy developed from funda
mental research. He was assoc
iated with joint venture agree
ments, co-operative arrange
ments and joint marketing
agreements.

His background in corporate
research should stand him in
good stead in his new role as
head of the CSIRO Institute
most closely related to Aust
ralia's manufacturing sector.

One of the bigger aims of the
new Institute, he said, was to
see the development of several
billion dollar Australian ind
ustries resulting from current
research programs.

Dr Adam said this was ach
ievable, initially through tlle
development of structural cer
amics based on aluminas, and
the development of specialty
chemicals from protein and
amino acid biotechnology
research.

A $1 billion industry will
take about 20 years to build,
but the solid grounding already
existed in some 50 projects
within the Institute, all of
which had the potential to be
come at least $20 million busin
esses.

Concentration of researcl:
effort was crucial, he said.
Projects in the Divisions have
been restructured and concen
trated from, in some cases, 100
down to 15. This, he said, gave
them more of a focus on both
existing industry aud possible
future industries.

It was important, he said,
that the trend for scientists to
think seriously about embry
onic Australian industries, be
strengthened and encouraged.

He said 'the Institute will
only be as strong as its con
stituent Divisions'. There al
ready were many strengths 
for example in the areas of bio
technology, new mateJials and
manufacturing technology.
Boosting other, less industry
oriented areas based on world
class research, would be a
priority, he said.

Technology and the Division
of Building Research, the new
Division of Construction and
Engineering would have a very
strong role to play in support
of the building and construc
tion industry and its associated
engineering support.

In all areas of the Institute,
the aim was to improve effi
ciency, reduce costs, research
new or value-added products
and work towards the develop
ment of new Australian-based
industries.

DR COLlN ADAM, DIRECTOU
OF THE INSTITUTE OF IN
DUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES,
BASED AT CSIRO'S CLAY·
TON SITE IN MELBOURNE.

Or Adam was most recently
Chief of the Division of Mat
erials Science and Technology
(from July last year).

He has a PhD in metallurgy
and a Bachelor of Metallurgi
cal Engineering (Hons), both
from the University of Queens
land.

In 1971 and 1972 he was a
post doctoral Research Fellow
at the University, then bet
ween 1973 and 1978 was a Sen-

a major program of research
into direct iron bath smelting
of iron ore to metals in collab
oration with CRA.

Dr Reid has played an imp
ortant role in the development
of the new institute and divi
sional structure in CSIRO, and
his former Institute (lEER)
was used to formulate the
model for reorganisation.

He said his oveall goal for
the new Institute, in the miner
als and energy area, was to
contribute to the maintenance
of Australia's pre-eminence in
the discovery, extraction and
export of these commodities
and their processed higher
value forms.

Better technology and better
grade control on products
would be elements in this
strategy.

The Divisions in the Institute
would further strengthen their
ties with the wide range of exp
loration and production com
panies operating in the Austra
lian minerals industry.

In the construction area,
closer links would be forged
with the relevant construction
companies and consultants
who serviced that industry,
and with the merger of Energy

Dr Alan Reid Photo: N Prosse.. Dr Colin AdamDr Ted Henzell

DR ALAN UEID, DIRECTOR
OF THE INSTITUTE OF MIN
EUALS, ENERGY AND CONS
TRUCTION, BASED AT CS
mo's NORTH UYDE SITE.

Dr Reid was Director of the
Institute of Energy and Earth
Resources for three years be
fore his appointment to head
this new Institute.

He has a PhD in reaction
kinetics and isotope exchange
reactions, and a DSc in solid
state chemistry, both from the
ANU.

He was a research scientist
with the Division of Mineral
Chemistry between 1959 and
1982, and as well as working
on numerous applications of
chemistry to minerals proces
sing, he also headed the devel
opment of a major image an
alysis system for mineral ore
characterisation (QEM*SEM)
in collaboration with AMIRA
and eight major Australian
mining companies. He was
assistant Chief from 1972.

Between 1982 and 1984 he
was Chief of the Division of
Miueral Engineering. During
this period he enhanced the
Division's strong interaction
with the mining and minerals
process industry and initiated

Board Members and new Institute Directors gathered in Canberra on 16 February, where the first
Board meeting for 1988 was held. Standing, left to right, Bill Mansfield, Alan Reid, Kevill Foiey, Ray
Green, Colin Adam, Peter Langh01'lle (new Director of Corporate Services), TOIlY Gregsoll, Ted
Henzel!, David Hoare and Gustav Nossal. Seated, Alan Donaid, Adrienne Clarke, Neville Wran
(Chairman), Keith Boardman (Chief Executive) and Bob Frater. Absent were Rodericlc Ca1'llegie
and Graham Spurling. Photo: David Coltman, Division of Plant 1nduslly.

DR TED HENZELL, DIREC
TOU 01' THE INSTITUTE OF
PLANT PRODUCTION AND
PROCESSING (BASED AT
HEADQUARTERS IN CAN
BEURAl

Dr Henzell is a long-serving
CSIRO officer, having joined
the Division of Plant Industry
in Brisbane in 1956, where he
worked on nitrogen fertiliser
responses of tropical pastures.

He had earlier obtained his
D.Phil. in plant physiology
from Oxford University in the
UK.

In 1959 the Brisbane group
of Plant Industry became the
Division of Tropical Pastures
which undertook pasture re
search for the beef cattle indus
try of northern Australia. In
1970 he was made assistant
Chief of that Division, and in
1977 was made Chief of the
Division of Tropical Crops and
Pastures.

In 1985-86 he was acting Dir
ector of the Institute of Biolog
ical Resources, based in Can
berra.

Now as Director of his new
Institute he has again left Bris
bane to be based in Canberra.

He said one of his major
aims for the Institute was to
make it as 'outward looking' as
possible.

'I am looking for close links
with State departments of agri
culture and the farming indus
try, as well with those who
market plant products,' he
said. He also plans to foster
greater contact with univer
sities and overseas agencies.

In line with the McKinsey
recommendations, the struc
ture of Dr Henzell's Institute
follows the chain of activities
from the earliest stages of
plant production through to
value added high quality pro
ducts for export and domestic
markets.

Optimum planning for the
co-ordination of these activit
ies would be extremely impor
tant, to ensure the research
was timely and appropriate for
users. Dr Henzell said he
would be 'listening carefully'
to the views of a range of
industry bodies so as to be in
tune with industry needs.

Apart from support staff,
the Institute will have a plan
ning officer, finance and staff
officer, business development
opportunities officer (unless
this function can be covered by
Sirotech) and a combination
assistant to the Director/com
munication officer.

In addition, Dr Henzell said
he would share with Dr Alan
Donald's Institute (AniJl1al
Production and Processing) a
person who will act as a contact
with the National Farmers Fed
eration, relevant Common
wealth agencies and State dep
artments of agriculture.
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Mr Rob Ban'ett
were repeatedly frustrated. He
built close liaison with the agri
cultural, chemical and pest
control industries. He enjoyed
interaction with the public,
and his enthusiasm was infecti
ous when he spoke to local
groups about termites or man
ned the termite exhibit at Divi
sional Open Days.

He was co-author of more
than 20 papers. Perhaps most
typical was his co-authorship
of Termites in the Canberra
Region, a practical booklet dir
ected to the public. the pest
control industry and the ad
ministrators, as a response to

Cont. on p.4

Mr Jack Han'is

in recent years to solve prob
lems of football ovals, cricket
pitches, golf courses and bowl
ing greens.

Jack is an effective debater
and communicator who bel
ieves in extending research fin
dings to farmers. He was in
popular demand for farmers'
meetings and founded the
Crop Science Society as a
bridge between the scientist
and the farmer. This Society
has been an extremely effective
forum for the exchange of inf
0rmation and ideas on all man
ner of agricultural problems.
His ability to communicate
with students showed by the
many visits they made to his
laboratory to learn about soil
fungi.

Jack has been quite a sports
man, having captained the
Waite Cricket Club for many
years and has now turned his
attention to bowls.

Over the years, Jack has
made many contributions to
the field of soil biology and
could always be depended on
to start a discussion or debate.
His breadth of knowledge and
outstanding memory for details
were often tapped by his col
leagues. With his retirement
the Division loses one of its
more colourful and controver
sial scientists.

Rober! Barrett, one of the best
known and best loved of the
technical stalT in the Division
of Entomology, died snddenly
on 25 Jannary, aged 41.

Rob was born in Summer
Hill, Sydney, in 1946 and spent
much of his early life in rural
NSW, on the Southern Table
lands and Murrumbidgee Irrig
atiion Area.

He joined CSIRO in 1964 as
a TAl in the termite gronp and
worked in that group (in the
same room!) until he died, an
ST02.

Rob was intelligent, practi
cal and immensely helpful, and
his influence spread far beyond
the room in which he worked:
He introduced newly appoint
ed and visiting scientists to the
secret ways of termites. He
was tremendous in the field,
organising and participating in
field work and surveys in re
mote areas of all states except
WA; his hopes of going there

Retirement
Jack Harris has retired from
the soil biology section of the
Division of Soils after 41 years
with CSIRO.

Jack joined the Division as
the bacteriDlogist in charge of
the distribution of Rhizobium
cultures for nitrogen fixation
in clovers during the time
when new areas were being op
ened up for improved pasture.

In one of his early publica
tions he proposed the idea that
not only should the Rhizobium
cultures be effective, they
should compete well with indi
genous, less effective strains.
A lover of the English lan
guage, Jack coined the term
'incursiveness' to describe the
desirable character. Some 30
years later other workers in the
Rhizobium field came to recog
nise the importance of incur
siveness.

Jack returned to his first in
terest, soil fungi, during the
latter stages of his career and
studied the fungi causing dis
eases on cereal roots. This has
led to an illustrated manual on
the identification of such fungi
which he is cDmpleting in his
retirement. This manual is de
signed for use by agronomists,
pathologists and extension
staff.

Being a man of action, Jack
took to flying some 15 years
ago to take aerial photographs
of crops affected by root dis
eases. He graduated tD flying
a de Havilland Dove for verti
cal photography but tough fin
ancial times grounded the
Dove and forced him out of
aerial photography.

Besides his work on agricul
tural problems, Jack has be
come the guru of turf diseases
and has been in great demand

and guidance were constantly
sought on a wide range of mat
ters by HQ, division and insti
tute staff'. His views were al
ways respected.

Outside work, John enjoyed
a number of interests including
ornithology, an awareness and
appreciation of the region's
flora and fauna, yoga, sketch
ing, gardening and extensive
reading, all of which gave him
a deep sense of satisfaction.

John is survived by his wife
Judy and children Alexandra
and Andrew, tD whom all his
friends and colleagues at CS
IRa extend their deepest sym
pathy.

Vale John Payoe
CSIRO stalT were saddened to learn of the tragic death of John
Payne on 14 January 1988.

John joined CSIRO in Nov
ember 1967 in the then Divi
sion of Tropical Pastures. He
worked in that Division in a
variety of positions until 1976
when he was promoted to the
position of administrator/con
tracts officer in the RAO,
Brisbane.

In 1979 he moved to head
quarters and worked in various
senior positions in the Finance
and Administration Branch.
At the time of his death, he
was acting Manager (Financial
Resources and Property).

John was one of the most
popular and respected mem
bers Df HQ. His knowledge

Mr John Payne

CoResearch is produced by the
Public Communication Unit
for CSIRO stalT. Readers are
invited to contribute or olTer
suggestions for articles. The
deadline is the last Monday
before the issue month. Editor:
Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, Dick
son ACT 2602. Ph 062-484479.

A view of the south face ofBaruntse Nup (the highest peak, just right ofthe centre of the photograph)
from near the Baruntse base camp. 17te favoured route is via the prominent rib leading up from
the lower right.

For John Finnigan of the CSIUO Centre for Environmental Mechanics at Black Monntain, an up
coming trip to Nepal is the culmination of a 25 year climbing career.

Finnigan, 41, is the leader of est unclimbed summits in east- nigan is in a position to contri-
the 1988 Baruntse Expedition, ern Nepal. bute more than just his c1imb-
a group of 10 Canberra-based 'We intend to have a go at ing expertise to the expedition.
mountaineers who will attempt Baruntse Nup,' said Finnigan. One of his scientific areas of
to climb 7220 metre high Bar- 'We'd like to climb it by the interest is wind flow over hills,
untse, an ice spire about 10km steep south face, but we won't although extrapolating our
south of Mt Everest in the know until we actually get to knowledge of flow over gentle,
Himalayan mountains of east- the base of the mountain whe- two-dimensional ridges to pre
ern Nepal. ther that route, or any other, dict the weather on Baruntse

The group will leave Can- is feasible.' requires a giant leap of faith!
berra on 23 March, arrive in Finnigan has the broadest Also in the Australian Bar-
Kathmandu the next day, and range of mountaineering ex- nntse Expedition team are
shortly thereafter begin the perience of any of the 10 climb- John Armstrong, a retired ex
17-day march from near the ers going tD Baruntse. His perimental scjentist from the
India-Nepal border to the Bar- background includes a solid Division of Plant Industry and
untse base camp in the upper base of rock and ice climbing Will Steffen of Environmental
Hongu Valley. in Britain, trips to the Euro- Mechanics.

'We will try to climb the pean Alps and an ascent of the Armstrong, who also was a
mountain by the southeast massive Trollfind Wall in Nor- member of the 1978 Dunagiri
ridge,' said Finnigan, referring way. Expedition, has 40 years of
to a route pioneered by a New Since his move to Australia mountaineering experience
Zealand expedition on the first in 1973, Finnigan has become under his belt. Steffen, past
ascent of Baruntse in 1954. one of the ACT's better known president of the AND Moun
'The major difficulties, in addi- rock climbers. In addition, he taineering Club, joined Finni
tion to coping with the altitude, has made several climbing trips gan in 1985 to climb a new
will probably be deep, soft to New Zealand's Southern route on the precipitous south
snow and fickle weather.' Alps and was a member of the face of Mt Hicks in New Zea-

Although Baruntse has now AND Mountaineering Club's land.
been climbed several times, 1978 expedition to Dunagiri in The Baruntse team hopes to
Baruntse Nup, a spectacular the Indian Himalaya. have climbed the mountain by
peak a few kilometres to the As a member of the Centre's mid-May and will return to
west, remains one of the high- micrometeorology group, Fin- Canberra on 31 May.

Scientist leads attempt to conquer
Nepalese peaks
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fED Census
Data to aid human resources policy
formulation

Turn to page 7 for a l"llU

dowu Oil tlte coute/lts of the
census report.

The report showed that
those few women who made it
to the senior ranks were usually
single with no or few children.
This seems to suggest that
those who are married and
have children drop out of the
work place at the most crucial
time in their scientific careers,
and either choose not to re
enter or if they do are unable
to make up the ground lost to
their male counterparts.

'Science is an enormously
competitive career, particu
larly today when quite often
people don't get any sort of
tenured position until they
have two or three or even four
post-doctoral appointments,'
said CSIRO Chief Executive
Or Keith Boardman.

'I don't believe the fact there
is a low number of women is
discrimination. It could be cal
led unequal opportunity be
cause of being aW:lY at the
most competitive time, when
people work 10-11 hours a day,
seven days a week in some labs
around the world.

That's the time when you
really begin to make a name
for yourself and get estab
lished,' he said.

Because it emerged that
women at all levels most often
had responsibility for care of
the children, they were often
left behind at that point.

One solution could be work
based child care. Mr Lang
home would not be drawn on
this, saying it was just one
element to be considered as
part of a total human resources
strategy.

Or Boardman said there
were moves afoot to introduce
child care for CSIRO employ
ees - so long as it was self
funding and did not present a
drain on the annual budget.

One model might be the
Australian National Univer
sity, where the University pro
vided the premises and users
paid for the service.

'I don't believe that if both
parents are workinK it's neces
sary to subsidise the running of
child care cen tres,' said Or
Boardman.

'Our policy is to provide the
facilities, but the proposal is
being held up because of dis
cussions over who will meet
the maintenance costs.'

sex, religion, physical situa
tion, etc, to enter CSIRO,' he
said.

'Leaving aside the EEO
aspects of the report, it also
provides useful data on issues
such as development and train
ing needs which can be used
very effectively to develop a
CSIRO employee develop
ment strategy.

The report did show up the
marked 'sex segmentation'
apparent in the workplace in
general. This means women
tend to dominate the lowest
ranks in terms of status and
money, and men the upper
ranks. This was highlighted by
the ·fact •. (hat7l per cent of
women ih CSIRO earned less
than $25 000, while 52 per cen t
of men earned more than
$30000.

Hammond keeps dishing them
up, the animals are not inter
ested in fresh green grass or
hay. For 300 ewes, Mr Ham
mond gets about 12 tonnes of
reject tomatoes from Joe Var
aca's large packing shed in the
district. Many of the sheep
munch through about 50kg per
week.

Mr Hammond approached
CSIRO's resident tomato ex
pert, Or Barry McGlasson
from the Oivision of Food
Processing, to advise on the
nutritional value of tomatoes
after he heard Or McGlasson
being interviewed on the ABC.

Information provided by Or
McGlasson suggested that
some sort of more protein-rich
supplementary food was re
quired by the sheep, although
the tomatoes certainly
wouldn't do any harm.

Mr Hammond said his sheep
had thrived on the tomatoes
and never shown any ill effects
(unlike, he said, some cattle on
the farm down the road which
were fed rather mature
peaches during the drought
and spent three weeks rolling
drunk).

He is a tomato eater himself,
and has found himself in the
rather unusual posi tion of
pinching tomatoes from his
sheep to have with his dinner.

sort of sustenance for the ani
mals. He also fed them pears
during this time, un til that fruit
became too hard to come by.

Now the sheep love their
tomatoes and while Farmer

The EEO Censns Report has wide human resol\l'ces implications for CSIRO which extend further
than equal employment issues, according to the Director of Corporate Services Mr Peter
Langhome.

The report, which was pre
sented to the Executive Com
mittee meeting last month,
contains data on many aspects
of human resources in CSIRO
and highlights some dissatisfac
tion with areas such as training
and development.

'It has to be very closely
looked at and evaluated,' said
Mr Langhorne. 'It's my view
that we now have an excellent
base to look at our EEO polic
ies and the way we are imple
menting them and to make any
necessary adjustments.

'One pleasing thing about
the report is that it did not
identify any problems at the
point of entry to CSIRO. In
other words, our selection pro
cesses are geared to allow
people who are qualified and
competent, regardless of their

Well, sheep love modern tomatoes....
One Victorian sheep farmer has found a novel use for the much maligned modem tomato - he
feeds them to his sheep.

Mr Clyde Hammond, who
farms in the Murchison district
of northern Victoria, started
feeding his sheep tomatoes
during the drought of 1982/83
when he was desperate for any***

Yet anot/ler example ofthe de(lication ofCSIRO staff to the pnrsnit ofleal'lling is David Salt's willingness
to eat bogOJJg moths ill the interests ofscience educatioll. David (pictured above) he/ps Tlln the extremely
sllccessflll CSIRO DOllble Helix Clnb for blldding Scielltists, and Ite led some members and tlteir families
on ajollmey recelltly to Mt Gillgera ill the Brindabellas west ofCanberra. Here Ite distingllishcd Ilimselfby
lifting lip a handfill ofmotlts to reveal a big hairy fll1l1lelweb spider. After this shock, he alld tlte kids sel/led
down to a feast of bogongs. David said yon eat them wings alld all, so tltey are ratlter CTll1lclly bllt also
qlli/e deliciolls once YOllr stomach stops heavillg. Most of tlte kids entered ill/a the spiri/and downed a moth
or two. Of conl'Se tlte big qnestioll remains: does sciellce really need people wlto eat moths?

A CSIRO committee is investigating the accidental death 01' a
25 yea,' old technical assistant from the Division of Water
Resources while on a Iield trip in Westem Australia.

Mr Michael Rayner was accept 240V AC; prevention
electrocuted on 25 February of any modification of electri
near Southern Cross. He had cal equipment by non-certified
been working with two other staff; and recommendations
CSIRO colleagues on an inves- relating to the future use of
tigation into water and salt radios by field parties.
cycling within Lake Oeborah. Committee chairman Or

Mr Rayner had gone to the Oavid Koch (Chief of the
aid of co-worker Mr Oavid Division of Mineral Products)
Briegel, who received a shock said the formal recommenda
when a motor vehicle became tions and outcome of the en
'live' after a portable refriger- quiry would be made known to
ator was connected to a 240 staff.
volt supply at a base camp. Apart from the CSIRO

Apart from investigating the enquiry, the accident is also
specific circumstances of Mr being investigated by the WA
Rayner's death, the committee Police, the WA State Energy
is also looking at whether Commission and the WA
safety arrangements conld be Mines Department, and their
improved to minimise the pos- evidence will be presented at a
sibility of future accidents. Coronial enquiry.

Without pre-empting its Colleagues wish to extend
recommendations which are their deepest sympathy to Mr
likely to go to the Chief Execu- Rayner's wife and family.
tive next month, the committee
urged that several steps be
taken immediately to alleviate
similar hazards, and these pre
cautions would apply to other
field trip equipment. They
included: the thorough inspec
tion of portable electrical
eqnipment and provision for
regular inspection by a qual
ified person; the examination
of all field vehicles modified to
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Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter as a trib
ute to a CSIRO staff member,
Mr Michael Rayner, who was
tragically killed in a work
related accident on 25 Feb
ruary near Southern Cross,
Western Australia.

Michael was electrocuted
while attempting to rescue a
friend who had received a
possibly fatal electric shock.

Mike gave his life not think
ing of the danger to himself
and he will always be remem
bered for this great act of
heroism.

He is sadly missed by all his
friends and workmates at
CSIRO Perth, and I would like
to offer my deepest sympathy
to Michael's wife Lorena on
her sad loss.

Greg Humphries
Division of Mineral Products

Perth

Murray S Upton
Manager, Engineering

Services & Buildings
Division of Entomology

Dear EditOl',
Mr Cattanach's letter (Co
Research 310) in response to
mine (CoResearch 308) only
outlines the background to the
changes of which I was critical.

He does not explain why
external advice was not sought
when it was recommended.

Nor does he say how the in
formation supplied to Head
quarters by a variety of non
professional staff (myself inc
luded) to develop a data base,
will justify increased levels of
funding.

Development of a data base
will take some years. Years in
which the deterioration of our
assets will accelerate due to
continued lack of funds.

While the private sector is
spending more than five per
cent of the value of their assets
on repairs and maintenance,
CSIRO continues to allocate a
paltry 0.9 per cent. Need I say
nlore?

Scientist discovers the
pythQn ..variable

Dr Martin Sillence is still coming to grips with the clwllellge of
conducting basic ·animal research ill the tropic.•. Dr Sillellce
arrived at tlte Tropical Cattle Research Centre, Rockltamptoll,
in November last year fresh from the Ullited States and eager to
establish his own mouse cololly fora program ofresearch aimed
at studying the effects of adrenal hormones on growth. Dr
Sillence's own adrellal hormones were elevated considerably
when, upon checking on the peljormallce ofhis prize stud mouse,
he found a rather satisfied lookillg pytlloll, which had squeezed
illto the cage, alld, with tlte mouse illside him, was ullable to
escape. Dr Sillellce, who had lIever seen a python before, had
110 plalls to recover the 1/Iouse, but claimed lie might use the
sllake ill future studies as a mealls of selectively reducillg
experimelltal error among his subjects.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
So, CSIRO now has six strong
institutes and a corporate
centre that has been kneed in
the groin. What does it all
mean?

An obvious interpretation
envisages a scenario where the
institutes build up their aut
onomy and corporate identity
to the point where they are
ripe for hiving off to other
government departments or,
through increased industry
funding (privatisation?), to the
private sector.

The end result would be the
same: fragmentation of a once
cohesive body of expertise,
which used to have a clear
mission and place in Australian
society.

The PCEK review team en
sured the weakening of CSIRO
as a corporate entity by des
troying the one part of the
Organisation capable of prom
oting a corporate image and
presenting corporate informa
tion services - the Bureau of
Information and Public Com
munication.

Although it is open to debate
how effective the Bureau was
in the prosecution of its task,
at least it acted as a focus for
corporate communicationl
information. Only the most
optimistic (and naive) would
expect the institutes and divi
sions to fill the vacuum caused
by the dismantling of the
Bureau and the placement of
its remaining staff into the
wastelands of corporate ser
vices.

Those few remnants of the
Bureau now comprising the
public affairs unit, plus the
Chief Executive's office, have
a virtually impossible job to
keep CSIRO glued together.
And while institute directors
will claim that they are charged
with corporate as well as more
sectional responsibilities, self
interest will inevitably deter
mine where the effort goes.

There is no point in becom
ing maudlin over this. Organi
sational structures do not last
for ever. To be effective, they
must adapt to suit changing
environments.

Maybe the days of the multi
disciplinary research body arc
over. However, those of this
view should pay heed to the
British experience of carving
up their DSIR into smaller
laboratorties. Government
funding quickly dwindled; high
quality staff became hard to
attract.

Between them, government
and sundry management con
sultants and accountants have
altered the face of CSIRO. But
at what cost to its people? At
what cost to this nation'scapac
ity to conduct strategic
research?

By the year 2000 we will
have the answers.

Michael R .J Dack
Corporate Centre

***
Senior appointments in insti-

tute headquarters, the corpo
rate centre and my own office
have been finalised. I am con
fident the new groups will
work together harmoniously
and effectively to .provide
essential support for the res
earch effort and the application
of research results for the
nation's benefit. I thank the
previous teams for their impor
tant contributions over the
years, and for their support.

the Australian economy and
Australian industry to meet
the tremendous competitive
pressure internationally. He
acknowledged that CSIRO had
a tremendously important role
to play, and would remain the
flagship of Australian R&D.
He stressed the need for CS
IRO to have effective manage
ment systems and evaluation
processes to continually assess
projects in terms of their prog
ress towards objectives and the
resources involved.

***
On behalf of the Board and

staff, I offer warm congratula
tions to Dr Alan Head on his
election to Fellowship of the
Royal Society. Alan has made
outstanding contributions to
the understanding of disloca
tions in crystals and the appli
cation of the knowledge to
fatigue of metals.

Call for papers
Australia is developing a sub
stantial tourism infrastructure,
and this has implications in a
number of areas.

A conference to discuss this
issue, called 'Frontiers in
Australian Tourism', is being
held at the Australian National
University 29 .June-1.July, and
the University is now calling
for papers from a wide range
of sources with an interest in
tourism development.

Contact the ANU Centre
for Continuing Education,
GPO Box 4, Canberra ACT
2600, PH: 062-49 3891 or
49 4580 for further details.

From the Chief
Executive

A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman

Assured funding over a
period of years is needed to
successfully implement longer
term plans, but the reality of
the annual budget process has
meant considerable uncertain
ty in the funds available to
CSIRO from year to year.

In the budget discussions in
1987 the Government acknow
ledged the desirability for more
stability in CSIRO funding,
and requested the Minister to
bring forward a submission on
future funding arrangements
in advance of the 1988-89
budget formulation.

The major issue to be
addressed in the submission is
the amount of revenue to be
retained by CSIRO without a
reduction in appropriation
funds. The Board agreed that
CSTRO should seek to retain
all revenue over the next few
years; from research contracts
and from the sale of goods, ser
vices and underutilised prop
erty. It acknowledged, though,
that in the longer term as royal
ties increased from the success
ful commercialisation of CS
IRO research, it was reasona
ble for the Government to
claim a share of revenue
receivcd from royalties.

The main arguments for re
taining revenue are the urgent
need for Australia to markedly
increase its R&D effort and
the vital role of CSIRO in the
nation's R&D. CSIRO must
increase its overall effort in
order to maintain research
capacity for the traditional
areas: rural, mining and those
ill the national interest, and
increase research for the man
ufacturing and information
sectors, particularly the emerg
ing high technologies. Adding
value through greater proces
sing of rural and mineral com
modities can greatly increase
export earnings from the prim
ary sector, and offers the best
prospects for substantially
reducing the trade deficit in
the shorter term. In the longer
term considerable scope exists
to develop competitive tech
nology-based manufacturing
enterprises and diversify the
base of our exports.

At the Board's discussions
with Senator Button for part of
its March meeting, Senator
Button stressed the great sense
of urgency with restructuring

There is general agreement at Board level and within the Organis
ation that the allocation of resources must be based on a more
systematic identification of national research priorities, and more
rigorous procedures for assessing the relative strengths of
research projects and progress towards achieving objectives. At
its March meeting the Board established a snb-committee to
prepare a paper on the identification of national research
priorities for the Board's consideration.
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Scanning Tu~nelling.Microscopy Prize winning software
Afascinating look at surfaces helps in acrisis

of which can be properly eval
uated in a crisis.

HerdEcon allows the effects
of a management decision to
be projected into the future.
This is particularly important
in tracking the financial impl
ications resulting from new
technologies such as new mus
tering methods, pasture
improvement, etc. It enables
a manager to plan such things
as drought strategy well ahead
in order to avoid knee-jerk
decisions.

In one trial of HerdEcon, an
extra $40 000 per year cash
surplus was achieved for a
northern cattle run which was
restocking after the brucellosis
and tuberculosis eradication
campaign.

HerdEcon is user friendly
and can be run using 10 simple
commands. It operates on all
IBM compatible computers
with at least 512K of memory,
and is available from the Divi
sion in Alice Springs at $295
per copy.

pry. .r. ':I'D.

A software package devised by a CSIRO team has won second
prize in The Australia Farm Software Competition 1"I1n by the
Royal Agricnltnral Society in Sydney.

The Rangepack HerdEcon
package has been developed in
Alice Springs by Dr Mark
Stafford Smith, Mr Barney
Foran and Mr Oscar Bosman
with the Division of Wildlife
and Ecology. The work was
made possible by a two year
grant from the Rural Credits
Development Fund of the Res
erve Bank of Australia.

HerdEcon has been design
ed for the pastoral areas of
Australia, to deal with the
variable animal productivity
rates due to large differences
in annual rainfall.

It mimics the operations of
an individnal livestock enter
prise so that a manager can ex
amine the impact of manage
ment decisions in his or her
own particular circumstances.

There is a high risk that
climatic downturns will reduce
animal productivity and cash
flow. Management advice
under conditions of nncer
tainty can be confounded by an
endless array of options, none
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Meldmm.The
steps, terraces,

of semiconductor surfaces,
particularly silicon and gallium
arsenide. Development of new
semiconductor devices dep
ends critically on an under
standing of how to control the
microscope surface structures
on these materials.

A collaborative program be
tween CSIRO, Telecom Res
earch Laboratories and RMIT
will explore surface modifica
tion of these materials.

The STM and a more recent
development, the atomic force
microscope, have been applied
to some studies of ceramic sur
faces. Explora tion of surfaces
such as the zirconias and silicon
carbide will undoubtedly pro
vide new insights into these
important materials.

It's in the stars
Below, it must have been a
whimsical Piscean or a good
humoured Sagittarian who
wrote this address on a ship
ment of goods for the Parkes
radio telescope, which, last
time we looked, dealt exclus
ively in radio astronomy. It
certainly provided plenty of
amusement among staff thae,
who sent us a copy with the
attached exclamation 'It's
official!!'

The profile of the surface is
then scanned in less than 30
seconds, by moving the tip
across the surface and record
ing the movement of the piezo
electric driver. The CSIRO
microscope utilises a design
known as a tube scanner, and
both the microscope and elec
tronics were constructed at the
Division.

The results are startling. In
images taken on gold and brass
surfaces, large flat planes with
single and multiple atomic
steps can be seen, and in other
areas large rolling hills emerge,
with steep valleys and sudden
cliffs and facets. These surfaces
are not static, changing by the
minute as atoms migrate and
diffuse to change the surface
topography.

A remarkable feature of the
tunnelling microscope is its
ability to operate in air and
even under oils and liquids.
Applications of the technique
in studying tribology, indust
rial surfaces, corrosion and
electrochemistry are numer
ous.

The biggest potential impact
of this instrument lies, though,
in the application to processing

Gold Surface with Moguls

The Scanning Tunnelling
Microscope (STM) was dev
eloped by Gerd Binnig and co
workers in Zurich in 1979.
Binnig and Rohrer subsequen
tly shared the 1986 Nobe! Prize
in physics with Ernst Ruska for
contributions to microscopy.

The tunnelling microscope
has attracted considerable
interest in overseas laborator
ies for its ability to resolve
features as small as atoms on
surfaces in environments rang
ing from vacuum to air and
even under fluids. For the first
time, the surface scientist can
see the complex surfaces with
unprecedented resolution,
with a simple apparatus.

The experiment works by
scanning a sharpened tungsten
needle over the surface of a
metal or semiconductor. Driv
en by precise piezoelectric
elements similar to those fonnd
in gas stove igniters, the tip
hovers at a distance of 5-10
Angstroms above the sample
surface without touching. A
small tunnel current of 1-5
nanoamperes flows between
the tip and surface and is const
antly monitored to keep the tip
in place.

Guide for preparing
conference_posters now

available

Random solutions to the timetable problenl

Ms Anne Warrenel' at the
Division of Plant Industry has
produced a booklet to help
scientists prepare effective
conference posters.

Posters are becoming in
creasingly prevalent at scientif
ic conferences. They can be an
important talking point which,
if effectively put together, can
spark further discussion about
the complexities of the subject.

As Ms Warrener states in
her booklet, for maximum im-

pact the cardinal rule for all
posters is simplicity, and she
sets out in clear step-by-step
fashion how to achieve this.

The booklet complements
an earlier one entitled 'Prepar
ing effective slides to present
your research results'. The
'amazing response' to this pub
lication encouraged her to pro
ceed with the conference post
el'S booklet.

For copies of either booklet,
contact Ms Warrener on 062
465889.

School timetables may look
simple enongh, but constmct
ing them can be a nightmare of
jnggling variables and fixed
constraints.

Now a scientist with the
Division of Information Tech
nology, Dr David Abramson,
in conjunction with the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Tech
nology, has come up with a
model for formulating timeta
bles using a concept which
seems far removed from the
schoolroom.

Simulated annealing is a
'Monte Carlo' technique which
can be used to find solutions to
organisational problems. As
the name may suggest, Monte
Carlo techniques are a bit like
rolling a dice - they make use

of the properties of random
ness to solve problems.

This particular technique
simulates the cooling of a col
lection of hot vibrating atoms.

When the atoms are at a
high temperature they are free
to move around, and tend to
move randomly. However, as
the mass cools the inter-parti
cle bonds force the atoms
together. When the mass is
cool, no movement is possible
and the configuration is frozen.

The idea with annealing is to
have a low latent energy when
the system is frozen.

In applying this to the time
table problem, atoms are mod
elled by available teachers,
rooms and classes. The system
energy is modelled by a mea-

sure of how many clashes an'o
present in the timetable. When
a timetable is frozen it should
have as few clashes as possible.

The result, after a series of
computer calculations, is a
neatly arranged timetable
which takes account of the
numerous variables and con
straints and would save much
wear and tear on the person re
sponsible for putting together
the timetable. At present,
methods vary in schools, but in
many cases a pencil and many
sheets of paper, or a pinboard,
are used.

Dr Abramson intends speak
ing to relevant education
bodies soon to see if they are
interested in further investiga
tion of the techniqne.
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Archive faces mountain of
paperwork each year

CS/RO
Smith
repository

Many CSIRO divisions have had long and distinguished histories,
and it isn't surprising that on occasion staff members fe,el moved
to record for posterity the achievements and personalities which
have made their divisions great.

To do this, a considerable or two, to requestsforinforma
amount of historical informa- tion about sources for histori
tion is necessary to get a clear cal research which can take a
picture of events. The CSIRO considerable amount of time
Archive is a central source of to compile.
documents dealing with divi- Mr Moran said for the com-
sions, including research notes, pilation of a history, often the
personal history files of staff, writer will need to spend days
important and interesting let- or weeks at the Repository
ters, photographs and many going through documents and
other primary sources. photographs.

Answering cnquiries is a With sufficient warning and
major part of the work at the adequate indication of the sort
repository. These vary from of documents required, anyone
simple factual requests (e.g. is welcome to spend time there
for the principal dates in a and Mr Moran and the other
scientist's career) which can be Archive staff help where possi-
answered by Deputy Archivist ble.
Mr Michael Moran in an hour Mr Moran has dealt with a

wide and intriguing range of
enquiries, not just from CSI
RO employees or ex-employ
ees, but also from overseas
people. For example, a Profes
sor Woodruff T Sullivan* [see
below] of the University of
Washington in Seattle made an
enquiry about D F Martyn's
pioneering work on lunar radar
and lunar-bounce communica
tions, 1930, while Sir William
McCrea, the British astronom
er, made an enquiry about
Martyn himself. Roberta
Spieckerman from San Fran
sisco wanted to get hold of
1920s prickly pear photos for a
biology textbook. Closer to
home, the Queensland Beach
Protection Authority sought
pre-war aerial photos of the
Queensland coastline for work
by coastal engineers today.

'Answering enquires is one
of the most enjoyable tasks in
Archives and has valuable
spin-offs,' said Mr Moran. 'In
particular, it is an excellent
advertisement for CSIRO
when we are able to help
people outside get hold of
valuable information.'

Anyone with a query con
cerning the history of CSIRO
should contact Mr Moran at
the Archive Repository in Can
berra.

It is a great challenge,
according to Mr Smith, devis
ing simple, cheap and effective
means of relating each item to
its historical context, and
thereby making it easily
retrievable.

Thousands of files and docu
ments are retrieved and
studied each year. In many
cases their interest and useful
ness increases with age.

They are an important part
of our national heritage - a
mine of primary information
about the development of
Australian science and
technology - and resource
which could never be replaced
if lost.

tion's most precious records,
while Ms larrett is assisting
with disposal, transfer and
other tasks. Mr Ted Parker,
formerly of HQ registry, also
is assisting at present.

If all the current holdings of
the CSIRO Archive could be
stacked file on file, they would
make a column one and half
kilometres high - forget about
talking in terms of buildings at
that height. To put it another
way, this is about three times
the distance between the south
and north pylons of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge - so the
documents could fill three
lanes running across the
Bridge.

Archive source of material
for range of subjects

Onc outside user of the Archive, Ms Weudy Way of the Depart
ment of Foreign Affairs and Trade, is enthusiastic about the
scope and usefuluess of the Archive.

A research officer, she is preparing a biography of F L
McDougall, CSIR's first liaison officer in London.

There is a considerable amount of documentation concerning
McDougall at the Archive, including correspondence with Sir
David Rivett, the Chief Executive of CSIR at the time (a book
of McDougall's correspondence has already been published).

McDougall was liaison officer from 1926 to 1944, but he was
also involved in a number of other activities during his career.
For instance, with S M Bruce, the then Australian Prime
Minister, he is credited with the foundation of the FAO.

Ms Way said the CSIRO Archive is the main source of
documentation on McDougall's activities in the 1930s.

As Mr Smith puts it, CSIRO
is like a crab 'with a lot of meat
in its claws'. The divisions are
where the scientifically crea
tive people are, and a large
part of the really valuable
documentation is generated
there as well as at the centre.
This is unlike most government
departments where the central
records account for most of
what is of long-term value, and
it leads to particular problcms
in dealing with the documenta
tion from a far-flung organisa
tion.

Apart from maintaining an
office in the registry at I-Iead
quarters and spending a con
siderable amount of time at the
repository in Fyshwick on the
outskirts of Canberra, Mr
Smith also visits CSIRO divi
sions to assist with archival
work there, but it is a huge task
(see separate story).

Mr Michael Moran is the
Deputy Archivist and plays a
major role in the retrieval
service. Two part-time assis
tants, Ms Gertrude Gerstle
and Ms Ingrid Jarrett, provide
vital assistance. Ms Gerstle is
working on the detailed listing
and indexing of the Organisa-

Imagine, if you can, a stack of papers almost twice as high as the Empire State Building. The
papers, in the form of documents, letters and records of various kinds, would soar 750 metres
into the sky.

That was the amount of
material submitted for disposal
to the CSIRO Archive during
1986 and 1987. Of the 750
metres, about 250 metres was
kept and about 500 metres
destroyed. If the Archive had
the resources to cover the
whole of CSIRO, the quantity
could well have been doubled.

By law, and in the interests
of the Organisation, decisions
must be made on proper
authority as to whether that
paper is destroyed or kept.
The person holding this
responsibility in CSIRO is the
Archivist, Mr Colin Smith.

The major job of the Arc
hive is to determine what
unpublished records of the
Organisation require short
term or indefinite retention,
and to keep them safe, retricv
able and available,

Almost everyone in CSIRO
is a record maker, churning
out letters, reports, data, infor
mation, information, informa
tion ... and a very large propor
tion of the paperwork comes
from Headquarters.
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Every division needs aHALO

and historically important
material is just a small part of
the total documentation which
has found its way to the Arc
hive. The rest comprises a
mass of records created in
scores of laboratories, offices
and field stations. About 10
per cent of this material has
permanent value because it
often details the start, progress
and outcome of research pro
jects.

It is scientific data in particu
lar which presents the greatest
challenge for the Archive.
Data tend to require interpre
tation of their cryptic contents
which goes far beyond availa
ble resources. Apartfrom this,
they are increasingly found in
machine-readable formats,
and there is little perception
that they require archival
action.

Meteorology seems to be
one of the few fields where it
is accepted as a disciplinary
obligation that unrepeatable
observations should be cumul
atively recorded and preserved
forever.

The records of CSIRO held by the Archive go back to the origins
of the Organisation in 1916, and represent a lion's share of the
unpublished documentation of 20th century Australian science
and technology.

There is information not
only about CSIRO's activities,
but also about industry, the
universities, scientific research
centres in Australia and over
seas and the research activities
of other government agencies,
as well as about the research
activities of thousands of scien
tists, not necessarily CSIRI
CSIRO employees.

There are, for instance, sig
nificant records on the origins
of the Australian National Uni
versity, scientific links with
Britain, the British atomic
tests, wartime radar research
and development and the in
troduction of computing in
Australia.

The cream of these records
comprise top-level minutes and
tabled papers from 1916 to the
present day, as well as much of
the correspondence of the
leading lights in CSIR/CSIRO.

They make fascinating read
ing, revealing inside informa
tion about most of the major
issues of science and technol
ogy since Federation.

This particular irreplaceable

Alasting record 01
Australia'S and
technology

registries would help greatly in
that regard.

'It comes down to simply
taking the business of making
and keeping records more seri
ously,' he said. 'While I don't
expect the tail to wag the dog
and don't advocate record
making with a deliberate view
to informing posterity (there
are dangers in thatl), I do think
there are minimum standards
of coherent, orderly filing and
indexing which are in the inter
ests of both present and future
users of records - and of the
archivists who try to build a
bridge between them.'

means of making progress is by
gradually changing attitudes
and behaviour,' Mr Smith said.

'Staff can help by keeping
records coherently. Also, it
would help if people could be
come informed about some of
the simpler aspects regarding
the disposal of papers,' he said.

'Officers and their staff, for
instance, could do a lot in the
way of keeping emphemera in
one file and the more substan
tive material in anvther. They
could do things like clarifying
who keeps the master set of
any particular file of important
records. More use of central

Ms Gertrude Gerstle

Many divisions seem to go ont
of their way to keel) archival
records in squalid conditions,
according to Archivist Mr
Colin Smith.

'So much of the storage in
CSIRO is gratuitously bad,' he
said.

'No doubt this reflects the
assumption that these old files
are just rubbish and that it's
appropriate that they should
be kept in dust and filth.

Those divisions where the
old files are kept in reasonable
condition are likely to have
HALOs. There are about a
dozen of these Honourary Ar
chives Liaison Officers around
the Organisation. They are the
'eyes and ears' for Mr Smith in
the divisions.

'A number of them have
been extremely helpful in
bringing things to my attention
and preventing important files
from being thrown out,' he
said.

The HALOs are usually con
nected with the library, or are
scientists with a particular
interest in archives.

Of course, Mr Smith would
like to see full time archivists
at each division, or at least
each major site - 'that way you
could really get to grips with
the nitty gritty of what is going
on in those divisions and pro
vide a really valuable service
in storing and keeping their
data. But unfortunately, that is
cloud cuckoo land', he said.

'In the absence of profes
sional assistance, the main

Modern communications: 'records written

Left to right, Ms Gerstle, Ms /ngrid Jarrett, a visitor to the Archive,
retired CS/RIO employee Mr Jack Cummins, and Mr Colin
Smith, look at an album of old photographs.

Ironically, the progress of com
llInnications this century is pro
ducing records which are
iuferior both in their coutent
and their life expectancy.

Apart from the telephone
which has made the long, exp
lanatory letter of earlier times
much more rare, computer
technology is creating extreme
ly ephemeral records.

'The magnetic tape is proba
bly going to be an archival
disaster,' said Mr Smith.

'It's like records written on
sand.'

'Apart from being physically
impermanent, you have got to
have the right machine and
software to read the tape, and
you have to understand the
conventions on which the data
has been put together in order
to have access to it.

'The tapes have to be re
copied continually and refor
matted if they are to remain
readable and usable,' he said.

'For that matter, though,
our paper records aren't all
that long lasting either. Most
paper made since "the 19th
century is faintly acidic and
will steadily lose its strength
over the decades until it even
tually crumbles.

'Taking the long term view,
we have been going steadily
backwards ever since we gave
up parchment which lasts for
500 to 1000 years,' he said.

'Microfilm is being used as a
lifeboat medium for records at
risk. CD-ROM may prove to
be a superior alternative, but
recopying iuro such media is a
massive and expensive under-

taking. Certainly little Arc
hives like mine aren't in the
race. All we can do is get the
originals out of harm's way and
keep them in order under
some form of control and hope
that the next generation will
put substantial resources into
the long-term presentation of
what we have saved in the
short-term. '
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at work. The program featured
clips frolll orgallisatiolls as
diverse as Aussat, Fairlight
Illstrumellts alld CSIRO.

The CSIRO segmellt, pro
duced by the Film & Video
Celltre, starred Malll~facturillg

Tecllllology'.v VauglwlI Rob
erts alld Demlis Mills workillg
011 force-sel/sillg alld visioll
systems for i"dustrial robots.
The respol/se to ti,e whole pro
gram has beell very positive,
with studellts fillding it both
elltertaillillg alld ve,y i"forma
tive.

For further information, contact SIROCREDIT in Melbourne
(03-267 5377), Canberra (062-46 5400) or toll free (008-33 8698),

Sirocredit

Friday 26 Febrrtary, 3.30pm.
A large audiellce assembled at
the Sydlley Elltertaill/llellt
Celltre to witlless the il/al/gural
Aussat lecture.

Orgallised by Aussnt alld
the IIlStitutioll of Ellgilleas
Australia, the program was
beamed by satellite to 1710ca
liolls across Australia to all
audieJIce of about 60 000
upper secolldary studellts.

The purpose of the lecture
was to highlight careers ill
e1Igilleerillg alld techllology by
showillg a rallge of ellgilleers

.. Inaugural AUSSAT lecture

The investment planning forum at headquarters last month: left
to right, Mr Mario Modica (Sirocredit's new financial planning
manager), Mr Tony Culnane (HQ) and Mr Peter Nairne (from
Canberra RAO).

SIROCREDIT has introduced its own in-house financial
advisory service for members.

The service will include personal interviews, telephone con
sultations, seminars around Australia and portfolio management
for the years after a personal plan is put into place.

Mr Mario Modica has been appointed to manage the new
financial planning area. Mr Modica is a qualified accountant, tax
agent and registered investment planner, as well as being up-to
date with such specialised areas as the Commonwealth Super
annuation Fund, CSIRO terms and conditions and separation
schemes.

The financial planning service is backed and licensed by the
Securitor- group of companies.

SIROCREDIT said although it can advise on all types of in
vestment, the bias would be towards security and conservatism.
'Gambling with your livelihood is a no-win situation for all
concerned, so funds will only be placed where the member's best
interests will be served and all risks are minimised'.

In common with all investment advisory services, SIRO
CREDIT participates and shares in brokerage income. All
brokerage rates will be clearly highlighted on any written
assessment.

Services available include:
Retirement planning

Advice will be offered on all the available options so that
planning isn't left too late. With the help of a consultant,
members can review their individual circumstances and hopes in
order to come to the best possible arrangement.
Investment advice

The range of advice covers:
· personal finance planning
· retirement and estate planning (including wills, social

security and pension benefits)
· personal, business and investment loans
· venture capital and business investment
· short term cash management
· insurance bonds, superannuation and Friendly Societies
· fixed interest investment (including government bonds,

finance companies, credit unions, building societies and mortgage
trusts)

· stocks and shares (including equity trusts)
· property trusts
· film investment
· commodities (including futures and precious metals)
· primary industry investments (forests, crops, livestock, etc)
· effective tax investment planning

About 20 scientists and tech
nicians will descend on the
Tarong Power Station site to
conduct the experiments.

lar to radar but uses light
instead of radio waves, has
mainly been used for probing
the upper atmosphere.

The most exhaustive field experiments on pollution from a power station ever to be undertaken
in Australia are scheduled for Augnst/September this year.

The Division of Atmos
pheric Research, the Centre
for Environmental Mechanics
and the Division of Coal
Technology, as well as the
Queensland Electricity Com
mission (QEe) and the
Defence Force Academy will
jointly study numerous aspects
of the smoke plume from the
Tarong Power Station in
Queensland.

The work h.as been made
possible by a grant of more
than $213 000 from NERDDC.

Althopgh plumes have been
researched for some time in
Australia (particularly in Vic
toria's Latrobe Valley where
there are a number of smoke
stacks in a small area, present
ing a slightly different scientific
problem), models for predict
ing and understanding plume
movement from a single large
source such as Tarong are still
inadequate.

It appears the plume doesn't
always move up into the upper
atmosphere and disperse, but
rather is subjected to a range
of often conflicting atmos
pheric conditions which can
result in it being pushed back
down to earth some distance
away, creating serious air pol
lution problems.

The data frnm this project
through the development of
improved models could pro
vide regulatory authorities
with accurate information to
assist in selecting power station
or factory sites and designs,
putting them into places least
likely to cause pollution.

A number of instruments
will be used to test the plume, The Tarong Power ~tation and its plume.
including lidar (light detection
and ranging), which has never
before been used so exten
sively for this type of work in
Australia. Lidar, which is simi-

Vaughan Roberts, lefl, and Dennis Mills starring in the Aussat lecture. Photo: H Nibleft

Power station plume under
scrutiny
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Major information base on CSIRO
staff attitudes tllrough census

Keyboard
Staff

Techical
Officer

Research
Scientist

Figure 8: Annual Income by Sex: Full TIme Staff

ANNUAL INCOME

Above, a selection of pie charts from the census report, indicating
the sex segmentation in CSIRO.

F:6%
M: 94%

MALE

Review of Pel'soJlnel Policies
and Practices

On the last page of the
census, staff' were invited to
express their opinions about
various personnel policies and
practices. In general:
· appointment procedures
were considered sa tisfactory
· induction was considered
satisfactory, but with a great
divergence of responses and a
lot of people simply reporting
that they had none
· most staff were dissatisfied
with the promotion system and
complained of poor informa
tion, secretiveness and the
slowness of the system which
was far too dependent on the
chief or supervisor
· conditions of service gener
ally were considered satisfac
tory, but there was a significant
demand for further informa
tion, particularly in areas of
concern such as superannua
tion

When asked about staff dev
elopment and training oppor
tunities, most staff responded
'what opportunities - there are
none',

Staff were then asked what
training they would like in
their present job or in order to
change positions. The resultjng
answers were particularly valu
able, as respondents were quite
specific about the training they
wanted. Computing skills was
the most frequent response
across all staff (27 per cen t),
with management/business
skills next (15 per cent). In
fact, all but one designations
rated computer skills first.
Research scientists put man
agement/business skills first.

Female

ISI

F:21%
M:79%

FEMALE

Male.

F:93%
M:7%

10.000-14999
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Childcal'e
Although 53 per cent of

male staff had dependent chil
dren, only five per cent of
them undertook the major part
of the work associated with
them. On the other hand, 28
per cent of female staff had
dependent children and 61 per
cent of them had the major
role in childrearing. There
were differences among the
male designations: the more
senior the man, the less likely
he was to undertake most or
share the work. Female resp
onses were more consistent:
they were more likely to under
take the major part of the work
if they had children, irrespec
tive of designation.
Staffopinions and expel'iences

Staff were surveyed about
their opinions and experience
of discrimination. There was a
significant discrepancy bet
ween opinions of discrimina
tion, which were high, and
those reporting actually exper
iencing discrimination, which
was a lower response. When
the low responses were ana
lysed, though, they did repre
sent significant numbers from
particular target groups. For
example, there was a reasona
bly low response from staff
overall indicating they had ex
perienced some form of disc
rimination within CSIRO on
the basis of race, but when the
responses were further ana
lysed the positive responses
indicated a high proportion of
our relatively small group of
people from non-English
speaking backgrounds had ex
perienced some form of unfair
or discriminatory practice.

age and of concern to manage
ment. Staff with disabilities on
average had long years of
service and were concentrated
in the higher salary groups.
Worliforce interl'Uptions

Staff were questioned about
interruptions to their work
force participation. An analy
sis of the pattern of parenthood
compared with interruptions
for childbearing and rearing
produced some interesting re
sults. Males were most often
parents, but never interrupted
their careers for child rearing
(a few men did, but not enough
to register a percentage point).
Women staff were less likely to
be parents, but more fre
quently interrupted their
careers for childrearing.
Employment Basis

Women represented the
majority of part-time staff.
There was a significan t number
of full-time staff (male and
female) who would prefer part
time work. Women more often
than men were employed on
term, and particularly short
term, appointments. The maj
ority of staff were satisfied
with their employment basis.
Predictably, though, many
term appointees would p,refer
indefinite status.
Staff TraiJling and Develop
ment

More than half our staff
wanted training for the jobs
they now hold. The main types
of training requested were
computing, management,
communications skills and
technical skills. Women had a
greater demand for training,
but at present men received
the greater financial assistance
for training.

One third of staff indicated
their desire to undertake study
or training to change their jobs.
Careel' satisfactioJl

Staff were ql1estioned about
the level of career satisfaction,
and most indicated they were
satisfied, but one quarter indi
cated they were dissatisfied
and nine per cent were very
dissatisfied. Women were
more dissatisfied than men.
The designations most satisfied
were senior management and
research/experimental staff. It
appeared levels of satisfaction
could be co-related with factors
such as employment basis, sup
port for training, career paths
and so on. Staff were asked
whether they wanted to be in
the Organisation in five years'
time. Most did, but seven per
cent indicated they would re
tire or leave the workforce, six
per cent would leave because
of their term status and 12 per
cent indicated they would leave
by choice.

Marital status
Some interesting patterns of

marital status emerged for dif
ferent designations. Senior
men nearly always were mar
ried and senior women nearly
always were not married. As
70 per cent of our staff are
men, and 74 per cent of males
are married, it is not surprising
that no married men reported
experiencing unfair treatment
based on marital status. Men
in de facto relationships did,
though. Women who were
married or in de facto relation
ships were most likely to report
unfair treatment.
Age profiles

The age profile of staff also
was interesting: it was found
that CSIRO men were signific
antly older than women.
Thirty-seven percent of staff
were under 35 years of age 
56 per cent of females and 29
p.er cent of males.
Langl/age/migrant back-
grol/nd

CSIRO has a highly 'Anglo'
workforce. Most staff were
born in Australia (71 per cent),
with a further 15 per cent born
in New Zealand or the United
Kingdom. Only 0.4 per cent of
staff were of Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Island descent.

Twelve per cent of staff did
not have English as their first
language. The major languages
spoken, other than English,
were German, Italian and
Dutch. There were differences
in the first languages between
men and women. The mostfre
quent languages for men were
Dutch, Italian and German,
and for women German,
Polish, Greek and Italian.

There was evidence that staff
born in Australia of non
English speaking parents
received less favourable treat
ment, despite having higher
than average qualifications. In
contrast, staff of non-English
speaking backgrounds born
overseas generally fared better
in the Organisation than aver
age.
Physical impairments and dis
abilities

A significant 15 per cent of
staff (predominantly males)
reported having disabilities.
Thirty-eight per cent of women
reporting disabilities reported
RSI (repetition strain injury).
The RSI figures for the Organi
sation were higher than aver-

was pre-CSIRO work experi
ence, but it appears reasonable
to assume the importance of
that would decrease over time.
Yet even after seven years or
more of CSIRO experience,
men still earned significantly
higher salaries.

Occupational segmentation
Australia has the most highly

sex-segregated workforce in
the OECD, and CSIRO fits
this general pattern of employ
ment. In CSIRO the cenSUS
identified 'women's' jobs,
'men's' jobs and 'mixed' jobs.
Salary level was the most no
ticeable difference between the
men's jobs and the women's
jobs: 71 per cent of females
earned less than $25 000, while
52 per cent of men earned
more than $30 000.

Only six per cent of research
scientists were women and in
May 1987 there were no
WOJnen in Isenior management'
(there are now several women
in this category). Women are
clustered in the lower-pay,
lower-station positions.

There was only one division
in which women comprised
more than 25 per cent of res
earch staff. In other words, in
every other division, less than
a quarter of research staff were
women. There were two divi
sions with no female research/
experimental staff. Women
suffered considerable isolation
in the workplace, given the
geographic spread of the larger
divisions and the thin spread of
women within divisions.
Women were concentrated in
the fields of biology, biochem
istry and chemistry and under
represented in physics, engin
eering and agriculture.
WOl'kforce experience

Women had fewer years of
work experience than men.
Twenty-seven per cent of all
staff had worked at CSIRO for
three years or less, whereas 42
per cent of females had three
years less experience at CS
IRO. Does this explain why
women earn less? That hypo
thesis was tested for adminis
trative staff by comparing
groups of men and women,
with the same qualifications
(either BSC or Bachelor
degree) and the same years of
experience in CSIRO. On av
erage men earned close to
$2000 more than women. The
only variable not taken into
account which may be relevant

The purpose of the census
was to identify:
· patterns of employment
· occupational and status dif
ferences
· access to income, benefits
and conditions
· perceptions and experience
of discrimination and harass
ment
· childcare needs and the
impact of childrearing on
careers, and
· to review personnel policies
and practices
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For the third year ill a row, those darillg young women (and
men) of the Division of Fuel Technology participated in the
Woronora River Rubber Raft Race.

Following on ft'OIll last year's revolutionary, if unsuccessful,
winged keel design, an even higher-teel. design was developed
in consultation with Lucas Heights Research Laboratories
experts. Although the CSIRO craft was 1I0t the fastest in the
fleet, it was definitely the best looking on the river, accordillg
to team manager Graeme Batley, who predicts a 'back to basics'
approach for lIext year's efforts.

AmI the CSIRO logo balloons (organised by Glen Callaghan)
were a big hit with thejuniors, being issuedsubject to satisfactory
answers to questions such as 'what does CSIRO stmrdfor?' and
'which is the best looking raft 011 the river?'

Team membel:5 were Jenny Stauber, Kerrie Mann, Lisa Jones,
Glen Callaghan, Greg Morrison, Gary Vaughan, Olle Nygren
and Jan Dyrssen.

Dear Editor,
No doubt a great deal of ener
gy will continue to be expended
by both the pro- and anti-logo
groups on the needs for, and
comprehensibility of, the new
Corporate logo. I nearly wrote
'our new Corporate logo' but
my feelings on the logic of
logos are well known.

What is of much greater con
cern to me and, I hope, others
who aspire to communicate
accurately, is the recent deci
sion, taken it seems just as arb
itrarily as that regarding the
new logo, to 'Macquarie' the
spelling of organization and,
consequently, organize.

If our leaders choose to
identify the Organization by
'nearly-naming' it Organisa
tion, in the same way as com
mercial organizations skirt
around use of proper nouns as
trade names, then so be it.
However, this gives them no
right to change the spelling of
organize and other-ize words.

Let's face it, if the rest of the
world sees that we cannot even

spell correctly why should they
have any faith in our results?

Michael H Jones
Division of Mineral Products

Retirement

Seuior research scientist at the
Division of Soils in Adelaide,
Mr Cliff Gnrl', has retired from
CSIRO.

Cliff began work with the
Organisation as a junior lab
oratory assistant on 4 Septem
ber 1940 and colleagues believe
he is the longest serving memb
er of the current CSIRO staff.
'With 48 years' service, it
would be hard to beat'.

When Cliff started work he
earned £94 per annum and had
to work Saturday mornings
too. Initially he worked on old
fashioned wet chemical ana
lysis was well as hand sieving
and pipette analyses. High tech
was represented by a mercury
drop micro-polaragraph and
recording on photographic film
for trace element work.

Chief Whiteley
Dr Ken Whiteley has been
appointedfoundation Chief of
the new Division of Wool
Technology. #*'IF

Mr CUff Gun

He was much involved in the
early development and sub
sequent refinement of elec
tronic methods for the mea
surement of soil moisture,
including a gamma ray instru
ment and the now widely used
neutron probe.

Cliff has many interests out
side his work, but will return
to the Division for at least one
more year as an honorary
fellow.

Women in Science at Rockhampton

in the metals industry. As well
as teaching, he has been active
in research and consulting in
the areas of stress analysis,
metal processing, structural
analysis and engine technol
ogy.

Dr Williamson

The Division of Tropical Ani
mal Prodnction at Rockhamp
ton is among many divisions
belping to promote tbe Women
in Science project.

Since the Rockhampton
launch of WIS last June, staff
members Margaret Mackin
non, Heather Burrow, Honey
Butz and Vera Hickey have
presented talks to students at
North Rockhampton High
School, the Range College and
Glenmore State High.

The project has been met
with great enthusiasm from
school and College or Advanc
ed Education representatives
in the Rockhampton area.

Women in Science will be
featured in the Division's dis
play at this year's Central
Queensland Careers Market
Day in July.

Dr Hngh Williamson bas join
ed Csironet as a senior consul
tant ami project manager in
the professional services
gronp. He will work on engin
eering and computer modelling
projects for defence, public
sector and related industries.

Before joining Csironet, Dr
Williamson worked for the
University of Technology in
Sydney for 10 years. During
1987 he was seconded to the
Division of Mathematics and
Statistics and the ANU where
he was a Visiting Fellow in the
Research School of Physical
Sciences.

Dr WiIliamson has a PhD in
mechanical engineering and a
strong industrial background

Csironet appointnlent

Get set for the Black
Mountain Cup

The time is fast approachillg for olle ofthe world's great sporting
evellts. No, not the Olympic Games ill Seoul, bllt the Black
Moulltaill Cup ill Canberra.

Now ill its 12th year, this ftlll mll is one of tlte premier evellts
011 CSIRO's sportillg/social calendar. So, whether you wallt to
compete as all illdividual or represent YOllr divisioll in a team
offour, now is the time to start training.

DETAILS
Distallce: 5.6km
Locatioll: Pye Laboratory, Canberra
Time: 12.30pm
Date: Friday, 15 July
COiltact: Gregory Heath 062-465692

Colin Hazelton 062-465939

Division of Tropical Animal Production scientist Miss Margaret
Mackinnon and technical officer Mrs Heather Burrow, right,
demonstrate the rather arcane science of animal sperm collectioll
to North Rockhampton High students Sandra Gittins and Iulie
Holzheimer, as part of the Women in Science program.

CoResearch is produced by the
Pnblic Communication Unit
for CSIRO staff. Readers are
invited to contribute or offer
snggestions for articles. The
deadline is the last Monday
before the issue month. Editor:
Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, Dick
son ACT 2602. Ph 062-484479.

A paper published in 1976 by
Dr Graeme Gatley and Dr
Mark Florence, both from the
Division of Fuel Technology,
has joined the ranks of those
CSIRO papers designated 'Cit
ation Classics' by the Institnte
for Scientific Information
(USA), publishers of Current
Contents.

The paper was titled 'Deter
mination of the chemical forms
of dissolved cadmium, lead
copper in seawater' (Mar
ine Chemistry 4, 349, 1976).

It described the first system
atic approach to the measure
ment of heavy metal speciation
in natural waters.

A novel analytical scheme
based on techniques of anodic
stripping voltammetry was
proposed for the measurement
of seven differen t classes of
heavy metal species. This sys
tem formed the basis of many
later speciation schemes and
has been widely applied by
environmental chemists both
in Australian and overseas.

A brief commentary is to be
published in the Citation Clas
sics section of Current Con
tents.
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Tactical research

Have we gone too
far?

reneurialism degenerating into
trouble shooting for industry.

The major weakness in Aus
tralian R&D continued to lie
in the private sector - not in
CSIRO or other Government
funded research agencies,
argued Dr Boardman. 'This
weakness is taking on a new
significance,' he said.

'Because of the sense of urg
ency over the restructuring of
the Australian economy and
industry, there is a growing
risk that change in the public
sector will be taken too far,
with too much emphasis on
short-term tactical research to
compensate for the deficien
cies that remain in business
R&D.

CSIRO should not be forced
to focus and direct its R&D to
wards the immediate needs of
industry. 'Yet the pressure is
there to do this, not just on
CSIRO and other Government
laboratories, but on the ter
tiary system as well.'

He said the trend was appa
rent in the shift in CSIRO's
funding over the past few
years. The Organisation's nett
appropriation fell by nine per
cent in real terms over the past
three years, and by 20-25 per
cent as a proportion of total
GoYernment outlays. External
funding had increased by 40
per cent over the past 5 years.

'The inevitable result, if this
trend continues, will be a
marked drift towards the short
term R&D that industry in
Australia is willing to fund.

'The importance of longer
term strategic research to the
national economy is so great,
and the case for Australia to
strengthen its R&D support
for all sectors of industry is so
strong, that Government fund
ing for CSIRO ... should be, at
the very least, maintained in
real terms, and not reduced as
industry support increases.'

Dr Peter Diggle, ChicI' of thc
Division of Mathcmatics and
Statistics, said his Division had
bcen forced to quickly change
its direction last year frol11
being a Division mainly driven
by its association with other
CSIRO divisions to onc pri
marily directed i:lt assisting
industry. This had been ncces
sary for the sllrvival ()f the
Division, but there had becn a
cost in lower staff morale be
cause of a prolonged period of
uncertainty. Howcvcr, Dr Dig
gle said despite financial pres
sures, it was vital that CSl RO
protect its intellcctual base and
this meant maintaining all cle
ment of long term research.
Whilc his scientists were still
able to carry out a certain
amount of this type of res
earch. there was a widespread
perception of increasing pres
sure to spend timc on work
directed al quick results. Al
though his scientists didn't
nced expensive equipment and
therefore large amounts of
money to do long term res
earch, the most precious
resource for a mathematician
or statistician was time, and
therc was less and less of this
available. Changcs at the Divi
sion are not ovcr yet. On 1July
a number of staff will be trans
fen'ed to the animal, plant

Cont. on p.4

concern about the future of
Australian agricultural res
earch as less and less money
was available for long term
research. His DiYision already
did a lot of tactical work in
conjunction with industry, but
this was the end result of ycars
of basic research. The long
term research which needed to
begin now for thc requiremcnts
of the next decade and ccntury
was simply not being funded,
he said. 'The techllology for
the year 2000 should bc started
now,' he said. In 1982, whcn
the Division first started, Dr
Mahoney had $600 000 availa
ble for basic research. In 1987
this figure had been eroded to
$250 000, and Dr Mahoney
said there was a big question
mark over whcther any appro
priation money would be avail
able by 1991. Australian ex
ports were still heavily dcpen
dent on its agricultural indus
tries, said Dr Mahoney, and
yet (despite official statements
to the contrary), CSIRO's
agricultural divisions 'are being
slowly strangled'. m· Mahoney
said his Division already re
ceived 30 per cent outside
funding, and yet he was having
to put off staff (19 in the past
two years), with thc only finan
cial benefit to the Division
being the ability to pay for
budget cuts.

Thor Carter's photo above shows Matthew Sherlock, Clive Stanley and GeofJ Dews, allji-om the
Division of Fisheries, taking part in the fire fighting conrse.

Sajety training plays an important jJart in the livesoj CSIRO researchers who regularly spend
time at sea. In April, 14 stajJjrom tlleCSIRO Marine Laboratories in Hobart gradllatedjrom
the 1988 class. Tlzis brings to 71 the number ofLabs persollnel who have completed the certificate
course since it was illtroduced in 1985. Subjects stlldied incllldedjirepreventiou alldjirejighting,
first aid, s1lip and water sajety and the use oj life rafts, lifejackets amI pyrotechnics. The syllabus
is designed by the COInmonwealtJ, Department ofTransport and (}ommunications, and the COllrse
jor Marine Laboratories stajJ is condllcted by AssociatedStellmslzips Pty Ltd, which manages the
ocellnographic research vessel, Fmnldin. Thefollr days' tmining is based at l'asmania Fire Service
headqllarters in Hobart, in the Service's training centre at Cambridge and at the Marine
Laboratories.

Dr Dave Koch, Chief of the
Division of Mineral Products,
agrees that the public research
sector is being pushed too far
into tactical research, to its
detriment. He said the (unoffi
cial) aim of 30 per cent industry
funding within the next few
years is incompatible with the
aim for scientific excellence
because of the short term na
ture of that funding. At pre
sent, his Division earns about
20 per cen t of its funds from
outside, and will probably
reach 30 per cent without too
much difficulty. But. .. already
60 per cent of his staff are tied
up with tactical research, be
cause in many cases industry
funding is being used, not for
new appointments, but for
operational expenses which
used to bc covered by approp
riation funds. Tactical projects
can last for as little as tllree
months, and average out at
about 12 months. Very few last
even three years. However,
the long term strategic research
'which must underpin this pro
ject work needs the continuity
of five or more years, said Dr
Koch, and companies have
been unwilling to fund .this
type of work in the public
sector.
Dr Dave Maboney, Chief of
the Division of Tropical Ani
mal Production, expressed

The chill winds of market change said to dictate the direction of
pl'ivate enterpl'ise have bypassed Australian business when it
comes to research and development, and Imblic sector R&D is
paying the ("ice.

According to the Chief Ex
ecutive Dr Keith Boardman,
who addressed the ANZAAS
Congress in Sydney this
month, in this respect the pri
vate sector has changed too
little while the public sector is
in danger of going too far the
other way.

Although there has been
some upturn in the level of bus
iness R&D in Australia in rec
ent years, public sector res
earch bodies like CSIRO are
having to compensate for the
dismal lack to R&D by the pri
vate sector, he said.

Contrary to popular opinion
that publicly-funded organisa
tions were inflexible and out of
touch, in fact it was those very
research bodies which have
had to change the most in
recent times. Not all that
change has been good.

'It is in the public sector that
the danger of "over correct
ing", taking changes too far,
exists, while in the private
sector, despite considerable
improvements in recent years,
the response of management
to the implications of economic
changes has been sluggish,'
said Dr Boardman.

There would be few comp
anies that have undergone the
sweeping changes that CSIRO
has had to face in the past few
years, and the latest reorgani
sation was the most sweeping.

In making CSIRO much
more entrepreneurial, the aim
is to at least double the level
of funding from the business
sector over the next four years.

This will mean more contract
research and lifting commer
cial returns, said Dr Board
man, and will place greater
emphasis on joint ventures and
the venture capital market.
While this was desirable and
necessary for the future of the
Organisation and the country,
the danger was in entrep-
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Editor's note: The controversy
rages! CSIRO's Deputy Arch
ivist Mr Michael Moran sent
CoResearch the following
note: 'DrJ W Evans of..Belle
vue Hill, Sydney, aged 82,
joined the Division of Econ
omic Entomology in 1928!'
Incidentally, Mr CUJnmirls
worked for Dr Boas at the
Division of Forest Products
from 1929, bllt in fact had
been on a CSIR seniorstudent
ship since 1927. He will be 86
this year.

menced in December of that
year, is 94.

Dr Angell resides directly
opposite the Headquarters
entrance in Limestone Avenue
where he has lived to the best
of my knowledge, for the past
40 years or more. Dr Bald lives
in Santa Cruz, California.

Perhaps you could clarify for
readers just who is the earliest
CSIR appointee still alive, al
though I concede it might be
difficult to establish this with
any degree of certainty.

Paul Brown
Divisional Secretary

Division of Plant Industry

Letters cont. on p.6

seed collecting programs to Iian scientists and researchers
carrying out studies on the in developing countries. He
ecology and genetic variation also has edited an ACIAR
of native tree species. publication, Multipul]Jose

In recent years he has com- Australian Trees and Shrubs 
mitted much of his time to Lesser Known Species for Fuel
initiating and co-ordinating wood and Agroforestry, which
ACIAR's collaborative fores- has gained international
try projects between Austra- acclaim.

Below, Dr John Turnbull receives his award frol11 the Queen in
Melbourne.

Dear Editor,
A number of us in Plant Indus
try read with interest A K
Sutherland's letter in the
March edition of CoResearch
and also your footnote res
ponse, in which he questioned
whether or not Jack Cummins
is 'the oldest living CSIRO
appointee'. We in turn chal
lenge your statement that 'he
is the earliest CSIR appointee
still alive', if in fact you are
correct in reporting that he was
appointed in 1929.

Two of this Division's ear
liest research appointees, Drs
J G Bald and H R Angell, are
still living. Both were appoint
ed in 1928. Bald, who is 83
years of age, commenced in
April, while Angell, who com-

science in the back seat for the
communication of political
reassurance.

If science remains isolated
and separate from the national
interest then we have little
hope of turning the current
tide. It should be our collective
objective to take every oppor
tunity to turn that tide.

D Richmond
AAHL

Dr John TnrubuJI, a principal
research scientist at the Divi
sion of Forestry and Forest
Products, has been awarded
the inangural Queen's Award
for Forestry.

Dr Turnbull, who is attached
to the Division's Canberra
based tree resources program,
is currently on secondment as
forestry program co-ordinator
for" thc Australian Centre for
International Agricultural
Research (ACIAR).

His award, founded by the
British Commonwealth Fores
try Association, takes the form
of a fcllowship for travel aimed
at assisting forestry in other
Commonwealth countries. It
was presented to Dr Turnbull
by the Queen at a ceremony at
Melbourne's Government
House on 29 April.

During his career, Dr Turn
bull's work has ranged from
conducting Australia-wide

Queen conlers newforestry award
on CSIROiscienlisl

Dear Editor,
The irony of watching our
Chairman at his recent press
conference [at the Press Club
in Canberra] comment that
one of his mates was not oul
of touch with his grass roots
could not have been lost on
many members of this Organi
sation. The significance of the
timing of the press conference
(I assume called for the legiti
mate purpose of our Chairman
to communicate our achieve
ments and raise the profile of
science) only a few days before
a State election cannot also be
lost.

Morale and motivation in
many areas of CSIRO has
currcntly ebbed to an all time
low. Massive change, a history
of no training, an inability to
implement previous rcviews,
staff rcductions, employment
uncertainty, ongoing budget
ary restraint and the further
elevation of HQ positions
amongst an ever thickening
fog of administrative rearr
angements are all contributory
factors. Staff could rightly
expect that the nationally tele
vised question time of our
Chairman's press confercnee
would not be a venue to leave

Letters to the Editor

1t9inorarydegree
for OrBoardman

Cont. on p.7

***

***

Dr Michael Pitman has been
seconded to DITAC for an
initial period of 12 months as
Science Adviscr. As well as
providing high level advice to
Senator Button, Mr Jones and
Dr Charles, Dr Pitman will
have the important task of im
proving the linkages between
thc govcrnment, scientific
community and industry.
Michacl's distinguished career
[Ind achievements and his
many links with the scientific
community make him an ideal
choice for the position. The
scientific community has resp
onded enthusiastically to the
appointment. Dr Pitman also
has bcen appointed to the
interim Australia Research
Council.

Hcr Majesty the Queen and
Prince Philip visited the Aust
ralian Bicentennial Exhibition
during their state visit to West
crn Australia and the Australia
Post/CSIRO module was inc
luded in their tour of selected
displays. I had the honour and
great pleasure to provide a
short briefing to Her Majesty
and Prince Philip on the
CSIRO module. Exhibits
which particularly interested
thc Royal couple were the
plastic bank note, especially
thc anti-counterfeit device, the
Siroscour process for cleaning
raw wool, the edible oil from
linseed and the products from
partially-stabilised zirconia
(PSZ)

The exhibition as a whole
has reccived a poor press, but
it is proving a popular attrac
tion in the country centres. I
was impressed by the CSIRO
display, and its popularity with
the public demonstrates the
incrcasing interest in science,
and the important role that
CSI RO can play in further
boosting public interest in sci
ence and technology.

The success of the CSIRO
display owes much to the local
CSIRO staff who are manning
the exhibit and explaining the
items to the public.

areas.
I also took the business

schools to task for continuing
to neglect the ccntral impor
tance of tcchnological innova
tion to busincss opportunitics
and industrial growth. I bclicve
that CSIRO could play an im
pOltant role by interacting with
business schools and raising
their awareness of the vital
importance of innovntive sci
ence and technology.

In my address I outlincd thc
cnormous changcs that had
takcn place in thc world of
science and the science system
in the past thrce or four dcc
ades. In the past, govcrnmcnts
adopted a largely laissez-j{,ire
approach to scicnce policy,
leaving its controls and direc
tion largely in thc hands of
science. That approach is
changing with governments
striving to improvc the econ
omic efficiency of scicntific
research, tightening links to

In his address to the rarst Canada-Australasia law conference,
Barry lones spoke of the great reluctance of lawyers, politicians,
bureaucrats and society generally to address and make approp
riate responses to the social, cultural, political, economic and
legal implications of siguificant technological changes.

The Minister concluded that industry and relating it more
our education system with its closely to national priorities. I
emphasis on excessive speeiali- said that I had no quarrel with
sation at too early an age had these developments provided
much to answer for 'the rigidity the changes are made wisely
in our mind set and our rcluc- and not taken too far.
tance to accept that thcre may
be alternative ways of tackling
problems'. He said that 'thc
need for interaction hetween
various intellectual disciplines
has never been greater in this
age of almost unprecedented
change'.

I conveyed some similar
thoughts in my occasional
address to a recent LaTrobe
University graduation cere
mony. I said that science and
technology make up the grcat
est force for change in the
world today. If we as a society
are to make the most of this
power, if we ,Ire to manage
science and technology respon
sibly and effectively, then wc
need a technologically-literate
community, and use pcople
with a background in science
and technology in a whole host
of occupations - business, gov
ernment, law, politics, econ
omics, journalism. I said that
we ought to be thinking about
an education in science and
technology as more than an
entry to a career in research.
or teaching or engineering. It
should be part of the equip
ment of every well-educated
man and woman, and it will
bec0111e increasingly an impor
tant opening to satisfying
careers in all sorts of other

A column by
01' Keith
Boardnlan

From the Chief
Executive
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The research team, left to right, Dr Roger Drinkwater, DJ' Jay
Hetzet (project leader) and Mr Bill Syden, pictured outside the
animal yards at the Tropical Cattle Research Celltre at Roc
khampton.

Direct result

project
'1lInds

encouragcs girls to continue
with their maths and science at
senior school level.

Mr Kingsland said the prog
ram appears to be having some
impact - he has been told of a
number of students changing
their senior school electivcs to
science subjects as a result of
the CSIRO presentation fol
lowed by discussions with
teachers and parents.

For example I at Coomoora
High School in Victoria, thcre
was a jump in female participa
tion from 0 per cent to 35 per
cent in physics and from 11 per
cent to 50 per cent in chemistry
as a direct result of the visil by
CSIRO women.

Applications for further
grants from the Curriculum
Development Centre havc
been forwarded.

The Division of Tropical Animal Production at Rockhampton has embarked on a new field of
research which promises to drastically alter the ways in which animals are bred in the future.

The project airm to develop Initial studies are being di- marker for a particular gene,
DNA probes which will allow rected at the genes for Pompe's it's possible, using molecular
direct detection of genes for Disease and horns in cattle, biology techniques, to clone
economically important traits and the Booroola high fecun- the gene, develop a direct gene
in animal production. dity gene in sheep. probe and dctermine the prim-

By doing so it wil! be possible However, in futurc, research ary gene product.
to screen animals for both de- will identify major genes for This overall stratcgy is
sirable and undesirable geues complex or polygenic traits known as reversc genetics since
at any time after conception. such as parasite resistance, the gene product is worked out
Therefore the genotype of muscle growth, fat metabolism after clomng the gene, the
either embryos, newly born or and reproduction. reverse of the traditional
adult animals can be determin- The basic approach requires approach.
ed without depending on the the development of DNA mar- The method has been suc
expression of the genes. kers which act as flags on the cessfully applied to cloning

This is particularly useful for chromosomes. With a panel of important human genes such
sex limited traits such as calv- such markers it's possible to as those for cystic fibrosis,
ing rate and milk production follow the segregation of Huntington's discasc and
for which males carry genes chromosomal regions within Duchenne muscular dys-
but never express them. families. trophy. Having cloned a gene.

Breeders therefore will be If a marker cosegregates it's possible to study its struc-
able to make selection deci- with a p\lrticular gene, it is ture and regulation. This may
slons more accurately and at physically close or linked to open up new ways of manipula
an earlier age. that gene. Having identified a tion via gene modification,

gene transfer and immunisa
tion.

Leader of the rescarch team
is Dr Jay Hetzel. In 1986/87.
he spent nine months at the
Federal Institute of Technol
ogy, Zurich, working on new
systems of DNA markers and
gene mapping. Dr Hetzel has
recently been joined by Dr
Rogcr Drinkwater from Adcl
aide, and anothcr scientist will
become part of the staff later
in the year.

In addition, a visiting Swiss
scientist with gene mapping
skills will join the team in
August. The combined team
will have considcrable skills
and expertise in genetics and
molecular biology.

Although large scale appli
cation of the rcsearch is well
into the future, there are also
somc industry applications in
the short term. The Australian
Meat and Livestock Research
Corporation is providing sub
stantial funding as wcll as the
genetic resourccs of the
National Cattle Station, 'Bel
mont'.

The next phase of the project
will be to cstablish a national
program to devclop genetic
maps of the major livestock
species i.e. cattle, shecp, pigs
and chickens. The program, to
bc centred at Rockhampton,
will consist of a series of pro
jects throughout Australia to
rapidly produce genetic maps
for use in animal genetics
research.

It's proposed to establish a
network of research groups in
which gene mapping via gene
tic linkage studies or physical
methods is closely co-ordi
nated. Use of a limited number
of reference families will allow
pooling of data and the effi
cient computation of genetic
maps. This initiative will estab
lish Australia at the forefront
of molecular genetics research
of our livestoek spccies.

New genetic research

Breeding the cattle of the
future

The Government-mn Curric
nlum Development Centre has
granted $10000 to CSIRO's
Women in Science program
for this financial year.

According to Women in Sci
ence program co-ordinator Mr
Ross Kingsland, the money
will be spent on upgrading
materials accompanying the
CSIRO video shown to school
students before visits by
women scientists and techni
cians.

The discussion pamphlet and
other material will be given a
more effective and appealing
presentation, and a person will
be contracted to undertake
this task.

The W-i-S project has bcen
running for two years. It aims
to present role models to stu
dents to show that women can
study and work in science as
well as men. In particular, it

A Matter
of Opinion

This mOllths's poillt of view coll/mll comes from Ms Jell11ijer
Prillgle-Jolles, commll1licatiol/ officer at the CS/RO Mari/le
Laboratories ill Hobart. She is employed by the Divisioll of
Oceallography, bllt also works for the Divisioll of Fisheries.

Mention 'communication' in CSIRO a few years ago and a
shudder ran through many ranks. Fortunately, in most instances,
the Organisation's communicators are no longer regarded as
second class citizens. In fact, it's becoming increasingly obvious
that the divisions with good communicators are the ones that are
reaching wider audiences and achieving the most success in
creating awareness of the benefits of divisional research.

I guess one of the main things I have had to come to grips
with during my two years with CSIRO is the variety of communic
ators and the diversity of jobs. It's no wonder that scientists are
sometimes confused about the role of a communication officer.
Even the title conjures up images of someone involved in
two-way radio operations or computing, I find it much simpler
to introduce myself as a journalist. At least people know that
journalists write something!

Generally, I find there has been an increase in the number of
scientists recognising the advantage of using a professional
communicator to get their message across to target groups

Sometimes, though, it's like going six steps forward and seven
backwards. Whilst the communicators appear to be succeeding
in promoting the research of divisions, they are being cut off at
the knees when it comes to central support services. I am just
one of the growing band of staff who are already feeling the
effects of closure of the CSIRO printing centre. Outside the
Sydney-Melbourne environs it is very difficult to find printers
who can handle our specialised requirements in the time and for
prices that even remotely compare with those offered \Jy this
centre.

On numerous occasions I have used the resources of the media
liaison group to assist in handling national media events and
other interstate activities on behalf of the divisions for which I
work. Now, we are to have a much-diminished central media
group, plus institute communicators. These pyramid situations
invariably lead to a breakdown in the one-ta-one personal
communication.

Without divisions there is nothing in CSIRO. This point cannot
be made too strongly or too often. But, while divisions are having
to produce and pay more for their communication activities (e.g.
printing) they are receiving less support from headquarters.

Many communicators feel that the introduction of communica
tion grants for just two years was worse than not having them
at all. The fact that the grants were withdrawn after a consider
able amount of time had been spent on the preparation of appli
cations for the third year made the matter even worse. The grants
enabled us to broaden our horizons and aim for activities that
were beyond the normal resources of divisions. As one
communicator said, 'the scheme enabled us to bid for external
funds in the same way as our research colleagues'.

We are being urged by institutes to hold open days. This is a
costly exercise if it is done properly, and requests for events of
this type need to be accompanied with financial support. We are
expected to help row the corporate boat, but, at the same time,
must paddle the divisional canoe. I believe we can do this, but
we need help from those holding the tiller if we are to steer a
steady course.

Irrespective of how many bureaux, units or centres are estab
lished to handle information and public communication, it still
comes back to divisional communicators working at the grass
roots level to sow the seeds in spreading the work about CSIRO
research and achievements.
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International audience for microBRIAN

Regort from the
Himalayas

The Great Science Citation Classic
Competition

port the growth of Australian
based businesses which would
use the developments in bio
technology uncovered by fund
amental research. Already it
has been closely involved in
the establishment of five new
biotechnology rclated busines
ses.
Dr John Possingham, Chief of
the Division of Hortieulturc,
said his Division already did a
lot of applied, problem
oriented research and he
wasn't too concerned about
the swing in CSIRO research
priorities. Certainly he and his
scientists were more activelv
seeking external funds. and
they were 'relishing the inde
pendence' gained from secur
ing their own research moncy.
However, he made the point
that it was difficult when a
scientist had to use part of his
precious research grant to em
ploy an existing staff member.
This did release an appropria
tion-funded salary for at least
a short time, which eased the
pressure on the rest of the
Division, he said. However,
the difficulty in making indefi
nite appointments was a draw
baek because of the short term
nature of the funds. Dr Possin
gham believed in the end the
principle of 'user pays' would
apply to users of his Division's
research (and other divisions)
and the unofficial aim of 30 per
cent outside funding would
eventually near 100 per cent.
The problem would then lie
with funding the neeessmy
basic research, and Dr Possin
gham suggested a federal pool
of money to which CSIRO
scientists eould apply.

and environmental institutes
where they will continue to
provide statistical input to
research staff. The remaining
staff will form the core of a
much more industry-directed
division which wil.! be about
two thirds its current size.
Dr GeolT G ..igg, Chief of the
Division of Biotechnology,
said in this area of science and
business there was a strong
emphasis on the importanee of
basic and long term strategic
research. Companies who
sought the benefits of research
in biotechnology mostly be
lieved tactieal researeh was
best done within the com
panies, an,l the longer term
researeh in big research organi
sations like CSIRO. At pre
sent, his Division earns 30 per
cent of its funding from outside
(not including funding of com
pany employees working in the
Division on collaborative pro
jects). Some of tbis has in
cluded a 'fee' which goes to
wards strategic or fundamental
research. Biotechnology is a
CSIRO 'priority area' and its
appropriation funding is per
haps higher ancl more certain
than for non-priority areas. It
is a relatively new field and its
science base is very immature.
Pushing back the scientific
frontiers often results in totally
new technologies, and there
fore basic researeh ean be very
lucrative for eompanies. This
has been recognised by, for
instance, Merck, Sharpe and
Dohme, Hoffman La Roche
and I-Ioeseht, which me heavily
committed to fundamental re
seareh. Dr Grigg said it was his
hope the Division could sup-

Tactical research Cont. from p.l

Big turnout for forest
products golf day

publication of a consolidated
list of CSIRO Citation Classics
in the next edition.

Divisions are invited to for
ward details of all their 'Clas
sic' papers by Friday, 2 June.

rule of 'for the first week take
it easy, and then slacken off'.

On 12 April the party was
approaching the 19 000' Meru
Pass, the last major pass before
descending to the proposed
base camp site. Already the
mountains appeared huge, and
Will Steffen reported terrific
views of Everest, Lhotse and
Makulu, three of the great
mountains defining the Tibet
an-Nepal border and forming
an amphitheatre around
Baruntse.

STOP PRESS
Latest report (14 April) is of

storms and severe weather con
ditions on the approach to the
Meru Pass. Many of the porters
have 'gone home' leaving the
remaining 25 expeditioners
with 75 loads of food and
equipment on the wrong side
of the pass.

Citation counts include data
from the 1955-1964 SCI cumu
lation when relevant'.

On the second point, to give
all divisional publicists a fair
go, CoResearch announces the

News has come via runnm' and aeroplune of the Centre for
Environmental Mechanics' intrepid mountuineers, John Finnigun
and Will StelTen, who are now climbing in the Himalayas (see
CoResearch 310, p.8).

After travelling 300 miles
south-east of Kathmandu by
truck, the party of 10 climbers
from the ANU Mountaineer
ing Club's Baruntse Expedi
tion and a team of 75 porters,
started a 15 day walk up the
I-longu River Valley. Their
initial goal is to attempt to
climb Mt Baruntse, a 7220m
high mountain first climbed by
a New Zealand team led by Sir
Edmund Hillary in the early
1950s.

In their first letter back to
the Centre they reported a
very easy progress through
rainforcst, rhododendron
glades and then onto alpine
meadows before traversing
11 000' ridges. With three hot
meals a day and cups of morn
ing tea brought to their
sleepingbag side. the trip so far
has conformed to the Alpinist

An article in the April issue of CoResearch (No. 311, p. 8) on the designation of a paper by Drs
Graeme Galley and Mark Florence as a Science Citation Classic has prompted a vigorous response
from our readers. The comments have ranged from 'what's a Science Citation Classic?' to 'so
what, our Division has several'.

To understand what a Cita
tion Classic is, it is neccssary
to understand how Science
Citation Indexing works.

This is an area of bibliomet
rics pioneered by Eugene Gar
field, the multimillionaire
proprietor of Science Citation
Indexes.

Every week the reference
lists of articles published in
several thousand scientific,
medical and social science
journals are rccorded and
tabulated into a computer gen
erated index which relates the
cited author and reference to
the citing author and refer
ence,

Clearly, articles which arc
helpful (or wrong) will be cited
more frequently than articles
which are out of the main
stream 1 or trivial.

Each article thus accumu
lates citations and when it
reaches a predetermined
number it is dccmed a 'Citation
Classic' .

Garfield notcs that 'Citation
rates differ for each discipline.
The number of citations indi
cating a classic in botany, a
small field, might be lower
than the number required to
makE' a classic in a large field
like biochemistry. The relative
impact of each classic can be
seen by considering that the
average 1973 article published
in an SCI-covered source jour
nal was cited approximately 10
times between 1973 and 1982.

The aWlI/al Forest Products Golf Day was held ill March at
Crallbollme Golf Club ill ideal weal/ler cOllditiolls. Seventy
golfers from the timber illdustly alld CSIRO divisiolls competed
for the prestigious MUllcey Cup, a 4BBB stableford evellt for
official teams of two pairs, alld the Alldy Stasltevski Memorial
Shield, all illdividual stableford evellt opell to all players. The
program cOllsisted of eight evellts with excelleut trophies
spollsored by ACI-Timber, Victoriall Sawmillers Associatioll,
Sil'OC/'edit, Amcor alld Paul Kllightly's Discoullt Gifts Store.
Above, left to rigltt, the Appita team of DOli Lalllpard, Reg
BrowlI, Grallt McGregor aud Frallk Martel, wlticlt WOII tlte
MII/lcey Cup.

the past two years. Most of
these have been for use in
Australia. although some have
gone overseas. In addition to
the one in China, Fiji has onc
and five have gone to the
ASEAN countries (under an
ADAB scheme). Saudi Arabia
is now making arrangements
to buy the system.

Direct revenue to CSIRO
from sales of microBRIAN has
been over $150 000 so far.

MieroBRIAN can be used
for processing any picture
numerically. Its principal
application is in processing
data from satellites, but it can
also deal with aerial photo
graphy, and it's in this area
that it could have a major use
in China.

The system has been ener-
getically eommercialised
through the services of
Sirotech and Microprocessor
Applications (MPA), a Mel
bourne based company which
is actively marketing micro
BRIAN around the world.

China is an important poten
tial market for such systems
because of its area. population
pressurcs for efficient resource
usage and current technologi
cal growth. MicroBRIAN is
particularly suitable for the
conditions there because of its
cost (less than eomparable sys
tems from the United States),
flexibilitv and funetions tailor
ed to reinote sensing data.

About 50 mieroBRIAN
units have been installed over

MicroBRIAN, the CSIRO-developed microcomputer-bused image processiug system, will get
considerable international exposure when it is displayed next month in China ut a ma.ior wate..
technology meeting.

Ms Barbara Harrison from
the Division of Watcr Res
ources will demonstrate the
system at the WaterTeeh China
88 Exposition and Congress in
a bid to capture the interest of
overseas organisations.

The rela tively low cost and
flexi ble package provides ob
jective monitoring of many
types of resourccs and geog
raphic features - such as crops,
forests, soils and eoastline.

Ms Harrison's trip has been Ms Barbara Harrison has taken
made possible by an Academy microBRIAN to China.
of Science exchange granl.

Already one microBRIAN
system has been sold in China
-- to the Northwestern Institute
of Soil and Water Conserva
tion at Yangling in Shaanxi
Province. A scientist from the
Institute had spent a couple of
years at the Division and was
aware of the capabilities of
microBRIAN.

That unit will be used to map
land use and monitor the seri
ous soil erosion problem in the
Loess Plateau region_
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The Executive
Committee

Summal'ies al'e now available
to stalf of mattel's considered
by the Execntive Committee.

The Executive Committee is
chaired by the Chief Executive
and comprises, in addition to
Or Boarclman. the six Institute
Directors and the Director,
Corporate Services. It meets
each month in a variety of lo
cations associated with divi
sional sites.

The Committee initiates pol
icy development and decides
procedures for implementing
policics determined by the
Board. It has responsibility for
determining management pol
icies and practices for research,
finance, human resources, in
formation services, public rel
ations, technology transfer and
commercialisation.

Information about the mat
ters considercd by the Execu
tive Committee is now being
made available to staff as a
summary of the Committee
meeting topics. Hard copy is
distributed from HQ to all sites
within a week of the meeting.
The summary also is available
on Telecom's electronic mail!
bulletin board service, Keylink
T. This service is available to
anyone in CSIRO with a termi
nal capable of accessing the
AUSPAC network.

For registration as a Keylink
T user contact Jenny North,
Manager, Corporatc Com
munications, on 062-484545.
For information about the
Executive Committee contact
the Manager, Secretariat,
Office of the Chief Executive
(GeoffWines) on 062-484124.

062-484614
062-48 4S 19
()62-48 4547
()62-48 461 S

02-6604411
02-6604411

062-484613
062-48 4511
062-484512
062-484582
02-660 4411

Dr Bob Frater 02-887 822()
Dr lan Elsum ()62-484421

Above, Deane Hul/on's Science Show at the Exhibition, in which
he used liq"id nitrogen to freeze everyday atticles, j(wd, .flowers,
rubber, etc., and demonstrate superconductivity. It drew big
crowds at every session.

Dr Alan Donald 02-66() 4411
Mr Alan Charles 062-48 4529

Or Colin Adam 03-542 2R97
Or Tom Spurling 03-542 2894

Or John Yates 062-484510

Or Keith Dash
Mr John Bastow

Dr Tee! Henzell
Mr Chris Thurlow

Mr Tim Healy
Mr John rOns
Or Keith Dash

Dr Ray Green
Dr Andrew Pik

Mr Bob Garrett
Ms Wendy Parsons

interest in the divisions of
Human Nutrition, Food Pro
cessing and Construction and
Engineering.

The Bicentennial Exhibition
is well worth a visit, and
CSJRO is fortunate in having
such an opportunity to show its
work to so many people, par
ticularly in rural Australia.

Meanwhile, in Geelong the
Queen and Prince Philip view
ed a CSIRO display which was
one of the activities of Wool
Week. The display, assembled
by the Division of Wool Tech
nology, featured two major
advances by the Division - its
unique fluffy and light wool
blend quilt filling and the
scouring technology package,
Siroscour.

Divisional staff who manned
the display and met the Royal
party were Mrs Maria Baban
iaris, Mrs Bernadette Lipson,
Or Jock Christoe, Dr Geoff
Naylor and Mr Jack Finlay.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

INSTITUTE· OF PLANT PRODUCTIONAND PRoCESSING

INSTITUTE OF ANIMAL PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING

INSTITUTE OF MINERALS, ENERGY AND CONSTRUCTION

INSTITUTE OF INFoRMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

Director:
ManageI', planning, policy and evaluation:
Manager, financial & hnman resoul'ces:

Dil'ector:
ManageI', policy planning:
ManageI', finance & human resonl'ces:
Manager, public a£fairs & cnmmunication:

Direelor: Or Alan Reid
Mal1l1gel', planning, policy and evalnation: Ms Christine Astley-Boden
Manager, tinancial & human resonl'ces: Mr Peter Bosci
Pel'sonal assistant to Directol' (acting): Ms Wendy Hossaek

At present, the main telephone number is (02) 887 8658, but the number will change when IMEe
stafflransfer to the Sydney corporate centre at what was previously the Materials Handling Bureau.

Dil'ectOl':
ManageI' (resolll'ces):
Manager (planning & evaluation):
Manager, pnblic affairs & commnnication:
ManageI', ruml industl'y I'elations:

Direclol':
Manager, policy and planning:
Still to be appointed: business manager and administrative officer

Dil'ectol':
Manager, planning and policy:
ManageI', rural indnslry relations (a shared position with the
Institute of Plant Production and Processing):
ManageI', finance & human I'esources:

!!~!",!~!p~!!!!t~no~@P.!!~m!!~J!
COli tact lIumbers:

'It's good to see CSIRO out among the people', 'I nevel' Imew that CSIRO did this SOl't of thing',
and 'it's good to see CSIRO doing something useful',

These al'e some of the many from it to see whethel' it might
comments CSIRO staff in be turned on a lathe. The
Western Australia have been verdict was that he felt it would
hearing over recent weeks as be suitable for turning.
they spent time assisting with Samples of some other items
the CSlRO display that is parl would have been handy if only
of the Australian Bicentennial to allow people to get their
Exhibition which is now tour- hands on the particular item.
ing the country. A lot of people asked for

The last remark caused the handout material - a brochure
speaker same momentary em- or leatlet - and this is some
barrassment, but he went on to thing that should be looked at
explain that, while he was fam- before the exhibition gets
iliar with CSIRO research in much further on its journey
the agricultural area he had around Australia. It would
not l;eard of some of the also be useful to spell out in
industrially-oriented develop- full, somewhere on the display,
ments - in this case Scrimber the words that make up the ac
and PSZ. ronym CSIRO. There is ample

The exhibition drew big room to do this and a number
crowds wherever it set up and of people, while knowing what
has proved a very good way for CS1RO did, were uncertain
CSIRO to show off at least what the letters represented.
some of its wares to audiences At times when visitors spent
that it might not often reach. time talking more widely about

Out of a total CSIRO staff CSIRO's work, they often ex
in WA of about 300, 75 have pressed surprise at the range of
spent, or will spend, time on work carried out in the Organi
the CSIRO display by the time sation, and showed particular
it leaves the state. Those in
volved to date are enthusiastic
about the public response to
CSIRO and there is a general
feeling of pride in being able
to represent the Organisation
in such a public venue and in
such prestigious company.

The total exhibition was offi
cially opened by Queen
Elizabetb in Perth on 23 April
and during a short inspection
of some of the exhibits the
Queen and official party in
spected the CSIRO display.
CSIRO Chief Executive Dr
Keitb Boardman met the
Queen and showed her the
various items that comprise
the display.

Mr Deane Hutton, star of
Channel 9's Curiosity Show
(who also featured in CSIRO's
presentation at the Royal Mel
bourne Show last year), enter
tained audiences of children
and adults with the help of a
little liquid nitrogen and an
easy relaxed style. At one
stage a sizable crowd stood in
light but persistent rain to
watch one of Deane's presenta
tions.

Overall, the CSIRO exhibit
was very well received by the
large number of visitors at the
different locations. In Kalgoor
lie the total attendance was 72
per cent of the town's popula
tion, while in Albany the total
was 110 per cent of the popula
tion - a lot of people from the
surrounding area also came to
have a look. On one day in
Perth 12000 people came
through the gates.

A sample of Serimber prov
ed to be extremely useful since
the many interested people
were able to feel it and examine
it closely or, in the case of a
wood-turner, pull out a pocket
knife and cut a small piece
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Blindedbytheline8...

What can it all mean? CoResearch received this photograph anonymously. Obviously the
logo-shuttered glasses have affected this lady's ability to apply straight lines to the cake. But who is
she and what is she trying to say? Surely it can't be that CSIRO is trying to have its cake and eat it
too. A FREE mention in CoResearch to the person who has the answer.

Amateur biological drawings displayed at Ento
The Division of Entomology last
month displayed entries in the
Australian Entomological Soci
ety's annual Biologicallllustration
Competition. It is a condition of
entry that the competitors be amat
eur, and in fact many entrants are
students. The winning entry, pic
tured left, was by Mr E Turak
from New South Wales, who won
$300. The second prize entry, pic
tured below, was by Mr Michael
Lewis who won $100. The Society
is a non-profit association which
aims to advance and disseminate
entomological knowledge, particu
larly relating to Australian fauna.
It was formed in 1965 and now has
about 730 members of whom three
quarters are professional and one
quarter amateur.
Photos of the drawings were taken by
John Green at the Division of Entomol
ogy.

~
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Letters Cont. from 11.2

Dear Editor,
Let's celebrate! The magic
wand has been found, the tool
to solve all problems of indust
rial relations. Workers rejoice!
Shangri-Ia is close. Happy
faces all around, even on Karl
M31'X'S face a faint smile. The
magic wand is called Perform
ance Review and Development
and it works like this: watch a
video (an excellent soporific),
fill in a form, have a chat with
your supervisor, retire to your
ivory tower or dark corner.
This process will be repeated
12 months later, perhaps with
some refinements. And there
is some added fun: you may, if
you wish, burn part one of the
form and even a TV-type rating
system has been suggested. At
last bliss on the shop floor.

The PRD program is ludicr
ous and smacks of school
exams and buck-passing. The
inventor of this procedure is
some charlatan such as an in
dustrial psychologist or a failed
sociologist or a management
consultant or a so-called hu
man material expert, all of
them notorious manipulators
of statistics, jargon and several
other pseudo-scientific meth
ods such as opinion polling.

The claims made in the
accompanying pamphlet as to
the benefits of this program
are fanciful to say the least. I
would describe them as prepos
terous. To make myself clearer
I maintain the following:

(a) No benefits will flow
from PRD.

(b) The worker's under
standing of the job and his/her
performance will not be
enhanced by the program.

(c) The program does not

The Division of Water
Resources has found a way to
save money hy establishing a
database of its own pnblica.
tions. The easily accessible and
inexpensive system is called
the Bibliographic Enquiry Sys
tem (BES).

Data on BES has been
downloaded from the AUS
TRALlS CSX database of all
CSIRO publications, which the
Division found was too costly
for regular searches of its own
publications.

The average search on
AUSTRALlS costs at least
$10, and when this service was
being used anum ber of times
a week, the costs added up.

Ms Sara Mama who works
in the Division's liaison office
was responsible for establish
ing BES. With the help of
AUSTRALIS officer Virginia
Westwood, she has so far
downloaded 2700 entries - just
about the entire divisional pub
lication list for all its locations.

The Division found Scimate
software, produced by the
Institute for Scientific Informa
tion in the United States, was
ideal for the job. This inexpen
sive and flexible software is

encourage open communica
tion between worker and
supervisor.

(d) Job satisfaction and
morale will not improve.

(e) The program will in no
way help the Organisation's
planning and performance.

(f) The program is a red
herring to divert from manage
rial failings and incompetence.

(g) The program is a thinly
disguised stick. The onus is as
usual on the worker to show
that he/she is worth his/her salt.

Dear manager/manageress,
there are simpler, more effec
tive and more conducive ways
to assess staff performance and
to reach the Organisation's
goals while maintaining a har
monious working climate.
They include:

(a) Careful study and dis
cussion of quarterly and prog
ress reports. They contain the
objectives and show the prog
ress that has been made.

(b) Regular and open
exchange of ideas, thoughts,
personal matters, etc., bet
ween worker and supervisor.

(c) The Chief should occa
sionally appear on the shop
floor to discuss matters of
concern with his staff.

The PRD program is useless
and should be thrown out
immediately. There is no point
in refining it. Glossy forms and
pamphlets are of no value
whatsoever in industrial rela
tions. Forms are intimidating
and impede open communica
tion. Talk to each other ins
tead. Save some paper, save
some toes. Stamp out the PRD
filing cabinet.

A final question: Why is sen
ior management so gullible?

Dagwin Elsner
Port Melbourne

user friendly and IBM compat
ible, and cost about $US300.

In addition, the access time
on AUSTRALlS required to
download the data cost about
$200. However, the money
saved in the long run by the
Division will easily offset this
initial cost.

Apart from allowing ready
access to data on Divisional
publications, the system also
can list a variety of hard copy
information held by liaison
officer Mr Peter Martin, which
he has found useful for anSwer
ing enquiries from the press
and the public over the years.

To load this data on the sys
tem (a time consuming task) a
library studies student from
the Canberra College of Ad
vanced Education helped out.

Other divisions may be in
terested in establishing their
own publications database. Ms
Momo (who will be leaving the
Division in July) has docu
mented the stages she went
through in creating BES, and
this information is available to
divisions.

In addition, AUSTRALlS is
happy to assist divisions wish
ing to create similar databases.
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Forage legume

Albizia reveals its qualities
and some surprises

tion shows to venues around
Australia, and further travel
ling exhibitions and lecture
series are planned.

For more information about
the Questacon, its explainers
and the explainer training pro
gram, contact Graeme Potter
or Ilze Groves on 062-574146;
write to the National Science
and Technology Centre at PO
Box E28, Queen Victoria Ter
race, Canberra ACT 2600; or
drop in at the Questacon
(corner of Donaldson and
Elouera Streets, Braddon). It's
open from 1O.30al11 until
4.30pm Tuesdays to Fridays
and on Sundays.

indeecl grateful for his strong
support.

I also wish to express the
Organisation's gratitude to Mr
Howard Crozier for his devot
ed service to CSIRO over
many years, and particularly
for his sound management of
the financial affairs of' CSIRO
over the past 12 years. We wish
him a rewarding retirement.

If you have VAX computers
running VMS and sharing an
ethernet with Unix machines,
you will find it very useful to
be ahle to run communications
software that will allow you to
login and to exchange mail and
files between the two. There is
commercial TCP/IP software
for VMS whieh will do this, but
it is rather expensive. For
those prepared to accept lesser
performance and rougher
documentation there is a cheap
version based on software writ
ten at Tektronics and sub
sequently modified and distri
buted under liccnse from Car
negie-Mellon University. The
license entered into by the
Division of Information
Technology actually allows us
to distribute it freely within
CSIRO. Any divisions
interested in running this
software should contact me:

Bob Smart
CSIRO Division of
Information Technology
55 Barry St
Carlton, Vic. 3053
Ph: (03) 347 8644

Thejollowillg has beell COll
tributed by Bob Smart.

CSIRO staff living in Canberra have the opportunity this year
to become personally involved with a new educational centre
and tourist attraction.

Explainers are now being
sought to cope with the extra
demand when the popular
Questacon 'hands on' science
exhibit becomes part of the
National Science and Technol
ogy Centre which will soon
move into its new multi-million
dollar home next to the
National Library.

The Questacon, Australia's
first interactive science centre,
has been operated by the Aus
tralian National University
since 1980. Much its success
can be attributed to its explain
ers, a dedicated team of part
time staff.

The explainers show visitors
how the exhibits work, talk
informally to visitors about the
exhibits, encourage a 'hands
on' approach, provide general
tourist information about Can
berra - in short, they do all
they can to ensure visitors
enjoy the Questacon as much
as possible.

A small honorarium is paid
so explainers are not out of
pocket, and roster times are
arranged to suit individuals 
from a few hours a month to
several half days a week.

With the expansion of the
Questacon when it merges with
the National Science and Tech
nology Centre from October,
more explainers are needed.

To be an explainer you don't
need a formal science back
ground (though it helps). You
do need a willingness to share
your interest in science and
technology with other people.

Explainers have a wide vari
ety of backgrounds and range
from full time students (Year
11 and up) to people well past
retirement age.

The National Science and
Technology Centre is a joint
Australia-Japan Bicentennial
project, run by the Depart
ment of the Arts, Sport, the
Environment, Tourism and
Territories. In addition to the
centre in Canberra, the NSTC
will mount a variety of out
reach programs. The Shell
Questacon Science Circus
already takes 50 exhibits and a
selection of science demonstra-

Dr Boardman
Cont. from p.2

On behalf of' the Organisa
tion, I thank him for his impor
tant contributions as Director
of the Institute of Biological
Resources, Associate Member
of the Executive and as my
deputy during the difficult
period of the ASTEC rcview
and the extended period hefore
its recommendations were
accepted by governmcnt. I am

Albizia lebbek shows greal promise as II forage legume for
narlhern graziers. II is lIlso consumed in ralher {In inleresling way
by black bars. The top picture shows the A. Iebbek flower, while
below is 'an example of Ihe Iree ilself in Towns\iille.

earch Station not far from the attempt to deal with the high
Davies Lab, fibre content of the leaves. It

Merino sheep were kept in does this by expelling all the
metabolism cages and fed siris fibre from its mouth once it has
leaves, pods and flowers alone. extracted the 'goodness'.
They thrived, and appeared to Herbivores have various
find the food palatable. mechanisms in their digestive

Or Lowry concluded that tracts for dealing with the high
the tree was well suited to the fibre content they necessarily
present pastoral system and have to ingest to get sufficient
once established out of the nutrients, and this involves
reach of cattle would require passing the fibre through the
no further attention, would be digestive tract. But this little
impossible to overgraze and fruit bat neatly avoids having
would be more drought resis- to cope with fibre by not
tant than grasses or herbaceous swallowing it in thefirst place.
legumes. Or Lowry observed black

Dry matter production bats feeding on siris leaves
would be independent of graz- during the dry season from
ing as the feed would be mid-
supplied through the natural April to mid-September, dur-
fall of leaves, flowers and fruit. ing which time only fully
However, cutting green mate- mature leaves were available.
rial during a drought or as a The bats would munch on
high qual- the leaves, extracting what pro-
ity feed for weaners would al- tein they needed, then expel
ways be an option. elongated, fibrous pellets

'Results so far arc too pre- about 17mm long by Ilmm
liminary to allow economic wicle.
analysis, though at this stage it Or Lowry found that the
seems legitimate to believe attraction of siris was its rela-
that siris offers outstanding tively high protein level, espe-
prospects for improving animal cially as the diet of fruit eating
production in an environmen- bats was chronically lacking in
tally benign way,' said Or protein.
Lowry. Although much is known

His other siris research in- about the selective feecling pat-
volved fruit bats, and resulted terns of various invertebrates,
in the discovery of a unique Or Lowry believed it was the
type of feeding behaviour. first time such partitioning of

The fruit bat appears to ob- leaf material hacl been
tain considerable nourishment observed among higher ani-
from siris leaves but makes no mals.

Australia's plant world is lidl of snrprises. Even apparently lIlundane plants lIlay yield new facts
and possibilities when resem'ched.

For instance, a CSIRO sci
entist in Townsville has unco
vered some interesting things
about the tree legume Albizia
lebbek, wllicll abounds in
Queensland.

Or Brian Lowry from the
Division of Tropical Animal
Production is based at the
Davies Laboratory which has
a fine specimen of A. lebbek
(also known as siris), and he
became interested in the tree
because 'it was tllere'.

Firstly, it has properties
which could make it an impor
tant forage plant for graziers;
and secondly, Or Lowry has
discovered extraordinary be
haviour by black fruit bats
(Plerop"s aleelO) feeding on
sids.

His work on the forage po
tential of the tree is another
step towards finding a tree
legume suitable for northern
graziers.

Although some existing for
age trees are used in Australia,
there have been virtually no
deliberate plantings. However,
they could be extremely useful,
particularly during times when
other types of feed for stock
are scarce.

The remarkable thing about
siris is that it does not have to
be browsed by the animal.
During the dry season, the
time when supplementary
feeding is often necessary, the
tree drops leaves, flowers and
pods in sequence. All are use
ful feeds. According to Or
Lowry, the quantity and qual
ity of the flowers, in particular,
was quite unexpected and pre
viously unreported,

In addition, it appeared that
the tree canopy had a positive
effect on grass production at
the base of the tree, unlike
many other trees which tended
to inhibit grass growth.

In the north, pasture im
provement Ilas mainly been
through the breeding or intro
duction of grasses and herbace
ous legumes. However, a
woody legume capable of with
standing seasonal drought as
well as providing shade and
supplementary feed could be a
valuable component to the pas
ture.

So far, only Leucaena has
been actively promoted to nor
thern Australian graziers as a
browse species. Although the
toxicity problem with Lell
eaena has now been solved, it
still is somewllat limited in
where it can be planted and
now also faces attack from a
particular bug. Leucaena has
very great potential but would
be used in a very different way
from siris.

Or Lowry conducted experi
ments on the usefulness of siris
on sheep at the Lansdown Res-
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and was there for 24 years be
fore transferring to the Cunn
ingham Laboratory in 1972.

In latter years at the Cooper
and then the Cunningham labs.
his activities involved fibre
analysis work and in vitro
digestibility determination.

***At the time of his retirement
on 30 March, Mr Leckie Mac
lean was the longest serving
member of the technical staff
at the Division of Wildlife and
Ecology. Over a period of 35
years he had worked with at
least six project leaders.

Born in Scotland, 'Mac'
arrived in Australia as an
assisted migrant early in 1949.
After working as a station
hand for several years, he join
ed George Dunnet (now Pro
fessor of Zoology, Aberdeen)
at the Division to assist in field
work on the development and
use of census techniques for
the rabbit. From 1954 to 1956
he worked in Western Aust
ralia on the population dynam
ics of the Rottnest Island
quokka and subsequently re
turned to Canberra to work on
the brush-tail possum.

After this he transferred to
take charge of the metals work
shop until again transferring to
assist in ecological studies of
the rabbit with Alan Dyce in
1960. By 1962 he was working
with GeoffSharman in projects
associated with reproduction
in kangaroos and had a major
role in building the original
system of kangaroo yards. In
the late 1960s he worked with
Mervyn Griffiths and under
took independent studies on
aspects of nutrition and growth
of echidnas and continued
studies of movements. distri
bution, longevity and food of
the brush-tail possum.

In 1970 he was assigned to
work with Penny Woollard
and did much of the field work
associated with the study of the
eastern water rat. His last in
volvement was with the studies
of mouse plagues and the dev
elopment of improved techni
ques for their control - a pro
ject led by Trevor Redhead.

Retirements

Technical officer with the Divi
sion of Tropical CI'OPS and
PastUl'es, Mr Benk Kiers, has
retired fmm CSIR0 al'ter 39112
years.

Mr Kiers started at the
Cooper Laboratory in 1948

Above leji. Dr Denl1is Minson (oFficer-in-charge at the Cunning
ham Laborabory) congratulates Mr Henk Kiers on his 39'12 years
of service with CS/RO and wishes him well in his retirement.

IPhoto from CSJRO Archive}

our tea lady and her impor
tance was in keeping us in
formed of happenings across
the road - even to the research
bei ng done by tha t other. to
us, quite separate, section.

In those days only a few
people had cars and our lunch
times were spent in walks in
the cemetery or the cre
matorium (Coal Research
being conveniently placed bet
ween the two) or in the summer
in swimming in the dirty Lane
Cove River..1 left in 1960 to
get married. Mr Brown, the
Chief, wanted me to stay on
after marriage, a very unusual
thing in those days. But I
declined. Jim, Scott and Reg
had left and the old place
wasn't the same. Particularly
without Jim.

for deep sandy soils.
Or Barrow received his

IMPHOS award at a ceremony
in Paris on 4 May.

The Coal Research Section site as it was in the late 1950s.
intersected by Delhi Road. MIII'gm'et worked in the buildings on
the fill' right of the photo.

and Jim was black from head
to toe. We laughed for hours
at the sight - Jim joining us.

Another day I remember
Jim was leaving in his lovely
RiIey when we saw disaster
about to strike and frantically
started waving arms and heads
at him. Jim thought we were
just waving good-bye and
drove straight over his lovely,
brand new brief case.

Other characters at Coal
were, of course. the tca ladies
- Mrs Theobold and Mrs Corn
ie. Everyone was on first name
terms except for the tea ladies
- I guess out of respect, cer
tainly not from lack of friendli
ness -Ihey were always 'Mrs'.
Coal Research was and proba
bly still is divided into two by
Delhi Road. Mrs Cornie was

JMPHOS award recipient. Dr Jim Barrow.

phosphate manufacture and
red mud from the processing
of bauxite, can be combined t.o
produce a suitable ameliorant

Atime to remember...
Thefollowing item has been contributed by Margaret Brown, who remembers with much
affection her early days with CS/RO, and particularly her boss (who died some time
ago). These days Margaret works as a secretary at headquarters. She titled her article:
'A few memories of a small part of CS/RO 30 years ago - some nostalgia, tllis being
the year far sentilllentality'.

It is exactly 30 years since I, as a young un; drop-out, got my first job - as a TAl with CSIRO
Coal Research Section. I only stayed for two years but oh, how I enjoyed those years.

My boss was a delightful
man, Jim Stephens, and he
taught me so much about life
as well as science, about hard
work and about enjoying time
spcnt at work even if things
were hectic. With colleagues
Reg Coote and Scott Chaster
ton, I admired Jim's humour
and his intelligence.

Jim was a character. He had
Icft his fiancee waiting at the
altar in England and fled to
New Zcaland where for some
years he lived under a bridge
with a Maori girl and existed
on a diet of milk and potatoes
gleaned from the adjacent
farm. Maybe the weather got
to him. I don't know, but he
eventually deserted his bridge
for an office in Wellington or
Auckland. This was cheaper to
rcnt than a flat and he spent
his days in the public library
and his nights in the office with
a plate on the door advertising
his services as a consultant
physicist. I don't think he had
many (if any) clients so he
eventually came to Sydney and
got a job with CS.

I vividly remember one day
gingerly trying to fit same
waste paper into an already
full garbage tin. I knew that
the tin was 90 per cent full of
finely ground coal. Jim saw me
and said 'not like that' and
before I could stop him, he'd
stamped on the papers, coal
dust had flown up everywhere

CoResearch is produced by the
Public Communication Unit
for CSIRO staff. Readers are
invited to contribute or offer
suggestions for articles. The
deadline is the last Monday
before the issue 1II0nth. Editor:
Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, Dick
son ACT 2602. Ph 062-484479.

A CSIR0 soil scientist in West
ern Australia has won au inter
national research prize for his
work on superphosphate.

Dr Jim Barrow of the Divi
sion of Animal Production
(based at the Division's Floreat
Park minerals unit laboratory)
has received his prize from the
World Phosphate Institute
(IMPI-IOS). It is only the third
time the organisation has con
ferred sueh "n award since its
formation in 1973.

IMPI-IOS was founded by
several phosphatc mining com
panies in Africa. America and
Asia, and aims to encourage
research into uses of phosphate
and to spread information on
its uses.

The other two prizes were
awarded in past years to a
German researcher in phos
phate chcmistry and to a group
at Oxford Univcrsity studying
phosphate uptake by plants.

IMPI-IOS has awarded its
1987 prize to Dr Barrow for his
work on the way phosphate
reacts with soil and the effects
of this reaction on availability
of phosphate to plants.

Or Barrow started his work
on phosphate by asking the
question 'why is last year's
phosphate no longer as good
as it was when it was first
applied?'

In· the course of answering
this question he found he had
first to answer several others
about the reaction of phos
phate with soil. I-le developed
a general theory to explain the
reaction of phosphate ancl
other nutrients with soil.

According to this theory.
phosphate reacts first with the
surface of soil particles ancl
then slowly mOves into the in
terior of the particles. The
further in it moves, the slower
it comes back, so the slower it
can be taken up by plants.

Or Barrow has established
an international reputation for
his detailed studies on the
interaction of phosphorus in
soils, and he is equally well
qualified in the study of the
interaction of ions such as zinc
and fluoride with ehargecl sur
faces. The culmination of this
work was the publication of his
book Reactions with variable
charge soils.

He has extended his detailed
knowledge of soils from the
labora tory to the field by
demonstrating that two waste
products, gypsum from super-

Superphosphate work earns soils
SCientist nlajor award
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Button on CSIRO

Changed times require better locus
runner' research

The most ambitious production ever nudertaken by CSIRO's award-winning film and video centre
will go to air nationally on the ARC ovel' all eight week period starting ou 9 July.

Anlbilious CSIRO lood show to air on ARC'

the results of research, not
only to' their advantage, but
ultimately for Australia's
benefit as welL

A step in the right direction,
he said, had been the 150 per
cent research and development
tax incentive, which had result
ed in a significant growth in
private sector R&D.

He said he believed last year
the private sector spending on
R&D in dollar amounts reach
ed the same level as public
sector R&D - about $1.3 bill
ion 'from an appallingly low
base'.

The tax incentive will end on
30 June 1991- 'and not before
time', he said. 'In my view by
that time it would have achiev
ed some effects in terms of
cultural change, changing the
mentality of accountants and
finance directors in firms, get
ting them to listen to resear
chers. That's the important
thing.

'By then I think we should
be looking at much more targ
eted research assistance,' he
said,

Senator Button said that
with properly directed CSIRO
research, the sort of benefits
historically delivered to the
agricultural and mining indus
tries could make other Austra
lian industries viable and pros
perous.

'I think there are other areas
[apart from agriculture and
mining] in which we have to
develop a front runner position
in terms of state of the art
technology.

'This particularly includes
the processing of raw mat
erials. CSIRO has done some
marvellous things in this area,
such as PSZ. Also, the new
wool scour facility being built
in Victoria is employing CS
IRO technology which is diffe
rent from the technologies
elsewhere in the world.

'Those sorts of things are
very positive. There are things
on the drawing board in certain
CSIRO divisions which will
have the same ,result in other
areas,' he said.

'I have some sympathy with
the chiefs saying they [have a
problem with insufficient oper
ating funds]. But from my per
spective I think the problem of
how you secure and develop
CSIRO's future is all part of a
big cultural problem in this
country concerning science and
its relationship with industry.'

areas of activity that CSIRO
has been traditionally involved
in that perhaps it should not be
involved in any more,' said
Senator Button.

'I have been to some CSIRO
establishments and Ilave
thought tp myself "what is this
stuff doing here in the second
half of the. 29th century? Why
isn't this being done in the
private sectPr or in some other
government agency?",' he
said.

There were some areas pf re
search in the national interest,
such as meteorology, he said,
which 'are never going to be
touched by commerciality' .
These needed and would re
ceive continued government
funding (although it was up to
the management of CSIRO to
determine how much they
would receive from the CSIRO
vote).

'CSIRO is inviolate in terms
of its recognised long term
benefits - always has been. But
I wouldn't want to increase
CSIRO funds because I don't
think that's where the Austra
lian problem is. The problem
is always dopey industries who
have relied on CSIRO - have
been too cossetted,' he said.

Senator Button said he 'con
cedes totally' that the acquisi
tion of more industry money
for research did not mean less
government money was re
quired, because the long term
research needed to underpin
the work for industry would
have to be funded publicly. 'I
don't think anyone in govern
ment is against that view,' he
said.

However, there was an
assumption that applied
research actually needed to be
done across the whole breadth
of areas over which long term
research had traditionally been
carried out.

It comes down to a matter
of 'culture', he said. 'The real
problem with research in this
country is not the public sector
but the private sector,' he said,

'Perhaps CSIRO is partly to
blame for that - if you have a
commitment to a big public
sector research organisation,
perhaps it has contributed to
making the private sector lazy.'

It was necessary to change
the culture, or practices, of
industry in Australia to get
them thinking more about
being involved in research,
paying for research and using

amount of money allocated to
the Organisation was not going
to increase. The slicing up of
the pie would be a matter of
priority to be determined by
management.

'It may well be that there are

Several contract production
crew have also been working
on the series.

It has been sold to the ABC
for $80 000. Mr Alexander said
it is expected sales of The
Good Food Show videos will
net royalties of thousands of
dollars.

is Nick Pitsas from the Film &
Video Centre. The executive
producer is Nick Alexander.

Other CSIRO crew are chief
cameraman Roger Seccombe,
chief sound recordist Robert
Kerton, production supervisor
Malcolm Paterson and produc
tion assistant Alice Bugge.

Gabriel Gate and David Topping.

He said the Government
wasn't about to start determin
ing areas where research pro
jects would have to be cut.
That job would have to be
done by the management of
CSIRO, knowing that the

The Good Food Show is an
innovative program presented
in half hour episodes by one of
Australia's top chefs and
authorities on nutritionally
sound food, Gabriel Gate. It
will provide useful and credible
information on choosing and
preparing food which both
tastes good and also reduces
the risk of the so-called 'dis
eases of affluence'.

Mr Gate will be joined by
multi-media personality and
CSIRO scientist Dr David
Topping from the Division of
Human Nutrition. The Divi
sion has had a major input into
the program.

The aim of the series is to
raise community awareness of
the importan~e,of a prudent
diet and to-.:,di'aw attention to
CSIRO's involvement in the
study of human nutrition.

Each program has a different
theme, such as: The Great
Australian Dish; The Humble
Spud; and Vegies - the Pick
of the Crop.

The series producer/director

CSJRO as a whole is 'inviolate' and will remain a public institution, but some areas of research
are goiug to have to go.

That appears to sum up the
view of the Minister for Indus
try, Technology and Com
merce, Senator John Button,
who spoke to CoResearch earl
ier this month to answer ques
tions about R&D in Australia.

Dr Ray Akhurst, a scientist with the Division of Entomology, being interviewed aboUl the Sirex wasp in the
Mount Stromlo pine forest near Canberra, by Jeff Waters, a television news reporter with Capital Seven in
Canberra. The interview was televised on the evening news bulletin of Wednesday 18 May, in Canberra,
Adelaide and Melboarne.
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An award scheme has been
initiated to give public recogni
tion to the contribntion of
women to Anstralian society.

The Women 88 Awards have
been established by the Aust
ralian Bicentennial Authority
and are unlike traditional
awards in that they do not have
categories like 'top business
woman' or 'top sportswoman'.

The organisers are looking
for nominees from all walks of
life, who have consistently
shown qualities such as cour
age, tenacity, leadership, com
passion and creativity.

The only qualifications are
that the nominee must be alive
and a woman who holds Aust
ralian citizenship.

Entry forms have been dis
'tributed to all divisional infor
mation officers, or staff may
contact the CSIRO EEO unit
manager Ms Clare Keating on
(062) 48 4328.

Main photo below is from Act 2
ofCome Hell or High Water,
showing Sam and Stanley.
Inset: Bamey Foran.

Dear Editor,
Broken Hearted

Never in my time has a Bal
main Boy failed to splice the
mainbrace upon the birth of an
heir. At the very least, Mr
Wran could have suspended
dreary research for an hour of
merriment.

I'm leaving. Goodbye
everyone. God be with you.
God help you indeed.

I've enjoyed working with
some of you some of the time.
It's rum, bum and 'bacca now.

John J Lenaghan
Corporate Centre

Editor's note: Dear John,
please don't leave; your letters
have brightened up mallya
CoResearch.

been for many years. CSIRO
is a federal government body

_and ought to follow the clear
standards set out in the AGPS
Style Manual. Every publisher
in the world has a house style
to which it adheres for simplic
ity and consistency. So should
we.

Peter Martin
Division of Water Resources

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

Michael Jones' letter to the
last CoResearch would not be
worth a reply were it not so
irritating.

'My feelings on the logic of
logos are well known', states
M. Jones. Well, I for one
haven't the faintest idea of
what Mr Jones' feelings on
logos are, but I presume he
disapproves of them with the
lofty disdain that is obviously
his right as a Eminent Scientific
Person. I, on the other hand,
think the logo is excellent,
irrespective of its origin. It is
simple, elegant, has a high-tech
look and in the careful way it
is being used in CSIRO adver
tisements stands out clearly.
As a symbol of our presence
and activity the logo will serve
us well.

Secondly, he claims that to
use -ise instead of -ize on the
end of words proves that
CSIRO can't spell. The fact is
that the -ise ending is a quite
acceptable alternative, as the
Oxford Dictionary makes per
fectly clear. Further, the -ise
ending is AGPS style and has

No, the CSIRO scientist who wrote a rock opera which has toured the Northern Territory is not
a geologist. And there is no trnth in the rnmour that as a resnlt of the success of the production
tile Organisation i. to start subsidising lhe Arts in Australia - they are in enough trouble as it is.

Mr Barney Foran, based at Mr Foran said a tour of a number of stage hands. The
the Division of Wildlife & Ec- other states is being planned, cost of transporting the com-
ology's Alice Springs laborat- probably for next year. pany around the Territory (in-
ory, is an expert in land man- He said he had drawn a lot cluding island hopping aboard
agement science. He has used from his experience in land a DC3) has meant that so far
not only his scientific know- management research. The the show has just broken even,
ledge but also experience of theme ohhe rock opera ranges with an injection of finance
living in the Northern Territory over a number of subjects from the NT Bicentenary Com-
to create a successful stage including the pastoral industry mittee. BHP Petroleum has
production. and Aboriginal land rights.' also assisted with funding.

It all started at a dinner It centres around the Mc- Mr Foran said he had 'high
party four years ago at which Connell family in its first days hopes' for the success of the
Mr Foran dined well but not in Central Australia in early show in other parts of Aust-
very wisely. He does remem- 1900s, and two generations ralia. However, he has not
ber taking great umbrage at a later in the 1990s in the Top expressed any desire to have
suggestion to bring a south- End of the Territory. The story the script published in a scien-
erner up to the Territory to portrays European and Abor- tific journal.
write a show to mark the iginal Australians fighting for
Bicentenary. their place on the land, and

The good red wine soon had seeking to tap its riches.
him saying how much he de- There were nine actors in
tested cultural imperialism, the cast, plus six musicians and
and that the Territory was
'chock-a-block with talent'.

The upshot was he and a
friend, Mr Bob Sharp, com
bined to write, score and stage
Come Hell or High Water.

The rock opera toured the
Territory earlier this year to
good crowds and reviews in the
Sydney Moming Herald, The
Australian, the Adelaide
Advertiser, as well as local
newspapers.

Even in the more remote,
sparsely populated areas, the
production was a hit. At
Groote Eylandt 300 people
(half the European popula
tion) came along for the single
performance, while at Elliott,
which has a population of 100,
130 people turned up.

economically and socially.
Following Or Gregson's pre

sentation, the Board decided
to establish a sub-committee,
comprising Professor Clarke,
Or Gregson, Sir Gustav Nossal
and myself to address national
research· priorities and the
criteria for assessing research
area and program priorities.

At its first meeting, attend
ed by the Corporate Planner
Or MacRae, the sub-commit
tee accepted a set of criteria
for assessing research area and
program priorities. These had
been agreed at the corporate
management workshop at
Bateman's Bay in March and
are a modification of the
criteria set out in the document
released by the Executive in
1985 A Strategy for CSIRO,
1985-1990.

The sub-committee con
firmed that CSIRO must play
an important role in determin
ing national research priorities
and should take an active part
in interacting with relevant
ministers and government
departments, and public and
private sector bodies, including
the Australia Research Coun
cil and ASTEC.

At its April meeting the
CSIRO Board had a very pro
ductive meeting with a group
from the National Farmers
Federation, including the Pres
ident [now retired] Mr Mc
Lachlan. The ageuda covered
sector advisory mechanisms,
the setting of research
priorities by the CSIRO Board
and the allocation of resources
across industry sectors.

Film for CSIRO publications
"quailing the area of a scbool foot
ball oval is b"ing held by lh" CS
IRO prinl"ry, and divisions a...
b"ing urged 10 mak" lbeir claims
on it now.

The printery is being closed
down and the film for 1600 publica
tions is being dispersed either to
divisions or out for recycling to
recover the silver.

The publications cover about
20 000 sheets of film. Some of the
nllaterial is valuable (a divisional
bestseHer?). however most proba
bly won't be needed again (e.g.
annual reports).

Letters have been sent out by
Jim Lumbers, with details on how
to reclaim the film, and enquires
should be directed to the printing
centre (03) 418 7333.

A column by
Dr Keith
Boarmnan

The Government is giving increased emphasis to national re
search prioriti"s and criteria for the allocation of I'esearch fnnds.
The identification of national reseal'ch priorities is not an easy
task. The process mnst involve a nnmber of national bodies and
inputs from a variety of sonrces, inclllding researchers, policy
makers, industry and community leaders and the users of re
search results.

The CSIRO Board decided
that CSIR0 should take a lead
ing role in deciding national
research priorities, although it
recognised that the immediate
task was to determine CSIRO's
own priorities to assist in the
allocation of resources. An
important role for the new
Australian Research Council
is to advise the Government on
national research priorities,
particularly in relation to the
allocation of research funds to
the tertiary education sector.
ASTEC, which is currently
conducting an enquiry into
Australian research require
ments to the year 2000 and
beyond, also has a responsibil
ity to advise government on
national research priorities.

Industry bodies, such as the
rural industry research coun
cils, are placing greater em
phasis on strategic planning in
determining research priorities
and allocating research funds.

In deciding national research
priorities it is essential that
there is effective co-operation
between these various hodies
to achieve reasonable consen
sus on those issues of national
economic and social impor
tance which should strongly
influence research priorities.

At the March meeting of the
CSIRO Board, Or Gregson
presented an overview paper
on the setting of national
research priorities. The overall
process involves 'bottom up'
and 'top down' chains. The
'bottom up' part flows from
the scientists, who are most
knowledgeable about the state
of science and technology by
virtne of their interactions with
scientists, nationally and inter
nationally, and the users of
research. The breadth of the
scientific disciplines in CSIRO,
experience in research perfor
mance and the commercialisa
tion or transfer of research
results, coupled with the diver
sity of our interactions with
industry and community bod
ies ensures that CSIRO can
and must make an important
and vital contribution to decid
ing national research priorities.

In his paper Or Gregson rec
ognised that the 'top down'
part is harder, since it involves
a broader picture and looks
further ahead. It also must
relate to Government policies
and the nation's aspirations,

From the Chief
Executive
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A Matter Corporate centre changes
of Opinion 1. Managementanswers criticisms

2. Board issues statement
the new structure remains at
about $30 000 per person. The
changes in senior positions
reflect the move to significantly
enhanced policy development,
co-ordination and advising role
as proposed by the PCEK
review,' said Mr Langhorne.

'Overall the number of SES
positions in the corporate
centre is the same as pre
PCEK. AS06 to AS08 and
equivalent SSO positions have
reduced from 155... to 130.'

***

Despite apparent cynicism in some parts ofCSIRO, there is a strong cOlllmitment from management
and staff to an effective transformation of tile corporate centre, according to tile Director of
Corporate Services Mr Peter Langlnorne.

Mr Langhorne wrote to all were being dealt with now,
CSIRO chiefs last month to said Mr Langhorne.
answer criticisms about a per- On the question of the salary
ceived lack of meaningful profile of the corporate centre,
change, even though many for- Mr Langhorne said 'if we had
merly central responsibilities simply cut out the functions
were being devolved to the (and subsequent positions) as
institntes and divisions and recommended by the review
about 275 staff positions were without any structural change,
now being shed. then the corporate centre aver-

He also disputed rumours age salary per person would
that the loss of jobs was not have been about $30 000 post
going to save the Organisation PCEK.
any money because the rem- 'The average salary under
aining staff have had their pos
itions considerably upgraded.

Mr Langhorne was con
cerned that long-held pre
judices that apparently existed
against the centre were proving
rather hard to break down.

However, it was essential,
he said, for the people working
in the corporate centre to be
aware thatthey were contribut
ing to the goals of the Organi
sation by helping to facilitate
the work of researchers, and
this was difficult when they
were so often maligned.

Research objectives

'CSIRO is made up of vari
ous disciplines, all of whom are
contributing to the research
objectives. For the system to
work everyone needs to accept
the contribution of all,' said
Mr Langhorne.

'Just as the research scien
tists are needed to add value
to the Organisation, other staff
are also needed to add value. '

Mr Langhorne told chiefs
that in the corporate services
area much of the activity con
cerned operational work such
as acconnts reconciliation, per
sonnel practices, etc, being
automated, devolved or ceas
ed, with consequent abolition
of positions. Where work at a
higher level was being devol
ved, senior management posi
tions had been created in the
institutes. Where appropriate
this would be reflected in
changed profiles in divisions.

Under the new arrange
ments, institutes and divisions
were responsible for managing
their own resources and
wouldn't be required to con
tinually refer matters to the
corporate centre. This meant
things would happen faster
than before, when criticism of
the slowness of headquarters
processes was often valid.

Among the corporate
centre's roles would be those
functions better organised cen
trally, such as strategic plan
ning, research policy, audit,
legal and legislative affairs, a
national employee develop
ment program, and industrial
relations, and these matters

-------iiiiii--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiii-_~_----iiiiii·· iiii

For tMs mOflth's poiflt ofview column, CoResearch set the topic:
'CSIRO illld manflfacturiflg industry - substantial support or
tinkering at the edges?' Dr Graeme Ogi/vie, leader of the arc
technics program and Assistant Chief of the Division ofManu
facturing Tee/mology, responded with 'A monocular view'.

The Act governing CSIRO states:
"9. The functions of the Organisation are -
(a) to carry out scientific research for any

of the following purposes:
(i) assisting Australian Industry"
etc.

Although this part of the Act dates from 1949, in my experience
of the physical sciences in CSIRO, no significant attention was
given to this 'primary function' (1986 Amendment to the Act)
until less than 10 years ago with the establishment of the Division
of Manufacturing Technology in 1980. Indeed, the scientists that
I knew would have been dismayed by this (but they did not know
anything about the the Act). The primary and extractive indus
tries, I am told, were are are very much better served than manu
facturing industry and my subsequent comments are directed at
the relationship between manufacturing industry and CSIRO.

Even now, very few people in CSIRO understand that research
in support of manufacturing industry needs to be conducted on
a different basis to research for other industries because of the
quite different competitive context. As well, the vast number of
products from manufacturing, as compared with the restricted
range from the other major Australian industries, means that
industry money for a given R&D project for manufacturing tends
to be much smaller than for such a project for the extractive
industries. These two factors combined with the application of
the 'user pays' principle to R&D relevant to manufacturing, have
been the root cause for this R&D to be dispersed and small scale.

Very senior people at our corporate centre must find it is very
tempting to think that the policies they formulate, their corporate
plans and their negotiations with politicians and industry leaders
will improve the climate in CSIRO for discovery, invention and
innovation. I beLieve that, in this matter, we will see little change
from the impact of onr previous HQ where the converse was
true. In essence, this belief is based on the fact that, although
fewer, the people are still much the same and the corporate
centre has not evinced any additional desire to go to divisions in
close contact with manufacturing to understand the context and
the practice of the establishment of viable industry related R&D.
For manufacturing industry the nature of CSIRO support is still
'tinkering at the edges'.

In our Division we distinguish, for convenience from the
spectrum of possible CSIRO-manufactnring industry interac
tions, four categories of agreement:

'consulting (for the 'quick fix');
'contract (when we are prepared to take a subservient

role for money);
'collaborative (true partnership); and
'commercial (have technology will sell).

My experience dnring the establishment and operation of the
Division of Manufacturing Technology over eight years has
convinced me that the formal collaborative R&D agreement is
by far the best framework on which to structure research which
is relevant to, supportive of, and precisely targeted at the need
for Australian industry to advance ahead of it's competitors. In
such an agreement it is necessary to formally specify the inputs
(intellectual property, people, equipment, money, etc.), equita
bly apportion ownership of the outputs (intellectual property,
etc.) and clearly identify the rights, duties and responsibilities of
both parties. The confusion of HQ thinking about these matters
is highlighted by the categorisation, in Canberra, of such an
agreement as 'sponsored'! (CSIRO Information Circular No.
87/4021/9/87).

To stop tinkering at the edges and provide, instead, substantial
support for manufactnring industry requires a much wider use
of the collaborative R&D agreement - as described above- allied
with a change of attitude by CSIRO managers. They have to
accept that managers in industry have equally valuable brains,
insights, skills and experience for achieving a satisfactory
outcome from industrially relevant research. They will also have
to accept that such research can be just as fundamental and/or
strategic as cnriosity motivated research. Above all they should
challenge their current models of invention and innovation by
examination of examples of successful innovation particularly
within CSIRO.
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Maximising nitrogen fixation in
legume crops

in several South East Asian
countries has been successful
in demonstrating the effective
ness of a cheap and easy
alternative method.

Mr Peter Annis of the Stored
Grain Research Laboratory at
the Division of Entomology in
Canberra, in association with
researchers in the Philippines,
Malaysia and Thailand, has
applied a technique first tested
in Australia to the problems of
infestation and reinfestation in
stored grain.

Using a combination of car
bon dioxide and PVC sheeting,
the scientists have shown that
the grain may be stored safely
nnder a range of conditions.

An initial experiment
involved high grade coffee
beans in Papua New Guinea,
which were sealed within the
plastic then subjected to gas
sing with carbon dioxide. This
experiment was successful.

Subsequently, experiments
were carried out on rice and
corn stacks, also successfully.

More than 55 trials have
been held, each of three to 12
months duration. It was shown
that with properly sealed
stacks, application of carbon
dioxide killed all the insects in
the stack and controlled rein
festation for the whole storage
period, with no apparent qual
ity deterioration.

Better grain storagefor the
'lropics

Protecting stored grain from
infestation by insects is particu
larly difficnlt in the tropics
because of the high heat and
humidity and often fairly basic
storage facilities.

These factors contribute to
the proliferation of insects and
micro-organisms which can
cause heavy losses of stored
commodities.

The diet of people living in
South East Asia tends to be
substantially dependent on
non-meat foods, and in many
places grains such as rice are a
staple. Methods which ensure
uncontaminated storage of
such important food sources
therefore are of concern to
these countries.

Equally important are the
export crops which uaturally
need to be kept in the best
condition possible.

Usually grains in South East
Asia are kept bagged in unco
vered stacks in warehouses.
Reliable insect control is dif
ficult and often expensive,
mainly involving several fumi
gations and regular spraying
with insecticides.

The two fumigants com
monly used - methyl bromide
and phosphine - are often
inadequately used and possibly
hard to obtain.

A CSIRO/ACIAR research
project which started in 1983

Legumes are gmwn. between rows of corn to enrich the soi/.
Pictured with a crop ofcorn with legumes are Benjavan an.d Knok
Rerkasen who are associated with the legume project.

More than two thirds of the ag.icnltnre of Sonth East Asia is performed by smallhold or subsistence
farmers, many ofwhom have holdings uot much larger than an average Australiau house block.

Millions of farmers work the Another benefit will be a who is investigating the breed-
land, and most plant one or contribution to improvement ing of better adapted strains of
more of the many varieties of of protein nutrition in develop- soy and mungbeans for the
legume, for food, fuel, or a ing countries. People in these tropics (see separate story).
range of other uses. countries derive considerably The work in South East Asia

The ability of legumes to fix more protein from plant than will be backed up by research
atmospheric nitrogen in the animal sources compared with to be conducted at the Divi-
soil makes them valuable in people in developed nations. sion's Canberra laboratory.
any agricultural system. The work will have applica- This work will be concerned
whether they are the principal tion not just in South East with the more basic aspects of
crop or used for preparing the Asia, but also in Africa, the the project, including the mea-
soil for ~ther crops through Pa~ific and Aust~alia. It is the sU~'ementof nitr~f,en fixation
crop rotatIon. ThiS ennchment polIcy of the DIVISIOn of Plant usmg the Isotope N. AnalysIs
of the soil can save on costly Industry that any work done of the levels of 15N in legumes
nitrogen fertiliser and enhance by its scientists must align with can indicate how much of their
the protein content of food its research objectives within nitrogen came from the air and
crops. Australian. how much from the soil.

However, inefficient man- The CSIRO scientists will Another technique is also
agement and lack of informa- work in collaboration with col- under investigation, in which
tion about leguminous crops leagues in South East Asia, sap from the plant's nutrient
means the potential for nitro- who will subsequently be able transport system (the xylem) is
gen fixation is not always to pass knowledge on to other analysed for nitrogen assimi
realised. In fact, legumes actu- scientists and to farmers. lated from the air and from the
ally remove nitrogen from the 'Hands on' training of staff soil.
soil under certain cir- involved in the projects in all Development and calibra-
cumstances. three countries will take place tion of such nitrogen fixation

At present production of during the project, to allow measurement techniques for
food legumes (e.g. mungbean, greater dissemination of the field use in developing coun
soybean, peanut and cowpea) project's techniques and find- tries is one of the aims of the
in Thailand totals just under ings. At present, Dr Peoples is research.
one million hectares per year, working on a handbook The new project will study
and around 1.7 ha in intended for scientists in South not only nitrogen fixation in
Indonesia, with a combined East Asia which will put into food crops, but also forage
production value of about practical terms the results of crops in Indonesia, such as
$A600 million. the research from the original Leucaena (a potentially impor-

However, low yields mean project. tant forage crop in Australia),
the countries are forced to In the new project, the Stylosanthes (already well
import legumes, particularly researchers will have contact established in Australia's semi
soybean and peanut, to meet with another CSIRO legume arid tropics) and Albizia, in
demand. The import bill ran to project in Thailand, run by Dr association with Dr Brian
over A$440M in 1984. Bob Lawn from the Division Palmer from the Division of

Government agencies in of Tropical Crops and Pastures Tropical Crops and Pastures.
Thailand and Indonesia have
identified food legume produc
tion as a priority .for research,
and ACIAR has already
funded a number of experi
mental programs to investigate
these crops. One, conducted
by scientists from the Division
of Plant Industry between 1984
and 1987, established
methodologies for measuring
biological nitrogen fixation,
specifically for soybean and
peanut grown in the interrow
space in Malaysian rubber
plantations, and ricebean
intercropped with maize in
Thailand.

Now these scientists (Dr
Fraser Bergersen and Dr Mark
Peoples) have secured another
ACIAR grant to carry out
research which will put these
methodologies into practice in
legume crops in Malaysia,
Thailand and Indonesia.

It is intended that the work
will enable the development of
more efficient management
protocols for maximising nitro
gen fixation and therefore
minimising the need for expen
sive nitrogen fertilisers which
are beyond the means of the
small farmer.
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Good I'esglls from soy 81
mungbean.project

A useful technique for screenu.g soyhean lines for resistance to
an economically expensive disease is oue of the positive results
from a project heing conducted in Thailand by researchers from
the Division of l'ropiclll CropsandPlIstures.

Dr Bob Lawn and Dr Bruce and non-destructive.
Imrie have being conducting Soy and mungbeans are var
the project, in conjunction iously grown as early rainy
with colleagues in Thailand, season, late rainy season or dry
for two and a half years. The season crops, in diverse regions
project will conclude in Dec- throughout Thailand and they
ember this year. encounter a wide range of en-

The major aim has been to vironments, particularly in
boost development of both soy relation to climate and soils.
and mungbeans in the tropics A major part of the the first
by identifying the most suitable two years of the project has
cultivars for the conditions. At been aimed at understanding
present, countries in South the regional and seasonal com
East Asia import a considera- ponents of adaptation of these
ble amount of soybean. two crops, and two sets of

The disease, bacterial pus- multilocational studies for each
tnie, can cause losses of up to crop have been undertaken.
40 per cent in wet season soy- The studies have revealed
bean crops. The screening pro- substantial seasonal and reg
cedure has been based on the ional effects on the perfor
reaction of individual leaflets mance of both soy and mung
to exposure to the disease. The beans in Thailand. For instance
leaf surface is punctured with there is clear evidence that low
a grid of bacterium-coated nee- temperatures affect growth
dies which produce symptoms and development of both crops
ofthe disease on leaflets grown in the dry season.
in petri dishes. The technique As part of the project's ag
is reliable, rapid, easy to do 1'0nomic research, studies have

been conducted into the ability
of soybeans to grow on saturat
ed soils to better integrate
grain legume farming with the
traditional rice-based agricul
ture. Work conducted earlier
in subtropical Australia had
shown that soybeans grow and
yield well in saturated soils.

Experiments at two sites
showed encouraging results,
with the Thai cultivars growing
well in the saturated soils. The
next phase of the work will be
to investigate the potential
application in rice-based crop
ping systems. This work will
eventually be extended to Thai
farmers.

Centre takes our 'outstanding'plants
to developing countries

Metrology project: Mr John Peters, right, of CSIRO, with Mr
Song Menzong of the National Institute of Metrology in China.

In forestry, as in agricultm'e, a small fraction of the world's plauts are outstaudiugly successful in
cultivation. Australia, fortunately, is the uatural home of mlluy such tree species.

Australian species make up ject in the eastern province of per cent. The project's net
over 40 per cent of the world's Nusa Tenggara Timur, Indon- present value was about $325
tropical forest plantation re- esia. In this province there are million.
source. There are currently major problems of soil erosion, Australian expenditure on
more than six million ha of localised fuelwood and forage the project has been about half
Eucalyptus plantations in the shortages and a rapidly dimin- a million dollars.
world and at least a million ha ishing sandalwood resource. This small project has been
of Acacia and Casuarilla The project aims to identify unusually rewarding for both
species. the most suitable species for recipients and Australia. For

These genera contain more fuelwood and forage produc- recipients it has provided the
than 1400 species adapted to a tion, find solutions to problems essential basis for enduring
very wide range of tropical and of sandalwood regeneration local production of key goods
temperate environments; their and improve the research cap- and services. For Australia it
full potential is likely to be abilities of collaborating has generated widespread
greater than their present ex- Indonesian researchers. goodwill in more than 50 coun
tensive use indicates. Many A recent review of the SAT tries, provided the basis of a
early attempts to cultivate project indicated the financial modest seed export trade and
these species were marred by internal rate of return for the contributed to an increased
a lack of understanding of the project (plus expenditure by knowledge of Australia's tree
ecology and genetics of candi- seed recipients) exceeded 40 resources.
date species and poor quality _.._ ........_ .... ....------------.......
seed.

The Australian Tree Seed
Centre of the Division of For
estry and Forest Products has
played a major role in fostering
the best use of Australian trees
by maintaining a supply of high
quality, source identified seed
for international and Austra
lian projects.

The AIDAB-funded 'Seeds
of Australian Trees' (SAT)
project supports the Centre to
distribute seed to recipients in
developing countries in Asia,
Africa and the Pacific. This
project also provides technical
advice, expert advisory visits
and training in tree seed hand
ling. Over the past five years
more than 8000 seedlots have
been distributed.

A focus of the Centre's work
is South East Asia. Advisory
visits have been undertaken to
Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia
and the Philippines.

Some of the seed has been
supplied to ACIAR, which, to
gether with the Royal Forest
Department, Thailand, is
screening lesser-known Aust
ralian species in eight trials
across Thail and. Seed has also
recently been supplied to a
new ACIARlCALM (Depart
ment of Conservation and
Land Management, WA) pro-

Sealing down the plastic
(see story, left).

The AIDAB-funded project
involved giving advice on
national standards and mea
surement systems, calibration
of national primary standards,
training of scientific staff from
the countries in Australia and
intercomparison of travelling
standards to evaluate national
calibration capabilities.

In September 1982 CSIRO
hosted a regional workshop on
metrology for developing
countries, which involved
intensive training in measuring
length, mass, temperature and
alternating and direct current
electricity.

Metrologists involved in
establishing physical standards
in the region benefited from
access to personnel and instru
ments in the Division of
Applied Physics.

Another service the Division
has provided is participation in
an intercomparison exercise to
ensure the measurement com
petence of laboratories by
comparing calibrations per
formed on the same instru
ment. Of the 11 intercompari
sons performed by the metrol
ogy program, the Division has
undertaken six - acoustics,
AC voltage and current, DC
voltage, microwave attenua
tion, photometry and tempera
ture.

Standards of measurement
The Division of Applied
Physics has heen involved in a
project to establish and main
tain standards of measurement
in the Asia/Pacific region 
the Asia/Pacific Metrology
Program. Sixteen other coun
tries apart from Austl'3lia also
participate.

An effective national mea
surement system is a pre
requisite for any developing
country wishing to introduce
modern technology.

Correct measurements are
important to the industrial,
social and economic wellbeing
of a country, contribute to the
welfare of its people and help
bridge international trade bar
riers.

CSIRO is well-placed to
offer assistance in metrology
because of its long-standing
experience in the field.
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Political la public debale

Putting science on the agenda
Richard Eckersley*

Richard Eckersley is the pr/lie/pal
isme allalyst ill the Office of tile
ChiefExeclltive, alld wasformerly
CS/RO's senior media liaison
officer. He hosjust spent a year 011

secondment to t/JC Commission/or
the Fllhtre, studying Australian
attitudes to science and tecll11o/~

ogy.

of issues to the research they
are doing, many more could be
doing so than are. Public com
munication means more than
boasting about research ach
ievements.

At the level of S&T policy,
it means effectively countering
the ideological excesses of ec
onomic rationalism and heed
ing legitimate calls for change.
At the level of research, whe
ther it relates to innovation in
manufacturing industry or the
development of sustainable
land use practices, it means
forcing issues on to people's
agendas of priorities and con
cerns, be they politicians,
businessmen or the public, so
that the research is put to the
best possible use.

The importance of doing
this goes well beyond the well
being of science in Australia.
Our awareness of many of the
major threats and challenges
facing this country (and the
world) comes from science.
How we meet those threats
and challenges will also depend
critically on science.

Despite this, and for all that
has been achieved in recent
years, science remains periph
eral to political and public
debate in Australia.

has brought together scientists
and people from all the relev
ant industry and community
sectors to consider and plan for
the climatic and other changes
we face.

My third example is one
where CSIRO has not put in
the sort of effort it could have
to attract attention and gener
ate activity. It is land degrada
tion in Australia.

In presenting the first series
of Heartlands on ABC TV
several years ago, Dean Graetz
of the CSIRO Division of
Wildlife and Ecology, did a
magnificent job of relating the
research findings of CSIRO
and others to the huge problem
that Australia faces, and, eV
eryone agrees, is not doing
nearly enough about.

But because it was not part
of a carefully thought-out, sus
tained strategy, the considera
ble public impact of Heartlands
soon faded, overwhelmed by
the scores of other issues cla
mouring for public attention.

Issues like land degradation
can bubble away for years,
even decades, without ever
reaching the critical 'tempera
ture' necessary to set off a
sustained political reaction.
The first two examples show
clearly that scientists can be
successful in 'raising the heat'
on such issues, if they are pre
pared to put in the effort; the
third example is one where,
despite some excellent indi
vidual efforts, they have failed
to take up the challenge.

While many scientists may
not be able to relate these sorts

interest in S&T was the cam
paign by scientists in the wake
of the 1984 Budget cuts.

CSIRO played the, leading
role in this effort, its activities
involving the former Chair
man, Or Paul Wild, chiefs and
research staff (who marched
on Parliament I-louse). And
the present Chief Executive,
Dr Boardman, has played a
central role in maintaining me
dia interest in S&T as a policy
issue, particularly the low level
of business R&D in Australia.

The impact of this develop
ment is suggested by the trend
in coverage of CSIRO in The
Australian Financial Review,
shown in Figure 3. The initial
rise in 1983 was due to impro
ving contact with the paper.
But there was not enough in
trinsic interest in S&T to sus
tain the rise. It began to rise
again once interest in S&T in
general had escalated..

This general trend shows up
clearly in Figures 4 and 5.
Fignre 4 ,shows a sharp rise in
1984 in general S&T stories 
CSIRO, funding, S&T policy
etc - after which coverage
steadied at a level about three
times higher than previously.
Figure 5, based on coverage in
key newspapers of all types of
S&T stories - policy, new in
ventions, scientific discoveries
etc - also shows a big jump in
1984, with coverage continuing
to increase.

In other words, scientists
established a poli tical and
economic context for S&T in
which they were seen to be
important. As a result, all S&T
stories, including research
achievements, are attracting
better coverage.

This coverage has, in turn,
encouraged greater govern
ment activity, stimulated
industry interest in R&D, and
improved public support for
S&T.

The second example I want
to give is of more tlirect rele
vance to scientists engaged in
research because it involves
research rather than a question
of S&T policy. Again the initia
tive came from scientists, and
again it involves making an
issue of things, setting research
firmly in the context of why it
matters and what needs to be
done.

The example is the Green
house Project, a joint exercise
between the CSIRO Division
of Atmospheric Research and
the Commission for the
Future. It has required a lot of
hard work and planning. But
it has generated enormous
media and public interest in
the consequences of rising
levels of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. What's more, it

issue of science's place in nat
ional affairs, even if most resp
onsibility, in terms of the polit
ical debate about science, lies
with chiefs, institute directors
and, especially, the Chief
Executive and the Board.

I'll give three examples of
what I am on about. Fignre 1
shows the average number of
stories a month run in metro
politan newspapers that were
based on Newsfile, a package
of research stories sent to the
media each month. Coverage
dropped by about half over the
five years to 1982, when News
file was dropped.

Figure 2, based on coverage
of Newsfile and news releases
in 1982, but only of news re
leases after that, shows a tripl
ing in coverage.

The decline in coverage co
incided with a decline in
CSIRO's image in the media;
the rise in coverage coincides
with an improvement in that
image.

What caused the rather dra
matic shift in coverage? The
reason is an unprecedented,
but still inadequate, level of
recognition of the importance
of science and technology to
Australia's well-being. This
was achieved not by putting
out more information about
research achievements and
new inventions, but by making
a public and political issue of
S&T.

While there are several
reasons for this development,
notably Australia's changed
economic fortunes and Barry
Jones' tireless advocacy, I be
lieve the evidence, as well as
the way the media operate,
support the view that the trig
ger for this heightened media

Watching the CSIRO film and video centre's excellent film, Mysteries of the Leellwin, on ARC
TV recently (if yon missed it, it was all abont ocean cnrrents, rock lobsters, tnna and scientists),
I was struck by the difference between the scientists' world and mine, even thongh we work for
the same organisation.

The film captured the fasci
nation of research, and the
devotion of scientists to their
research. Silly of me, I
thought, to expect them to
take much notice of the public
affairs and political aspects of
science and technology in Aus
tralia. If I were there, on board
the Franklin on the high seas,
delving into the mysteries of
the Leeuwin Current, I
wouldn't give a hoot either.

The issue was at the back of
my mind as I watched the film
because the week bcfore, at
ANZAAS, I had complained
that scientists in Australia still
adopted a 'cargo cult' approach
to public communication of
science - a belief that some
day, somehow, theywillmirac
ulously attract front-page,
prime-time coverage of their
achievements, and that, as a
result, their funding problems
will be over.

This attitude, I said, was
preventing them from recog
nising what had already been
achieved in improving public
understanding of science in
recent years, why it had been
achieved, and what remained
to be done.

In particular, scientists had
not yet recognised the time,
effort and planning that was
required, nor the political
aspects of public communica
tion, which required that their
communication efforts went
well beyond talking about
specific research achieve
ments.

As I said, who can blame
them, when you see how ab
sorbed they are in their work?
Yet it is important that the
scientific community apprec
iate the full dimensions of the I
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CSIRO brings new technology
to an old profession

*El'i£,'SSOIl is rather a quite giant.
/t is an acknowledged warld leader
in teleCOIllI1lIlIl;cat;olls, but proba
My Jew A/lstralians realise that
every time they /lse tile phone, tills
Swedish company has made COIl

nectlon to tile otller end possible.

Remote sensing continued
over page

Phoro, left, shows Spring Bay
Fisheries' fleet engineer Jan
McDonald examining sea sur
face temperature data supplied
by the Division of Fisheries.

Photo. Thor Carter

fishing'companies, Spring Bay
Fisheries employs a spotter
who looks for schools of fish
from a light aircraft. This
method has worked reasonably
well for quite a few years, but
it necessarily has limitations.

The human eye can only see
a short distance and it is par
ticularly limited in bad weather
or poor light. However, the
SLAR overcomes all these
problems and can 'see' up to
40km on each side of an air
craft.

The resulting reading shows
up on the on-board video dis
play terminal. Once all the
'noise', radar shadows and
other extraneous images are
either removed or ignored, it
is quite possible even for a
novice to pick out the small
blobs which represent surface
schooling fish.

It is then necessary, once the
plane moves closer to the
blobs, for the visual spotter to
identify the species of fish and
whether there is any depth to
the school or whether it is just
a few fish making a helluva
splash on the surface.

This is why the visual spotter
can never be replaced by
SLAR - no instrument can
match the human expertise in
determining the nature of the
school.

false colour image of major sea
surface temperature zones in
the ocean around Tasmania.

Jack mackerel surface school
at specific temperatures. By
studying the temperature data,
it is possible to go to the places
where it is most likely schools
of the fish will be found.

The company owns three
fishing boats and has four on
charter. They use the 'purse
seine' method of fishing. This
involves dropping a net like a
curtain in a circle behind the
boat. The bottom rim of the
net is then drawn together,
enclosing the fish above. For
this type of fishing it is neces
sary to find schools of fish near
the surface.

Apart from satellite date
from CSIRO which is already
being put into practice by the
company, a totally different
instrument which was tested
on the COSSA F27 earlier this
year could also take its place
among the tools available to
Australia's fishing industry
(see separate story about plans
to start an Australian industry
based on this equipment).

The Side Looking Airborne
Radar (SLAR) showed excel
lent results which even impre
ssed the extremely sceptical
fishermen at Triabunna.

Like all major Australian

In the mud aud grease and smell of a fishing fleet home base, high teclmology is starting to get
a foothold.

The Division of Fisheries is
using satellite imagery to assist
a major Tasmanian fishing
company, Australian Fisheries
Development which operates
Spring Bay Fisheries.

The fislling fleet's base
seems far removed from the
world of satellite technology
and from the scientific laborat
ory. This is what CSIRO is all
about - making science work
in the real world of industry.

Mr Brian Booth, with his
father Mr Thornton Booth,
runs the jack mackerel fishery
out of Triabunua on Tas
mania's east coast. The com
pany has shown the foresight
to get involved in this new
technology which makes an
old profession even more effi
cient.

Mr Booth junior says the
satellite data supplied by the
CSIRO Division of Fisheries
has been very useful in enabl
ing him to send his boats to the
best places to bring in their
jack mackerel.

The Division receives data
via the Division of Oceanog
raphy's rooftop antenna from
the us polar orbiting NOAA
9 and 10 satellites. Computer
manipulation of the data ena
bles the precise determination
of sea surface temperature.

Australian Fisheries Devel
opment calls its operation at
Triabunna 'a Tasmanian suc
cess story of the 1980s'. In the
few years since March 1985 it
has capitalised on an almost
totally neglected resource,
turning it into what it claims is
Australia's biggest fishery.

The jack mackerel caught
off Triabunna isn't for human
consumption. One of its major
uses is as fish meal, a large part
of which goes to the burgeon
ing salmon and trout farming
industries. The meal is also
used as an adjunct for feeding
broilers and pigs.

All the fish caught by the
f1ect is processed on a specialist
factory barge docked at Tria
bunna. This processes 40000
tonnes of the fish each year.

Data is supplied by the Divi
sion to the company as often
as possible. When CoResearch
visited Triabunna, no data had
been received for 12 days, but
this was because of unfavoura
ble weather conditions.

Data is either provided on a
disk which is physically taken
to Triabunna, or it is relayed
down the phone line (this
latter a technique developed
by the Division of Oceanog
raphy).

The image is then displayed
on the screen and further
enhanced. What appears is a
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Animal welfare lobby
group holds first agol

grades, and can be used to
monitor ore grade during ship
loading operations. This allows
the detection of variations
from target grades before load
ing is complete, enabling cor
rective action.

Perhaps the greatest poten
tial for IRONSCAN is at the
mine, particularly at the prim
ary crusher where conven
tional sampling and analysis is
very expensive and sometimes
impossible.

If trials are successful,
IRONSCAN would provide
timely information on ore
grade, enabling grade control
lers to make more effective use
of available high and low grade
ore throughout the orebody,
thereby extending the life of
the resource.

CoResearch is produced by the
Public Ailairs Unit for CSIIRO
stail. Readers are invited to
contribute or offer suggestions
for articles, The deadline is the
last Mouday before the issue
month. Editor: Liz Tynan, PO
Box 225, Dickson ACT 2602.
PH: 062·484479.

health. By 1966, his interest
and enthusiasm had assisted
his reclassification to TAUI as
he expanded his respon
sibilities for studies of rabbit
behavionr. In 1974 he became
a TOU based on his planning
and conduct of ingenious ex
perimental studies relating to
the role of olfaction in the
behaviour of rabbits. Later,
Tony transferred to the house
mouse program led by Dr
Trevor Redhead where his
work involved examination of
the role of pheromones in
mouse populations. His con
tribution to the program was
cut short by ill-health and he
retired earlier this year.

EII/ries are pouring in for the
CoResearch Great Citation
Classic Competition. Ti,e win
ning division will be
announced in the Ilext issue.

A feature on the ANZAAS
Congress, and a story 011 the
changes at CIRC, scheduled
for this issue have been held
over because of space COlI'

straints.

Dr Ralph Holmes
and has potential to improve
export quality control of iron
ore.

Following initial trials at
Port Melbourne, an industrial
version was manufactured by
Mineral Control Instrumenta
tion in Adelaide, which is now
licensed to produce the
analyser commercially.

IRONSCAN is able to pro
vide rapid information on ore

Groundwatcr Research and
finally in the Division of Water
Resources, where he was Act
ing Chief during its first year.
Adrian has an international
reputation as an outstanding
research scientist in both fund
amental and applied soil
physics and hydrology. His
knowledge has been applied to
activities ranging from the
development of an osmotic
tensiometer to the use of his
toric data sets in modelling the
effects of clearing forest on
stream salinity. He was at the
forefront of the theoretical
studies of spatial variability in
soils and aquifer systems. He
received numerous invitations
from academic institutes in the
United States and Australia,
led working groups on study
tours to China and Thailand,
convened the AWRC Ground
water Research Needs Com
mittee and was a consultant in
several states to committees
developing strategies to man
age salinity problems. Adrian's
scientific leadership spawned
many projects and encouraged
many young scientists. He is
author of 57 research papers as
well as many book chapters
and reviews.

***
After 26 years with CSIRO,
Mr Salvatore 'Tony' Gambale
has retired from the Division
of Wildlife and Ecology. Born
in Italy, Tony was awarded the
Diploma of Land Snrveyor
before migrating to Australia
in 1962. He joined Wildlife as
a labourer in August of that
year. In this role he has assisted
with building extensions, the
erection of animal yards and
enclosures, fencing and gen
eral maintenance. In 1964 he
transferred to a TAl position
and initially assisted with field
and laboratory studies of wild
rabbits with emphasis on
relationships between the glan
dular system, behaviour and

TIle officer.in·charge of the
Port Melbourne laboratory of
the Division of Miueral and
Process Engineering, Dr
Ralph Holmes, has been hon·
oured for work of direct benefit
to the mining industry.

Dr Holmes has won the
Australasian Institute of Min
ing and Metallurgy's Mineral
Industry Operating Technique
Award, given in recognition of
his research and development
of an on-line analyser for deter
mining the iron content in a
moving stream of iron ore, and
for bringing to frnition a prac
tical and operational control
tool.

The on-stream iron ore
analyser, called IRONSCAN,
has been developed in collab
oration with Hamersley Iron,

Mining industry benefits from invention

Retirements
Mr Alec Kurylowicz has
retired from the Gungahlin
site in Canberra after 30 years
with CSIRO. Alec was born in
Poland and migrated to
Australia after the war. From
1950 to 1958 he worked in the
plant workshop of the D!"part
ment of Works in Canberra,
then joined CSIRO in 1958 as
a laboratory craftsman
attached to the Site Services
Garage at Black Mountain. He
remained there for the next 20
years before transferring to
Gungahlin in 1978 to take over
the garage. At Gungahlin Alec
was responsible for the opera
tion of the garage-workshop
which included the mainte
nance of the vehicle fleet,
motor cycles, tractors, mowers
and various farm implements.
This often proved a difficult
task for one man in a workshop
which lacked adequate equip
ment, a situation highlighted
in the institute review of garage
services and the consequent
decision to centre all CSIRO
vehicle servicing in Canberra
at one central garage. Alec will
be remembered for his bright
and breezy nature and his
desire to demonstrate his cur
rent activities to those whose
business took them past his
workshop.

*~F*
The Division of Water
Resources has lost one of its
most capable scientists to pri
vate industry. Dr Adrian Peck
has joined the groundwater
consulting firm Rockwater Pty
Lld after 31 years with CSIRO.
Adrian joined the agricultural
physics section of the Division
of Plant Industry at Deniliquin
as a TO in 1957, led and
developed the soil physics/hyd
rology group of the Division of
Soils in Perth during the 1970s
and was instrumental in draw
ing together the research on
water resources in CSIRO,
initially in the Division of

people (although some indi
viduals are represented in
more than one group). Its first
council comprises senior rep
resentatives from a range of
sectors: e.g. the secretary of
the Australian Veterinary
Association, the head of the
Queensland University
Department of Physiology, the
president of the Australian
Horse Council, the president
of the Agricultural Society
Council and others.

Dr Alexander said the Fed
eration had strong support
from the Director of the
CSIRO Institute of Animal
Products and Processing, Dr
Alan Donald, and from his
own Chief, Dr Trevor Scott.
However, it did not have offi
cial CSIRO recognition.

He said he believed in the
past four or five years, CSIRO
(and other) researchers work
ing with animals now gave a lot
more thought to designing ani
mal experiments. There was
also a new generation of people
coming from the universities,
he said, who had been trained
to accept the need to care for
the animals which they needed
for research.

plementary tools for predicting
where the best catches are. On
a larger scale, the complemen
tary use of thermal and colour
imagery gives a greater insight
into the processes at work in
our oceans.

Australia was not prepared
for the mass of ocean colour
data which came from Nimbus
7, but has since been able to
get access to achival data from
NASA. In the future satellites
will be more commercial and
it will be to the Division's
advantage to be fully involved
in scientific research on ocean
colour from the start.

But things will be different
with the launch of the new sea
satellite in 1991.

For instance, one of the
ways the Division is preparing
for the surge of information
which will be available from
SEAWIF is through the use of
an airborne colour scanner.

A scanner, which has been
designed and built at the Lab
oratories by Mr Steve Walker,
is now being fine tuned. Its
development is a joint project
between COSSA, the Division
of Oceanography and the Divi
sion of Fisheries. Already the
scanner has had some early
trials, and looks very promis
ing.

Assistance to the fishing indnstry is proceeding on another front
at the Division.

Dr John Parslow, who is a
member of Dr Graham Harris'
remote sensing group, is
involved in research to make
optimum use of ocean colour
data.

There is currently no satel
lite which provides really use
ful data on ocean colour, and
won't be until 1991 when the
SEAWIF satellite is launched.

However, Dr Parslow is
engaged in analysing the vast
amount of data received from
Nimbus 7 which was launched
in 1978 and surpassed expecta
tions by lasting until 1986.

Nimbus 7 had a sensor on it
called a Coastal Zone Colour
Scanner (CZCS) which was
specially designed for measur
ing the light emitted by water.

Fishermen and fisheries sci
entists have been aware for
many years that the colour of
the ocean in different areas can
indicate the presence or other
wise of algae and other
planktonic organisms, and
therefore the likely presence
of schools of fish.

Analysis of the data has
yielded some important
results. For instance, the data
has shown that not all thermal
fronts are highly productive
areas. This fact points to the
desirability of using both ther
mal and colour data as com-

The Australian Federation for the Welfare of Animals, a lobby
gronp initiated by a CSIRO scientist two years ago, appears to
be nourishing.

Dr George Alexander from
the Division ofAnimal Produc
tion did much of the leg work
to get the Federation up and
running in 1986 (see
CoResearch No. 294, August
1986). It was incorporated in
December last year and held
its first annual general meeting
in Canberra last month.

AFWA was set up with the
stated intention of providing a
focus for 'the many people in
the community who oppose
the extreme views of animal
liberation' .

It aims to promote high
standards of animal care
among those groups which use
animals for education, recrea
tion, experimentation and/or
livelihood and has attracted
the interest and membership
of a wide range of groups
which have contact with ani
mals. These include various
breed societies, university de
partments (such as the Uni
versity of Queensland), the
Australian Wool Corporation,
zoos, farmers and horse groups
as well as scientists.

Now it has 80 member
groups - representing an
aggregate of more than 250 000
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Vaccine work

Basic research leads to majorbreakthroughs
in control of two rural scourges

In yet another triumph resulling from long term research in CSIRO, the Division of Tropical
Animal Production, together with project partners Biotechnology Australia Ply Ltd, have unveiled
their plans to put a cattle tick vaccine on the market within three years.

Another python muscles in - and
can't get out

Cont. on p.3

the development, now well
advanced, of a genetically
engineered vaccine against tick
fever (babesiosis) which is a
protozoan blood disease trans
mitted by the cattle tick (which
could be described as the cattle
equivalent of malaria).

Dr lan Wright and his team"
have built on years of basic
research, working in collabora
tion with partners CSL and
Coopers Animal Health, to
produce the elements of a
commercial vaccine.

This vaccine could be com
plementary to Dr Willadsen's
anti-cattle tick vaccine because
the predicted success rate of
the latter could actually in
crease the prevalence of tick
fever. .

One way this would occur is
through the removal of natural
immunity passed from the cow
to her calf. If this immunity is
absent as a result of reduced
tick fever transmissions be
cause of lower numbers of
ticks and the calf is sub
sequently exposed to ticks, it
will be a prime candidate for
the often-fatal tick fever.

Dr Wright said there would
be a market for such a vaccine
in Australia, but the biggest
demand would be in South
America for cattle, and for
sheep in the Middle East.

Like the cattle tick vaccine,
the financial return on this
work' is expected to far exceed
the cost input of about
$600 000 per year.

has worked on this current
project since 1981. Other av
enues of tick control such as
new acaricides have also com
prised a major part of the
Division's research program.

Following on from work con
ducted by Dr John Roberts on
natural immunity begun in the
1960s, another scientist, Dr
Tony Johnston (now retired
from the Division), studied the
work and decided to test a
theory.

This was that it may be
possible to stimulate immunity
in the animal by injecting tick
tissues that were not normally
in contact with the host but
which would be exposed to and
possibly damaged by antibod
ies produced by the host in
response to the vaccination.

This inspired theory was
proved in 1983. Cattle were
made immune to the gut cells
of ticks - esscntially making
the cattle 'toxic' to the ticks
feeding on them.

When ticks were placed on
treated cattle, there was mas
sive destruction of the ticks'
gut tissues as a result of anti
bodies absorbed by the tick
when feeding on blood.

This startling concept is now
nearing commercial reality - a
result of painstaking research,
a certain element of good luck,
deduction based on earlier
work and the successful genetic
engineering of the purified pro
tein by Biotechnology Austral
ia.

A complementary and
equally important project is

Members of the tick vaccine team, photographed at/he brie/ing i/1 Brisbane last man/h. /e]1 to right,
Dr David Kemp, Ms ]oanne Gough, Mr A/an Dona/dson, Ms Jcll1ine Nielsen. Mr George Riding
and Dr Pe/er Willadsen. The remaining memher of the group, Dr Ross Tellam, was absent.

Australia, a major export mar
ket for the vaccine is available
in Latin America, where cur
rent losses due to the tick
problem alllount to about $1
billion per year.

Early work at the Division
had started with basic research
into the biology and mechan
isms of the parasite and later
concentrated on studying the
natural immunity of cattle
exposed to the tick in the field.
Now the approach has progres
sed to the use of sophisticated
biotechnological procedures to
combat the problem.

A really effective cattle tick
vaccine had to await the dev
elopment of genetic engineer
ing techniques which offer the
possibility of an exceptionally
pure product, cheaply and eas
ily available.

The cattle tick Boophilus
microp/lIs is the most serious
external parasite of cattle in
Australia, with one third of the
country's cattle afflicted.

In addition to the direct
effects on cattle of an infesta
tion of cattle ticks - i.e. reduc
tion in the animal's appetite
and anaemia due to the para
site sucking blood - the tick
also transmits parasites that
cause tick fever (babesiosis 
see later in story).

The Division has given high
priority to the development of
a vaccine against cattle ticks,
and a team of scientists now
headed by Dr Peter Willadsen

stockyards and cattle wcighin~

crush' at his site. The,:;' h~'

noticed an enormous python,
Mike saw a rather large

bulge in the middle of die
snal,e, so obviously it lwd
reeentlv dined rather \\ell on
some -morsc! in the yards.
Mike said the reptile's girth
\vas about as thick as a human
thigh, and it was about 2-2 1/2

metres long.
-In your last snak~ story the

culprit had devoured an experi
mental animal. Perhaps this
Illalfcasant was waiting for onc
of our experimental cattle!'
said Mike.

The outcome is likely to be
a major weapon against the
$150 million per year cattle
tick problem in Australia. Our
cattle will be healthier and
their products worth more
once cattle ticks can be brought
under control.

And yet the research has so
far, since this current project
began in 1981, cost no more
than $3 million - a minuscule
amount compared with the
potential return.

Apart from the market in

First there was the scientifi
cally incompetent serpent
which devoured the prize stud
mouse specially bred by Dr
Martin Sillence at the Tropical
Ca ttle Research Centre in Roc
khampton (see CoResearch
April 1988).

Immediately alter reading
that article, Mike Nicholas, a
technical officer at the Division
of Tropical Crops and Pastures
in Katherine, had to go to the

Grced}· pythons appeal' to be
making the Iil'e of CSIRO stall'
working in the tropics rather
interesting of late.

Over 100 invited guests
attended a briefing in Brisbane
last month, following the com
mercial protection of the work
by publication of international
patents.

Once again, it has been dem
onstrated that to achieve real
and lasting benefits for Aust
ralia, CSIRO must be allowed
to continue its basic research.
The work on the cattle tick is
based on research which start
ed more than 20 years ago in
the Division.
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Dear Editor,
Through your Letters column,
I'd like to say goodbye to all
my friends in CSIRO. I'd like
to publicly acknowledgc the
help and support given to me
over the years by my former

ConI. on p.4
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Dear Editor,
In the May issue (No. 312), the
question of the oldest living
CSIR officer was discussed.

I believe that Mr W A Em
pey must be vcry close to hol
ding that record. He lives at
West Ryde NSW, and retired
from tbe CSIRO Division of
Food Preservation in 1961. He
is now 92 years of age.

The Divisional records show
that he was appointed as 'assis
tant investigator' in January or
February] 927 to meat investi
gations conducted at thc Bio
chemistry Departmcnt of Mel
bourne University under assoc
iateProfessorW J Young. The
overall direction of the studies
was provided by the Australian
National Research Council,
but the funds were entirely
from CSIR, which, at the time,
'farmed out' a good deal of the
work in which they were int
ercsted.

On p.32 of the Second
Annual Report of CSIR (1927
1928), Mr Empey is given offic
ial listing. He transferred to
the CSIR Food Preservation
Section in 1931.

J R Vickcry
(Chief, Division of Food
Preservation, 1940-1967)

Dear Editor,
On page five of the May issue
of CoResearch there was an
article about tbe Bicentennial
Exhibition in which there was
a comment about thc lack, in
the display, of an explanation
for the acronym CSIRO.

I would like to offer the de
sign [see below] as a suitable
sign to overcome this lack. If
viewed in poor light or from a
distance, it is particularly
appropriate since it gives a
much better impression of the
current mode of operation of
the Organisation.

Would you please pass it on
to the person in charge of the
Bicentenial Exhibition for his
or her consideration. Alterna
tively could I suggest you pub
lish it in CoResearch as the first
entry in a competition to find
a suitable poster for the Ex
hibition.

T E Bellas
Division of Entomology

which, after all, scarcely equals
a Brisbane suburb. The deci
sion, of course, was opportun
ism. In Queensland the RAO
manager was also State com
mittee secretary, and RIMs
originally were appointed to
carry this function as well as
their information role. There
fore Quecnsland had to wait
until an RAO manager retired
before an RIM could be
appointed!

Now it appears that Queens
land is the first State to lose an
RIM position, and we should
ask why when PCEK has appa
rently recommcnded that the
State information officer net
work be maintained.

There is a proposal from
within the information services
unit to abolish the State infor
mation network and replace it
with a single technical inquiry
referral service. The proposal
advocates the notion that re
ceptionists be trained to 'attain
an advanced level of know
ledge about CSIRO and high
skills in handling telcphone
inquiries'.

What then is wrong with this
proposal?

· It represents the transfer
of yet another headquarters
function to divisions without
recompense. Chiefs are un
likely to be receptivc to prop
osals that add to the workload
of existing staff;

· it represents yet another
example of 'top-down' think
ing without consultation with
divisions;

· receptionists are (at least
at our locations) already fully
employed on clerical duties in
addition to operating switch
boards;

· more than half of all in
quiries received here are refer
red to other locations, often
non-CSIRO. Although this can
be achieved in part by direc
tories, professional expertise
in information handling and
technical knowledge (i.e. some
science training), is usually
required for this to be effec
tive. Receptionists are unlikely
to have this background;

· the ability to represent
CSIRO at trade fairs, exhibits
or special functions will be
reduced. These are important
means of reaching rural con
sumers. Ian Sutherland and I
regularly co-ordinated exhibits
at the Farmfest Field Days,
and second largest agricultural
field day event after Orange.

My feeling is that CSIRO is
lacking a communication strat
egy that I can perceive is oper
ating in practice. This proposal
to gut the State information
network, coupled with the re
cent cessation of communica
tion grants, is simply closing
off options and opportunities
for information officers at divi
sional level to operate.

Geoff Adams
Senior Information Officcr

Div. ofTrop. Crops & Pastures

Dear Editor,
I would like to put pen to paper
regarding a proposal by Jim
Lumbers to scale down the
technical enquiry service. The
proposal is to set up a central
service, and train receptionists
at all CSIRO locations to
handle enquiries.

CSIRO Communication 
Strategy or Opportunism
The failure to re-appoint a

regional information manager
in Queensland following the
secondment of lan Sutherland
to the office of the CSIRO
Board dcserves criticism. Ian
was the last of the RIMs to be
appointcd across Australia.
There appears to be no strateg
ic logic in the fact that Queens
land did not receive an RIM
until after the Northern Territ
ory, the total population of

D Richmond
AAHL

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

'PR' vs. behaviour
At some speed the Organisa
tion has embarked on change
to the extent of changing its
ethos. Without a clear under
standing of the depth of man
agerial skills required for suc
cessful implemcntation, this
change will result in mediocrity
and the loss of staff commit
ment and morale. Therc has
been recent talk of 'drawing
the curtains back and letting
the light of public scrutiny
burst upon the internal opera
tions of CSIRO'. It is not an
original thought, but thc most
appropriate place for the light
to commcnce (and flow from)
is within. Implementation of
the recommendations of the
review on internal communica
tion of 1985 could only assist.

It is regrettable that the per
tinent aspects of the significant
and wholescale elevations of
administrative positions of the
corporatc centre could not be
communicated to create accep
tance and commitment to the
new structures. The inconsis
tent approach applied to the
subsequent appointments is of
further concern.

The renewed emphasis on
selling corporate ideas, out
ward thinking and imagc is of
little substance if decisions can
not bc justified by reasons
rather than sold as PR after
events.

With the closure of the
RAOs, devolution and the
dumping down of the adminis
trative systems and proce
dures, the Organisation is left
with six independent institutes
and a corporate centre of de
creased relevance and doubtful
history. At a time of increasing
scrutiny of the taxpayer's dol
lar, to have a corporate centre
that cannot be seen to dem
onstrate either administrative
credibility or integrity invites
concern over our Organisa
tion's vision and future.

It is behaviour that changes
attitudes.

The bicentennial confe"ence on Anglo-Australian science held
at the Royal Institution in London earlier this ~ear inclUl~ed a
paper on the development of radio ast.ronomy ID Austrah~. It
was given, however, not by an Austrahan bnt by ~n American
radio astronomer from the University of Washington 111 Seattle.

Professor Sullivan gave an particularly where senior offic-
outstandihg account of the el'S are involved. The archivist
development of radio astron- has a handout which prOVIdes
amy in Australia and as I listen- guidelines. More stnctly per
ed to his talk, I wondered how sonal papers are dealt with III

he was so well informed in a pamphlet available from the
Australian radio astronomy. It Academy of Science, which
transpired that he had spent collects such material. Regard
part of his sabbatical at the ing central reglstry,flles, the
Division of RadlOphyslcs Austrahan ArchIves Gcnel al
where he consulted extensively Disposal Schedules are broadly
the Division's archives. applicable. Advice and help in

Professor Sullivan told me their use is available from both
that he found the archives at Australian Archives and the
the Division in excellent condi- CSIRO archivist.
tion and containing excellent It is also possible to improvc
information. This was in dis- storage conditions of non-cur
tinct contrast, he said, to the rent corrcspondence, data,
amount and quality of archival photographs, minutes and the
material available for most like. Too often, these are con
other radio astronomy groups dcmncd to cellars or attics
around the world. which may bc damp, dirty, fire

CSIRO archives were the prone or rat infestcd. Instead,
prime source for Professor they should have the safest
Schedvin's rcsearch into the storage - at the expense, If nec
history of CSlR and CSIRO. essary, of SUdl replaceable
At the launching of his book assets as statIOnery and re-
Shaping Science and Industry, prints. ..
Professor Schedvin paid tri- Some people tlllnk arcll1ves
bute to the CSIRO archivist, are irrelevant to CSIRO's pur
Colin Smith, who has built up poses. However, they under
the CSIRO Archive into a val- estimate the amount of back
uable rcsource for historians refcrence that occurs and the
and has ensurcd the preserva- public education and pubhc
tion of vital and irreplaceable relations value of encourag1l1g
records of Australian science. rcsearch into science history

The April 1988 CoResearch and policy. Keeping archives
explained how the Archive fosters wisd<:m and generates
culls the enormous quantities corporate pnde. And the cost
of records generated; renders is minisculc compared with the
records of enduring value 'safe, cost of making records in the
retrievablc and available'; and first place.
assists hundreds of uscrs. However, it is not simply a

Colin reminds me, howcvcr, matter of kceping records. We
that his scction of four has need our archivists to expedite
managed to deal with only 20 timcly, orderly and efficient
per cent of thc estimatcd total destructIOn of ephemeral and
quantity of valuablc documen- duphcatory matenal. .
tation in CSIRO and that we 1 conclude by quotmg an
have alrcady lost a lot. He cites editorial in an American scien
the case of a scientist who es- tific journal:
carted him proudly to the base- 'Records, letters, photos,
ment where he stored his rec- original manuscripts, note
ords of several decades of books, tools - thcsc represent
nationally important experi- a living process and are a heri
ments - only to discover that tage not to b~ sql~an(kred ~r

they bad fallen victim to a gen- dissipated dunng f1l1anelUI eXI
eral 'chuckout' a few weeks gency...
earlicr. 'Discarded items are gone

Consideration is being given forcvcr ... faithful recordings, if
to how we can enhance and preserved, form the basis for
improve our procedures and perspective in any analysis of
training, to prevent such dissi- progress.'
pation of irreplaceable res
ources and bctter mcct our ob
ligations under the Archives
Act. In the meantime, how
ever, it is up to everybody to
do what he or she can to help.

A major point of danger is
the disposal of office papers
incidental to retirements, re
movals and reorganisations -

A column by
Or Keith
Boardman

From the Chief
Executive
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Travelling exhibition

Women in science show to hit the
road this year

Thought provoking

By making the exhibition
interactive, fun, instructive
and thought provoking, WISE
NET is hoping to reach a large
audience of both women and
men.

The show will travel for one
year from November, through
SA, NSW and Victoria.

The exhibition committee is
now seeking input from women
and men from a wide range of
backgrounds, both scientific
and non-scientific. The project
co-ordinator is organising 're
ference groups' or 'reference
people' to assist in suggesting
names of interesting women to
be interviewed, provide infor
mation on relevant photos/
journals/articlcs and provide
feedback on material prepared
for exhibition.

For more details contact Ms
Virginia Westwood, CSIRO
Information Services Unit, PO
Box 89, East Melbourne, VIC,
3002. PH: 03-4]87335.

prised Dr Brian Goodger, Dr
Jim Aylward, Dr Peter Rid
dles, Dr Kevin Gale, Dr Brian
Dalrymple, Mr Graham
Leatch, Mr Kurt Rode
Bramanis, Mr David Waltis
buhl, Ms lngrid Abetz, Ms
Margaret Commins, Ms Chris
Dimmock and Ms Wendy
Smith. Division ChiefDr Dave
Mahoney was involved in much
of the early work into
babesiosis and the vaccine
feasibility study.

history of women in science
and technology.

Called A History for the
Future, the exhibition IS

intended to increase awareness
of the knowledge and experi
ence of women in science and
technology and engender grea
ter confidence among women
about thcir roles as decision
makers on technical issues,

The group also hopes to en
courage women and girls to
consider studying for scientific,
engineering or technical car
eers.

There will be seven themes:
office Iechnology; women on
the land; women in industry;
women and the environment;
women and health; food for
thought; and women and edu
cation.

·'Dr Wright's team has com-

Tick research
Cont, from p.1

The initial research in both
projects was partly funded by
the Australian Meat Research
Committee (now the AMR
DC). Since 1985 the tick vac
cine project has received a
biotechnology grant from the
Industry Research and Dev
elopment Board of the Com
monwealth Department of
Industry, Technology and
Commerce.

bers from South Australia,
Victoria and New South Wales
has been successful in obtain
ing funding from the Austra
lian Bicentennial Authority
and the SA Institute of Tech
nology for an exhibition on the

DID YOU KNOW:
. tbat propOltionately there were more women in science and tecbnology endeavours between
1900 and 1910 titan during the 1960s?

that women were doing carpentry during tbe 1920s'!
that almost eqnalnumbers of women and men gmdnated with a BSc in 1946'!

McLennan Medal nomina'lions

These facts are among those
unearthed by the 'Nomen in
Science Enquiry Network
(WISENET), which is taking
its show on the road later this
year in a travelling exhibition.

A group of WISENET me m-

Mr Prentice said the CSlRO
Bookshop had been the focal
point for much of CSIRO's
marketing and sales activities
for books and journals over
the past 12 months, and this
had meant an overall increase
of $300 000 in revenue com
pared to 1986/87,

With continued expansIOn
of marketing and sales under
the Editorial Services Unit,
the target figure for 1988/89
could exceed $1.5 million.

Another sales milestone
Once again, sales of CSIRO
pnblications have showed a
marked increase.

According to publications
and sales manager Mr Jeff
Prentice, the target of $1.3
million for the financial year
ending 31 May 1988 has been
reached.

This includes $902 636.56
for the Australian Journals of
Scientific Research, for which
the targeted figure was
$800000.

farmed out to the divisions,
but little thought has been
given to the way in which those
activities are going to be taken
over by the institutes and divi
sions.

'My fear is that they are not
going to be done properly from
an organisation-wide perspec
tive, and the international
reputation of the CSIRO will
suffer as a result,' he said.

'We think we 11ave been put
through the mill and it's a
disproportionate cut,' said Dr
Filshie. 'I'm still reeling from
it.

'The service level two deci
sion wasn't a surprise. The
surprise came from the deci
sion of the institutes. We
wercn't being asked for a staf
fing level cut from the insti
tutes, all we were asking them
to do was to determine our
functions but they recom
mended a cut too. beyond
what was being recommended
by the PCEK review.

'Just how we are going to
cope I don't know because the
workload is going to be
extremely high,' he said.

Dr Filshie also is concerned
about the possible confusion
arising from having ClRC and
a separate commercial consult
ing wing, and about the
Organisation becoming aggres
sively commercial.

'I don't think the Organisa
tion ought to be setting aside
more than a certain proportion
of its resources in this area.
Mostly it doesn't involve
research - it's technology
transfer.

'We have a limited obliga
tion to engage in the interna
tional consulting work, but our
obligations really are with
Australian industry. There is a
great danger that, if it is on a
commercial scale and the
money starts rolling in, it will
become an end in itself and our
priorities will get out of order,'
he said.

Sir fan McLennan, left, with first Medal winner Dr Brian Sowerby

Nominations for the 1988 Sir industrialist Sir lan McLennan,
lan McLellnan Achievement to recognise his contributions
for Industry Award close at the to the application of science
end of uext month (Angllst), and technology for Australia's

The criteria for selection are industrial development. Sir lan
based on practical achievement was Chairman of BHP for
resulting from CSIRO work many years and later Chairman
which has assisted an industry of the ANZ Banking Group
or a private or public enter- and of Elders lXL.
prise. Nominations may be from

The first winner was Dr any individual or organisation
Brian Sowerby who invented outside CSIRO or, within CS
Coalscan, followed by Mr John IRO, from individuals, chiefs
Coleman for his waxed card- or directors nominating an
board box manufacturing pro- achievement in their area of
cess, and joint winners in 1987 responsibility. Where teams
- Dr Albert Rovira for work are involved, the team leader
on cereal cyst nematode and would generally be nominated
Dr Hari Sinha for his contribu- for the award itself, with the
tion to the establishment of the team receiving recognition on
world's largest zircon proces- the accompanying plaque.
sing plant. For further details about

The award was established nominations, contact Mrs Mar
in 1985 by the CSIRO Advis- garet Brown, PO Box 225
ory Council, and was named in Dickson ACT 2602. PH: 062
honour of leading Australian 484484, FAX: 062-484641.-------------- -------------

CSIRO's Centre for International Research Co-Operation
(CIRC) is losing half its staff and will scale down its operations
to fulfil a purely 'corporate' role.

This means that functions
perceived as not belonging to
the corporate centre will be
hived off, to be carried out at
the discretion of the new
CSIRO institutes and divi
sions.

ClRC was reviewed, along
with the corporate centre, by
Pappas, Carter, Evans and
Koop, and it received a 'service
level two' designation, mean
ing a reduction in staff (from
nine to seven) and services.

However, there was a
caveat: further determinations
concerning CIRC's functions
had to be made by the institute
directors in conjunction with
the Director of Corporate Ser
vices, Mr Peter Langhorne.
ClRC ended up with a total of
five staff.

The option chosen by insti
tute directors will see a much
smaller CIRC operating out of
headquarters, and most likely
a separate commercial consult
ing venture (the latter was
originally mooted last year 
see CoResearch No. 307,
November 1987).

Under this option, ClRC
will continue to be the corpo
rate entity responsible for the
co-ordination and promotion
of international activities
within CSIRO, except any
commercial projects which
would be transferred to a com
mercial entity. Therefore,
ClRC would only be involved
in activities of national
interest.

Officer-in-charge of CIRC,
Dr Barry Filshie, has been
critical of the way the decisions
were made. He said he wasn't
given full opportunity to par
ticipate in discussion on the
paper which he put up to the
Executive Committee which
contained two options for
ClRC's future. He wasn't pre
sent during the latter part of
the discussions.

He was also critical of the
PCEK review which examined
certain aspects of CIRC's oper
ation but did not look at the
'customers' and their needs.

'I said that repeatedly during
the review and was never given
a satisfactory explanation.
They never went outside the
Organisation for comments on
CIRC's performance and the
need for ClRC and what level
of service was required.

'From the very limited sur
vey that was done within the
Organisation the general feel
ing was that what we did do,
we did well, but for whatever
reason they decided that many
of our functions were not
appropriate for the corporate
level and they should be
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Dops!
Aleed horn bites

the ice

talk to Ralph and Hney abont
Pavement Pizzas.

After the tecllllicolollr yawn
phase they are fitted with the
special RECOVERTRON
spectacles and placed in front
of a 'LogoScope' .

They are then asl<ed if they
see a real cake or a 3D video
projection,

Candidates correctly an
swering the qnestion do not
feel the pressing need to find
a 3D 'Wet Ones'!

Prospective candidates who
wish to undertake this initia
tion, so....y, investigation,
should contact the NlIlllbat
Project staff at the Division of
Geomechanics in Brisbane on
(07) 377 0711.

income for both divisions. A
scale of charges is yet to be
determined.

Scientists in other CSIRO
divisions will be encouraged to
make use of the ICPMS. For
further information, contact
either Mr Johnson at DTCP on
07-377 0209 or Mr Les Dale at
OFT on 02-543 3855/3287.

The il1ductively COl/pied plasma mass speclromcler

This is one of the vohmleer
guinea pigs for the Nnlllbat
Project recovering from a half
honr session in the 3D-video
'PHYSIOLOTRON' .

Candidates are blindfolded,
then strapped to the roof racks
of the Division's Falcon station
wagon.

Before they have a chance
to recover, they are harnessed
into the PHYSIOLOTRON,
the blindfold is removed, the
3D glasses from the Fnjitsn
stand at Expo 88 are pegged to
their ears and then they are
forced to watch a 3D recording
of the OIC's 'Gale Force Wind'
fishing trip for half an honr.

They are then led away to
the decompression chamber to

Improbable explanation corner
If

Remember the plaintive ery from the CoResearch editor for an
explanation for tMs mysterions photo? One reader, lan dough,
tMnks he has the answer:

the 'operation' to be entirely
successful. The official hand
over of the Casey ANARE
SAT facility was on schedule
on 7 March.

The co-operative spirit bet
ween OTC and the Division of
Radiophysics has extended
over a period of 10 years,
initially with earth station
antenna upgrades at Ceduna
and Moree, and more recently
with the design of three I8m
antennas for Perth and Sydney.

In pursuit of substautially more commercial business, two CSIRO divisions have each purchased
a sophisticated broadrange analytical instrumeut which will offer a useful service to a variety of
users in industry and research institntions.

The divisions of Tropical ively seek commercial work
Crops and Pastures and Fuel based on the ICPMS and are
Technology have now eacll in- preparing brochures which fea
stalled an inductively coupled ture the instrument. Both have
plasma mass spectrometer already received a number of
(ICPMS). These are the first expressions of interest from
two such instruments to be groups which have heard about
commissioned in the Organisa- its capabilities. Eventually, the
tion. instrument is expected to be-

DTCP has purchased thc in- come a significant source of
strumcnt (costing approxi
mately $380 000) from its own
budget and from a special
grant from its institute, while
OFT (based at Lucas Heights)
has combined with three other
groups for the purchase. These
are the Australian Nuclear Sci
ence and Technology Organi
sation (ANSTO), the Division
of Exploration Geoscience and
the Office of the Supervising
Scientist at Jabiru in the North
ern Territory.

The ICPMS, manufactured
in the UK by V.G. Isotopes, is
capable of very sensitive analy
sis of almost all elements in the
periodic table, and this enables
a huge number of uses. For in
stance, DTCP will use the inst
rument to provide multielem
ent analyses on a range of bio
logical samples. The Queens
land Institute of Technology
will also have access to the
service to assist in its mining
and metallurgical research.

Uses for the instrument at
Lucas Heights are ITI>WY. For
instance, scientists from Jabiru
will use it to analyse water
samples to monitor evidence
of pollution from uranium min
ing. Also, the Water Board is
interested in analysis relating
to sewerage, particularly in
characterising different eff
luents from different sewerage
plants.

It is also expected that the
instrument will be of consider
able assistance to CSIRO res
earch.

According to Mr Alan John
son at DTCP, the potential of
the instrument is largely untap
peel. He said it was likely, once
the instrument was fully em
ployed, the Division would run
at least two eight hour shifts,
and possibly three, per day, to
get the most 'out of it.

Both divisions plan to act-

New ins'lrument
Divisions boost service capabilities
to attract more money

search scientist at the Division
of Radiophysics met atthe new
Sydney Satellite Earth Station
at Oxford Falls on the Sunday.

The only spare feed"hornin
Australia was brought in from
the OTCstore,anda lengthy
conference took place between
Sydney and Caseyvia tele
phone.Despite a fracture of
the feed-horn near the critical
throat region, <::asey's senior
mechanic John Duncan came
to the rescue, and an 'opera
tion' with 'assistance' •from
Sydney proceeded.

Johnmadc a special jig to
support the horn. and after
welding the. broken sections,
carefully re-machined the in
ternal corrugations near the
weld to the exact dimensions
of the horn in Sydney.

Following completion of the
antenna (mounted inside a ra
dome for weather protection),
the mandatoryINTELSAT
tests were made, which verified

III " 11of this reliable source of infor
mation on comings and goings
within the Organisation? On
two facing pages alone, there
was 1.22m of logo. But now try
to imagine the cost of it. An
enquiry to the Canberra officc
of The Al/slralial1 revealed that
these ads cost $26.90 per cm,
not allowing for any corporate
rate that we may enjoy. So on
2 July alone we 'invested' $652
in stretched logos - while the
accepted ('1) logo was already
displayed elsewhere in each
ad. Can wc afford such promi
nence? Can CoResearch afford
14 per cent extra space for me
to havc an imposing strctched
logo down the side of this offer
ing?

For $642. we could employ
an STO or, darc I say it. an
AS06, for a week. Just think
who/how many we could em
ploy witll all the savings from
such ads in all the major cities.
Fortunate!y r have not seen
our 'new' logo in Nail/re yet.

Stumt Craig
Division of Plant Industry

Communicationsbetween Al1straliaand our Antarctic territories
al'e becoming farmore effective and efficient thanks to new
technology - hut an .old-fashioned accident neatly put this process
back a few years.

However, a spirit of co-oper
ationand some painstaking
work put the project back on
its feet.

During the 1987/88 summer
season at the Casey Base in the
Antarctic, OTC's Vista instal
lation team accidentally drop
ped the corrugated feed-horn
of the new 7.3m antenna. This
was 20 February and the team
called it 'Black Saturday'.

The antenna was being in
stalled to made possible the
reception and transmission of
TV images and to give access
to computers, through INTEL
SAT.

The accident represented a
major disaster as no spare was
available on site and it was not
possible to transport another
unit from Australia.

A frantic call was made to
Mr Ran Lukin, OTC manager
for the project, and a team of
experts including Or Bruce
Thomas, a senior principal re-

main.

Letters
Cont. from 1'.2

supervisors, Michael Dack and
Robert Lehane. And I'd like
to thank all members of the
ROTF [Redeployment and
Outplacement Task Force],
who have mastered the subtle
art of protecting the interests
of both the Organisation and
the employee.

The times are a-changin',
but the happy memories re-

Elizabeth Odgcrs
Public Affairs

Dear Editor,
Would the real new logo

stand up
Have you noticed the new cor
porate logo yet? No, not the
over-priced, uninspired logo
discussed regularly in this col
umn that was supposed to
unite the Organisation. This
onc appears to be unique to
professional appointment ad
vertisements and to some 'ten
der' type adverts. Rather than
being new, it is a stretched (or
is it sagging) version of the
much-debated symbol and
many of the adverts actually
have both the official logo and
the stretched version. I must
add that it certainly makes
CSIRO positions prominent!
Could it be the work of an
advertising agent?

In these austere timcs at the
laboratory bench, I question
the cost/value of these addi
tional stretched logos that
account for 14 per ccnt of each
ad. In The Al/slralial1 of 2 July
1988 there were six such adver
tisements with a total length of
1.73m! Could you imagine
1.73m of stretched CSI RO
logo winding through the pages
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The CSIRO printery has closed its doors after 40 years of service to the Organisation. It was a
victim of the sweeping changes in the corporate centre precipitated by the Pappas Carter Evalls
and Koop rel'iew.

Printery staff held a 'wake' 011 17 June to mark the end on a long alld distil/guished history.
Some of the original staff and others who had worked there duril/g the 40 years of its existence
joil/ed with CIIrrent to staff 01/ a very sad occasion (although people who were there said it was
tinged with a certain amount of black hl/mour).

The Chief Execl/tive, Dr Boardmal/, sent a letter which was read out at the wake.
He said the Organisation had appreciated 'the comistently excellent quality of work and

excellent service provided over mal/Y years by the CSIRO Printing Centre. The Anuual Report
is a constant reminder that the Cmtre could work under extreme pressure to make a superb
production - all too often with the barest acknowledgement.

'The decision by the Board to close the Printillg Centre was a difficult olle. In the}lual analysis
it was made on economic gronnds,' he said.

Printing service shut-down

Memories - and
the future

Mr T R Hunter, foundation oJjicer-in-charge of CS/RD's printing and
duplicnting section which eventualty became the printing centre, pictured
recounting the main events in the earlier history ofthe section at the function
marking its closure. These events included ·the planning und priming of
CoResearch No./.

higher salaries in industry. At
one point, every printer left
within three months, leaving
the third year apprentice as the
longest serving printer.

It also has to be realised that
while the printery offered a
quality service, no costing
scheme existed. Customers
were only charged for material.
Our services were ahused by
unnecessary production vol
lunes, adding to the Organisa
tion's running costs.

Some members of the staff
were concerncd by the wastage
and excessive time taken to
produce work. The reviews
into the printery and publish
ing in CSIRO enabled staff to
express their concern to senior
management.

ColoLlr work was a major
problem. The machine requir
ed to produce annual reports
needed a multi-shift operation.
The devaluation of the Austra
lian dollar made it uneconom
ical for CSIRO to purchase
this machine. I feel that there
was an argument for a small
printing operation in single
colour for report work, in
conjunction with a user pays
costing system.

It is sad to see the printery
close but the problems over
the past years have been very
clemoralising and a great strain
on loyal staff. Local manage
ment has tried to retain an
operation that needed major
changes.

As the weeks have rolled by
to the final closing day, it has
been marvellous to See how
the staff have been absorbed
into the printing industry
where their skills will be fully
utilised. One older staff mem
ber who decided to retire was
casually offered three day a
week employment servicing
processing machines. The deal
included job training and the
salary was thousands of dollars
more than he received from
CSIRO.

The staff at the printery
have been very disappointed
that management has not been
able to cope with the changes
that were necessary to run an
inhouse printing operation.

copying machines came into
use. The addressagraph mach
ine was replaced by computer
technology. The multigraph
that was used for setting the
journal figures was also taken
over by computer technology.
The art section was diminished
and transferred back to Albert
St.

Our litho operation was a
small part of the printery, but
as technology changed, the
letterpress operation was to be
phased out. A number of prob
lems appeared at this time.
The printing industry was
changing from letterpress to
photolitho. Computer technol
ogy would make phototypcset
ting a very productive tool,
and this operation was suited
to the cheaper photolitho
printing process.

CSIRO's mathematical
typesetting operation was
highly sophisticated and com
puter technology was still try
ing to match monotype (hot
metal) setting. Management
was aware of the typesetting
problems and used CSIRO's
resources to develop a suitable
computer based system. This
system still remains after the
printery has closed.

Colour was started to be
used in annual reports. The
letterpress staff would have to
be retrained to handle film,
not just single colour but four
colour. The older, highly skil
led staff were retiring. We
realised at this time that the
printery had some fundamen
tal problems to overcome, par
ticularly in retraining and
equipment for the use of four
colour.

Colour films improved in
fidelity and scanners and high
speed litho presses reduced the
cost of printing with large
improvements in quality. The
printing industry expanded,
with greater demands for skil
led Iubour.

Our effort to recruit skilled
staff failed because of the low
salaries. Obvious problems we
faced eight years ago were not
given the attention they need
ed. Production errors were in
creasing. Staff were leaving for

The CSIRO prinlery has tinally closed. At this poillt it is a good lime too look back 011 its history
and the Board's decision to close the opemlion and also to see whal employment oppol'lllllities
have beell offered 10 the staff.

My association with the pri:
tery started when 1 was a
school boy in 1950, two years
after the operation began at
A1bert Street.

To get the facts right, I
believe the printery really
started in Palestine around the
early 1940s in the Second Sur
vey Unit. Major Hunter, Maj
or Chamberlain, sergeants,
corporals and privates who
were responsible for map print
ing in the Middle East were
later to serve CSIRO's printing
needs.

I had been in the Cadet Corp
at school and I guess one of the
pre-requisites for a job with
CSIRO's printery at that time
was to be able to Order Arms
and know what was meant by
a four by two.

The talents of this group of
craftsmen in leadership and
technical skills carried the prin
tery for many years, for they
set the standard of quality, re
sourcefulness and hard work
that existed in the older mem
bers of the staff.

The printery's mapping
work, the use of a 300 line
screen for zoology reproduc
tion 25 years ago, Scientific
Serials, mathematical typeset
ting, etc, were examples of the
their talents applied at the
printery.

Our first change came when
we were evicted from Albert
Street for one or all of three
reasons. Regularly flooding
the library, much to Miss
Archer's displeasure, Sir 1an's
inability to get into the lift
because of bales of paper, or
the language that flowed from
the press room in the base
ment.

The move to Rokeby Street
isolated the printery from the
mainstream of CSIRO. Tech
nical positions were dropped
for printing craftsmen, and in
later years this lower salary
structure would in fact prove
very costly.

With more space the printing
operation expanded. New
presses were purchased for 16
page B5 sections. The service
to the library in microfilms and
prints disappeared as photo-
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Crossing the Hong'! Khola on the way to base camp.

The Baruntse expedition

Science and adventure meet in
the Himalayas

An alternate route hastily plan
ned while on Baruntse was also
ruled out when one day the
team heard an enormous rum
ble, looked across and saw a
huge avalanche sweeping the
entire snow slope intendcd for
the assault.

So that peak remains un
climbed, a target for some
future expedition.

Despite several disappoint
ments, Will said the expedition
was well worthwhile.

'I was happy just getting to
23 OOOft,' said Will. Only 18
months ago he suffered a punc
tured lung and also has had
bouts of asthma. The view
from that height was worth
every laboured breath getting
there, he said.

'I recall very well being on
the summit ridge at 23 OOOft
and being able to see a couple
of hundred kilometres over the
Himalayan range. Baruntse
sits right among the giants,
which you can almost reach
out and touch.

'It was something I will carry
with me for the rest of my life,'
said Will.

Members of the group fund
ed the expedition themselves,
although they had some spon
sorship in the form of dis
counted equipment and ser
vices. Will said Singapore Air
lines, and particularly the air
line's Canberra manager M r
Bob Goddard, were extremely
helpful.

'We had an enormous am
ount of gear to get over there
and back, and the airline or
ganised the freighting, with a
saving of about $7000-$8000 in
charges,' said Will. An article
for the inhouse magazine has
been promised in return.

Perhaps mountain climbing
doesn't seem a very 'logical'
activity because of the inherent
danger and discomfort.

'It goes back to the basic
human drives of exploration
and challenge,' said Will. 'You
really have the question in
your mind of whether you can
do it.

'One of the guys on the ex
pedition put it another way.
He said what makes high alt
itude climbing really interest
ing is that you eould blow up
at any time!'

Expedition leader Dr John Finnigan I/t camp two (20 400ft). willt
his goal in the background.

ies per day but were lucky to
put down about 2000-3000
calories.

'We would spend nights
dreaming of eating lamb chops
and having the fat drip th rough
our beards,' he said.

Most of the mountaineers
lost about six kilograms, but
John Finnigan lost about 12kg
because he also had a viral
infection towards the end.

The problem with porters,
which caused considerable
delays on the march to base
camp, probably stemmed from
the heightened climbing activ
ity at that time - for instance,
there was a major assault on
Everest which required a lot of
porters.

Most of the team's porters
came from the lower regions of
Nepal where the trip to base
camp began, and the original
plan was to employ them only
up to the foothills, when the
team would take on porters
more accustomed to higher
altitudes.

But the high altitude porters
weren't available so the team
was forced to tackle the
18 OOOft Mere La (pass), the
major obstacle on the trek to
base camp, with the low altit
ude porters. Unfortunately,
the weather on the perma
nently snowbound pass was
stormy, and a lot of the porters
simply packed up and went
home.

'This was quite understanda
ble,' said Will. 'Many of them
didn't have shoes and weren't
properly equipped. The hardy
ones that were left were insuf
ficient to carry the loads - we
had only a third of the number
we needed, so we had to
shuttle the loads across.'

Another disappointment for
the team was the necessity to
drop the plan to climb Barun
tse Nup, a spectacularunclimb
ed peak just west of Baruntse.

Because of the porter situa
tion, the expedition was al
ready running behind sched
ule, and Baruntse itself proved
more difficult to climb than
first thought.

Also, the route the team had
planned for climbing Banmtse
Nup looked to have a number
of dangers which had not been
apparent from photographs.

'It was very frightening.
because if you don't have your
axe planted properly you could
be swept off the ridge.'

The pair made only one
kilometre that day (the rest of
the team had descended ear
lier), ancl they were forced to
stop at the first camp they
reached on the route down the
mountain.

The nights on the mountain
were cold (about -20 degrees
Celsius). but Will said in the
Himalayas heat is as much a
problem as cold.

'On a clear sunny day up on
a glacier, the radiation is very
intense and you get a lot of re
f1ccted radiation from the
snow. And at the higher altit
ude the radiation is particularly
intense because of the thin air,'
he said.

'We found early on that
snow cream wasn't enough 
we still got burnt. In the end
we simply covered cvery con
ceivable part of our bodies.

'Thcn we would get ex
tremely hot from the radiation
even though the air tempera
ture itself was quite low, which
meant that as soon as a wind
sprang up it would be bitterly
cold.'

It wasn't just the heat and
cold the team had to cope with.
There was the food, and also
a major problem with porters.

The high carbohydrate diet
included a lot of rice and
lentils, potatoes in various
forms and chapatis (Indian flat
bread).

'When it was fresh and a bit
novel it was fine, but after a
month and half or two months
it got very boring and was
difficult for a lot of us to get
the stuff down,' said Will.

At high altitude the team
had their own pre-packed food
which was better, but Will said
they used to have fantasies
about various types of food
which were not available.

'We actually began to crave
fats because we were losing
body weight at a high rate and
burning our own fats. We
burn t abou t 7000-10 000 calor-

When the supply of cold air
ran out, the katabatic flow
would die out and, back would
come the clouds, often to be
greeted with curses by the
climbers who had seized the
rare windless, sunny moment
to have a bath and would be
caught naked and covered with
soap by the advancing clouds.

Or Finnigan said he witnes
sed maybe three or four cycles
a day. It's a well known pheno
menon, but not usually observ
ed in such a pure sense.

The climbers also saw the
classic lens shaped clouds
which form over high moun
tains. These were caused by
the atmospheric waves that
form as the air is forced over
the mountain barrier and were
as Will Steffen said 'quite
dramatic' .

Evidence of the jet stream
was sometimes seen in the
form of a plume of cloud
blowing off the summit of Mt
Everest.

These observations of
weather phenomena added an
other dimension to the excite
ment of climbing, in what
proved to be an eventful trip.

Although they had to turn
back only 400ft from the top of
Baruntse, they attained the
summit ridge at 23 OOOft (by
way of comparison, Everest is
29 OOOft), and returned safely.

Impossible snow conditions
at the knife-edged ridge pre
vented the climbers from
reaching their final goal. At
one point the lead climbers
had to wade through snow that
had thc consistency of 'a hugc
pavlova', said John.

The feeling of insecurity that
must have presented was
matched by the experience of
John and Will as they descend
cd.

'We were coming down a
steep ridge from just over
22 (lOOft whcn a storm started.
When the J50km per hour
wind gusts hit all we could do
was dig our icc axes in and
hang on - and we would be
flapped about like a flag,' said
Will.

The Himalayas not only provide nnmerous challenges for monntain climbers, they have an intrinsic
interest for scientists as well.

Dr John Finnigan from the
Centre for Environmental
Mechanics is both an atmos
pheric scientist and an avid
mountain climber. Earlier this
year he was on top of thc
world, leading a team for an
assault 011 a major peak in the
Himalayas, and at the same
time observing some scientific
principles in action.

The Hongu Valley from
where his team made its climb
could be describcd as a grcat
outdoor wind flow laboratory.
Basic principles of wind flow
can be easily observed.

John is an acknowledged ex
pert on wind flow over hills.
He is also a mountaineer with
a wealth of expericnce from
countless climbs.

On 23 March he and nine
other adventurers set out to
climb Baruntse (see CoR~s
earch March 1988), which nes
tles in the immediate vicinity
of three of thc five highest
mountains in the world - the
highest, of course, being Mt
Everest.

There were six other scicn
tists in his teamf including
CSIROstaff members Dr Will
Steffen, also from Environ
mental Mechanics and Mr John
Armstrong. who is retired from
the Division of Plant Industry.

In scenes not at all reminis
cent of a divisional seminar.
John Finnigan gave impromptu
lectures about the spectacular
climatic phenomena they wit
nessed.

Perhaps the most fascinating
was the 'competition' between
cool air spilling over the edge
of a high plateau and the
lower, warmer cloudy air.

The upper Hongu Valley,
where the group's base camp
was located, was a narrow 'v'
shape down low while further
up glaciation had scoured it
into the classic 'u' shape. At
the head of the valley was a
very broad basin suspended at
about 18 OOOft above sea level
and surrounded by glaciers
and snowpeaks - a reservoir of
cold air.

During the day the prevail
ing westerly wind, moist from
its passage over the Indian
plain, was channelled up the
valley. Its presence was mark
ed by a bank of clouds which
would advance to cover their
upper Hongu camp in the early
afternoon. The up-valley flow
also kept the cold air above its
plateau.

Late in the afternoon, how
ever, when the sun went down
in the steep-sided valley, the
turbulent mixing which kept
the air flow channelled up
valley quickly dropped off and
the cold air from the plateau
would spill down-valley in a
chill 'katabatic wind', pushing
back the cloud front.
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Ifpress coverage is any gauge, the Centenary ANZAAS Congress held in May was a roaring success.

CoResearch editor, Liz Tynall, attended part of the Ce1Itellary ANZAAS COllgress in Sydlley, alld
here reports 011 her impressions, as well as offering a bit of backgrolllld 011 the evellt.

The ANZAAS Congress

Survival will depend on adaptation
while the lecturer was mid
talk. Many people arrived late.

One of the more strange
aspects of the conference was
the attendance of a little old
lady - she must have been in
her 80s - who (at two of the
sessions I attended) arrived
late and with much rustling of
her plastic bag. She then pro
ceeded to ignore the speaker
and run through the confer
ence program, apparently
marking the speakers she
would next go to see but not
listen to. She must have flipped
through the program 20 times.

She was obviously a member
of the public (or just possibly
a retired scientist), but the
messages just weren't getting
through to her. Is this the lot
of science communication?
Even people who think they
want to hear the message lose
interest when it is presented to
them.

Er

The OTC consortiuIll prototype earth station with its 4.5m
Ku-band antenna was officially unveiled on 16 June at the Codan
plant in Adelaide.

The prototype marks the first stage 01' a project which is to
lead to further development and production for both INTELSAT
Business Service (IBS) and AUSSAT applications.

The earth station was built by a consortium comprising Codan,
the CSIRO Division of Radiophysics, the Microwave Technology
Development Centre (MITEC) of Queensland University, the
Air Navigation Group and Laboratory for Communication
Science and Engineering of Sydney University and the South
Australian Institute of Technology.

Within the Division of Radiophysics, the antenna group (earth
station section) and its research leader, Dr Bruce Thomas, devel
oped an economical, high efficiency 4.5m diameter antenna as
part of its role in the consortium.

With the design finalised, the task of implementation of the
reflector passed to Sydney University: CSIRO was responsible
for the feed design and construction.

Once the completed antenna was assembled, the Division
checked the performance characteristics of the prototype against
the theoretical design.

Expressions of interest to manufacture and market the antenna
are to be called, and Dr Rod Esdaile of the Division of
Manufacturing Technology is assisting by optimising the corru
gated feed horn for manufacture in industry.

able flavour of the proceed
ings.

It is rather depressing tD
attend a talk in a large lecture
theatre that is not even half
full, but that was how it was at
the three sessions 1 attended.
With a relatively small number
of delegates but with six or
more sessions going on simul
taneously it was hardly surpris
ing.

As well as invited speakers,
perhaps there should have
been invited audiences as well.
I heard of one case where two
speakers left the conference
early and very crestfallen: no
one had turned up to their
session.

Perhaps more depressing
was the attitude of the audi
ence. At one talk I went to a
man read his newspaper
through some of the session.
People often chattered among
themselves, or got up to leave

New antenna commissioned

Highly relevant

'We could argue forever
about whether they are sci
ences and what sort of sciences
they are,' said Mr O'Rourke.
'The fact is that we are increas
ingly relying on science in its
many forms, and there seems
to me to be no really valid
reasons for excluding a whole
area of research that is highly
relevant tD society.'

As usual, a number of
CSIRO scientists delivered
papers (in the 'hard sciences'
areas of course). Apart from
Chief Executive Dr Keith
Boardman who spoke about
public sector/private sector
research (see May issue of
CoReseal'ch), these included
Dr Graham Harris from the
Division of Fisheries, Dr Ken
McCracken, Director of
COSSA, Dr Geoff Grigg,
Chief of the Division of
Biotechnology, and Dr Bob
Frater, Director of the Insti
tute of Information and Com
munications Technologies.

There was an interesting
program, this year comprising
only invited speakers. In the
past the organisers put out a
call for papers and presented
what they received. The con
cept of a session convenor and
papers rela ting to each other
seemed to work well from
what I could see.

And what of the sessions
themselves? I was Dnly there
for one day, and therefore
could only sample what was on
offer. However, I did go tD
three sessions and got a reason-

both have something impor
tant to contribute, either allay
ing fears in the community or
allowing the community to
understand more about the
issues .•

The physical scientists don't
all see it that way. Informal
discussions with some of the
staff or delegates at the Con
gress revealed stories about
certain scientists who will have
nothing to do with the
ANZAAS Congress because
they feel it has been 'devalued'
by the addition of social sci
ences.

Certainly, when one looks at
the program and sees subjects
such as Folklore in Australia;
Happily Ever After: The Fam
ily in Australia; Inventing
Australian History; and The
Social Construction of Gender,
it is hardly surprising that some
people ask how these are help
ing to Advance Science.

But both Mr Davenport and
Mr O'Rourke are adamant
that these and other social
sciences topics are just as relev
ant in the modern world as the
work of the physical scientists.

communicate their message is
still as important now as it was
in 1888, but the means by
which it is done are probably
going to change in the next 20
years.'

For many years ANZAAS
played a major part in advising
the government on science pol
icy, and the Congress pre
sented an opportunity to dis
cuss these matters, as well as
present the fruits of scientific
research.

That role has disappeared,
with more sophisticated
methods of determining policy.
Now the major purpose of the
Congress is in bringing scien
tists from widely different
fields together to discuss their
work, with particular emphasis
Dn challenges and problems in
modern society and how sci
ence and technology can help.

But is it just an expensive
nosh-up, a way for scientists
and those on the fringes of
science to spend a week
socialising with their peers?

Probably not. My experi
ence of scientists indicates that
they often resent time spend
away from the lab, and would
not so indulge unless they felt
it was worthwhile.

There is a growing realisa
tion among Congress Drganis
ers that it is increasingly dif
ficult for people to spend an
entire working week at a con
ference.

Mr O'Rourke suggested that
a quite different Congress, of
only two or three days' dura
tion, probably would be
adopted in the futme.

Once again this year the
debate concerning 'hard' and
'soft' sciences was trotted out,
especially when a metropolitan
paper ran an editorial on the
subject.

Since the late 1960s, when
social sciences started to
become trendy, they have
progressively been incorpo
rated into the ANZAAS prog
ram.

Mr Jim Davenport, chair
man of the scientific program
committee and former chair
man of the ANZAAS Council,
said from the 1960s onwards a
whole range of concerns about
the environment, atomic
power and weapons, automa
tion and its social effects etc,
were emerging in the commun
ity. In addition, a greater swing
towards the welfare state in
Australia brought many social
issues into focus.

It was felt that the ANZAAS
Congress was a suitable forum
to tackle these issues.

'My own view is that is an
extremely important part of
ANZAAS's function,' said Mr
Davenport, 'to bring the social
scientists and the natural scien
tists together because they

Every day the major met
ropolitan newspapers devoted
space to at least one. and often
many, stories emanating from
the Congress.

So in this respect at least, the
aim of the ANZAAS Con
gress, to promulgate know
ledge about science in the
community, was realised. Past
congresses have shown that
the media gives the event a
high profile.

But once again this year the
Congress itself did not attract
huge numbers of delegates,
despite being held in
Australia's biggest city and the
fact that it was the Centenary
year.

There would be no way that
the $400 000 cost of staging the
event was anywhere near
recouped from the (approxi
mately) 1400 delegates who
attended.

The funding came from a
large number of corporate
sponsors, the New South
Wales and Federal govern
ments, as well as from the
Australian International Dev
elopment Assistance Bureau
which arranged the participa
tion of delegates from less
developed countries. Sydney
University made a substantial
contribution to the running of
the event.

Of course, Sydney Univer
sity was where it all started, in
1888, when it hosted the first
Congress of the Australasian
Association for the Advance
ment of Science (AAAS - the
New Zealand part was added
in 1930).

Back then the Congress was
firmly in the physical sciences
camp - unlike today - how
ever it did canvass issues of
social importance such as pub
lic health, particularly Syd
ney's sewerage system.

As a connection with that
Congress 100 years ago, a
paper at this year's event dealt
with Sydney's sewerage system
a century on. Also, an excur
sion for delegates this year
reflected a trip organised in
1888. A plan to have the
Congress opened by Lord Car
rington (whose namesake
opened the original Congress)
was thwarted by his NATO
responsibilities.

There is no doubt that the
role of ANZAAS has changed
over the years. Initially, it was
vital in the age of very basic
communications. 'ANZAAS
was set up with the aim of
communicating science to the
public in an era when the
newspapers were fairly limited,
when communications were
still primitive, there was no
television or radio,' said Con
gress organising secretary Mr
Barry O'Rourke.

'Tile need for scientists to
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Chief Librarian leaves after 30 years
With CSIRO

R.etirement
Ms Pat O'Bl'ien, a c1crical
assistant with CSlRO for 36
years, retired on 1 July. Pat
was born and bred in the
Griffith area, and after com
pleting a busincss college
course, started work with the
then Irrigation Research
Laboratory in 1952 as a typist.
Colleagues say Pat's involve
ment in the Griffith Laborat
ory and community will be
sadly missed. She is consider
ing retiring to the Dubbo reg
ion to be closer to her family.

library management system for
the CSIRO library network 
one of the most challenging
applications of its kind in the
world given the s.ize and spread
of the CSIRO system.

Since leaving CSlRO, Mr
Dawe has been invited to be
come a Visiting Fellow at the
Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology where he will
undertake some lecturing and
research within the Depart
men t of Informa tion Services.

SIROCREDIT

A customer in the new Canberra SIROCREDIT office.

SIROCREDIT officially opened its new Canberra branch omce
on 22 June 1988.

The office is located at Building 4, Division of Plant Industry,
CSIRO Black Mountain Laboratories.

The occasion was celebrated by a luncheon held by SIRO
CREDIT which was attended by 350 CSIRO employees. The
response was very pleasing to the management and Board of
SIROCREDIT as it reflected its excellent support from and
personal association with CSIRO employees in the Canberra
region.

SIROCREDIT later held its 31st Annual General Meeting in
the Plant Industry conference room. This gave Canberra mem
bers of SIROCREDIT the opportunity to review the credit
union's performance over the past financial year and to offer
suggestions for the direction of the next year.

During 1987/88 SIROCREDIT achieved, on behalf of its
membership, the following growth:

Membership increase: 12% to 5894 members
Loan increase: 20% to $36.3 million
Savings increase: 34% to $42.7 million
Liquidity increase: 42% to $9.1 million

and communications. With
Betty Doubleday, the former
Chief Librarian, and others.
he pioneered the introduction
of computerised systems into
CSIRO and Australian library
and information services gen
erally.

Internationally, he has been
secretary of the Australian
National Committee of the
International Federation for
Documentation since 1971 and
has represented Australia at
that body's General Assemb
lies several times.

Within CSIRO, he has al
ways believed in the impor
tance of library and informa
tion services in facilitating
research, while recognising the
need for optimum perform
ance at least cost. He also has
excelled in encouraging and
facilitating co-operation bet
ween libraries and minimising
duplication of effort. Among
his initiatives on becoming
Chief Librarian was to per
suade the Executive of the im
portance of updating the Scien
tific Serials of A Llstralian Lib
raries. which was achieved in
1975/76.

Of recent note has been the
implementation of the on-line

EPA award

MI' Peter Dawe has left CSIRO arter 15 years as CSIRO's Chief Librarian and a total of 30 years
with the Organisation.

He joined the Division of
Soils in Adelaide in 1958 as
librarian and in 1966 became
special projects officer at the
CSIRO Central Library in
Melbourne.

In 1971 he became CSIRO's
Deputy Chief Librarian, and
Chief Librarian in 1973.

Mr Dawe has been at the
forefront of change in the role
of professional librarian from
custodian to active purveyor of
information. I-lis contribution
to librarianship and infonna·
tion services is well known
both within CSIRO and in
many other areas of the profes
sion, and he has represented
CSIRO on many national
councils over the years. He is
a member of course advisory
committees at several schools
of information science and was
President of the Library
Association of Australia in
1987. He was awarded a Fel
lowship of the Association in
1984.

He has a special interest in
the application of technology
to libraries, and among con
nections in this area he has,
since 1973, been a mem ber
(and first Convenor) of a nat
ional working party on systems

The United States Environ
mental Protection Agency
(EPA) has awarded a paper
which was co-anthol'ed by a
young CSIRO scientist.

Dr Peter Nichols, now a
research scientist at the Divi
sion of Oceanography in Ho
bart, took part in the research
which resulted in the papcr
while a post-doctoral research
fellow at Florida State Univer
sity.

years has has taken a leading
role in the establishment of
AAHL.

Notwithstanding the con
trovcrsy that has developed
around some of the Laborat
ory's proposed activities, the
award obviously reflects the
recognition by the veterinary
community of the value of
AAHL, as well as Bill's dedica
tion and personal achievement
in establishing its reputation as
one of the world's leading lab
oratories in exotic disease diag
nosis and animal disease res
earch.

AAHL Chief wins
top veterinary

award
MI' Bill Snowdon, Chief of the
Australian Animal Health
Laboratory (AAHL) was
awarded the Gilrnth Prize at
Ithe Australian Veterinary
Association Annnal General
Meeting in Canberra on 19
May.

Bill eame to CSIRO in 1958
from the Victorian Depart
ment of Agriculture where he
was engaged in livestock dis
ease investigations for 10
ycars. In the Division of Ani
mal Health he was engaged in
reseHfch on virus diseases of
livestock and over the past 18

Mr Bill Snowdon

CoResearch is I'rodllced by the
Public Affairs Unit for CSIRO
staff. Readers are invited to contri
bute or offer suggestions for art~

ides. The deadlinc is the last
Monday before the issue month.
Editor: Liz Tynnn, PO Box 225,
Dickson, ACT 2602. PH:062
484479.

Mr Paul Clune of the Gr{//1I'ille College Committee presenting
Dean White with his certtJicate and prize.

Delln White, a thinl year sheet- been awanled third place fo,'
metal apprentice at the North his year in the fitting and
Ryde site, has been awarded a machining pre-apprenticeship
certificate for second place in course of 1987.
his year in the Sheetmetal Both apl)J'entices attend
Trade Course (stage two) for Granville College of TAFE in
1987. Sydney's west. Their certifi-

Stathios Kal'llolis, first yea,' catcs read 'for dedication to
apprentice fitter and machinist study and outstanding achieve-
at the sitc, at prescnt in stage ment in the conrse'.
thrce of his trade conrse, has

Or Henzellleaves for Canberra

Apprenliceship awards

The Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures officially farewelled
former Chief Dr Ted Henzell and his wife Frances at a fnnction
on 10 June. Dr Henzell is now DireClOr of the Institute of Plant
Production and Processing and is based in Canberra. Shown
above is the acting Chi~f of the Division, Dr Ray JOlles, making
a presentation to Dr Henzell. The flowers Mrs Henzell is holding
were a special thought because, by coincidence, the day for the
farewell happened to be the Henzell's wedding anniversary.
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The Australia Telescope

The Australia Telescope, Australia's window on the Universe and perhaps the
most forward looking of all our Bicentennial projects, is the culmination of years
of planning, research and development by CSIRO scientists and engineers, in
co-operation with many companies and other researchers. The achievement is
a remarkable testament to the high level of skill in this Organisation, with its
long and distinguished tradition of research in radiophysics. A special feature
on the telescope, its uses, benefits and the people involved in its development,

appears on pages 4 and 5 of this issue.

Below, five antennas of the Australia Telescope compact array at Culgoora in New South Wales.
Another similar dish is out of sight. six kilometres to the west. Inset below left, the 64m radio teles
cope operated by the Division of Radiophysics at Parkes. This will form part of the AT long
baseline array, as will the antenna above left, the 22m dish at Mopra near Siding Spring.

Photos: Jolln Maslerson, Division of Radiophysics
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Should we therefore continue
to turn off lights or participate
in other cost-saving exercises
in the light of such profligacy?

It would be unfortunate if
scientists became more inter
ested in logophilia than logo
daedaly.

M H Jones
Division of Mineral Products

Dear Editor,
Stuart Craig rightly points out
the problems with the inadver
tent use of a 'stretched logo'
[CoResearch 314, July 1988].

You can rest assured that
the logo will not be used in
such a fashion again.

Jenifer North
Manager,

Corporate Communications

Dear Editor,
I read with interest Ralph
Judd's article in the July issue
of CoResearch where he traced
the history of CSIRO's prin
tery as he viewed it.

My interest stems from a
lengthy period of close involve
ment in the management of the
printery and I shall look back
with fond memories of my
association with the Unit, valu
ing highly the many friendships
formed.

I should like to take this
opportunity to pay my tribute
to all the staff for their fine
contributions to CSIRO's in
formation services. From my
perspective, all four managers
over the past 40 years, Tom
Hunter, Jack Chamberlain,
Paul Lynch and Wayne Matth
ews, operated effectively in a
business·like manner. This was
not an easy job, particularly
during the past 10 years.

Without wishing to quarrel
with Ralph, I believe he was
wide of the mark in some of
his statements. For example,
his statement 'no costing sys
tem scheme existed' is quite
incorrect. Systems in which I
was involved in introducing
many years ago priced our
publications according to the
AGPS costing formula which
takes into account labour costs.
In the case of work produced

Cont. on p.6

PERSONNEL-l
RECORDS'

C.SIRo ~

tion to encompass contracted
research, collaborative res
card! and the range of arrange
ments in between, I'll buy him
or her a beer!

Dear Editor,
I am sorry that the logophilic
(sic) Peter Martin thinks I am
an 'ESP' (CoResearch 313,
p.2). Perhaps, for him and
others who may have joined
the Organization [sic - Ed.]
recently, I should have cited
my earlier letters to CoRes
earch in a proper manner.

He might like to read my
previous correspondence in
CoResearch 215 p.4, 245 p.2,
258 p.2 and 270 p.2. After that
tiresome chore he might con
template further how best
CSIRO and its employees
could use our energy. Should
we be trying to win Nobel
Prizes, getting industrially
relevant research up and run
ning, or designing eye-catching
logos? Do we really want the
shadow or the substance?

With regard to 'Z', I would
refer him to Peter Aukland's
letter in CoResearch 303 p.2,
and to Bob Schoenfeld's bril
liant text The Chemist's Eng
lish for a far better defence
than mine of its use.

One should ask when mak
ing any change (whether for a
good reason or not) what is the
cost/benefit ratio of rewriting,
for example, The CSIRO Act
which uses 'z' in our title? As
for spelling styles, why don't
we use The Macquarie style of
'Ausglish' (sic) and be at odds
with all of the English speaking
world?

Our Organization [sic] has
been suffering from severe eco
nomic restraint for many years
but it seems there is no limit to
the expenditure of either time
or money for the continual re
designing and updating of let
terheads, visiting cards, etc.
caused by renaming of the
divisions and institutes.

Can the financial situation
really be taken seriously then?

R W Murnain
Senior Advisory

(Commercial)
Corporate Resources Branch

."And under lPerw1Ja{ily~CWSs orIC'ls hostile and agHrcssivt'attdwrite
"Is poPIIlarand weJl~rounded eTlloriotlal(y" ..

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
In 'A Matter of Opinion' in the
June issue, Or Graeme Ogilvie
presents a sound case for the
propositions that:

(i) research support for the
manufacturing sector is a spe
cial task, qualitatively different
from reseach support for other
industry sectors and requiring
its own approaches; and
(ii) collaborative research is

the best vehicle for CSIRO to
use to provide that support.

Contrary to Or Ogilvie's
assertion, CSIRO's central
management has long been not
only aware of (i) but also
committed to the flexible
approach it implies. This is
readily demonstrated by a
string of policy statements,
annual reports, speeches and
other documents issued over
the past several years, which
would be tedious to name
here. More pragmatically, it is
confirmed by the continuous
provision of additional res
ources and support, even in
times of extreme financial
stringency, to Or Ogilvie's own
Division which provides per
haps the ultimate illustration
of tailoring reseach delivery
services to the needs of indiv
idual industries and com
panies.

Let me now turn to (ii). Al
though the central CSIRO
administration would not dog
matically claim collaborative
research agreelnents iD be a
magic universal format for
delivering CSIRO services to
manufacturing companies,
there is in fact strong commit
ment here to such arrange
ments. Administrative systems
and rules have been changed
to facilitate collaborative
arrangements, while CSIRO
can rightly claim to have had a
marked influence on the app
roach adopted in the administ
ration of the 150 per cent tax
concession. This approach ena
bles companies' financial in
puts into collaborative res
earch arrangements with CS
IRO (as well as their input into
research contracts per se) to be
eligible for the concession.

Likewise, our recent repres
entations to the Bureau of
Industry Economics have en
sured that collaborative
arrangements will be given
appropriate attention in the
Bureau's forthcoming review
of the effectiveness of that
concession.

Or Ogilvie objects to the use
of the term 'sponsored res
earch' in the heading on CS
IRO information circular 87/40
to subsume, inter alia, col
laborative arrangements. This
should cause no heartburn.
We do need a general descrip
tion, and it seems useful to
have a term that combines the
concepts of financial support
and more general support not
necessarily having a financial
element. If Graeme or anyone
else can suggest a better one
or two-word general descrip-

*Editor's note: An interview
with Mr Kerin is scheduled to
appear in the September issue
of CoResearch.

present trend is allowed to
continue. Australia must pro
duce more of the products of
the information industries and
this means a considerable in·
vestment in what is an R&D
intensive industry.

Mr Kerin, Minister for Prim
ary Industries and Energy,
attended the July meeting of
the CSIRO Board. He expres
sed the view that the Govern
ment should be setting strateg
ic directions for R&D. If this
were done it would certainly
assist CSIRO in determining
the balance of research effort
and the allocation of resources.
Mr Kerin wants greater co
operation between his depart
ment and CSIRO, and to this
end liaison committees are
being established in the areas
of agriculture and natural res
ource management, energy
research and development,
minerals research and develop
ment, and with the Bureau of
Mineral Resources.

I am now carrying out per
formance and development
program reviews with the indi
vidual institute directors. They
are proving to be extremely
useful and worthwhile in re
viewing the directions and
priorities of the institutes and
their constituent divisions, as
well as the major objectives of
the directors over the next 12
months.

A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman

At last there appears to be increasing recognition within the
business commuuity aud the print media of the vital importance
of innovative R&D to the process of improving the competence
of Australian industry and the competitiveness of Australian
products in world marl,ets.

The recent issue of The
Australian Director was a spe
cial edition on technology. In
his editorial comment, the
President of the Institute of
Directors of Australia, Mr
Colin Harper, wrote: 'the cor
porate leaders of our country
have the responsibility to use
their influence to push our
technology base to a point
where we are able to compete
successfully in the world's mar
ketplace.

'There is no doubt that we
have some catching up to do.'

The edition featured my
speech to the recent National
Conference of the Institute of
Directors of Australia as well
as highlighting some of CS
IRO's greatest achievements
and listing some CSIRO pro
ducts developed in the 1980s
and currently exported.

The need to catch up refer
red to in Mr Harper's editorial
is so apparent from the recent
analysis of the relative poten
tial of 21 countries by a New
York based research group,
Strategic Research Interna
tional. Australia was ranked
last because of its heavy re
liance on a few commodities
for export income, its large
trade deficit and its high level
international borrowings com
pared with the economy's size.
Australia occupied the number
two position for food and ener
gy trade, but rated last when it
came to manufactured goods.

However, as I mentioned in
my speech to the Institute of
Directors, adding value
through greater processing of
commodities can substantially
increase export earnings from
the primary sectors and offer
the best prospects for reducing
our trade deficit in the shorter
term. But in the longer term
we must diversify our trading
base by increased competitive
ness in manufactured goods. A
survey of recent developments
in several industrial nations
indicated substantial commit
ments to increased R&D ex
penditure but focused primar
ily on market opportunities.

In his presentation to the
CSIRO Board on the strategy
for the Institute of Information
and Communications Technol
ogies, Or Prater pointed to the
increasing trade gap in the pro
ducts of the information indus
tries. The gap is now $3.5
billion and could exceed $10
billion in the early 1990s if the

From the Chief·.
Executive I

IRII
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tracted by the Melbourne Met
ropolitan Board of Works
(MMBW) as a consultant. The
MMBW wants to test the feasi
bility of seeding cold season
storm clouds to boost rainfall
in the Thomson Reserv.oir
catchment area near Mt Baw
Baw in Victoria.

Alongside this work, the
Division also is conducting
'The Australian Winter Storms
Experiment', using a sophisti
cated steerable, microwave
radiometer (one of only three
in the world) from the United
States to detect and measure
liquid water in clouds.

The experiment also uses
the Division's lidar (light
detection and ranging) instru
ment and is intended to lead to
expanded opportunities for
cloud seeding in the MMBW
project. Of particular interest
from the scientific viewpoint is
how Mt Baw Baw and similar
orographic (mountainous) fea
tures lead to additional super
cooled liquid water beyond
that detectable with an aircraft.

The five-year consultancy
with the MMBW is valued at
about $800000, or about 20
per cent of the total MMBW
expenditure on its project. In
addition, the MMBW is con
tributing to the cost of the
Winter Storms experiment,
which will finish at the end of
this month (August).

Both Qantas and Toyota
have become involved, not
because there will be financial
gain for them, but more in a
'public spirited' sense, accord
ing to project leader and cloud
physicist Dr Alex Long.

Of course, increased know
ledge about the nature of
clouds and weather in general
ultimately will benefit airlines.
One safety problem of concern
is the tendency of ice to form
on the Wings of aircraft und"r
certain circumstances. This
was tragically demonstrated
with the crash of an Air Florida
737 in Washington DC several
years ago.

The current experiment
could contribute to under
standing more about this
phenomenon, however Dr
Long points out that the pro
ject is not aimed at direct
examination of this problem.

So far, four US scientists
have been brought to Australia
using the tickets donated by
Qantas: Mr ArIen Huggins
and Mr Richard Smith from
the Desert Research Institute,
Dr Jorgen Jensen from the
National Centre for Atmos
pheric Research and Dr Roger
Reinking who is involved in
US Government weather mod
ification programs.

Cont. on p.6

The company is providing
two four-wheel-drive vehicles
for two months for scientists
operating a crucial instrument
in the mountains in rather
difficult conditions. The offer
is worth about $7500. Opera
tional support has been rather
hard to come by of late, espe
cially in the environmental
divisions, so it has been grate
fully received by the scientists.

The Division has been con-

As a means of promoting a
dialogue on planning issues,
we propose synthesising your
suggestions and reporting the
results in CoResearch, as well
as facilitating exchanges of
views by KEYLINK.

Qantas is providing airfares
worth about $12 500 to enable
scientists to travel between the
United States and Australia
for participation in a major
consultancy and research prog
ram in weather modification.

Toyota also has become in
volved, proving that divisions
needn't seek support for their
research only from the obvious
industry or government
sources.

The Flying Kangaroo has come to the aid of science. Qantas, our national carrier, has added its
substantial SIJOnsorship to a project being carried out by the Division of Atmospheric Research.

Pictured above," the Desert Research Institute radiometer flown
out from the United States for the Australian Winter Storms
Experiment by Qantas, and one of the two four wheel drive
vehicles provided by Toyota Motor Sales to Arlen Huggins, left,
and Richard Smith of DRI.
Photo: David Whillas

Staff views on planning issues
being sought

By Don MacRae, Corporate Planner
The Chief Executive's column in the Jnne issue of CoResearch
considered CSIRO's role in determining nationsl research
priorities. Dr Boardman pinpointed the need for CSIRO to take
a leading role in the Illanning of nationalt'esearch priorities and
in the establishment of the criteria for their determination.

Qantas adds sponsorship to
cloud seeding project

Staff in the Corporate Plan
ning Office are now co-ordinat
ing preparation of the Corpo
rate Plan for 1988-1991, which
will emphasise these roles.

As part of this co-ordinating
process, we are keen to obtain
and foster exchanges of staff
views on planning issues
throughout the drafting pro
cess and in relation to planning
in general.

To facilitate this exchange of
views, staff are asked to use
the electronic communication
system KEYLINK T, either
directly or through their divi
sional secretary. The Corpo
rate Planner's bulletin board
on the CSIRO KEYLINK
account contains information
on a draft mission statement
for CSIRO and research evalu
ation criteria, together with
specific requests for comment.
It is proposed that an early
draft of the Corporate Plan
will be accessible for comment
by this means in the near
future.

Recent years have witnessed a profound change in the way the
world has appmached the use of labour and materials, capital
and the manufacturing processes. The world has undergone a
rapid period of acute structural change, throwing 01T an old skin
and growing a new one with a significant shift away from raw
material and mnscle power towards skill and knowledge which
is likely to tilt the concept of wealth to emphasise in the future
the intangible rather than the more tangible.

Despite having almost three-quarters of our labour force
employed in services, Australia - although well advanced in a
post industrial society form - has been slow comprehending the
significance of this development. The changes of recent times
will have a substantial consequential impact in the form of
widespread and far-reaching change: in political institutions, in
the nature of business entities, in what people work at and where
and how they do it.

In a technological development sense, and indeed in some
other significant ways, Australia is a largely derivative economy.
Thus we have little traditional record that will enable us to take
a leading position in the growth prospects which modern techno
logical developments offer. The role and position of the public
sector in this country deserve special mention in any consideration
of these matters.

The Government has positions of control, persuasion or
significant influence in some exceptionally vital parts of the
economy in a period of significant technological change. It owns
telecommunications, it funds the universities and, perhaps most
important of all, it owns the premier scientific and industrial
research organisation, CSIRO.

The derivative nature of the Australian economy is an
inevitable consequence of its size and the nature and composition
of its private sector - viz., a smaller scale of operation, often
domestically focused.

One of the important matters to be addressed is the method
by which Australian corporations can become more competitive
internationally through the benefits of industrial research and
development often funded in other economics by the cash flows
of large and international companies. This is a classic situation
for the application of public sector investment through the
medium of CSIRO, which can fill the research and development
role otherwise left neglected and underdeveloped in the
Australian economy.

It is all too frequently forgotten in the many critical
examinations of current problems that CSIRO originally was
created to provide scientific and research support, not for the
secondary and tertiary industries which have emerged in recent
times, but to improve and enhance our primary industry pursuits.
CSIRO has a brilliant on-going record of sustained and out
slanding achievement in support of our primary industries. A
challenge for the Organisation is to play out a role of equal
success in the years ahead for the country's secondary and tertiary
industries while at the same time maintaining the unremitting
support for the primary sector. Under no circumstances can there
by any diminution of effort of quality in our rural and envirou
mental research. It simply has to be better than ever.

Undoubtedly, the challenges ahead will be met in a different
way to those of the past. The problems themselves are different
and the world today is very much a more global place than it
ever has been before. These challenges will involve equally
widespread and comprehensive relationships with industry as
those already established with rural producers.

CSIRO cannot simply be reactive in its present situation. There
is an important initiative to be exercised, as the Organisation
undoubtedly will be a prime mechanism through which research
and development priorities in this country will be determined.
These are heavy responsibilities and will fully test the scientific
and research management skills of the Organisation.

These responsibilities have significant implications for CSIRO
and its people. More than ever must the Organisation be an

A Matter
of Opinion
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The Australia Telescope is an important engineering and
construction achievement for Anstralia - not least becanse of the
high level of local content, demonstrating confidence in the
capabilities of Allstralian companies.

About 25 Australian firms have supplied components or serv
ices for the AT. The biggest contract, worth $15 million, was let
to Evans Deakin Industries in Brisbane for the construction of
the seven 22m antennas at Culgoora and Mopra.

Evans Deakin originally had established itself as a ship building
company, but through this contract and others has been able to
change its direction away from an Australian industry on the way
out towards one on the way in. Major international contracts for
space-based projects generally only come the way of companies
with experience in this area, and the AT has provided the sort
of experience likely to put Evans Deakin and other companies
up front as future contenders.

An important aspect of the whole project was the appointment
of Macdonald Wagner as the project's main consultant engineers.
During the course of the project the company provided more
than $2 million worth of consulting services and were a major
factor in the successful design and completion of the antennas
and civil engineering works,

Austek Microsystems in Adelaide provided the Very Large
Scale Integration (VLSI) chips, which were originally developed
within the Division of Radiophysics. These are used in the
correlators which 'make sense' of the incoming signals. The
correlators are the heart of the entire AT operation they must
correlate signals from antennas and also provide outputs with a
wide range of resolution in frequency.

Several thousand VLSI chips were fabricated for the project
by Austek Microsystems. The work was worth about $400 000.

An extensive data reduction centre has been developed at
Radiophysics headquarters at Epping for production of images
and further image processing. The main processor in this network
is a C-21O mini-supercomputer provided by computing company
Convex for about $1 million.

The $3.5 million contract for civil works at Culgoora and
Mopra was won by Brisbane company Barclay Brothers, while
Macdonald Wagner was responsible for the design specifications
and supervision of this work.

At Culgoora a three kilometre east-west rail track was laid to
position five of the six antennas for various observational
requirements. A 9.6m gauge track with 35 stations was construct
ed. as well as an SOm stretch of track three kilometres away for
the sixth antenna. The tracks, requiring exceptionally high
precision, were placed with an accuracy of 5mm - a tribute to
the construction and supervising companies.

seas, and with the two prop
osed orbiting radio telescopes

RADIOASTRON and
QUASAT - scheduled for
launch in the 1990s.

Each of these configurations
simulates dishes with diamet
ers equivalent to the largest
spacing between the antennas.
Indeed, once the orbiting ins
truments are in operation, a
'dish' with a diameter greater
than that of the Earth will be
possible.

The greater the aperture the
finer the detail able to be
discerned in detectable distant
objects, which emit radio
waves of around (a minuscule)
10-27 watts.

The compact array antennas
working together will 'see'
detail 100 times finer than the
Parkes telescope is able to do.
When the long baseline array
is in action, observation of
detail 50 times finer again will
be possible.

Several large correlators are
to be used to process the re
corded signals, each instru
ment based on a Very Large
Scale Integrated (VLSI) chip.
Each chip, 5mm square, con
tains 50 000 transistors.

At the Culgoora site, five of
the antennas may be moved
along a three kilometre east
west track to any of 35 observ
ing stations. The sixth antenna
is another three kilometres to
the west on a smaller track
with only two stations.

With the much greater detail
possible with the AT, perhaps
some of the mysteries of space
will become less mysterious
(see separate story on
astronomy) .

The AT has the potential for
the operation of three types of
configuration: the compact
array comprising six 22m para
bolic antennas at the original
radioheliograph site at Cul
goora near Narrabri, known as
the Paul Wild Observatory;
the long baseline array in which
the one or more antennas in
the compact array are linked
with another 22m dish at
Mopra and the 64m antenna
('The Grand Old Lady') at
Parkes; and the exciting pros
pect of linking with other
antennas in Australia and over-

for the first time a world class
long baseline telescope will be
available to them in their own
backyard. While the Parkes
radio telescope has enabled
outstanding research since it
came into operation in 1961, it
doesn't have the ability to
discern fine detail which will
be a major feature of the AT.

The AT will be tuned to the
most important radio astron
omy wavelengths, initially bet
ween 20cm and 3cm and even
tually between 90cm and
2.6mm.

As befits a Bicentenary pro
ject, SO per cent Australian
content was a target in const
ruction of the AT. The project
has given local manufacturing
companies several innovative
construction techniques, trans
fer of the latest technology
from CSIRO and valuable con
tracts for supply of compon
ents. This work has been time
Iy, with the government back
ed campaign now underway to
stimulate Australia's space
based communications indus
tries.

AT.brings us~eUniverse, for ~oth Austcompaniesprove
!~!~~~m"~~~,. ~~~~!!. !!'~~~~!~furlh~' confidence justified
reaches of the Universe.

It also has captured the
involvement of many Austra
lian engineering and communi
cations companies, with bene
fits for both science and indus
try.

The telescope, a Bicente
nary project to be commis
sioned on 2 September, has
enabled some of Australia's
top scientists and engineers to
advance their high tech skills.

The Division of Radiophys
ics, increasingly and forcefully
an industry-oriented division,
has had responsibility in
CSIRO for managing the pro
ject, and has worked closely
with Australian companies in
its development (see separate
story).

The Division has a long and
distinguished record as a world
leader in radio astronomy, dat
ing from the immediate post
World War 11 era. From these
beginnings the Division has
established expertise in satel
lite and earth station communi
cations, antenna design, signal
processing and other areas of
growing importance in a high
tech world.

Radiophysics will host the
AT as a national facility avail
able to Australian and overseas
astronomers. Proposals for
observations will be considered
on merit.

The telescope will be given
a warm welcome by the inter
national radio astronomy com
munity. Although the northern
hemisphere boasts some excel
lent radio astronomy facilities,
they just can't 'see' many of
the southern phenomena
which will come within the
range of the AT.

For Australian astronomers,

Just about everyone at the Division
of Radiophysics has been involved
in some way with the Ansh'alian
Telescope project, which has been
underway for more than six yearsO"

There are some, though, that
have been more involved than
others, and in this brief summary
we mention some of the key
plaJ'ers.
. Dr Bob Frater became DJ/'ector
ofIhe IlIslitllle ofInformatioll alld
Communicatioll Technologies 011

1 Jalluary this year, and was Chief
of Ihe Division of Radlophyslcs
belweell 1981 alld 1987. His role
itt tile concept and progress of the
AT ',as beell vital, especially his
de/em'ination to ensure maximum
local content. He was chaimlan of
the steering committee which SIlC~

cessfully secured government
approval alld fllndlllg for IlIe pro·
ject, and laterproject director and

c1ralnllall of t1,e AT advisory com
mittee. He has also encouraged
commercialisalioll of l1Ie spill-offs
fl'om Ihe lechllology relaled 10 Ihe
developllle1ll oftheAllslralia Tele
scope.
. The projecl mallager, MI' l01m
Brooks, was appoillled 10 Ihe pos
ition in December 1982, having
joilled Ihe Dlvlsioll hi 1965 10
work with tire receiver group. ReM
fore Ilris hc had spe1ll hvo yeal's al
lodrell Ballk ill Ihe UK. He be
came involved in the Illterscan
projecl betwee1l1972 alld 1976.111
1977 he WCllllo Greenbll/lk ill Ihe
US 10 work Oil l1Ie developmelll of
a maser receiver. 011 his return lie
led Ihe leam thal bllill the K-balld
maser for the Parkes telescope. He
waS laler illvolved in lire refil of
l1Ial lelescope 10 prepare it for its
Tole ill the Giotto mission.
. Dr DCllnis Cooper is now Chief

of the Division. As antenna man
agerfol' Ihe projecl, Ire had respon
sibility for the design and COIlM

SITl/cIiOIl of the seven 22m anten
lIas and associllted site works.
Ife joilled tire Division ill 1968
and specialised in wOJleguidepro~
pagotioll in complex strllctllres as
/lsed ;'1 hybrid mode feeds for
an/ell/lDs. He has had exten.five
involvement ill "tile development
and the international selection
process of the 11lterscall aircraft
lallding syslem since 1972. He has
had a key role in lIegollaliolls fol'
Ihe IIse ofParkes by Ihe E/lropeall
Space Agellcy for Ihe GioUo pro
jecl alld NASA for Voyager, as
"'ell as ill negotia/iolls 011 the role
of rile AT In Ihe orbiting radio
telescope projects.
. Dr John Whiteoak is project
secretary, and has taken part in the
various top level management and
advisory committees and assisted
ill overall ol'ganisatiOllal matters.
An obsen'ational radio astronM
OUlel', since joining the Division in
1965 he has specialised illmoleclI-

lar line astronomy.

· Dr Rick Forslel' is projecl scien
lisl with respollsibility for mOllit
oring the design and de,'elopUlent
of the AT 10 ensllre Ihal, as far as
possible, Ihe scielllific objectives
selfor Ihe lelescope Cllll be achiev
ed. Dr Forstel' joined the Division
ill 1981, llavillg spelll several years
al Ihe Weslerbork synlhesis lele
scope in Hollond where he assisted
illlhe calibralioll ofits digitallille
receivers.

· DI' Graeme lames played a
major role in the electromagnetic
design of Ihe AT allle/lllas. He
joined Ihe Divisioll ill 1976 fol
lowing a IlIl'ee year posl docloral
appoilllmelll with Ihe eleclro
magnetics group at Queen Mary
College ill LOlldoll. Ilis research
activities llave illclllded high fre
quency diffraction phenomena and
l/oe tIesign of 1ligh perfomlallce
microwave antennas.

· Mr Mal Sinclair Iras held l/oe
posilioll of sectioll leader for l1Ie
receivers. During more than 20

years as a leadillg member oJ tile
Divisioll's receil1er group, he v;s~

ited tile US where he was respollsi~

ble fol' Ihe illslallalion of l/oe
cooled microwave amplifier's 011

Ihe 27 alllenlla.. oflhe Very Large
Anay radio telescope ill New
Mexico.
. Sectioll leaderfor the correlator,
Dr Warwlc/, WilSOll, retlH'llcd to
Ihe Divisioll ill 1984 following
secondment to lllterscall Australia
Pty Ltd ill its joint venture with
Wilco.. Eleclric ill Ihe US 10 devel
op lllterscall tec1l11ology.
. Tire compllling grollp IlIIs had
Iwo leaders. Dr Ron Walld, who
lefl CSIRO ill 1986 was Ihe fir..l.
He l'el1l1'lled 10 AllSlralia for Ihe
AT projecl, followillg 12 yea/'s ill
lire US, illcllldillg periods al Ihe
MIT Hayslack Observatory where
Ire engaged ill ionospheric and
propagatioll sllldies. Afler Ilis
departure, Dr Mike Kestevell
became leader. From 1980 to
1983 he was associalet! wilh the

Cont. on p.7
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· SupenJOvae remnants
Tltese are tlte relics oj stars whiclt
elided tlteir lives witlt catastropltic
explosiollS. Tltey emit strollgly at
radio and X-ray wavelengths, and
some are among the brightest ObN
jeets ill tlte radio sky.

· Tlte Magellallic Clollds
Tlte Large Magellallic Clolld
(LMC) at 170 000 light years
away is the ~,earest galaxy to our
OWII. It has a smaller compallioll
sliglttly jllrtlter away. Becallse tltey
are relatively close, the Magellanic
Clollds offer a good cltallce to see
what galaxies are made of and
Itow tltey evolve. Tltey call't be
seen from the lIorthern hemi~pJlere

bllt are a prime targetjm' all SOlltlt
em Itemispltere telescopes. Tlte
LMC is dotted witlt regiolls wltere
stars are forming. It also contains
pulsars and supernovae remnants.
In 1987 a supernova was seen in
tlte {JMC - the jirst sillce {885
whiclt cOllld be seell witlt tlte lIaked
eye. Tlte debrisjrom t!lis explosioll
is ofmajor interest to astronomers
wanting to learn more ahout how
alld wlty stars explode.

· Black holes
The almost incomprehensible
powerhouses inhabiting the centres
galaxies including our own are
believed to be black Itoles. Tlte
power sOllrce is likely to be tlte
enormous gravitational energy 
greater than nuclear fusion could
produce - released when matter
falls towards a massive compact
object. It is still jllst tI cOllcept,
because lw-one has ever seen a
black Itole.

· Quasars and active galaxies
Qllasars ('qllasi-stellar objects')
are tlte tltollght to be tlte IIltra
luminous active nuclei of distant
galaxies, mtlllY to be jm/lld at tlte
limits oj tlte observable Ulliverse.
They emit hundreds of times more
energy than normal ~qlliet' galax
ies like our own. Quasars are a
willdow 011 tlte early stage oj the
Ulliverse, as tlteir light which we
observe now was actually beamed
from tltem billiolls oj years ago.
Most astronomers now accept that
the power oj tI qllosm' is related to
the presellce oj a bltlck hole at its
heart. The nearest quasar is 2100
million light years away. It emits
abort! one million times the radio
output oj aliI' OWII galaxy alld i"
10000 times strollger ill X-rays. A
little t'loser to Eartlt are the active
galaxies. 1'hese also produce vast
amollllts oj radio ellergy - jar
more than our own galaxy - and
have colossal alld optically-Md
den energy sources at tlieir centres.
MtlllY oj tile Ilearest alld most IlIt
eresting examples of quasars and
active gtllaxies tire observable allly
from the solt/herll hemisphere.

possible witlr the AT 10llg btlselille
an'ay may reveal details ill quasar
cores andjets which are a thousand
times smaller thall those to be seen
at other wavelengths.
· The wide wavelellgtlr mllge oj
the AT ellables accllmte stlldies oj
tire wavelellgtlt depCltdellcy oj the
radio emission, andalso the obser
valioll ojtlre most importtlllt'pect
ral lilies emitted by iaterstellar
atoms alld molecllles.
· Tlte AT's captlbility jar accllr
ately measuring polarisation will
ellable tlte stlldy ojmaglleticjields
ill 0111' gtllaxy tllld others.

Following is a brief checklist
of some of the objects to be
scrutinised:
· Tile celltre oj aliI' galaxy
Etlrtlt is abollt 30 000 light yetlrs
from the celltre oj tlte Milky Wtly,
ourgalaxy. We can't see tlie details
becilllSe tlte ligllt emitted is tlbsorb
ed by interstellar dust. However
the centre call be mapped at infra
red tllld radio wavelellgtlls. It is
believed tltere is a bltlck 1I0le at
tile centre wll-iclt is powerillg the
strollg mdio sOllrce Stlgitttlrills A
and causing unusual motions in
surrounding clouds of molecules.

The 'bed of nail,,' used in panel construction.

One of the AT feed horns on the outdoor antenna te"t range.

The answers to life, the Universe
and everything?
While optical astronomy with its ancient beginnings has captnred the imagination of tlte world
since earliest times, radio astronomy is a development of the past four decades.

But in that short time, radio
astronomy has made some re
markable discoveries about the
mysteries of the Universe. It
has also, perhaps, raised more
questions than it has so far
answered.

Quasars, pulsars, black
holes are some of the terms
which have entered the lan
guage since radio astronomy
began probing space. These
are among the phenomena to
be sought out by the AT.

The telescope will address
many of those unanswered
questions, with more power
and capacity for fine detail
than ever available to astron
omers in the southern hemis
phere.

The telescope has several
features which will make it
particularly useful for studying
southern radio sources:
. Its higlr dYlltlmic rallge will
ellable tire detectioll ofweak stmc
tItres ill regiolls domillated by
strong radio emission.
. The extremely .fille resollltioll

form which may be set to suit
any of the required rib profiles.

Using these simple tech
niques the perforated panels
were just right, but those made
of solid sheets were generally
outside the 0.15mm limit want
ed in the central part of the
dish.

Then Barry Parsons had a
classic scientific brainwave in
the shower one morning. An
old vacuum fan left over from
cloud physics days was recom
missioned to reduce the air
pressure in the enclosed space
below the surface sheet. This
provided a near perfect meth
od of holding the surface sheet
in the right position until the
adhesive had set.

The new system sparked in
terest among companies Johns
Perry and Evans Deakin, both
of which are now using it.

Manufacture of the two
metre by one metre feed horns
used a technique also develop
ed at the Division.

These cone-shaped devices
(see photo) funnel energy from
the reflector panels intp a low
noise receiver for amplifica
tion.

In 1965 the Division pion
eered the use of internal corru
gations in feed horns to im
prove operation at the Pal'kes
dish. Corrugated horns are
now in common use for satel
lite communications as well as
in radio astronomy.

Each AT antenna required
four feed horns - the largest,
the two metre one, being the
most difficult to machine or
cast.

The key was in the use of
ordinary roof insulating foam
and the concept of forming the
corrugations from separate
aluminium bands and annular
rings. They were assembled
using a series of concentric
polystyrene disc formers with
progressively varying diame
ter.

After the outside of the
structure was coated with fibre
glass to tie all the components
together, the polystyrene disks
were removed.

The weight of the finished
product was half the weight of
a conventional machined horn,
and at $5000, was about one
tenth the cost.

The Australia Telescope
makes its debut

Each ofthe seven new anten
nas required reflecting panels
and feed horns as close to
perfect as possible, and perfec
tion costs money and takes
time.

But two novel techniques
developed at the Division pro
duced the best product for a
low cost.

The Division already had
considerable experience in the
manufacture of accurate pan
els, having upgraded the
Parkes radio telescope to pro
vide for operation at wave
lengths 10 times shorter than
when it was commissioned in
1961.

However, the AT specifica
tions called for a standard of
accuracy not previously att
empted in Australia.

The reflector surface of each
of the new 22m antennas is
made up of six rings of panels,
each differently shaped. (The
panels in the inner four rings
are of solid alnminium whereas
the outer panels are perforated
to decrease wind resistance.)
The standard methods of con
struction would have required
six individually machined
moulds at a cost of $60 000 per
mould.

But the Division's panel
development team of Don
Yabsley and Barry Parsons, in
conjunction with consulting
engineers Macdonald Wagner,
came up with a better idea.
Their concept was based on a
piece of equipment that wonld
look at more home in a medi
eval torture chamber.

The bed of what looks like
thick nails is actually com
prised of threaded steel rods,
each capped by a tiltable pad
and set in a grid above a level
base. Using dial gauges, a
straight edge and a computer,
it is possible to set the 'bed of
nails' to the profiles of the
required panel. It is then used
as a mould on which the panel
is assembled.

The panel surface is backed
by an aluminium frame, whose
ribs are formed on a stretch
bending machine built in the
Division's workshop. It takes
less than five minutes to bend
each of the ribs and the mach
ine incorporates an adjustable

The Australia Telescope is au expensive project, but it could
have been a lot more expensive if it hadn't been for the ingenuity
of engineers at the Division of Radiophysics.
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Interior view ofthe DRI radiometer showing antenna ring, receiver
and computer. Richard Smith, left, engineered the radiometer and
Aden Huggins is an expert in interpretation of the data.
Photo: David Whillas

A Matter of Opinion
. Cont. from p,3

exciting and stimulating place to work - a great deal is expected
of it by the rest of the community. This expectation only can be
fulfilled through the efforts of CSIRO people. As always, the
Organisation is solely dependent on the quality of its people.
The achievements of the past reflect the standard of that quality
and one must be confident that our people have all the talent
and enthusiasm necessary to meet the challenge of change in the
years ahead.

each letter, Mr Geoff Adams
himself.

It emerged through these
conversations that it is not a
person to handle technical
enquiries which is needed in
Brisbane, so much as an extra
pair of hands to help out at
Farmfest Field Days, trade
fairs and other exhibits.
4. The PCEK Report

The PCEK Report stated
that the National Information
Network (NIN) should provide
a 'first class responsive public
enquiry service to industry and
the community'. This was the
sufficient condition for the
NIN's survival.

Many of the existing RIMs
do show an aptitude for public
relations work and meld these
activities in with their handling
of technical enquiries. Never
theless, the provision of a first
class information service must
be the central activity.

The precise details of the re
sources allocated to each loca
tion and the functions perform
ed there will be the considera
tion of the Executive Commit
tee. Far from making isolated
decisions, the ISU will not
even be formulating proposals
for the Executive Committee
without cvareful and extensive
consultation with institutes and
divisions.
5. Communication vis a vis
information provisions

Mr Adams talks about the
need for a CSIRO communica
tion strategy and this is indeed
currently being developed by
an Institute's Communication
Working Group. The develop
ment of corporate services such
as NIN will be directed by this
strategy.

NIN has been required to
develop a responsive public
enquiry service, which will be
a component, but not a prim
ary one, of an active communi
cation strategy.

The process being followed
must surely be called 'strategic'
rather than 'opportunistic'.

Yvonne B Esplin
Senior Regional Information

Manager

team, an effort is being made
to upgrade the T/Rs' status and
skills.

There has been no sugges
tion that T/Rs will need to
handle technical enquiries,
since as Mr Adams rightly
says, a technical background is
required for this work. The
T/Rs are being given some ex
tra training in the handling of
administrative enquiries on the
nature and structure of the
Organisation and on the func
tions of key personnel.
2. Relationships of RIMs with
the state advisory committees

It needs to be remembered
that there would never have
been any RIMs in Brisbane,
Hobart, Adelaide or Darwin if
the positions had not been
half-funded by the state advis
ory committees, for which the
RIMs acted as secretary. The
SSOF3 position could not
otherwise have been justified
on the basis of the number of
technical enquiries received
per day in these cities.

The number of telephone
enquiries for technical infor
mation received by the Reg
ional Office in Brisbane where
Mr Adams' Division is located
has been running at about
eight per day, with six to eight
letters per week. Previously,
when the Brisbane RIM was
away these enquiries were re
ferred to the Sydney office via
the 008 number and the same
procedure has been followed
since the RIM transferred to
Canberra. As far as we know
this system incurs no further
workload on the Brisbane divi
sional staff.
3. The public relations compo
nent

In trying to develop a strat
egy to provide a first class
responsive public enquiry ser
vice there has been no sugges
tion of 'top down' thinking as
claimed. The writer has per
sonally consulted with the
senior staff from the Brisbane
RAO, Mr Graham Leatch of
Tropical Animal Production
and, although he does not
acknowledge it in his CoRes-

Dear Editor,
A new strategy is being dev
eloped for CSIRO's Public
Enquiry Servce and a draft is
currently being circulated.
Recommendations for action
based on the strategy will be
presented to the Executive
Committee before long. Some
matters raised by Mr Geoff
Adams in his letter to CoRes
earch last month may be add
ressed now however, and these
are:
1. The training of telephonistl
receptionists

This matter is totally distinct
from any discussion about the
future of the regional informa
tion managers. A ministerial
request was made to the CS
IRO Board to improve the
training and status of tele
phonist/receptionists (T/Rs) in
CSIRO. The human resources
branch has already conducted
a two day training seminar in
Canberra and the next is ex
pected to take place in Bris
bane. Seminars in other capital
cities will follow.

The PCEK Report also high
lighted the need for an im
provement in CSIRO's 'first
point of contact' with the pub
lic. In order to bring our T/Rs
in line with those in industry,
where they are regarded as a
'window on the world' and part
of a company's public relations

Lettei'S
Cont. from 1'.2
through the printery for CS
IRO divisions and units, all
production costs, other than
labour costs, were charged.
This totalled more than
$300000 in 1987/88.

In respect of Ralph's com
ment about wastage, I would
be surprised if, overall, this
exceeded acceptable industry
levels.

Turning to the future, like
Ralph I am pleased to know
that most of the staff have been
ahie to secure satisfactory em
ployment elsewhere, in which
I wish them well.

Geoff Stomann
Information Services Unit

The new Institute of Infdnnation and Communications Technologies presented some of the work
of its divisions at the Australian International Technology Exhibition held 7-10 June at Darling
Harbour. Staff from four divisions manned the display over the four days.

IleTat the Technology Exhibition
But the expertise has been

redeveloped in the Organisa
tion, partly in response to the
need of the MMBW for techni
cal advice when it decided to
look into the possibility of
boosting the Melbourne water
supply and thereby save many
millions of dollars.

In support of the scientific
experiment the Division has
linked closely with the Desert
Research Institute, based at
the University of Nevada in
Reno. The Institute has pro
vided the radiometer to carry
out the extensive cloud water
measurements. Dr Long him
self worked with the Institute
for some years. Some support
from the US National Science
Foundation and Environmen
tal Research Laboratories of
the National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration also
has been arranged.
Research into rainmaking has
been carried out for some time
at Reno. The specific condi
tions there - proximity to the
Sierra Nevada mountains and
the low rainfall in the immed
iate vicinity of Reno - have
made the possibility of weather
modification extremely tan
talising for researchers and
water authorities.

Cloud seeding still employs
the 'old fashioned' method of
going up in an aeroplane and
dispensing silver iodide - an
effective and relatively cheap
chemical. The difference now
is the use of sophisticated
instruments to remotely sense
the requisite super-cooled
liquid water and thereby
increase the potential of silver
iodide to do the job.

Cloud seeding
Cont. from p.3

Rainmaking research in
CSIRO has a rather interesting
history. It started in the late
1940s. following observations
by Dr E G (Taffy) Bowen,
then Chief of the Division of
Radiophysics, of early General
Electric experiments in the
United States. It was an ideal
way to use the expertise in
radiophysics developed during
the war. (Another spin-off
from wartime radiophysics was
radio astronomy, in which
CSIRO became a world
leader).

The experiments had mixed
results. The early ones in New
England and the Adelaide reg
ion were deemed inconclusive,
although experiments in the
Snowy Mountains area in sup
port of the new hydro-electric
scheme showed positive
results.

Then came a series of exper
iments in Tasmania, sponsored
by the Hydro-Electric Com
mission. Both experiments
were successful and in the
second, a 30 per cent increase
in rainfall was achieved in the
experiment area. Fairly spec
ific conditions, including
adequate super-cooled liquid
water, are required for seeding
to work, and these were met
in Tasmania.

However, an experiment
begun in western Victoria in
the early 1980s did not have
the desired results because of
inadequate liquid water.

Rainmaking research in
CSIRO was terminated in 1983
and the Division of Cloud
Physics disbanded - a hasty
and unfortunate decision,
according to Dr Long.
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The successfnl breeding and commel'cialising of two new cotton varieties demonstrates the quiet
hut revolutionary research in CSIRO which has had a major impact on Australian agl'icultnre.

Australian cotton 'or Australian growers
PI revolutionises the industry
with new varieties

In addition, both are resis
tant to Phylophthora root rot
and Colletotrichum crown rot,
as well as major pests such as
spotted lucerne aphid, blue
green aphid and pea aphid.

Seed from the new lines
should be on the market in
about two years.

Mr Shayne Martens, Manag
ing Director of Keith Seeds,
said his company had won the
contract from tough competi
tion, after responding to a
public call for expressions of
interest from CSIRO.

The new varieties have been
bred to be resistant to Slem
phylium leaf spot, a major
disease of lucerne.

. Dr Briall Robiuson was respon
sible for initiating a steering COI1l~

miltee for the fore1'll1l1ler ofthe AT
andplayed a signijicm.t role in the
pltm of the AT cOllcept, He was
heavily illvolved ill lobbyillg the
govenunellt to agree to the COIl
strllctioll of the telescope. As chief
resem'cll scientist at the Di-visioll,
Dr RobillSOIl directed the researc"
program of the Parkes telescope
from 1968 to 1979, alld later be
came responsible for rallio astron
omy at millimetre wavelengths.

Disease and pest resistant lucerne varieties hred by the Division
of Tropical Crops and Pastnres and the University of Qneensland
will form the basis of a new marketing push.

A South Australian com
pany, Keith Seeds Pty Ltd, has
won a contract to produce and
market the varieties.

The new lucernes were bred
jointly by Dr Bob Bray from
the Division and Dr John Irwin
from the University. They are
improved versions of the popu
lar Trifecta and Sequel var
ieties which were bred previ
ously by the Division in collab
oration with the Queensland
Department of Primary Indus
tries.

Trifecta and Sequellucernes
are in the top five selling
varieties in Australia, with
more than 300 tonnes and 200
tones respectively sold Jast
year.

Marketing push for lucernes

AT people Cont. from p.4

plaMillg of the Calladiall LOllg
Baselille Array, alldjoilled the A T
project ill 1983. His professiollal
interests include slIpenJOva
remnalJIs, radio source variability
and interferometry.
· The leader ofthe sigllal distribll
tion alld monitoring sectioll of tIle
project, DrAlan ¥ollllg,joilledthe
project after his retUI"IlfrolU a sti"t
at the Owells Valley Radio Obser
vatory where he played a major
part ill the developmellt of Ihe
millimetre telescope project.

AT companies
ConI. from p.4

Companies which provided components and services worth
more than $100 000 were:
· W Chandler for electrical fitting worth about $150 000
· Electronic Development which supplied the RF amplifiers* for
$260000
· Fibrenet, for the optical fibre connectors and splicers", worth
$100000
· Hawker de Havilland for the pin diode switches* worth
$220000
· Hewlett Packard for $200 000 worth of test equipment*
· Intergraph Corporation for computer aided design (CAD)
system' worth $300 000

Pirelli Cables for a fibre optic cable worth $200 000
· Quality Tool and Die for miscellaneous hardware to the value
of $150000
· Sydney Engineering service for sub-reflectors on the new
dishes, worth $100 000
· Thytee ):<:Iectronics I'lL for uninterruptable power supplies
worth $150 000

Those companies supplying goods and services of less that
$100000 included: Andrew Antennas, Huber & Suhner
(Aust)P/L, MAA Pty Ltd, MIL-COM Associates Inc, Mitec Ltd,
Nu-Tech Circuits I'lL, Precision Graphics, Printronics Pty Ltd
and WAMAC Tool and Manufacturing Pty Ltd.
('" denotes those components which were imported)

Dr John irwin of the University of Queensland, right, and Mr
Terry Woodroffe of Ihe Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures,
left, handing over seed of Ihe new lucerne varielies to Keith Seeds
representative Nir Burton Alien.

first in the world to incorporate
this leaf type in a successful
commercial cotton variety 
Dr Thomson and his team are
still looking at the optimum
conditions for growing it to
produce the best yield. In
many ways Siokra is the van
guard of a new form of cotton
plant in Australia, and the
scientists are monitoring its
commercial progress particu
larly closely.

'Since much of our promis
ing advanced material also has
okra leaf, tbis knowledge will
assume even more importance
in the future and enable new
okra leaf varieties to quickly
talce their place commercially,'
said Or Thomson. And in fact
new versions of Siokra with
substantially increased yield
and improved strength are
even now superceding the orig
inal Siokra.

SicaIa complements Siokra,
although more of a conven
tional plant but with Siokra's
commercially-important blight
resistance.

In common with Deltapine
90, it is a vigorous grower and
provides high strength cotton.
It is set apart from the Ameri
can variety by its blight resis
tance and its improved ability
to tolerate and recover from
hail damage. This latter feature
seems to result from its more
open canopy and more supple,
less brittle stems - characteris
tics it shares with Siokra.

*The breeding program
which produced Siokra and
Sicala has involved a number
of people at the Cotton Res
earch Unit. Apart from res
earch leader Dr Norm Thom
son, others have included Mr
Craig Patrick, Mr Peter Reid,
Mr Lindsay Heal and Ms Lisa
Davis. Tile Unit also has close
links with the Queensland De
partment of Primary Indus
tries.

growing rapidly and now tak
ing on established exporters
such as growers in the United
States.

Quality and yield are among
the deciding factors for the
success of an export push such
as this, and the two CSIRO
varieties, with their strong
fibre, disease resistance and
other advantages are helping
boost this industry.

Siokra particularly is totally
differeut to the Deltapine var
ieties. It gets its name for its
'okra' shaped leaves, which
differ from normal cotton plant
leaves in being deeply serrated
and narrow lobed. They also
hang more vertically than nor
mal leaves.

Although it starts forming
flowers slightly later than
01'90, its flowers emerge and
its small balls set more rapidly,
and it usually is a week to IO
days earlier to harvest and
shows tolerance to insect pests
such as bollworms and mites
and its more open canopy
allows better penetration of
insecticide sprays. Siokra also
recovers from storm and hail
damage more rapidly than nor
mal leafed varieties.

Siokra has been bred to be
resistant to the 18 common
races of bacterial blight. This
blight has become more wide
spread in cotton areas and has
caused serious losses of yield
in some cases. The near
immunity of Siokra to this
disease is one of the factors
which has commended Siokra
to growers.

Siokra is probably best
grown in cool, wet areas,
where its yield is up to 20 per
cent higher than the Deltapine
varieties. It is particularly suit
able for growers on the Darling
Downs

Because the okra leafed var
iety is so radical - being the

The okra leaf: righl, compared with a slandard leaf.

The two varieties, Siokra
and Sicala, were developed at
the Division of Plant Industry's
Cotton Research Unit at Nar
rabri (see CoResearch No. 310,
March 1988) and widely releas
ed less than three years ago.
They now dominate cotton
growing in Australia.

The Officer in Charge of the
Unit, Dr Norm Thomson and
his team"' have anxiously
awaited results from commer
cial plantings since the release.
Despite some setbacks the new
varieties have done remarka
bly well, even though this
season did not favour them as
much as the excellent 1987
season when productivity was
dramatically boosted among
those growers who used Siokra
andlor Sicala.

Earlier planting followed by
substantially higher rainfall
seem to have contributed to
the slight drop-off in Siokra
productivity this year. An ex
ceptionally cold spell in Feb
ruary also had an adverse
effect.

Although this result brings
the average down, the overall
increase in productivity for
growers who have switched to
the new varieties is about eight
per cent. This represents a
larger income for individual
growers and ultimately more
export dollars.

Grower support is strong
and gaining. Siolcra and Sicala
now account for 73 per cent of
forward sales (Siokra: 46 per
cent, Sicala: 27 per cent),
while the American and for
merly dominant Deltapine var
ieties now account for 27 per
cent.

Dr Thomson, a leader in the
field of cotton breeding in
Australia, is cautious in asses
sing the monetary advantage
of Siokra and Sicala, pointing
out that there is room for im
provement and more time is
needed to assess the true
impact of the two varieties.

His Chief, Or Jim Peacock,
does not hold back - he be
lieves the new cotton strains
will bring many more millions
of dollars to the Australian
cotton industry. He said last
year the extra yield provided
another $20 million for indus
try, and that figure was on the
increase . Yet the research
program which developed the
cotton cost only $2-$3 million.

Siokra and Sicala have given
a greater choice to cotton
growers looking for an edge in
an increasingly competitive
industry which relies mainly on
exports. The industry, al
though it has a history dating
back to last century, is not a
large one in Australia but it is
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As a general rule, the over
seas study or training has to
offer significant advantages
over similar experiences avail
able in Australia.

The closing date for applica
tions is 30 September 1988.
Forms and information sheets
:'Ire. being distributed to all
divisions and units. More
forms and further information
are available from .Tenifer
North, Public Affairs Unit,
062-48 4545.

5.7 sec), Paul Quilty second
(21-9.3) and Mick Crowe third
(21-56.6). Other awards went
to Anne Gardener, first
woman; Ken Old, over 40s;
Brian Austin, over 50s; and
Keith Perroux, over 60s.

The results could have look
ed rather different had the
fourth member of the Ryde
Fun Run's winning team (Min
eral Physics) not been delayed,
thus missing the start. Perhaps
one of the Sydney teams will
show us how it's done next
year.

Applications are now invited
for the 1988 Qantas/CSIRO
Travel Awards.

The awards enable staff to
spend three to six months over
seas undertaking studies or
training relevant to their work
in CSIRO.

All Rtaff other than reRe"rch
staff may apply. Awards are
judged in four broad categor
ies: trade, technical, profes
sional (non-research) and
administrative services.

Lee Belbinfrom Wildlife & Ecology just beating John rOns from
the Institute of Plant Production and Processing in the Black
Mountain Cup. Lee and John came 18th and 19th respectively.

Another successful SIROCREDIT Black MOllntain Cup was mn
on 15 July.

A small field of 52 negotia t
ed the 5.6km course on the
gentle slopes of Black Moun
tain, with the Cup going to the
team from Plant Industry 
Alien Miller, Mark Young,
Steve Speer and Paul Cavers.

Last year's winners, Forest
Research (now Forestry and
Forestry Products) came in
second ahead of Environmen
tal Mechanics, Plant Industry
workshop, Csironet and head
quarters.

The individual results were:
Allen Miller first (21 min,

PI takes out Black M'ln Cup

Philip Kent
Information Services Unit

East Melbourne

sions relating to CSIRO's per
formance review and develop
ment program, industrial rela
tions and equal employment
opportunity.

Unfortunately, few accepted
Bob Marshall's challenge to
climb Mt Ainslie during the
recreation break, but all en
joyed the stargazer exercise
which was part of an exercise
in job instruction techniques.
I'm sure the fifth floor confer
ence room has neve seen such
a spectacle before or since!

By the end of the week all
were very weary but felt much
better equipped to deal with
the task of supervision. Credit
must be given to Bob Marshall
and his team for a stimulating
and rewarding program.

Similar courses are being
held in Sydney, Brisbane, Mel
bourne, Adelaide and Geelong
during 1988.

Participants in the course learn how to use a star guide during an
exercise in job instruction techniques. Photo: Geoff Lane, IMEC
North Ryde, a course participant.

S rVI·sors take part Left to right, Allan Cross, who will retire later this year after 41upe years with CSlRO, Margaret Allan and P~ter Dawewho recentlyin development course ;~~~; g~f::::~:~h).after 15 years as ChIef L,brarian (see story

Staff travelled from Adelaide, Sydney, Melbourne, Parkes and Qantas study awards
even Griffith to participate in the employee development unit's
'Developing Effective Supervisors' course rim from Sunday 15
to Friday 20 May.

The residential style was
particularly valuable as the
participants had a variety of
backgrounds - administrators,
scientists, photographers,
laboratory craftsemen and lib
rarians, with a wealth of case
studies and experiences to
share.

The program was intensive,
with sessions each day and
evening dealing with leader
ship, motivation, team build
ing, communication, manage
ment of change, negotiation
and job instruction techniques.
The tower building exercise
was a highlight, with the assem
bly of two incredible struc
tures, demonstrating different
leadership styles. The services
of Peter Langhorne were em
ployed to present the award
for the the best tower.

The course also provided a
good opportunity, for those
who had never visited the
corporate centre, to meet key
staff and to participate in ses-

tires More leisurely pace for Margaret
. . IAfter 42 years of service with CSIRO, starting during the Chainnanship of Sir David Rivett,

rometry generally, and Margaret Allan has.retired from East Melboume to assume a more leisurely pace.
throughout the major centres Margaret joined head office Street in 1982 as secretary to happy farewell functions held
of research for hygrometry or in Melbourne in 1946 as per- Clyde Garrow and, among in Margaret's honour. Her col
the properties of water vapour, sonal assistant to the Chief other things, demonstrated her leagues always will remember
he is well known either person- Architect Rex Ferguson. The prowess in responding to the her cheerful friendliness and
ally or by way of his many architect's office eventually many thousands of enquiries willingness to assist those who
publications. . developed into the buildings CSIRO receives each yeiIT needed typing or other work

Russ will continue some of and property section, and Mar- from the public, particularly done. We wish her well in her
his work in the Division as an garet became responsible for from school children. retirement.
Honorary Research Fellow. the day to day administrative A dinner was one of several .Teff Prentice

Correction activities of the group. Among
CoResearcl, apologises to mem- other things she played a lead
hers of the Division of Animal ing role in creating CSIRO's
Prodnction's tick vaccine gronp, Assets Register.
whose photograph in the last issue When part of the buildings
was wrongly captioned. The names section moved to Canberra in
shonld read: Dr David Kemp, Mr the early 1970s, Margaret stay
Roger Pearson, Mr Robert Mc- ed behind to assist the Melb
Kenna, Ms Joanne GOlIgh, Mr
Alan Donaldson, Ms ,T,mine Niel- oume group. This group reloc
sen, Mr George Riding and Dr ated to 9 Queens Road in 1977.
Peter Willadsen. She returned to 314 Albert

CoResearc1l is prodnced by the
Pnhlic Affairs Unit for CSIRO
staff. Readers are invited to contri
bute or offer suggestions for art
icles. The deadline is the last
Monday before the issne month.
Editor: Liz Tynan, PO Box 225,
Dick.on, ACT 2602. PH:062
434479.

Dr Russ Wylie has retired after
44 years of research and 25
years as an SPRS in what is
now the Division of Applied
Physics.

Russ gained his bachelors
degree in physics from the Uni
versity of Sydney, his masters
degree from the University
while with CSIRO and his PhD
from the University of Bristol
through a CSIRO postgrad
uate studentship.

His theoretical and experi
mental research in phase nucle
ation, the interaction of water
vapour with gases, the PVT
properties of fluids at very high
pressures, convective heat and
mass transfer and psychro
metry have been punctuated
by. his development of basic
measurement methods for
temperature, humidity and vis
cosity, and of specialised in
struments for measurements in
these areas in CSIRO and
industry.

Among the latter have been
an airborne hygrometer for the
investigation of the so-called
anomalous propagation of
radar when it was discovered
in the early 1940s, which was
later used in cloud physics
studies by the Division of
Radiophysics, field instru
ments for the routine measure
ment of the moisture content
of the earth rolled to form the
wall of the Adaminaby dam
(now the Eucumbene dam),
apparatus for the introduction
of hypothermia in Australia
for adult patients (with Mr
A F A Harper), and a diffe
rential psychrometer later
adopted by other divisions for
transpiration studies in plant
and animal physiology.

His research contributed to
the physics of rainmaking, to a
knowledge of the properties of
water vapour in compressed
gases and of gasses compressed
to liquid-like densities and to
an understanding of convective
heat and mass transfer from
surfaces immersed in fluid
streams.

For many years Russ was the
leader of the Division's fluid
physics group. His fundamen
tal studies in psychrometry re
sulted in the first accurate
agreement of theory and ex
periment in that field and
culminated in his development
of a type of psychrometer
which was adopted by the
World Meterological Organi
sation in 1977 as the interna
tional standard for meteoro
logical humidity measurement.

Russ is a world leader in the
fields of psychrometry and hyg-
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Many people in the Organi
sation have not welcomed eith
er the budget or management
response to it. For instance, Dr
Angus McEwan, Chief of the
Division of Oceanography and
Chairman of the Committee of
Chiefs, sent a letter to the
Chairman, Mr Wran, on the
subject. Among other things,
Dr McEwan referred to fund
ing increases for other Austra
lian research bodies such as the
Defence Science and Technol
ogy Organisation and the Bur
eau of Meteorology. Dr Mc
Ewan felt CSIRO was being

Cont. on p.6

However, he said that the
Government was facing a huge
foreign debt and had indicated
that it had no intention of
upping our appropriation. It
had, though, provided clear in
centives for CSIRO to seek ex
ternal funds, he said.

Mr Kerin said he needed more
data before he could make de
tailed comment.

'I get all sorts of proposi
tions. It's put to me, for exam
ple, that because the green
house effect is here now, we
should go into more nuclear
power generation, and I'm try
ing to address this within my
own department. We could
also make an argument to say
that we should do something
about scrubbing the remaining
bits of sulphur out of Aust
ralia's low sulphur coal and sell
that in north Europe because
that would make more econ
omic sense for Australia, so
I'm looking at that sort of
aspect of the greenhouse
effect.

As for another pressing
problem, soil degradation, Mr
Kerin said '1 think the work
CSIR0 has done [on this] over
the years has been enormously
beneficiaL Again,it's a funding
problem, it's a practice prob
lem, it's an attitudinal prob
lem, it's a co~ordinationprob

lem,particularlyin the states,
on increasingmoney in the nat
ional soil conservation prog
ram, national afforestation
program, the Murray Valley
Basin Commission. We are
starting to move in this general
area and CSIRO's backup is
going to be enormous.'

Stafl' were informed promptly 01' the majm' decisions in this year's
federal budget throngh a specially-prepared budget report.

It was the first time a docu- fund the second tier wage in
ment specifically aimed at pre- creases which cannot be easily
senting the budget decisions to absorbed in the short term.'
staff had been produced. As
expected, it had a mixed reac
tion, with some welcoming it
as an attempt at better intern
al communication while others
finding that it smacked of head
quarters propaganda.

The budget itself contained
some new initiatives for CS
IRO, but does not seem to
have been well received by
staff in generaL It does offer
guaranteed three year funding,
but some staff appear sceptical
about whether the word 'guar
anteed' means anything in
these turbulent times.

Our -appropriation will de
crease in real terms over three
years, on the basis that more
outside f::nding is expected.

Chief Executive Dr Keith
Boardman said 'of course I
would have liked more money
from appropriation, at least to--

'I believe it needs to be one
step removed in a way. I don't
think my Department is any
more logical to be the head
department [than DITAq.
The science portfolio was the
best way to have it, but now ...
that argument's gone by the by.

Three committees have been
established to provide the link
ages between the Department
and CSIRO, on the clear
understanding that they will
not interfere in the details of
planning future direction.

'1 don't want any notion that
the Canberra bureaucracy,
even with our close links to
client groups, will point in the
very detailed directions that
CSIRO should go. It's got to
be strategic.'

Mr Kerin was present at the
July CSIRO Board meeting.
'Basically the Board took the
view that the research effort in
terms oUhe funds available is
being leept up to primary indus
tries,' he saicl.

'Theymllde somequalifica
tioIls,as I do, that just because
there is a slightlY.increased
emphasis in non-primary, ind
ustry areas qoesn't mean that
there are no [resulting] benefits
to the primary industries them
selves, '

When ask:ed about a specific
~ the greenhouse effect -

the results of research to real
economic use.

'I think it's a bit of a cop out
because it reflects more on the
fact that there needs to be
some way found to get into the
patenting game, the licensing
game, the commercialising
game - to try to fund the bal
ance whereby you can set up
joint ventures etc.

'If Government and business
are quite serious about res
earch, there should be a way
to address this so we don't lose
the benefits of what we actually
pioneered so easily as we have
in the past.

'It's all there. Surely to Ood
we must !;Jave learnt by now,
because we are talking about
joint ventures in beef and cOlll
and other things in mY areas.
There are indications that it is
not impossible and we should
notjusttake the cop out line.'

Mr Kerin~aid he .was
concerned that much of CS
IRO's research fell within his
area of interest ~ i.e. agricul
ture, minerals and energy - but
was not actually within his
portfolio.

CSIRO's new print advisory group, among those featured in a
special report this month on the Information Services Unit. Left
to right, Ray Osborne, Jim Quinlan, John Best. Seated, Kim
Greene. The ISU feature appears on pp.4 and 5.

Photo: Mark Fergus

resisted placing research into
categories marked 'basic',
'strategic' and 'applied'. '1
think it's unwise to think you
should target funds for basic,
strategic or applied research in
separate boxes because you
lose the complementarity, you
lose the linkages.

'Ideas and directions will
evolve, and you never know
whether it's going to be basic
research or strategic research.
You might be doing very basic
research on brain cells and
suddenly it becomes strategic
when you find a way to cure
Alzheimer's disease or some
thing like that.

'I think Government has to
put the pressure bade 011 the
private sector to get into more
quote basic research unquote.
We shouldn't accept what
some people in the private
sector say. I think they should
be in it. 1 know it's difficult,
but they should be.'

Mr Kerin said it was a 'cop
out' to believe, as many people
in Australia did, our manufac
turing industry unable to put

Kerin on rural RID
Adding value is the way to go

p

The development an efficient mannfactnring base in Australia need not be at the expense of
the primary indnstry sector, according to the Minister for Primary Indnstries and Energy, Mr John
Kerin.

Speaking to CoResearch last
month, Mr Kerin said 'if we
can get more efficient man
ufacturing industries in this
country that is no bad thing for
primary industries. There is a
complementarity in it.'

However, he said he believ
ed the primary industries sec
tor was far better attuned to
the need for R&D than the
fledgling manufacturing sec
tor. The high level of contribu
tions to the various rural indus
try research councils indicated
the importance placed on
research.

'I believe manufacturing in
dustry has fallen well behind in
its commitment to research,'
he said.

Mr Kerin said he believed
the best way to go now was
adding value to primary sector
products, thus benefitting both
sectors - and CSIRO would be
important in providing the
knowledge to do this profita
bly.

In line with the Govern
ment's general attitude, Mr
Kerin said that the major prob
lem lay with the low industry
commitment to research, par
ticularly in the manufacturing
sector. Much bigger input was
needed to meet the exception
ally high costs involved.

'It's a bit like buying jet
fighters. If you're going to do
quality research in competition
with the world you require
more sophisticated machinery
for your researchers to work
with, and it's a labour-intensive
job. You need to waste a bit
of money to do good research
but you certainly need to ex
pend more money if you're
going to keep up.'

Mr Kerin did not believe
CSIRO necessarily had an
automatic right to increased
Government funds.

'I've never believed that
CSIRO should be any particu
lar sacred cow. I think there's
always a need for research to
be better structured.' But he
said he did believe CSIRO had
given good value for money
over the years, to the rural
sector in particular.

When asked about the per
ceived decline in fundamental
research in CSIRO, Mr Kerin
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Dear Editor,
Dr Boardman reported in the
August issue of CoResearch
that Mr Kerin, Minister for
Primary Industries and En
ergy, expressed the view that
'the Government should be
setting strategic directions for
research and development' and
that Mr Kerin wants greater co
operation between his Depart
ment and CSIRO. On 30 June
1987 CSIRO withdrew its sup
port from the Baa~ Becking
Geobiological Laboratory
which was a joint research
facility between CSIRO, the
Bureau of Mineral Resources
(BMR) and the mineral indus
try via the the Australian Min
eral Industries Research
Association Ltd, It was formed
in 1966 and over 21 years of its
existence, research scientists
and technical officers from
both CSIRO and BMR gave
the Laboratory an enviable
national and international
reputation for strategic res
earch into the geological, geo
chemical and biological proces
ses involved in mineral and oil
formation. Exploration for
Australian minerals was the
ultimate target for this
research.

In onc stroke, by withdraw
ing its support, CSIRO dest
royed 21 years of scientific and
technical skills and contacts
with the minerals industry
which CSIRO and BMR offic
ers together had developed in
collaborative and Illultidiseipli
nary research. I sincerely be
lieve that none of the Baas
Beeking Geobiological staff
would have resisted changes in
research direction to meet new
objectives. However, there
was no discussion of new res
earch plans. On the closure of
the Laboratory some officers
left scientific research comp
letely and many others were re
deployed to situations which
do not make maximal use of
skills obtained in the Baas
Beeking Geobiological Lab
oratory, The regrettable error

Cont. 011 p.6

economy and used as fuel for
important morale-boosting
bonfires amidships.
Q: What will happen to pass
engers and crew who can't
meet the 30 per cent target for
lifeboats obtained from exter
nal sources?
A: The 30 per cent target is
not so formidable as you might
think. If any rescue ships arrive
there should then easily be
sufficient lifeboats available to
pick tip anyone who happens
to have survived that long.
Q: Does the decrease in avail
able deck space resulting from
our rapid slide into the brine
mean that promotions will now
depend on the availability of
dry areas on which to stand?
A: No, and it never...glug..
glug..gurgle.

W M Lonsdale
Division of Entomology

Darwin

corporate centre excluding
those due to abolition or prun
ing of such peripheral opera
tions as the RAO, the printery
and service operations such as
the Editorial and Publication
Service. It would also be im
portant to have a clear state
men t on the new structure of
the corporate centre, the salar
ies for mid and upper bracket
positions and any fringe bene
fits associated with these posi
tions.

M D Hatch
Division of Plant Industry

Dear Editor,
The recent CSIRO Budget Re
port was inspiring, and any of
your readers who may suggest
that it was a complete white
wash are scoundrels. I found
the Question Time section par
ticularly heartening. Just imag
ine how helpful it would have
been for the passengers and
crew on the Titanic.

The Captain of RMS Titanic
answers your questions.
Q: What does the iceberg
mean in actual flotation terms
- will wc be in a sinking-type
situation?
A: Table 1 shows that, where
as we previously had 10 intact
flotation tanks, providing a
certain amount of buoyancy,
the close and somewhat intru
sive contact with the iceberg
has caused an increase in the
number of tanks having reduc
ed structural integrity. On the
positive side, at least we now
know what the future will
bring and the stateroom has
some rather nice fittings.
Q: Would it be a good idea to
radio for help?
A: The shipping company has
a clear view of what's best, and
we agreed right at. the outset
to keep radio messages to an
absolute minimum. They have
every confidence that our
minor glacial difficulties will
be overcome and that the ship
will continue to bring in enorm
ous profits for the company as
a whole.
Q: What is the 'efficiency
dividend'?
A: Because of the iceberg,
some of the flotation tanks
now have a seawater content
slightly in excess of our re
quirements, so the shipping
company has asked us to de
ploy large numbers of men to
move the excess water to those
tanks which at the moment
have none - thus increasing
our efficiency.
Q: Will the iceberg mean staff
reductions?
A: We can take advantage of
the iceberg to get the right bal
ance of salary to operating ex
penses. I hope staff reductions
can be met by natural attrition,
together with natural submer
sion.
Q: What about the lifeboats
administered by the Captain's
Centre?
A:They will still be adminis
tered on behalf of the passen
gers and crew for reasons of

Dear Editor,
The pamphlet on corporate
centre staff cuts accompanying
the July issue of CoResearch
raised some additional ques
tions. In the divisions it was
always assumed that the thrust
of the PCEK recommenda
tions and the consequent deci
sion of the Board was that the
central bureaucracy (head
office) was to be reduced.

The pamphlet states that ins
tructions from the Board were
to reduce the October 1987
staff level of 630 to about 360
(45 per cent cut). It also ack
nowledges that about 140 of
the 270 positions to be lost will
in fact result from the abolition
of the RAO.

However, it is clear that, in
addition to abolishing the
RAO, other cuts have been
made by eliminating sections
both geographically and funct
ionally peripheral to the corpo
rate centre. For instance, as re
ported in the same issue of Co
Research, the CSIRO printery
has been abolished. The result
ing staff losses will apparently
also be counted among the re
ductions in corporate centre
numbers.

To allay mistrust, re-estab
lish some level of morale and
quash various rumours, it is
vital that a clear and detailed
statement is provided on the
corporate centre structure and
the staff reductions. We need
to know what cuts are to be
made to the central core of the

Dear Editor,
The document Talking about
the Corporate Centre, that
accompanied our July CoRe
search is a welcome new initia
tive in communications within
CSIRO. However, like other
public relations documents, it
begs more questions. Perhaps
Mr Langhorne could answer
the following additional ques
tions?

1. How many positions were
reclassified in the formation of
the corporate centre from the
old headquarters?

2. How were these reclassifi
cations justified?

3. What will be the new av
erage cost per position in the
corporate centre compared
with the previous cost per pos
ition for HQ?

DJ Goodchild
Division of Plant Industry

Carolyn Zwar
Div. of Forestry

& Forest Products

Dear Editor,
Three cheers for Michael
Jones, Division of Mineral Pro
ducts.

He has stated my feelings
perfectly in the last three
paragraphs of his letter in
CoResearch 315 p2.

Let's hope there are more
CSIRO staff out there who are
'getting industrially relevant
research up and running' than
those 'designing eye-catching
logos'!

Letters to the Editor

Australia ranks 16th out of
22 OECD countries and last in
the group of medium sized
economies. To bring Australia
up to the average R&D level
of these economies we would
have to increase its level by 0.7
per cent of GDP, or about
$2000 million per annum.
R&D levels continue to rise in
most OECD countries and the
gap between Australia and the
more successful coun tries is
widcning.

While Australia has increas
ed its R&D expcnditure from
about 1.0 per cent of GDP to
about 1.3 per cent this decade,
R&D expenditure in the Neth
erlands has risen from 2.05 per
cent of the GDP to an esti
mated 2.37 per cent since 1984.
The Canadian Prime Minister
spoke this year of 'decades of
neglect' of R&D in pledging an
additional C$1.3 billion for
science and technology over
the next five years; Canada
spent 1.36 per cent of GDP on
R&D in 1986.

Australia is suffering from
the lack of a forward looking
S&T policy and it is becoming
urgent that the Government
develop an S&T policy as an
integral part of its industry
policy.

The publicity of the past few
weeks should alert the Govern
ment to the grave dangers of
allowing any further decline
the nation's R&D effort and I
am now more hopeful for the
future.

I realise it is difficult to
communicate to the Organisa
tion the processes that lead to
budget decisions, particularly
as they involve confidential
cabinet business. But I can
assure staff that the two port

. folio Ministers, Senator Button
and Mr Jones, and the Chair
man and I, together with Peter
Langhorne and the Corporate
Services staff spent much effort
in our attempts to influence
the outcome. In the event we
were not successful in having
reversed a decision from last
year that we should lose a
further $5 million from our
appropriation in 1988/89 be
cause of increased external
earnings. Wc argued strongly
for the retention of external
earnings without penalty,
which is consistent with the
ASTEC recommendation and
the Government response on
that recommendation.

Cont. on p.6

The Australia Telescope
opening received magnificent
coverage on all television net
works and in the print media,
including souvenir colour sup
plements in The Age and The
Sydney Moming Herald. I pay
tribute to the team from the
Division of Radiophysics and
Public Affairs for their meticul
ous planning of the event and
thank AUSSAT for provision
of the satellite link.

The Organisation also has
received a lot of media cover
age in the past few weeks on
the cut in our appropriation
from the federal hudget, and
its impact on the continued
validity of some of our impor
tant research projects, as well
as the long term economic per
formance of Australia. The
campaign to publicise the ad
verse effects on CSIRO's prog
rams and the morale of staff
culminated in a segment on the
ABC's 7.30 Report, which also
dramatically highlighted the
deeline in Australia's R&D
position among the nations of
the OECD.

Barry Jones stressed the cru
cial role of Government in
maintaining Australia's core
research effort, and warned of
the dangers of leaving it to
industry. Mr Jones said 'I am
an enthusiast for greater inter
action between research and
industry, but it must be a two
way process. It is essential that
industry recognises the impor
tance of science and that long
term research - perhaps with a
20 year payback - is central to
our future'.

The Prime Minister referred
to the telescope as the state of
the art in astronomical technol
ogy and a most appropriate
achievement with which to cel
ebrate ourBicentenary. He ob
viously took pride in the fact
that the telescope was designed
and constructed in Australia,
with 80 per cent Australian
content.

In my vote of thanks to the
Prime Minister, I said the Aus
tralia Telescope symbolised
the crucial importance of main
taining the balance between
Australia's longer term, more
basic research - research that
is at the leading edge of world
science and technology - and
the application of that research
for the economic development
of Australia.

The official opening of the Australia Telescope by the Prime
Minister was a grand occasion. Dr Bob Frater, the staff of the
Division of Radiophysics and all involved in the construction of
the telescope and for arrangements for the opening are to be
warmly congratulated.

A column by
DrKeith
Boardman

From the Chief
Executive
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The new Commonwealth worker's compensation and l'ehabilitation scheme, COMCARE, will
wipe ont one of CSIRO's major financial commitments and provide impl"Oved benefits for staff.

New CmnlJO scheme
'Clean sheet' to wipe 81Mdebt
for CSIRO

COMCARE

Medical costs
Agreed medical costs paid reasonable medical eosts
directly to provider or re· paid by agencies at the
imbursed to employee by direction ofCommissioner
COMCARE.

Examples of lllew entitlements
OLD SCHEME

Weekly bene}its
100% ofpre-injUl"y earnings equivalent offull sick pay for
for 45 weeks 26 weeks
After 45 weeks ofpre-injury statutory rate of$192.80 pillS
earniugs, subject to a ceiling $50.50 for dependent spouse
ofl50% of average weekly and $24 for each dependent
earnings child

Lump sl/lns
Up to $80 000 for permanent maximul1lof$59980for
impairment ofat least 10% specilic losses
ofwhole person. Special
provisions for loss of lingers
or toes (less than 10% ofwhole
person).
Up to $30 000 for pain and
suffering

no l)rovision for any payment
for pain and suffering

Death benefits
Up to $120 000 payable to up to $59 980 payable only to a
dependent spouse/dependent spouse who can prove
children. Dependency dependeucyand/or
presumed ifnonnally living depeudent children
with deceased

Household alld attelUlmzt care
·Full reasonable cost of $33.50 for coustant help or
services for up to foul' weeks attendance
after injury

over by COMCARE when it million dollars in claims in the
starts up on 1 July next year. one financial year if a number

COMCARE will essentially of serious incidents occur,
limit access to common law for sending the yearly premium up
compensation claims, which substantially said Mr Knobel.
will result in far fewer of the Obviously, the emphasis in
spectacularly large payments creasingly will be on minimis
which have been made to indi- ing workplace risks and there
viduals in the past. However, fore the potential for claims.
it does offer better benefits for A large percentage of claims
all people assessed eligible for are for back injuries, and semi
compensation (see table). nars on preventing back injury

Under the new arrange- are available on request, he
ments, the COMCARE Com- said. Defensive driving courses
mission will decide on an for staff who use four wheel
annual premium for each Gov- drive vehicles on field trips are
ernment department or instru- being introduced and site safe
mentality, and this will be ty committees are being boost
taken off the top of the approp- ed. Seven full time safety offic
riation at the start of the ers will be assigned to CSIRO's
financial year. This will elimi- major sites around Australia.
nate the present system of Details of the arrangements
CSIRO paying compensation for funding the new premium
now for cases often dating system within CSIRO are be
back years. There has been ing discussed. One proposal is
little financial incentive to that in the first three years the
reduce the cost of compensa- financial responsibility be
tion when the costs from earlier gradually shifted back to divi
years continue to impljct signif- sions via their institutes which
icantly on total compensation eventually would see the pre
expenditure, said Mr Knobel. mium cost divided between
More than half of all compen- divisions on a performance
sation payments are for con- basis using CSIRO-compiled
tinuing cases compared with a statistics.
quarter of all cases in 1977/78. To reduce compensation
Real expenditure has nearly claims, mandatory rehabilita
trebled in that time. tion provisions are being intro-

Premiums will be calculated duced. These will require CS
broadly on the past compensa- IRO to prepare a management
tion record. Using actuarial plan and to set up a system of
methods, COMCARE will de- rehabilitation for staff absent
termine the full future cost of for 28 days as a result of a work
any accident shortly after it related accident or disease.
occurs, and as a result the cost Information on the new
will be debited against CS- scheme has been sent to each
IRO's premium costs in that division and further details will
year. be made available as COM-

This could mean several CARE comes on stream.

According to the Organisa
tion's Occupational Health and
Safety Manager, Mr Gary
Knobel, last financial year
CSIRO faced a bill of $2
million in compensation pay
ments. (In addition, the indir
ect costs from lost output,
training of replacement staff,
etc, increase this figure sub
stantially. )

About half this was for the
112 staff on long term compen
sation. In order to allow CS
IRO (and other government
agencies) to start on the new
scheme with a 'clean sheet',
these payments will be taken

Morale boost
from cost

benefit report
Dr Max Whitten, Chief of the
Division of Entomology, said
morale in his Division had
been boosted considerably by
production of the much-talked
about report giving a cost
beuefit aualysis of the work of
Eutomology.

The report, titled Entomo
logical Research and Develop
ment: a High Yielding, Low
Risk Investment, was produced
following a request by the CS
IRO Board for information On
the management problems fac
ing the Division. In preparing
the report, DrWhitten and his
colleagues decided to emphas
ise the cost benefit angle up
front before outlining the obs
tacles.

In the first section, the re
port (where possible) puts a
dollar value on scientific re
search done in the Division.
The viability of assigning actual
value was shown in a more de
tailed analysis of returns from
the Division's research as part
of a joint study by the Indus
tries Assistance Commission
and CSIRO. This 1976 study
found an average internal rate
of return of around 19 per cent
- a very favourable result.

One of the major claims in
this latest report is that the
Division, which received less
than $10 million government
appropriation in 1987/88, gen
erated economic wealth for
Australia of at least $50 million
and possibly over $100 million
during the same period.

This estimate has come from
what the Division calls the
'readily quantifiable recent
R&D successes', such as:
· improvement of spray sys
tems in Queensland grain
sheds, saving $1.5 million per
year;
· development of a method for
phosphine fumigation of grain
bunkers, saving at least $2
million per year;
· biological control of crop and

Cont. on p.6

A Matter
of Opinion
This 1II01lth's poiutofview columu comesfrom Lit Tyuau, Editor

of CoResearch.
The comments in this column reflect my concern for CSIRO,
which I believe is one of Australia's greatest assets. It is an asset
that can only be squaudered at Austrnlia's peril.

I recall when I first started with the Organisation three and a
half years ago, a visitor (whose name and position escape me)
had recently been quoted as saying 'without CSIRO, Australia
would be a Third World country'. His words stuck with me, and
I have had the privilege to learn in the intervening years just
how right he was. But my overwhelming impression, gained by
conversations with numerous division chiefs and other members
of staff, is that all is not well. I make no claims to being a financial
whizz who understands the full implications of the budget
allocation and how the cake is split up and where all the money
goes. All I know is the reason CSIRO exists - the scientific
research - is in trouble, and the people best placed to see this
happening are in the divisions.

There has been an exceptionally high level of media coverage
lately focusing on the financial difficulties facing CSIRO divi
sions. Many of these stories have quoted the Chief of the Division
of Entomology, Or Max Whitten. He has been criticised around
headquarters by people apparently worried that his outspoken
comments will annoy the government and make things even
worse for us. There appears to be an attitude among some of
put up and shut up. But many of Dr Whitten's views are support
ed by a large number of chiefs, and their views can't be ignored.
Indeed, similar comments from several chiefs have appeared in
CoResearch in various forms for several years at least. Numerous
letters to the editors of newspapers, deploring the government
cutbacks, suggest that CSIRO does have a wide base of
community support, and there is evidence that the message has
finally got through to the Government.

My own view is that CSIRO is going through the agonies of
death by a thousand cuts. In fact I wonder whether it can continue
in its present form for much longer. This may be the hidden
agenda, for all I know - to break up CSIRO and divest it of all
but its high-tec" or manufacturing oriented research, effectively
ending up with a 'panel beating shop for industry'. This would
be wrong and disastrous and tragic. . .

To gauge reaction, I have spoken to a number of chiefs SlOce
the brldget was brought down, but I do not intend si?gling them
out as I have in past issues of CoResearch. I apologise to cluefs
I haven't had a chance to speak to - there is only one of me and
32 of you, and time, as always, is short. I found after a while
that many of the comments from chiefs were very familiar - with
a few exceptions, most chiefs agreed that things were crook in
divisions.

'Bottomless pit'
I do not believe chiefs any longer have a 'bottomless pit' atti

tude, if they ever did. They have for the past five years at least
had to cut and cut and cut some more. Maybe the bureaucrats
are right in saying that cutting the dead wood was necessary and
long overdue, but the cuts are biting into the living wood now
and life is draining from the tree.

The government policy seems to be to force Australian
industry to invest far more money in R&D. I believe, perhaps
naively, that taking money away from CSIRO will not necessarily
result in industries suddenly rushing to make up the difference.
The vacuum created may never be filled. What's more, the with
drawal of support from rural research will not, I believe, have
the effect of shifting the emphasis to manufacturing. The
development of a viable manuacturing base in Australia must
grow from and depend initially at least on our agricultural sector
which, like it or not, carries this country at the moment. There
is no doubt that we need to diversify our economy so we are not
at the mercy of fluctuating international commodity prices, but
this must be done by moving a step along from primary
production, adding value to our products, thereby boosting the
agriculture sector while at the same time building a new sector.
I don't believe we can become world leaders in, for example,
computer design and manufacture, but perhaps we can in
processed foods.

To my mind there are two particularly disturbing aspects about
the upheavals in CSIRO's R&D effort. Firstly, in 10 or 20 years
time we won't be much use to the industries which we are suppos
ed to be serving if we don't maintain our knowledge base. But
this base is being eroded because of the drastic reduction in
fundamental and long term strategic research while divisions are
forced to grasp at tactical projects just to get the cash. Secondly,
the inability to keep or hire top young scientists, who perhaps
no longer see CSIRO as a desirable place to work if they can
only get tenure for two or three years, and then only on tactical

Cont. on p.6
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Julie Fitzpatrick and Franz
Sprange,. at work on the Jour
nals of Scientific Research.

PllOfo: Mark Fergus

ing tools, supported by contin
ual liaison with divisional, ins
titute and corporate staff. This
liaison can relieve divisional
staff of recurring enquiries and
support them through creating
effective links with industrial
enquirers.

Photo: Mark Fergus

As a result of tl,e corporate eel/tre review, the Bureau of Il/)
divided illto two parts - the Public Affairs Unit al/d tI,e ltrfor

Tire ISU is respollsible for all the seniee fUl/ctiolls of the fi
alld stores; editorial services alldprillt advice;film al/d video al

productiol/. The ISU also mal/ages the Natiollal IlIformatiol/ NI
Ecos, Rural Research alld Industrial Research News.

Staffil/g reductiolls in the ISU have beel/ quite severe, with m
for the next 18 mOl/ths. Somefullctiolls, such as pril/tillg, have (
have beel/ or will be devolved.

Gel/erally, evelY area of activity has beell closely scrutinised
requirements to a minimum.

We lIre cOllfident we call mal/age within the limits set for I

structures already are attractillg favourable commellts from di
However, settlil/g il/to new stlUctures alld developil/g new s.

Complex areas like library services cal/'t be expected to be COl

A review ofsite libraries due to start lIext mOllth will play a Ci

librarians alld others from illstitu.tes and the corporate cel/tre j

the various elemCllts of the CSIRO library lIetwork will illter6
Thepurpose ofthisfeature is to introduce tire lIew gl'OUpillgS wi
The ISU exists to serve resem'Cll. Not only will resources dl

divisiolls failil/g to take adval/tage of ISU advi.vory or COIll

u1l11ecessarily high prices.
Call the ISU if your program, laboratory, division or illsti

il/telface or build up specialist illformatioll services. Our lel'el
telephOl~e to managil/g major cOlltracts.

If one of our il/house experts cal/'t help you, we certaillly WI

INFORMAl
ClJ/lsider drawillg OIl ISU sel'l'ices, also, ill areas such as pol

State agCllcies 1I0W Irave respollsibilities or ambitious for sciel
serious problem.

While lleedillg to be .seen as active ill illformatioll dissemim
others. It also lIeeds to direct its resources il/to areas ofmaximum

The ISU's cel/tral positioll ill CS/RO, practical oriel/tatio
releval/t areas el/abies it 10 provide illformed actioll-oriCllted ,

Methods used by regional
information managers include
the normal information handl-

As part of this, a 008 (toll
free) number has been instal
led to provide a full time back
up to regional services.

Ms Sue Harvey, Manager,
Database and Information
Retrieval.

National Information
Network

The corporate centre review gave the National Information Network (NIN) a new and delightfully
straightforward hrief: to 'run a first class responsive public enquiry sel'vice to illdustry alld the
genel'8l public'.

Just how this was to be
achieved was not stated. It has
now been set out in a draft
strategic report which is being
circulated.

Since NIN is often the first
point of contact for outsiders
to CSIRO, its role in effective
public relations is critical. The
I'egional information managers
have a role in ensuring indust
rial callers are put in contact
with the appropriate CSIRO
expert as soon as possible,
since collaborative or consult
ing projects may result.

They also play a significant
part in the projection of a posi
tive image for CSIRO, espec
ially when handling hundreds
of enquiries from the general
public each week.

The aim of the network is to
provide a professional enquiry
service and to continue build
ing up the Organisation's im
age as an objective and reliable
source of information.

The Print AdvisOI'y Service
This service has been estab

lished to assist institutes and
divisions Australia-wide. The
CSIRO printing centre closed
recently and the Organisation's
printing requirements must
now be purchased from com
mercial suppliers. The print
advisory group with four staff
in Melbourne and one to be
based in Sydney from next
year is well qualified to buy
print services on behalf of ins
titutes and divisions, on the
basis of substantial experience
of the print and graphic design
requirements common in sci
entific and technical publish
ing.

Purchasing ()ower: it is in
the interests of institutes and
divisions to buy print through
the group wherever practical,
to enhance CSIRO's purchas
ing leverage. A network of
suppliers is being developed by
the group. and individual com
panies are monitored for cost,
quality and delivery perfor
mance. Print purchase orders
may be placed by the group on
behalf of institutes and divi
sions: the group will need the
relevant cost code and an auth
ority letter/fax from an officer
with delegation to authorise
expenditure.

John Best, manager
03·4187321
Jim Quinlan, print advisory
officer
03·4187333
Roy Oshorne, pl'int advisory
officer
03-4187333
Kim Greene, administration
03-4187333
Jeff Prentice, prill! admill
officer, Sydney, 1989
FAX No: 03417 6U5
or 03-419 0459

are alive and well. These ISU
services have not been termi
nated. There are plans to offer
an even better service to divi
sions by computerising much
of the order processing to
better handle ballooning sales
projects in 1988/89, such as:

· over $1 million in journal
sales
· an estimated $400 000 in
book sales

Most sales are handled by
mail or active marketing in the
book trade. However, the ISU
is still planning to improve
street access and provide an
obvious CSIRO presence on
Albert Street.
Contact:
MireIJa Cilillo, 03-418 7217

Marketing
Marketing of journals and

books is the vital link in the
publishing chain. A new posi
tion has been created and is
now being advertised for a per
son to refine existing mailing
lists to better target customers,
create more and better broch
ures and catalogues, continue
expanding CSIRO products in
to the Australian book trade
and provide display support
for divisions at open days and
conventions.

The full potential of CSIRO
Publications is yet to be realis
ed, but with a concentrated
publishing, marketing and dis
tribution system available,
editorial services can produce
and disseminate the fine work
being done by CSIRO.

Better still, books and journ
als can be sold at a profit to
the Organisation. Best yet, the
unit intends returning a portion
of the revenue to divisions.
Contact:
New appointee, Paul Reekle,
03·4187324

Publications
The book production plans

for CSIRO Publications are
proceeding with renewed vig
our. The editorial services
group provides:
· a central source for all CS
IRO ISBN numbers;
· free advice and assistance at
the concept stage on presenta
tion and target audience;

support and expert advice to
negotiate with co-publishers to
maximise royalty returns;
· the ability to manage books
through the production process
by contracting freelance edit
ors and designers;
· experience and advice on
electronic manuscript transfer
and desktop publishing.

. At present there are over 80
books being considered for
publication, ranging from Soil
Structure and Fabric which is
about to be released, to ideas
still at the embryo stage. Any
one wishing to write a book is
advised to seek our advice
without obligation or cost.
Contacts:
Kevin Jeans, 03·418 7208
Paul Reekie 03-418 7324

Editorial Services Section
Australian Journals of

Scientific Research
In 1988 the fortunes of the

Journals have fluctuated like
never before. From the uncer
tainty during the PCEK review
to the signing of a five year
agreement to continue publica
tion, the lives of the editorial
group have not lacked interest.

It is fitting that the 40th anni
versary of AJSR has been
marked by a new beginning:
· the introduction of modern,
attractive cover designs;
· the implementation of the
sophisticated TEX typesetting
system using Apple Macs and
a 600 DPI laser printer;
· the almost troublefree trans
fer of production and distribu
tion systems from the now de
funct inhouse printing unit to
external suppliers.

Like the rest of CSIRO, the
journals are under immense
pressure to increase outside
funding. We are lucky to have
an excellent product to sell,
and will achieve sales of over
$1 million this year - about 60
per cent of our funding needs.
The three year plan is to
achieve full cost recovery.

Not only are the Journals
proudly promoting CSIRO and
Australian science overseas
through subscription sales, CS
IR0 libraries also derive huge
financial benefits through the
exchange program:
· the value of overseas journals
received is about $700 000.
· over 4200 subscriptions, or
more than 32 000 individual
items, will be sent out on ex
change.
Contacts:
Greg Berry
PH: 03-418 7368
Invertebrate Taxonomy
Australian Wildlife Researclr
Australian Journal ofZoology
Geoff Forster
03-4187388
Australian Joumal of
Agricultural Re.search
Austmlian Joumal of Soil
Research
Ann Grant
03·4187381
Australiall Joumal of Marille
& Freshwater Research
Reproductioll alld
DevelopmCllt
Roger Rooley
03·4187389
Australiall Joumal of
Experimelltal Agriculture
Laurie Mar/inelli
03-4187326
Australiall Joumal ofBotallY
Australiall Systematic BotallY
Australian Journal ofPlant
Physiology
Peter Robertson
03·4187377
Australian Joul1lal ofPhysics
John Zdysiewicz
03·4187317
Australiall Joul7lal of
Chemistry

CSIRO Bookshop
The major bookshop funct

ions of the ISU - the order
processing, customer service,
warehousing and distribution-
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Communications 
Institute Support

The group's name muy be
nnfamiJiur but its main pro
ducts - Ecos, Rural Research
uud Illdustrial Research News
- ure well known both inside
CSIRO uud outside.

The corporate centre review
determined that t1ley should
continue, with more emphasis
on cost recovery. The name of
the group reflects its purpose:
to support CSIRO's research
effort by providing effective
means of communicating res
earch findings.

Readership studies have
shown that the three publica
tions are effective. The most
recent study of Ecos and Rural
Research concluded that read
ers had an 'extraordinarily
strong attachment' to the mag
azines. finding them authorit
ative and useful.

Apart from distribution
within CSIRO and, in the case
of Rural Research, to agricul
ture department offices, the
two magazines are almost en
tirely on subscription.

Industrial Research News is
still free. Whether it, too.
should be a subscription publi
cation is under consideration.

To help divisions gain maxi
mum benefit from Rural Res
earch and Ecos articles, a
streamlined system for order
ing reprints and extra copies
has been introduced. Suggest
ions about topics which should
be covered in the three publica
tions are welcomed.

Database and
information retrieval

services section
This new section's functions
include database production,
CSIRO AUSTRALIS (the sci
ence & technology on-line
host), Search Purty, transla
tions and products & services
development.

Recently the Executive
Committee gave the section 12
months to explore commercial
isation of all or some of these
activities.

The clientele of AUSTRA
LIS and Search Party continues
to grow, and the demand for
database production is more
than we can cope with now.

The task ahead is to increase
the number of Australians who
understand the value of the
electronic database as a means
of organising information and
gaining access to it. Or, to put
it more plainly, to expand our
market and gain market share.
Truuslutions

CSIRO's three translators
produce about one million
English words per year from 20
languages. However, the num
ber of translators in CSIRO
has declined in recent years
and there are no Asian lang
uage translators on staff.

The move towards full cost
recovery will mean divisions
will have to pay for transla
tions. We will also accept some
external work at full commer
cial rates. Depending on de
mand, it may then be possible

Cont. on p.6Cont. on p.6

expand knowledge and emo
tionally dispose an audience.

In CSIRO tile possibilities
for video communication are
considerable but are rarely
exploited by divisions. Much
needs to be done to interpret
the results of research to end
users or to the community at
large. A lot more could be
done to communicate the value
of our research to potential
sponsors.

Is the seemingly high cost of
video prodllction the problem?

The necessary outlays need
not be exorbitant, but funds do
need to be specifically allocat
ed for video, as for all comm
unication projects. The real
questions is, will a video be
cost effective in meeting parti-

The Video Age
Video, film and television huve transformed the way people
expect to be informed. For muny, the flickering screen has
progressively usurped the printed page as their primury source
of in(ormution and diversion.

To some scientists this is
anathema. These media seem
to lack linear rationality. They
have a fragmentary and discon
tinuous structure and often a
strong emotional component.

It's worth remembering,
though, that most of the mill
ions of people who watched
'Life on Earth' on television
would never have been moti
vated to explore its subject
through other means. ft's ir
relevant whether the 'quality'
of information transferred
through film is comparable
with that of the written word 
the two media do not (or
should not) attempt to do the
same thing.

Few would argue with the
astonishing capacity of the
audio visual media to create
awareness, influence attitudes.

Julie Fitzpatrick and Franz
Spranger at work on the Jour
nals of Scientific Research.

Photo: Mark Ferg!ls

ing tools, supported by contin
ual liaison with divisional, ins
titute and corporate staff. This
liaison can relieve divisional
staff of recurring enquiries and
support them through creating
effective links with industrial
enquirers.

As a result of the corporate ceutre review, the Bureau of Infonnation and Public Comnlllnication was reduced in size and
divided into two parts - the Public Affairs Unit and the Information Services Unit.

The ISU is responsible for all the service functions of the former Bureau, including library acquisitions, systems, reference
and stores; editorial services andprint advice;film and video advice, contracting andproduction; and database development and
production. The ISU also manages the National Information Network, the OIl-line database host A USTRALIS and the magazine,~

Ecos, Rural Reseurch and Industriul Research News.
Staffing reductions in the ISU have been quite severe, with more than 35 separations already and at least another 20 planned

for the next 18 months. Some functions, such as printing, have completely disappeared. Others. such as monograph acquisitions,
have beeu or will be devolved.

Generally, every area of activity has been closely scrutinisedfor its value to CSIRO and has been restmctured to cut resource
requirements to a minimum.

We are confident we can manage within the limits set for us. GI'OUpS that have had a few months to settle into their new
stl'UChlreS already are attracting favourable comments from divisions for the services they are providing.

However, settling into new stmctures and developing new systems for interacting with client divisions will take more time.
Complex area,~ like libra/J' services can't be expected to be completely sorted out before mid 1989.

A review ofsite libraries due to start next month willplay a critical role. The review will iuvolve research managers, divisional
librarians and others from institutes and the corporate centre hi a consultative process aimed at establishing the way in which
the various elements of the CSIRO library uetwork will interact in future.

Thepurpose oftitisfeature is to introduce the newgroupings within the ISU andto publicise the services andproducts available.
The ISU exists to serve research. Not only will resources del'oted to the unit be wasted if this function is not fulfilled, but

divisions failing to take advantage of ISU advisOly or cOllfracting services could end up purchasing inferior products at
unnecessarily high prices. .

Call the ISU if your program, laboratory, division or institute needs to publicise its work, improve its indushy or public
intelface or build up specialist information services. Our level of involvemellt can vary from providing simple advice over the
telephone to managing major contracts.

If one of our inhouse experts can't help you, we certainly will find someone who can.
lNFORMA110N POLICY

Consider drawing on ISU services, also, in areas such as policy aud planning for informatioll services. Multiple Federal and
State agencies now have responsibilities or ambitions for scimtific and technical information, making policy co-ordination a
serious problem.

While needing to be seen as active in information dissemination, CSIRO must avoid unnecessarily duplicating the work of
others. It also needs to direct its resources into areas ofmaximum impact where thepaYoffwill contribute to broadcorporategoals.

The ISU's central position in CSlRO, practical orientation and knowledge of other public and private sector bodies in
relevant areas enables it to provide informed action-oriented advice ill information planlling or policy development.

James Lumbers

Sue Harvey, Manager,
:base and Informatioll
·eva/.

Nationul Inforrnution Networl, (NIN) u new and delight£ully
class responsive public enquiry service to iudustry uud the

s part of this, a 008 (toll
) number has been instal-
o provide a full time back-
o regional services.

ethods used by regional
rmation managers includc
]ormal information handl-

Photo: Mark Fergus.- ---
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for its value to CSIRO and has been restructured to cut resource

tute needs to publicise its work, improve its industry or public
of involvement can vary from providing simple advice over the

ore than 35 separations already and at least another 20 planned
'ompletely disappeared. Others. such as monograph acquisitions,

Library collection
management

The ISU library collection
occupies about lOkm of shelf
space. A project to ratiDnalise
the library store collection will
start soon. Material housed at
Maribyrnong will be brought
back to Rokeby Street befDre
the end of 1988 where a culling
program will start to transfer
or discard unwanted material.

By mid-1989 we expect to re
sume accepting retired and
under-used material from
other CSIRO libraries. Deliv
ery of documents from the lib
rary store will be integrated
with the despatch of saleable
publications, with the aim of
improving the speed and effi
ciency of delivery.

tion with the management inf
ormation services unit at East
Melbourne.

The hardware and software
for CLINES was bought from
Geac Computers in 1986. Since
then the central site equipment
has been installed and commis
sioned.

Over 35 divisional libraries
are now using the newly-imple
mented cataloguing software
module to upda te their cata
logues via CSIRONET's X 25
packet switching network.

Data for all journal subscrip
tions in CSIRO is being loaded
into the acquisitions module
by ISU library staff and will be
used to control subscriptions
from January 1989 onwards.
The circulation module which
controls the lending of books,
journals and other library mat
erial is expected to be implem
ented by the end of this year
and will then be made available
to all divisions.

All divisional catalogue re
cords (now over 160000) in
machine readable form are av
ailable on-line from any asyn
chronous terminal Dr NGEN
with dial-up or direct access to
CSIRONET, orfrom any Geac
library terminal in CSIRO.

If in doubt ask your divi
sionallibrarian or CSIRONET
micronode manager. A manual
is available in all divisional
libraries.

Reference and
docnment supply

The staffing level in this
section has decreased signific
antly over the past few years
but the number of inter-library
loans, the section's major
workload, has remained al
most constant at around 6000
a year. Requests from CSIRO
libraries are given priority.

Our reference collection is a
valuable asset for all CSIRO
and our reference and docu
ment locations enquiry services
must be retained for the effi
cient operation of other CS
IRO libraries. Ordering docu
ment copies from overseas
suppliers soon will be devolved
to site libraries.

Library Services

'[SU Acquisitions takes care
of all CSIRO's subscription
problems, leaving me wit!l
more time to spend with my
users.' Carolynn Larsen,
Chemicals and Polymers;

'The ISUgets our "too !lard"
questions such as arranging
nrgent supply of a European
patent.' Bernadette Waugh,
WA Laboratories;

'For us, Acquisitions prov
ides the valuable function of
tile ISU. T!ley excel at tracking
down obscure foreign publica
tions.' Patrick Ledwith, Long
Pocket Laboratories.

CSIRO Library Network
System (CLINES)

The automation of library
operations now allows scien
tists to browse through the
collection from their own
laboratories.

This on-line public access
catalogue facility offered by
CLINES is maintained and op
erated by the ISU in conjunc-

Cataloguing
CSIRO libraries together

hold one of the largest collec
tions of scientific and technical
literature in the country. Effec
tive use of such material
depends on the generation of
proper bibliographic informa
tion and the production of
catalogues and indexes.

The cataloguing section is
responsible for all aspects of
bibliographic control through
out CSIRO, including plan
ning, implementation and
maintenance of the Union Cat
alogue system.

At present 33 divisional lib
raries contribute to the on-line
database which contains 97 500
bibliographic and 84 000 auth
ority records. These records
are shared by all divisional
libraries, and this has saved
duplication in cataloguing
materials.

Other means of increasing
efficiency and reducing catal
oguing effort are being explor
ed. These include the use of
direct electronic file transfer
from the National Bibliograph
ic Datab'ase Dr other available
databases, and the acquisition
of bibliographic records
through the publication order
ing process.

Acquisitions section
This section carries out all

CSIRO serial ordering, spend
ing $4.1 million per year on
12 000 titles.

The group also has expertise
in mDnograph Drdering and
gifts and exchange. However,
following the corporate centre
review a major effort is being
mounted to devolve these
activities.

Central co-ordination of
gifts and exchange will remain,
but the value of the program
to institutes (now being asses
sed) will determine how large
it becomes.

Acquisitions users are en
thusiastic about the service:

Communications 
Institute Support

The group's name may be
unfamiliar but its main pl'O
ducts - Ecos, Rural Research
and Industrial Research News
- are well known both inside
CSIRO and outside.

The corporate centre review
determined that they should
continue, with more emphasis
on cost recovery. The name of
the group reflects its purpose:
to support CSIRO's research
effort by providing effective
means of communicating res
earch findings.

Readership studies have
shown that the three publica
tions are effective. The most
recent study of Ecos and Rural
Research concluded that read
ers had an 'extraordinarily
strong attachment' to the mag
azines, finding them authorit
ative and useful.

Apart from distribution
within CSIRO and, in the case
of Rural Research, to agricul
ture department offices, the
two magazines are almost en
tirely on subscription.

Industrial Research News is
still free. Whether it, too,
should be a subscription publi
cation is under consideration.

To help divisions gain maxi
mum benefit from Rural Res
earch and Ecos articles, a
streamlined system for order
ing reprints and extra copies
has been introduced. Suggest
ions about topics which should
be covered in the three publica
tions are welcomed.

Database and
informationretllieval

services section
This new section's functions
inclnde database prodnction,
CSIRO AUSTRAUS (the sci
ence & technology on-line
host), Search Party, t1'3nsla
tions and products & services
development.

Recently the Executive
Committee gave the section 12
months to explore commercial
isation of all or some of these
activities.

The clientele of AUSTRA
LIS and Search Party continues
to grow, and the demand for
database production is more
than we can cope with now.

The task ahead is to increase
the number of Australians who
understand the value of the
electronic database as a means
of organising information and
gaining access to it. Or, to put
it more plainly, to expand our
market and gain market share.
Translations

CSIRO's three translators
produce about one million
English words per year from 20
languages. However, the num
ber of translators in CSIRO
has declined in recent years
and there are no Asian lang
uage translators on staff.

The move towards full cost
recovery will mean divisions
will have to pay for transla
tions. We will also accept some
external work at full commer
cial rates. Depending on de
mand, it may then be possible

Cont. on p.6

expand knowledge and emo
tionally dispose an audience.

In CSIRO the possibilities
for video communication are
considerable but are rarely
exploited by divisions. Much
needs to be done to interpret
the results of research to end
users or to the community at
large. A lot more could be
done to communicate the value
of our research to potential
sponsors.

Is the seemingly high cost of
video production the problem?

The necessary outlays need
not be exorbitant, but funds do
need to be specifically allocat
ed for video, as for all comm
unication projects. The real
questions is, will a video be
cost effective in meeting parti-

Cont. on p.6

To some scientists this is
anathema. These media seem
to lack linear rationality. They
have a fragmentary and discon
tinuous structure and often a
strong emotional component.

It's worth remembering,
though, that most of the mill
ions of people who watched
'Life on Earth' on television
would never have been moti
vated to explore its subject
through other means. It's ir
relevant whether the 'quality'
of information transferred
through film is comparable
with that of the written word 
the two media do not (or
should not) attempt to do the
same thing.

Few would argue with the
astonishing capacity of the
audio visual media to create
awareness, influence attitudes,

The Video Age
Video, IiIm and television have transformed the way people
expect to he informed. For many, the Oiclwring screen has
progressively IIsnrped the printed page as their primary sonrce
of information and diversion.

lIion, CSIRO must avoid unnecessarily duplicating the work of
impact where thepayoffwill contribute to broadcorporategoals.
n and knowledge of other public and private sector bodies in
tdvice in information planning 01' policy development.

James Lumbers

'Ormation and Public Communication was reduced in size and
mation Services Unit.
~rmer Bureau, including library acquisitions, systems, reference
(vice, contracting andpl'Oduction; and database development and
·twork, the on-line database host A USTRALIS and the magazines

ill find someone who can.
10N POLICY
icy and planning f01' information services. Multiple Federal and
Itific and technical information, making policy co-ordination a

VI. Groups that have had a few months to settle into their new
visions for the services they are providing.
ystems for interacting with client divisions will take more time.
npletely sorted out before mid 1989.
riticalrole. The review will involve research managers, divisional
'n a consultative process aimed at establi.fhing the way in which
Ict in future.
thin the ISUand to publicise the services andproducts available.
!voted to the unit be wasted if tMs function is not fulfilled, but
'racting services could end up purchasing inferior products at
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A Matter of Opinion
Cont. from p.3
projects, will further decrease the standard of the knowledge
base available in years to come. One chief I spoke to said he
was about to lose two talented scientists engaged in important
work because they had come to the end of their limited tenures
and he couldn't afford to reappoint them. This, I'm sure. is a
familiar story around other divisions.

In many cases morale, often shaky in recent times. has taken
another plunge. According to some chiefs I spoke to, the general
feeling often is that the government and CSIRO's top manage
ment don'! appreciate the work being done by the scientists,
even if that work is of the highest scientific standard and with
real potential for application. On the other hand, in some
divisions the prevailing attitude is 'we'll show the bastards'.

One of the few exceptions to the generally critical comments
about the present state of CSIRO was from a division which was
starting to get the benefits from royalties. That division was set
up with the major aim of working closely with industry. The
potential was there from the start for the development of products
which could be sold to earn hard cash. However, many of our
divisions are not in this same position. Because of the nature of
the sectors they work in, they often develop processes which are
not capable of earning royalties as such. Their benefit comes
more from saving industries money rather than actually
generating revenue for incorporation in a balance sheet. Dr
Whitten's Division has attempted the difficult task of putting
dollar figures on this sort of work (see separate story).

Something which camc to light during my talks with chiefs was
the fact that although many of them have achieved or even
exceeded the required 30'per cent outside funding. they are still
experiencing difficulties in coping with overhead costs. And of
course the problem of out of date equipment, despite some
capital expenditure allocation in this budget, is putting scientists
behind their peers overseas. This problem can only intensify as
new technology requires the most up to date equipment to keep
up with world trends.

I don't think there is any chief in the Organisation who wants
to see the self indulgence of 'science for the sake of science'.
They want to work with industry, they want to target their
research to tackle pressing problems of industry sectors in
Australia - often this work is not only rewarding for industry
but most satisfying for the scicntists. But the Organisation won't
be able to fulfil this role if it is brought to its knees by successive
budget cuts, loss of top staff, run-down of equipment and internal
dissatisfaction.
The opinions expressed in this column are the purely personal

views of a concerned observer.

Robert Kerton and Nick Pitsas from the Film and Video Celltre
during an editing session.

Letters
Cont. from p.2

in closing the Laboratory can
not be reversed but it may be
some solace to former mem
bers of the Laboratory that Mr
Kerin has drawn CSIRO's at
tention to the area of strategic
minerals research where col
laboration between Australian
Government departments is
obviously vital to the national
interest. It is a matter of
concern that Mr Kerin is offer
ing more vision for Australian
scientific research and devel
opment than was evident from
CSIRO just a year ago.

Graham Skyring
Division of Water Resources

Dear Editor,
HANDLING PUBLIC
INQUIRIES IN THE
SUNSHINE STATE
I would like to correct some
errors of fact and misconcep
tions in Yvonne Esplin's letter
of reply in the August issue of
CoResearch.
i) Yvonne Esplin's contact

with me in relation to her
'consultations' occurred
aftcr I had sent my letter to
CoResearch, hence could
not be acknowledgcd.

ii) Whenever lan Sutherland
was not on duty as Brisbane
Regional Information Man
ager, our number of
inquiries increased. I have
a letter on file written to
Gary Garland (then RAO

head) on this subject. No
attempt was made to instal
the 008 number in place of
Ian's number at Brisbane
RAO. Both our library and
ourselves have had
increased numbers of
inquiries since Ian's depar
ture.

iii) My argument for restora
tion of the RIM position is
that there is a need for
someone preferably with
.corporate .centre back-up
to satisfy publi.c inquiries
and carry out communica
tion activities in northern
Australia in conjunction
with divisions, This is more
than 'an extra pairofhands
to help out at Farmfest
Field Days, etc'.

CSIRO is underprepresented
in northern Australia, Queens
land has more than 16 per cent
of the total population but only
8 per cent of total CSIRO staff.
Three quarters of CSIRO's
staff are located soutll (and
including) the Sydney
Adelaide axis. The figures are
even more disproportionate
for communication profession
als. It has been my experience
to date that we have had no
benefit from the effort to pro
duce a smaller corporate centre
and reallocate resources to
divisions or regions.

Geoff Adams
Senior Information Officer

Division Tropical Crops
& Pastures

The Video Age/ISU
Cont. from p.5
cutar communication objec
tives?

This is where CSIRO's Film
and Video Centre can help.
It's always worthwhile enlisting
the help of experts when con
sidering the production of a
video.

The centre has a small core
of highly skilled staffwho can:
· advise on the appropriate use
of audio visual communication
· arrange for the contracting
out of video production
· supervise the performance of
external contractors
· undertaken specialised scien
tific film for research or com
munication
· advise on technical matters
relating to film, video and
audio visual production
· produce filrn and TV prog
rams which interpret the work
of CSIRO to a variety of target
audiences.

In addition the centre also:
· maintains a central library of
film and video masters of all
CSIRO programs
· compiles a database of all
productions for on-line access,
via the AUSTRALIS network
· provides access to CSIRO
footage for external media use.

For further information
about the service provided by
the centre, call Nick Alexander
on 03-418 7256.
Translations/ISU
Cont. from p.5
to expand the service to cover
Japanese and other Asian lan
guages.
Search Party

For many years we have off
ered computer database search
services from East Melbourne
for CSIRO and external cli
ents. Search Party is the new
name for this service, which
now also offers to supply copies
of documents identified in
database searches.

The enhanced service has

Dr Boardman
Cont. from p.2

We were successful, how
ever, in reducing the impact of
external earnings on our bud
gets in the following two finan
cial years, and we now are able
to retain all earnings without
any further impact on our app
ropriation. Neither the second
tier wage increase nor the
efficiency dividends were
negotiable.

/~~

CSIRO tropical
grass

The first ever Australian trop
ical grass to be registered under
the new Plant Variety Act was
bred by a CSIRO scientist.

The grass, splenda sectaria
(Setaria sphacelata), was bred
by Dr Bryan Hacker of the
Division of Tropical Crops and
Pastures.

The seed is to be multiplied
and marketed by Primac Seeds
of Murwillumbah, mainly for
export to South East Asia and
the Pacific.

been very successful and has
expanded rapidly, with about
70 per cent of our orders
coming from business and
industry.

CSIRO staff should note
that we offer fast service and
cover a wide range of Austra
lian and international sources
including business databases.
Patents is an area of special
interest and high demand.

Search Party is aiming to
operate on a nett-zero budget
this year.
Contact: Penny Braybrook

Cost benefit report
Cont. from p.3

pasture lucerne aphids, saving
$1.5 million per year;
. commercialised fruit moth
control system based on synth
etic pheromone, with sales of
more than $1 million in the
USA in 1987.

The report argues that des
pite the economic returns from
the Division's research, its
appropriation funds have been
reduced by 15 per cent in real
terms over the four years to
August 1988 (this figure pre
dates the latest federal bud
get), and it is facing financial
difficulties which simply should

The Budget
Cont. from p.l
singled out for budget cuts.

The letter said rigorous
reviews in recent years had led
to a reorganised research effort
aud a strongly integrated struc
ture well suited to the national
interest. Despite this, he felt
the Government did not sup
port the work of the scientists.
Dr McEwan also felt CSIRO's
top management had blamed
the management skills of divi
sion chiefs for budgetary prob
lems instead of more actively
lobbying for adequate funding.
• In another budget related de
velopment, a dispute arose this
month between the OA and
management over figures quot
ed in the budget report.

The OA questioned the app
ropriation funds quoted for 87/
88 (Table 1), saying they hadn't
been properly adjusted for in
flation and therefore didn't
allow a realistic comparison
with the allocations for this
and the next two years.

However, Mr Bernie Mith
en, Assistant General Manager
(Finance and Services), said
arriving at an adjusted figure

STN International

STN is a major new interna
tional database vendor special
ising in scientific and technical
information.

Databases of special interest
include CAS ONLINE,
ICONDA, the new nCST
database on Japanese science
and technology and the major
international databases in
other areas of science.

The ISU provides market
ing, training and user support
services for STN in Australia.

not be there given the value of
the research.

Despite the Division's succ
ess, however, the report warn
ed that important research
would have to be curtailed if
the situation continued.

Reduced staffing levels (with
the associated separation
costs) and less appropriation
funds had brought the Division
to a crisis and Dr Whitten said
there was no point denying it.
His public statements arose
from frustration at the appar
ent lack of appreciation of the
major problems threatening
the continuation of economic
ally beneficial research.

was not a matter of simply
multiplying the 87/88 figures
by the inflation rate.

He said this was because the
salary component of running
costs (about 70 per cent) is
routinely adjusted in the event
of wage case decisions, exclud
ing the second tier increase. In
comparing the 87/88 and 88/89
budgets, there had been no fur
ther wage increase requiring
adjustment.

Operating costs (30 per cent
of the running cost figure),
however, were adjusted acc
ording to the inflation allow
ance estimated by the Govern
ment - about seven per cent.

The issue was somewhat
clouded by the fact that the
original 87/88 appropriation of
just over $354 million was re
duced during the year by more
than $7 million mainly because
of a reduction in the employ
ers' contributions to the super
annuation scheme.

General Manager Corporate
Resources, Mr Ian Farrar, said
'every attempt was made to en
sure the comparison between
financial years was comparing
like with like.'
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Tlte day was bluslery bill otllenvisefiue on 2 Seplember wlten lite Prime Minisler Mr Hawke officially opened our Allslralia Telescope. 11 was a memorable occasion,
willt lite band playing, tlte PM and Science Minisler bollt making stirring speeches abonl tlte remarkable achievement of all concemed, speecltes also from Mr
Wran, Dr Eoardman and Dr Frater, green and gold balloons emerging on cue from tlte stunning wltite lllllenna disltes, dislinguished scientists mingling wilh
politicians mingling with media representalives, witlt bnsiness people, academics, locals and many otlters joining in ...a day to remember it. fact. Tlte PM rode 10

tlte ceremony on Olle of lite alltellnas, and at lite elld of tlte formalities tltree of the 22m disltes 'bowed', releasillg lite balloolls whiclt were quickly carried aloft by
lite willd. There was 110 bet/er way to properly mark the start of a llew era in Allslralian radio aslronomy.

Left, Dr Palll Wild and Mrs
Wild on olle of the antennas.
The A T compact array is at the
Paul Wild Observalory, so
named in honour of Dr Wild's
contribution to radiophysics
and particularly his radio
heliograph which previously
occupied the site. Above, Mr
Hawke's wasn't the only fam
ous face at the opening.

Above, the inspections of
the antennas were very
popular. Left and right,
congratulations all round
to the people involved.

Photos: lolm Masterson

Right, project
John Srookes, welcomes Mr
Hawke to the A T and shows
him aboard one of the antennas
for the ride to the ceremony.
Above, behind the scenes every
thing went like clockwork.
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Sir Leonard Huxley: scientist
and educator

SIROCREDIT branch
mal1ager for NSW

staff individually and conduct
ing information seminars on
the range of SIROCREDIT
services.

She will act as a focus for all
SIROCREDIT's NSW opera
tions, co-ordinating staff mem
bers' needs ancl ensuring
prompt processing of deposits,
loans, etc.

In addition, Julie will be
able to offer the SIROVEST
Financial Planning Service to
members by programming the
investment and retirement
seminars for all NSW sites as
well as booking individual
appointments with SIRO
CREDIT's licensed consultant
in the near future.

Players included: Sylvia AIl
an, Mary Burton, Jill Colefax,
Nikki Gordon-Smith, Sharon
Gradden, Helen Hoare, Kim
McKay, Ann Morant, Helen
Petrou and Robyn Ronai.

The win would not have
been possible without the help
of members of the C grade
team who helped throughout
the competition when players
were SCHfce.

CSIRO's C grade team was
defeated in the grand final by
Canberra Hospital. However,
considering the many 'first tim
ers', it was a fine achievemen t
for the team to reach the grand
final.

CoResearch is I,roduced by the
Public Al'fairs Uuit for CSIRO
staff. Readers are invited to contri
bute or offer suggestions for art~

ides. The deadliue is the last
Mouday before the issue lIIouth.
Editor: Liz Tyuau, PO Box 225,
Dickson, ACT 2602. PII:062·
484479.

One of headquarters' more
recognisable figures, Ian
Sharpe of the graphic design
gl'OUp, looks a bit like the cat
that swallowed tile canary
these days.

Fortunately for him (but not
for the rest of us left behind),
he has gone to the Canberra
Times to spend his time doing
what comes naturally to him
drawing. He has been con
tl'ibutiug a weekly cartoon to
the Times for ages, but llOW he
has gone there full time, leav
ing liS to wonder who is going
to do tile superb caricatures
presented to colleagues on
their'retirement' from ourpart
of CSIRO (lan has been kept
aHfully busy this year with all
the retrenchments).

lan came to HQ aboutfour
and a ha(fyears ago, and three
years before that he had
worked for the Division of
Entomology.

As his swansong, lie was per
srwded to do his own carica
ture (seen left).

SIROCREDIT has appointed
a full time IJmnch manager for
New South Wales.

Ms Julie McKinnon has had
more than 12 years experience
with the largest credit union in
Australia, the NSW Teachers
Credit Union.

She is now located at the
CSIRO North Ryde site in an
office of tile old National Mat
erials Handling Bureau, and
may be contacted via the
STROCREDTT toll free num
ber 008-33 8698, or on 02
887 8248 and Fax 02-887 8249.

Much of Julie's time will be
spent visiting divisions
throughout NSW, meeting

Win for CSIRO sonball team
CSIRO's B Grade Women's
Softball team came from third
position to win the 1988 Pnblic
Service Competition Grand
Final.

In a convincing show, the
team defeated Aviation by 20
to 3, before a group of cheering
CSIRO supporters.

Captained and coached by
Helen Hoare, the team has
shown consistent form and ex
cellent teamwork throughout
the competition. The win was
especially sought after as a
farewell to stalwarts Jill Cole
fax and Helen Hoare who will
both be leaving HQ shortly.

IRO Chairman and among the
new Executive Members he
chose was Sir Leonard.

Professor White had known
Dr Huxley for some time by
that stage, but strangely, al
though both physicists with an
interest in atmospheric pheno
mena and subsequently radar,
their paths had not crossed in
England in the 1930s.

The former CSIRO Chair
man describes Sir Leonard as
'an extremely wise and quiet
man who was very sane in his
judgements'. He was sorry that
Sir Leonard was unable to con
tinue for more than a year in
his CSIRO position, as he had
been appointed ANU Vice
Chancellor.

Apart from his distinguished
work as a scientist and educat
or, Sir Leonard held a number
of other professional positions.
Among these were: Chairman
of the Australian Radio Res
earch Board (his employer in
1929) from 1958 to 1961; Mem
ber of the Council of the
National Library from 1961 to
1970; Member of the US Edu
cation Foundation in Australia
1960-64; first President of the
Australian Institute of Physics
1962-1965; and Member of the
Council of the Canberra Col
lege of Advanced Education
1969-1974.

In 1932 he became a lecturer
in the Physics Department at
University College, Leicester,
UK, where he was able to con
duct research on electrical
breakdown and produced a
definitive paper, published just
before the war, on electron
diffusion and drift.

Immediately after the war,
he started researching the so
called 'Luxembourg Effect', in
which transmission from one
broadcasting station was cross
modulated by another, more
powerful, transmitter. Eventu
ally this led to work on gases,
particularly the constituents of
air, and formed the basis of a
program he actively pursued
later in his university positions.

He was appointed to the
Elder Chair of Physics at the
University of Adelaide in 1949,
an appointment which marked
the beginning of his devotion
to university teaching which
lasted the rest of his life. From
1960 until his retirement in
1967 he was Vice-Chancellor
of the ANU. In retirement, he
became a Visiting Fellow in
the Research School of Physi
cal Sciences, and later an Hon
orary Fellow.

Meanwhile, in 1959 Profes
sor F G W White (now Sir
Frederick White) became CS-

Eminent Australian physicist and former CSIRO Executive Member, Sir Leonard Huxley, who
died in London earlier this month, will be remembered for many contributions to science and
education.

He was Vice-Chancellor of
the Australian National Uni
versity for seven years from
1960, and had established an
international reputation as an
authority in the fields of elect
romagnetism and gaseous elec
tronics.

Sir Leonard was born in
Tasmania in May 1902. He was
awarded a Rhodes Scholarship
in 1923, and subsequently two
further scholarships while in
theUK.

An interesting aspect of his
long career was his work during
the Second World War. His re
search in atmospheric pheno
mena led him to a vital task for
the Allied war effort.

It became necessary to teach
a vast number of people the
use of the new radar technol
ogy. Radar is widely acknow
ledged as one of the greatest
factors in saving Great Britain
from the fierce German air att
ack in the Battle of Britain, but
it was a new technology with
no practitioners before the
war.

Sir Leonard (then Dr Hux
ley) had the task, at the Tele
communications Research
Establishment (TRE) on the
English east coast, to quickly,
effectively and in some sec
recy, teach about 7000 military
personnel the installation, op
eration and maintenance of
radar.

This technology had been
devised only a few years earlier
by Dr R A Watson Watt and
developed by a small team
which included Dr E G 'Taffy'
Bowen, who later became
Chief of the CSIRO Division
of Radiophysics.

Dr Huxley initially under
took this training schedule
single-handedly, although later
he was assisted by other teach
ers. The superintendcnt of the
TRE, Dr Rowe, was quoted as
saying 'A lasting impression I
have of the school in its later
years is a picture of a front row
of Air Vice Marshals and Air
Commodores sitting at the feet
of a succession of flannel-bag
ged lecturers'.

Sir Leonard's involvement
in teaching radar tcchniques
followed his early work on the
detection of thunderstorms in
Australia.

In 1929 he joined the Austra
lian Radio Research Board
which had been cstablished by
CSIR. Here hc researched the
origins and nature of 'atmos
pherics' which caused disturb
ance in radio communications
- disturbances originating from
thunderstorms. He and a col
league started their observa
tions wllile on board the P&O
liner which brought them to
Australia.
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That same front page carried
a story headed 'Two New
Chiefs', marking the appoint
ment of Dr A I G Rees and Dr
K L Sutherland as Chiefs of
the Divisions of Chemical
Physics and Physical Chemistry
respectively. The story went
on 'Quiet spoken, pipe smok
er, Dr Lloyd Rees .. .' and 'Dr
Keith Sutherland, one of CS
IRO's bright young men .. .'. I
don't think I would be game to
make similar observations in
print about anyone these days.

The issue marked No. 1
(April 1959) was, to me, rather
poignant, as it showed probab
ly one of the last official photo
graphs taken ofthe then-Chair
man Sir Ian Clunies Ross. Sir
Ian died from coronary heart
disease on 20 June that year.
The photo shows him looking
gaunt and ill - nothing like the
rather dashing and charismatic
man he always appeared to me
in earlier photos.

That No.1 issue had a story
about Dr Joseph Piddington
from the Division of Radio
physics receiving the Syme
Prize. !fmy memory serves me
correctly, Dr Piddington was
the brilliant scientist behind
the development of the light
weight radar vital in General
Douglas MacArthur's cam
paign to retake the Pacific
from the Japanese during
WWII. Just one of the many
eminent people who have
appeared in CoResearch.

CoResearch has changed a
lot since 1958. That is inevita
ble, considering the vastly dif
ferent times we live and work
in. Now it is perhaps a bit hard
er hitting and conscious of the
wider issues of R&D. Above
all, 1 fervently hope it has cast

Cont. on p.6Pho/a:AllalJ Edward

l ..lech opens zirconia plant

Collectors of CoResearch
over the years maybe rather
confused by the above state
ment, as issue No. 1 was in fact
dated .April 1959. However,
there was an issue called No.
00, dated December 1958.
Unfortunately, I only have a
rather faded photocopy of it,
and anyone who has an original
to spare may wish to donate it
to the Editor's reference col
lection.

That very first issue, No. 00,
had as its lead story 'Changes
at Fishermen's Bend', and stat
ed that the new Chemical Res
earch Laboratories were 'the
new style for the former Divi
sion of Industrial Chemistry'.
This followed the appointment
of Dr (later Sir) Ian Wark as
first Director of the new
Laboratories.

Years of research and development by a number of CSIRO
scientists in association with indnstry came to I'l'lItition on 18
October with the opening 01' ICI Austmlia's Z·Tech zirconia
plant at Rockingham, south of Perth.

The $13 million high tech conform to the exacting stan
plant incorporates unique pro- dards demanded by the ad
duction technology developed vanced ceramics industry, par
by CSIRO which is far in ad- ticularly in engineering and
vance of that used in other electronics applications.
parts of the world. With a pro- The leader of the CSIRO
duction capacity of 700 tonnes team which perfected the high
per annum, it is the world's purity process for the plant, Dr
largest high purity zirconia Hari Sinha, recently received
plant. a promotion, and his story is

Z-Tech will supply the inter- included as part of the Co
national market with zirconia Research Promotions feature
powders and chemicals that on pp.4 and 5.

December marks the 30th anniversary of the pnblication of
CoResearc1l.

'C SIR 0 's s t a f f new spa per

Divisional open days

Young Brian Kennedy found the Division of Entomology
fascinating. Despite the appalling weather, this year's Canberra
open days attracted a good crowd. Photo coverage of the event
will appear in the next issue of CoResearch.
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Shadow science minister to push
for greater R&D debate
The scieuce lobby, said Mr McGanran, was fragmented and thel'efore fairly ineffective, contrasting
with the highly organised effort by the energy sector. There was a tendency, he said, fOl'scientists
to blind politicians and the publk with science rather than presenting hard fignres on the benefit
of research to Australia, and this usually had the effect of switching people off.

Re praised Dr Max Whit- In his interview with CoRes- cow'. Re said the ~oalitionw~s

ten's report on the economic earch,Mr McGauran rejected commlted to ensun.ng that agn
return of the work of the Divis- the commonly held view that cultural research dId not suffer
ion of Entomology, saying that his colleagues in the Liberal as a result of a PUS? for .high
other divisions would be well Party had no interest in sci- tech and manufactunng onent
advised to prepare similar re- ence, and that only the Nation- ed researc?
ports to use as ammunition al Party because of its base in One thmg Mr McGauran
against those who would argue the rural community took any had noticed was that the
that CSIRO was spending too real interest. It was never Gree?house Effect was of m
much public money for too going to be 'the most explosive creasmg concern .to farmers.
little return. political issue', he said, but . 'From a s:andmg start, the

Re said he would push sci- certainly it was 'more potent Issue has gamed' unparalleled
ence and its role in our national now that it ever has been'. momentum,' he said. Once
development more and more Recently, the Opposition ag.ain, the role of the media in
into parliamentary debate, an leader Mr Roward had releas- thiS had been enormous.
important step towards making ed a scathing statement direct- So how ",,:o.uld CSIRO fare
it part of the popular culture. ed at the Government regard- under ~ coalitIon .govermJ.1ent?

On 11 October Mr McGaur- ing CSIRO. Mr McGauran The LlberallNatlOnal sCience
an addressed the House of said there would be more and policy has not been released,
Representatives, citing .what stronger criticism publicly and so the offic~al line is yet to .b,e
he called the 'devastating' in Parliament of Government made pubhc. However, It s
budgetary cutbacks to CSIRO polici~s affecting research in ~nderstood that scienc.e educ~-

in recent years. the future. t~on would be emp~asl~ed.. It s
'CSIRO is in a state of crisis. 'There is a growing band of hkely that tertIary mstItutIons

If it is uot rescued soon, it will Liberals very interested in the similar to the Bond private
be reduced to a second rate re- direction of science in Austral- university on the Gold Coast,
search institute,' he told Parlia- ia,' he said. This had been with strong science curri~ula

ment. He said the interdepart- boosted, he said, by the efforts th.at also. fostered greater h?-ks
mental committee set up the of several prominent science wIth busmess, would be actIve
day of his address to inquire journalists such as Julian Cribb ly encourag.ed.
into Australia's R&D prob- in The Australian and Verona The coahtlOn has ~ade no
lems was 'Sir Humphrey Burgess in the Canberra Times. s~cret of the fact that It wo~ld
Appleby gone mad'. In a press Science policy was, if not al- dl~mantle Barry !o?es' bram
statement supportive of CS- ways on the front page, at least chIld, the CommIssIOn fo~ the
IRO issued the next day, Mr well covered within several F~ture. It ~as often desc~Ibed

McGauran concluded by say- major newspapers, aud this thiS plannmg and adVisory
ing 'will the last scientist to had not escaped the attention Cont. on p.2
leave CSIRO please turn off of politicians. _

the bunsen burner'. But, he said he was not pre-
Mr McGauran, who has pared to 'spend every waking

been an MP since March 1983, moment exchanging intellec
was given his new position in tualisms with scientists'. He
the reshuffle in September wanted a good working know
which saw the departure of the ledge of science and to be an
former (and equally enthusias- advocate for science, without
tic) science spokesman Mr being a psuedo-expert.
Warwick Smith from the Shad- The political science debate
ow Ministry. Mr Smith, who had to be handled 'shrewdly',
maintains a strong interest in he said. 'We must hone the
science policy, gave 'a speech debate to a couple of issues,
in Parliament on 13 October in involving essentially economic
support of Australian R&D, benefit, to justify the return on
and particularly CSIRO. He investment.'
took the opportunity to men- Coming from a rural electo
tion the display at the House rate, he said he was well aware
by the Division of Forestry and of the needs of farmers. They
Forest Products, which attract-tell him that they want research
ed the attention of a number done in a number of areas,
of politicians, including Minis- most notably soil degradation!
ters. This was the first time a salinity, water conservation,
CSIRO division had mounted noxious weeds and pasture
such a display, and was indica- improvement.
tive of the growing realisation 'CSIRO holds a special place
that politicians needed to be in the hearts and minds of the
convinced of the value of rural community,' said Mr Mc
CSIRO's work. Gauran. 'To them it's a sacred
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Dear Editor,

CSIRO Biometrics
Units

I regularly meet people who
think that I am still a member
of the Division of Mathematics
and Statistics, although I was
transferred to the INRE Bio
metrics Units on 1 July. Like
wise, several other staff mem
bers were transferred to the
four Biometrics Units which
have been set up to look after
the statistical needs of divisions
in three institutes, INRE, IPPP
and IAPP. So it is disappoint
ing to find that scientists who
might benefit from contact
with these units are unaware of
their existence.

For administrative purposes,
each unit is attached to a divi
sion, but for obvious practical
reasons units serve four geog
raphical areas: one for South
Australia, the ACT, Griffith,
Deniliquin and Narrabri; one
for the rest of NSW, Victoria
and Tasmania; and one each
for Queensland and Western
Australia.

Further information may be
obtained from Warren Muller
in Canberra 062-46 5822, John
Best in Sydney 02-887 8388,
Tony Pettitt in Brisbane 07-377
0324 or Richard Litchfield in
Perth 09-387 0630.

J 'I Wood (062-46 5066)
Garry Speight

Division of Water Resources

should begin talks immediately
on equitable sharing of in
formation on the use of ana
bolic steroids in competition
for funds. I make this modest
proposal because divisions
with chemical expertise clearly
have advantages, including the
potential to develop custom
ised drugs inhouse.

Competition for funds and
for profits also exists between
CSIRO and other research
bodies and commercial com
panies. Some of them already
may be using drug-enhanced
negotiators to seize larger
shares of available funds.

Despite this danger, I bel
ieve CSIRO should refrain
from using its expertise to gain
commercial advantage. In its
patriotic duty to ensure res
earch advances Australia, CS
IRO should undertake to dev
elop revolutionary new drugs
to enhance the performance of
our whole scientific-technolog
ical-commercial complex.
Development and subsequent
distribution should be carried
out under strict security against
international multinational
espionage. Such drugs could
strike a decisive blow to Aust
ralia's life-and-death struggle
to stand among the elite aff
luent and privileged nations of
the world.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
The furore over the use of
anabolic steroids by Olympic
athletes ha& lessons for
CSIRO.

Firstly, the drugs clearly do
enhance competitive success,
by increasing the user's en
durance, determination and
strength. Secondly, their use is
widely condemned as being
contrary to sporting ethics.

I am surprised that the use
of performance-enhancing
drugs has emerged in such a
frivolous activity. Competitive
success is a more urgent need
in the world of commerce, pol
itics and science. In these
fields, questions of sportsman
ship and fair play do not arise.

A CSIRO division that ad
ministered suitably engineered
anabolic steroids to its staff, so
as to make them more dynam
ic, mentally agile, motivated
and tenacious, would gain an
advantage over other divisions
in competition for research
funds. Such drugs should be
allocated to enhance research
administration rather than re
search. The front line of the
battle is in negotiations for
research funds and in creating
a market for science. To en
hance competitive success in
science as such would have
little value. Scientific talent is
far in excess of demand.

The Great Council of Chiefs

to increase by $10.6 million in
1988/89, but forward capital
commitments exceed the $16.1
million provided in the budget
by $7 million. The increase in
revenue in 1988/89 is due large
ly to the payment from the
Reserve Bank for CSIRO's
contribution to the new plastic
bank note.

The Institute of Industrial
Technologies received an extra
$2 million as part payment for
its contribution to the bank
note, and further payments
will be made over the next two
years. The manufacturing in
dustry collaboration scheme
was transferred from Sirotech
to the Institute of Industrial
Technologies and it will now
be administered by that Insti
tute. The Institute of Informa
tion and Communications
Technologies was allocated an

~1~~r~n:t~t~t~i~~~~q~Oa~~~~b~i~~C.;.: A A Broome we endured unusual
fund an expanded effort in soft- Jl .j,.~ ~. beatwave conditions with tem-
ware engineering. It also re- }I /I'll peratures reaching 36°C
ceived the full year's costs of I j, _.~ (97°F), almost the hottest on
the growth allocation in the ." \ .,' Tecord for July for this part of
previous year. I. Australia.

The other four Institutes, From Broome to Port Aug-
which account for 74 per cent usta we experienced head-
of CSIRO's research expendi- winds most of the time, but it
ture, are suffering decreases was still generally warmer than
from 4.7 per cent to 5.6 per average. It was hard going
cent in appropriation funding against strong easterly winds
(real terms). To restore fund- Ifrom Perth through Albany to
ing to the 87/88 level, $15 the Nullabor Plain. The last
million is required. . two days we had rain for the

Over five years, CSIRO has; first time in 42 days.
suffered a decline in appropri- Aflcr cycling 14.242k: <H<luno AUSlral;C1, Pori ruby and Melbourne cydls15 Kevin Loo Oom Br.. ll HUller 'Road surfaces were bitu-
ation of 16.7 per cent in real/Pel"" Nelson Dennjs Lernl,,!. Bill McLar~n andy~~:lr~(J~~land wore gllJd 10 roll across Ih.. "hnish lIn.,.· men and although narrow with

terms, but a greater decline in 'F t t" marathon ends sharp edges in places, were
research capacity. Imports an as 1C quite good to ride on. Motor
account for about 11 per cent Fmgl'l Ill!' rllur whl'l'I.lIrlV<' l:t::11l 1nl'. Ill'rH\!S j."Jllk,·, {'yellnl: along lIw :>'\IU,<!,ur traffic was generally tolerable
of annual operating expendi~ ::~'H:JlII~;, :;I~;:":~ H"(' ,\II~\r~111a ~rl~~'\\'II.l Hnly Unw Wl' ~trlJl'k ::,Iil\~~' t;~l(:::::::\;~:~lf ,:':,r\;;':·."(~I~ except between Wollongong
ture which means that inflation ~"t,~tlh':.\~,I'I:~\·~I::1111," i;i:;:\~ll~ll~ I:: ~'I~~\'l w~~~I~~~~ l~:~~ir~~(~rr; !It:~~ :~:~'rlgr~~~r;U';.yl;.rl),~~·II~';r~:'i,~:';; and Newcastle, The toughest
for CSIRO was substantially ~{~~~~II,~~;:~~{\~:~:,:::r~r,~;;;I~,~:~:;~.llH ~,~jl:"lll un 1111' wny hl're" hl' ~~~~~~~\lf,;'r~~t1':o ';,~~~hl~:~,{'~';'~~l\':~ hill climbs were from Cann
above the CPI between 83/84 ACil'f (·y.-rlll~ ,Ill 1Ill'rl'ltlhh' AI\'I ,l!'f;pll(' till' fUrl'warn. ,lltl'nWl Rver to Batemans Bay and one
and 86/87 when the Australian 1.t:!4~~:~;:I}I;:;,.~11l/:~,~:~I!'~'l(:'ft::;; ;:~~~ III rro~'~J~I,~~'S'u~~~t~ ,.~~~ Allh"u}!h ,,'!'i4 11I'flnl>- stretch in the Kimberleys in
dollar depreciated. Technical officer with the Division of Atmospheric Research's 35°C heat near Turkey Creek.

.rk: 1"_ //_. /.. engineering facilities group, Peter Nelson, was one of a gronp 'I have been employed at the
v/T I't.P(Po..~ of adventurers who set out earlier tIns year to ride bicycles around CSIRO Division of Atmos-

Australia. Here Peter tells the story: pheric Research for nearly 30
'The 14242km trip around between Fitzroy Crossing and years and for the past 19 I have

Australia was described as a Halls Creek. On one 100km cycled to and from work on
fantastic experience. Each one stretch I took only two hours most days, a daily trip of 48km.
of the seven cyclists did one and 25 minutes. This was an I am a member of the Black
stage of about 50km cycling hour better than my previous burn Cycling Club and the
per day in relay formation. fastest 100km back home in Audax (long distance mara
However, Brett Nutter and Victoria. than cycling) Club of Austra
myself often did two stages per 'We had tailwinds and un- lia, as well as a member of two
day and we hoth covered about seasonably heavy rains in other bicycle touring clubs.
3500km altogether, more than northern Queensland - the Without the substantial am
the other cyclists. wettest July in over 100 years ount of cycling I have done,

'We struck top form while in some places -- and then tail- the enjoyment and participa
peddling across the Northern winds and above normal temp- tion in this bicentenary round
Territory and into the north- eratures all the way to Broome. Australia bike ride would not
ern part of Western Australia Between Timber Creek and have been possible for me.'

A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman

From the Chief
Executive

The considerable pnblicity which followed the further budget
cuts for the Orgauisation this year indicated belated media
recognition of the crucial imp0l1ance of research and develop
ment for the future prosperity of Australia. It also demonstrated
enormous general support for CSIRO, but particularly from the
industries that have benefited so much from the application of
CSIRO research.

An editorial in The Austra
lian was indeed a reversal of
some past criticisms of CSIRO.
It stated 'To hammer the re
search effort so hard conflicts
with the Government's policy
to promote high technology
and value-added exports, par
ticularly in those industries in
which Australia already has a
natural advantage: minerals
and agriculture.

'The effectiveness of our
research effort in these indus
tries will have a crucial bearing
on the nation's capacity to earn
export income and improve its
standard of living in the years
to come.

'Any flagging of that effort
will inevitably be translated
into an Australia that lags
further and further behind the
rest of the world in high tech
nology - and ultimately in the
ability to generate wealth.

'Australia can no longer
afford to sacrifice the future
for the sake of present expe
diency or indulgence. The Fed
eral Government must cease
to bleed the national research
effort and immediately re
endow it with the resources to
ensure Australia enters the
next century on a rising plan of
industry of prosperity.'

Although there has been a
substantial increase in business
R&D in Australia in the past
few years, the gap between
Australia and the leading
industrial nations is in fact
widening. Those countries with
the highest R&D spending are
also those that are doing most
to further strengthen their
R&D. In these countries, there
not only is a drive to encourage
greater industry R&D activity
but also a new emphasis on
building up their longer term
basic research to provide the
foundation for future industrial
growth.

I believe there is some recog
nition in the Government that
the cuts to CSIRO's appropri
ation have gone too far and I
am hopeful that there will be
an early reconsideration.

There appears to be some
lack of understanding of the
distribution of the budget
among the Institutes. The
appropriation budget for run
ning costs was the same in
dollars as in the previous year,
a real decrease of about 5.5 per
cent. Revenue linked to appro
priation funding is estimated
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Prizewinning steers result from
CSIR0 research in NT

Dr Clements is best known
for his part in breeding pasture
legumes. He was a member of
the joint CSIRO/Queensland
Department of Primary Indus
tries team that bred Australia's
first multi-disease and pest
resistant lucerne - Trifecta and
Sequel.

These varieties are now in
the top five selling lucernes in
Australia, and their value to
Queensland lucerne growers
was more than $3 million this
year.

FIRST PRIZE

For -'-P-'-EN'--=O-'-T-'J-'--'-S7C':E:':ER...S~ _

KATHERINE SHOW KATHERINE SHOW KATHERINE SHOW

KATHERINE SHOW KATHERINE SHOW KATHERINE SHOW

Research results were put under tile scrutiny of the beef industry
wllen tec/mical officer Mike Nic/lOlas from the Division of
Tropical Crops and Pastures entered two pens of three steers in
the 'Trade Beef section at the Katherine Show recently.

They carried ojf the top prizes against some stiff opposition
from the big northern stations, with the judge commenting that
they 'were ideal animals for trade requirements'.

These animals, and many more like them, are the prodnct of
a decade of research at the Division's Katherine Research
Station into systems of improving native pastures with legumes
and small amounts of superphosphate along with mineral
supplements.

The Katherine group has now tried this technique at a moder
ately large scale to show that the improved pastures are produet
ive in mixed country and the Show result is the 'proof of the
pudding', according to Mike.

In the past five years or so, the beef industry in the north west
has not been in a position to adopt tile technology because of
financial problems associated with the disease eradication
program. The 'new' industry has uew demands, and good beef
prices have llOW created a receptive audience.

The quality of the sale stock has ensured the technology is
spreading through the grazier network of stock inspectors,
buyers, agents and sho ws.

Next year Mike reckons he will also enter a pen ofsteers which
have been fed mineral supplements on native pastures. 'The idea
is to show the graziers that production is about the same as long
as you get the nutrition right,' he said.

Much of tflis work has been finuncially supported by tile
AMLRDC. .

Award,d to~"s"-",:r:-""'-,,,O,,,,-,-. _

These are the fine creatures which proved the efficacy of CS/RO
research in breeding top-notch beef cattle (see story below).

Dr Bob Clements has been appointed Chief of the Division of
Tropical Crops and Pastnres.

Dr elements, at present act
ing assistant Chief, is a well
known pasture plant breeder
with more than 15 years' ex
perience in tropical pasture re
search. He takes up his. new
position in November.

His work with eSIRO dates
back to 1965/67 when he was
an experimental officer with
the Plant Industry before be
coming a lecturer in the Agron
omy Department at Massey
University in New Zealand.

In 1973 he joined Tropical
Crops and Pastures as a re
search scientist, becoming an
SRS in 1976 and PRS in 1979.

Rivett Medal.
for Rod Hill

DrHill

New DTCP Chief named

Dr Roderick Hill from the
Port Melbonrne laboratories
of the Division of Mineral
Prodncts has been awarded
this year's David Rivett Medal.

Dr Hill is one of Australia's
foremost crystallographers,
and has contributed not only
at the fundamental level but
also, as a senior member of the
research team, through the
application of his expertise to
an important industrial prob
lem, the improvement of lead
acid battery performance.

A total of 16 nominations
were received for this year's
Medal, which was for research
in the physical sciences. All
entries were submitted for ex
amination by a panel of Fell
ows of the Australian Acad
emy of Science.

The Examiners said 'We
were extremely impressed with
the credentials of all the candi
dates proposed for the award
and by their contributions in a
very wide range of disparate
fields spanning the pbysical
sciences and engineering.

'Such was the quality of the
field that if made the final
choice a very difficult one and
inevitably a number of very
impressive candidates just mis
sed out.

'We were particularly pleas
ed by the way many of them,
Dr Hill included, had used
their firm foundations in basic
research ... as the platform from
which they were able to effect
ively tackle difficult problems
of an applied nature.'

The presentation ceremony
will be held in the New Year
when Dr Hill returns from
overseas.

CSIRO management: a case of cnlture shod,
and lack of knowledge?

Tltis month's point of view column comes from Deputy Cltief of
the Division of Wildlife and Ecology, Dr loe Landsberg. Dr
Landsberg has titled ltis article:

A Matter
of Opinion

eSIRO was subjected, last year, to traumatic upheaval aimed at
altering the way we operate, at introducing more effective line
management, greater accOlllltability, better focused use of
resources. In my view, the way the decisions about the changes
were made and implemented caused a form of culture shock
among many in the Organisation. The reason for this was lack
of knowledge about the management of science and scientists,
which could - to some extent - have been avoided. Perhaps (if
I am even partially right) we can take steps to improve matters.

Let's divide recent history of CSIRO into the ages of certainty
and uncertainty. Certainty (too strong a word, but it will serve)
was pre-1984, pre-ASTEC. We knew what the Organisation was
for - to 'do' science - and we knew that eSIRO was a great
Organisation and appreciated as such by the Australian people
- and a great many others. Then came the first major budget
cuts, scientists were wimps, we published too many esoteric
papers and not much of it was useful. The age of uncertainty
had arrived. It was perpetuated by the ASTEC report. CSIRO
should survive in its present form (this was in question) but
should get clOser to its customers/clients, make its work more
relevant to the Australian community and - more particularly 
Australia's economic welfare. The result was the appointment
of THE BOARD, followed by the decision to call in McKinseys.
Our management was poor and needed fixing, so the experts
would tell us how to do it.

Now, accepting all this, why did we not stop and think about
what the management of science and scientists entails, about the
ethos and the attitudes and the things that motivate scientists?
It is astonishing that, in an Organisation dedicated to finding out
how things work, filled with people not given to accepting un
supported assertion as fact, we implemented without a study a
management scheme proposed by consultants whose experience
and expertise lies in the industrial sphere.

It was not the fault of McKinseys. They did the job they were
paid for and we accepted their recommendations. In fact, the
scheme they proposed may not be that bad - the problems lie
with its implementation and with the lack of appreciation of how
people function in an organisation like this. Underlying any sort
of science is the well-founded belief that, in order to manage,
manipulate, control or predict the operation of some system, we
have to understand how it works. We assumed that CSIRO works
like a commercial company, that people are driven by the same
motives and can be managed in the same way. We may have had
a nasty suspicion, deep down, that this wasn't so, but we didn't
try to find out. We committed ourselves to action on the basis
of untested assumptions.

So how does CSIRO work? Well I suggest that, in the age of
certainty, most of the scientists were motivated by the idea of
science as an international, cosmopolitan, communal activity.
They got their job satisfaction from the recognition of their peers
in the scientific community; from interaction with the their
particular sub-cultures. Tpe belief that there would be spin-off
to the benefit of Australia was implicit and there was pride in
eSIRO. Performance was assessed on the basis of contributions
to science and management was not something anyone worried
about. People made their own decisions about the problems of
importance and all they had to do was persuade the chief to
support them. If he didn't then they could probably bootleg it
quietly in a corner without too much fuss. In other words, CSIRO
behaved like a series of large university departments and the
scientists like academics.

This is obviously an oversimplification, but I would argue that
it reflects, in essence, the ethic of the Organisation as it was. It
was not ideal, in fact it may have been indefensible as the modus
operandi of a publicly-funded organisation. However, there are
many arguments in favour of the free-wheeling management-free
model of science and certainly there is an argument for not throw
ing it out without examining it and considering ways of adapting
or changing without undue disruption. What we have now is the
primacy of the commercial objective, science as a production
oriented activity, geared to the time scales of the economists who
seem to determine the values we currently live by in this country.
We have to find 30 per cent of our funds from 'outside' but we
don't get it by competing on the basis of scientific excellence and
the possibility of doing some exciting research; we solicit funds
from niggardly industries who are usually more concerned that

Cont. on p.7
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Dr John o's"mvan
CSIRO Division of Radiophysics

Dr HlllWi Sin"a
Assistant Chief, Division of Mineral Prodncts

One of the uses for zirconia
powder is in the production of
partially stabilised zirconia
(PSZ), a remarkable material
resulting from a research pro
ject in the early 1970s at the
(then) Division of Materials
Science. The discovery of the
transformation toughening
process which made PSZ possi
ble is considered to be one of
the most significant single
events in the science of
ceramics.

To comply with the rigorous
manufacturing procedures
needed to produce PSZ and
other advanced ceramic mate
rials for use in electronics,
engineering and other areas,
the highest quality pure zir
conia powder is required, and
Dr Sinha and his team succeed
ed iiot only in inventing and
developing the process, but
making it a commercial reality.

In 1985 CSIRO (through
Sirotech) established a joint
venture company, Z-Tech,
with rCI to pursue markets for
Australian zirconia products.
Z-Tech's· role is to penetrate
the estimated $200 milJion per
year international market for
high grade zirconia powders
and chemicals, and it has con
centrated its efforts on the
biggest potential markets of
Japan, the United States and
Europe, by establishing three
technical and marketing
offices.

The co-operative research
and development agreement
between CSIRO and ICI ex
pires on 4 December this year.
The 15 per cent stake which
was held by CSIRO in Z-Tech
has now been bought by ICr,
and under the agreement
CSIRO wiIJ for the next 15
years receive royalties on sales
from the plant. Once full pro
duction is achieved, the royal
ties to CSIRO will make it one
of the Organisation's most
commercial agreements.

Dr Sinha and his team are
preparing to start work on a
new, one year collaborative
project with Z-Tech to produce
novel ceramic alloy powders
based on zirconia, thus adding
further value and making the
plant's products even more
attractive on the worid market.

The Director of the Institute
of Minerals, Engineering and
Construction, Dr Alan Reid,
said: 'Dr Sinha's successes
arise not only from his ability
to develop chemical process
routes for treating minerals
and his capability in scaling up
the reaction systems in a chem
ical engineering sense with all
the problems that arise at large
scale, but also in his capacity
to motivate and lead a team of
very competent researchers
and engineers.'

Or Sinha was promoted from
CRSl to CRS2 on July 1 this
year, and shortly afterwards
was made Assistant Chief of
the Division. His work at the
Division, in particular his
leadership of a project which
has led to the establishment of
the world's largest high purity
zirconia plant, has been recog
nised both within and outside
the Organisation as outstand
ing. Last year he received the
Australian Ceramic Society
(Victorian branch) Ceramic
Achievement Award and the
Sir Ian McLennan Achieve
ment for Industry Award. He
was elected a Fellow of the
Australian Academy of Tech
nological Sciences and Engin
eering in 1986.

Dr Sinha has been with
CSIRO for 10 years (he also
had an earlier stint in 1964-67).
His work has focused on metal
lurgical development, particu
larly of ores including ilmenite,
bauxite, rock phosphate and
zircon. A number of his pro
cess inventions have been car
ried through to pilot plant
scale and shown to be commer
cially feasible.

As leader of the advanced
mineral products section, he
has recently played a key role
not only in research and devel
opment bnt also in obtaining
commitment from ICI Aust
ralia to build the high purity
zirconia plant which is now
operating in Western Aust
ralia.

Well received
The $13 million plant, at

Rockingham near Perth, was
officially opened on 18 Octo
bcr by the Western Australian
Premier Mr Dowding. When
up to full capacity in the next
few years it will process 700
tonnes of zirconia powder and
zirconium chemicals per
annum from Australian min
eral sands. A $1 million pilot
plant at the divisional site at
Port Melbourne wiIJ continue
operating until December next
year, and zirconia products
from this small scale operation
have already been well receiv
ed by ceramics manufacturers.

Australia has two major
market advantages: the excep
tional purity of the zirconia
products due to the novel
production process developed
for the plaut by Dr Sinha and
his team; and the fact that
Australia produces about 60
per cent of the world's supply
of mineral sand, so the raw
material is readily available.

Until now, most of that sand
was exported unprocessed to
manufacturers overseas, who
added considerable value to it
and sold some products back
to Australia at a large profit.
With our oWn plant Australia
will make the profits.

Dr Har! Sinha

Dr John O'Sullivan

now Dr O'Sullivan and his
team are examining equipment
performance improvements
and perhaps other applica
tions. Among these is a new
technique to more accurately
measure blood velocity in the
heart using Doppler ultra
sound. This project, and
another, have support and
funding from an Australian
company, and the project is

Cont. on p.6

into a form relatively easily
interpreted by the human mind
- but the novel idea of marry
ing FIT and VLSI is a classic
case of scientific creativity.

Since the advent of VLSI,
cheap ultrathin calculators,
personal computers, digital
watches, video games, etc,
have all become not only possi
ble but commonplace. Using
VLSI fabrication techniques,
it is possible to place more than
100000 devices on a single lcm
square chip.

Combining the compact and
fast characteristics of the VLSI
chip with the potential of FIT
to make complex data more
'user friendly' opens all sorts
of possibilities. Dr O'Sullivan
said its major uses were in:
video and image processing;
high quality audio reproduc
tion (e.g. even better compact
disks); communications sys
tems; radar and surveillance
signal processing; and medical
signal processing.

Dr O'Sullivan said although
nearly every day someone
'knocks on the door with an
idea for a new application', the
team has focused on several
major areas which look partic
ularly promising. For instance,
medical ultrasound imaging is
the least invasive and therefore
one of the most efficient and
effective of medical diagnostic
techniques. The medical pro
fession already employs ultra
sound in a variety of ways, and

Dr O'Sullivan's promotion
from PRS to SPRS took effect
6n 1 July. His leadership of the
rapidly growing signal and
imaging technology program
and in particular his work on
the fast fourier transform
(FFf) silicon chip which uses
very large scale integration
(VLSI) technology, formed the
basis of his case for promotion.

The FIT chip has given Aus
tralia a lead in the fast-evolving
field of signal processing in
which minute and/or obscure
signals have to be accurately
and quickly processed for
ready interpretation.

Before joining the Division
five years ago, Dr O'Sullivan
worked for nine years with the
Netherlands Foundation for
Radio Astronomy on new re
ceiver systems for the Wester
bork radio telescope.

As research leader of the
signal and imaging technology
team of 17 professionals at the
Division of Radiophysics, he
has made a major contribution
to the commercially viable
design of the FIT chip, in con
junction with Austek Micro
systems of Adelaide.

The chip was conceived as a
way of solving problems in
digital signal processing, and it
has proved its potential in this
area. Fast fourier transform
techniques have been around
for many years - they basically
refer to mathematical proces
ses which convert abstract data
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Dr John Williams

DB' M:ilcolHll Good
CSIRO Division of Manufacturing Technology

involved not only in scientific
research and leadership but
also in the business end of
research, including develop
ment of funding proposals,
negotiation with commercial
interests, preparation of col
laborative and contract re
search agreements and rep
resentation of the Division on
joint management committees.

Dr Good's first major task
on joining the Division was to
lead a collaborative project on
force-controlled robotics. The
project was successful and a
market for this technology is
now being assessed.

For a local manufacturer he
performed an investigation of
alternative control strategies
for large machine tools, and
his solution was an algorithm
markedly superior to that of
conventional controllers.

During his short time as pro
gram leader, Dr Good has
undertaken a reorganisation
which has brought the Integ
rated Manufacturing program
even closer to Australia's man
ufacturing industry. Major in
itiatives have included the
development of a low cost cell
ular manufacturing system at
Holden's plant in Elizabeth,
South Australia, simulation of
parts of Ford's Campbellfield
and Geelong plants, collabora
tion with BHP Steel Coated
Products Division for the dev
elopment of automated on-line
inspection of sheet materials
and negotiations and consulta
tions with many companies in
volved in the development and
implementation of automated
systems.

Program members work
closely with local industries
involved in robotics and
machine tools. The robotics
industry here will never rival
the giants in this field - Japan,
Germany, the USA, Sweden
and Italy - but like other Aust
ralian industries, it is looking
for the niche markets, the
specialised requirements.

For example, a company
here (Machine Dynamics)
pioneered gantry-style robots,
which are now used by Ford.

Dr Good said robots have
had their greatest use in the
automotive industry, tradition
ally in tedious jobs like spot
welding but increasingly in
electronic assembly. The use
of robots is likely to increase,
especially if lighter, more effi
cient and 'smarter' units can be
developed.

Research is underway in Dr
Good's program into increas
ing the performance and capa
bilities of robots. At present
they are rather expensive and
cumbersome, and research is
directed at better mechanical
design and better software.
Also, sophisticated vision sys
tems are being investigated.

Or Good is a Director of
The Preston Group, a software
development company 42 per
cent owned by CSIRO (the
next largest equity holder is an
MIC company). The Group
arose from discrete event simu-

Cont. on p.6Cont. on p.6

Dr Malcolm Good

mechanics, vehicle dynamics,
human factors of automobile
and motorcycle control and
other areas associated with the
science and mechanics of road
safety. He also had a develop
ing reputation in robotics - a
reputation which has grown
since joining CSIRO.

In his role as Melbourne co
ordinator of the Division's In
tegrated Manufacture program
(from June 1985 to November
86) and later as leader of the
30 member IM program (since
November 86) he has been

Dr Dieter Plate
date returned royalties of
about $4 million (split three
ways between CSIRO, Repco
and the International Wool
Secretaria1.)

Sirospun produces fine
woollen yarn easily and cheap
ly, making possible the light
weight worsted fabrics market
ed as 'cool wool', just right for
spring or autumn.

Other attempts had been
made over the years to produce
spinning systems similar to
Sirospun, but they failed be
cause of a lack of clear insight
into some of the fundamental
processes at work in the pro
duction cycle.

Dr Plate undertook the basic
work that was absolutely essen
tial to get anywhere with future
commercialisation. He dev
eloped the understanding of
the spinning system required
to establish conditions for
operation of the process to
produce a yarn with the desired
properties.

He sought and, through ten
acity, achieved simplification
of the mechanical implementa
tion of the basic principles.
This simplicity has been the
key to the ready acceptance of
the process by industry.

After establishing basic prin
ciples and coming up with a

Dr Good, a mechanical eng
ineer and DMT program lead
er, has been promoted from
PRS to SPRS. His case for
promotion was accepted on
the basis of his extensive con
tributions to industry and his
exceptional research leader
ship.

Before joining CSIRO, Dr
Good was a senior lecturer
with the Department of Mech
anical Engineering at the Uni
versity of Melbourne. During
1975 he was a Visiting Res
earch Fellow at the Institute of
Sound and yibration Research
in Southampton, UK, and at
the Highway Safety Research
Institute of the University of
Michigan, USA. He occupied
a similar position in the Con
trol Theory and Systems Prog
ram of General Electric's Cor
porate Research and Develop
ment Centre in New York
State during 1983/84.

He came to CSIRO in March
1985, having established a dis
tinguished international repu
tation in the fields of fluid

Dr Dieter Plate
Assistant Chief, Division of Wool Technology

Dr Plate was promoted to
CRSl (from SPRS) on 1 July
this year. About a month earl
ier he had been made Assistant
Chief of the Division and OIC
of the Division's Geelong lab
oratory. His case for promo
tion was based on two aspects
of his research career at the
Division: his position as group
leader of the mechanical pro
cessing group; and his leading
role in the invention and devel
opment of Sirospun, which is
playing an increasingly impor
tant role in the worsted spin
ning industry worldwide.

The mechanical processing
group has a range of successes
to its credit. Among these is
the Siroscour process which is
now being commercialised,
with the first plant being com
missioned in Melbourne. Siro
scour adds value to Australian
wool by optimising cleaning
and reducing effluent disposal
costs. Also, cost effective and
more efficien t means of wool
carding, and techniques for the
removal of contaminants from
raw wool indicate the type of
industry-oriented work under
taken by Dt· Plate's group.

Dr Plate is now fully occu
pied with the task of running
the 200-person Wool Technol
ogy laboratory at Geelong and
no longer conducts his own
research at the bench. He still
does, though, maintain a
watching brief over perhaps
his greatest achievement,
Sirospun.

Sirospun is a tribute to the
creativity and persistence of
Dr Plate. The savings to indus
try and the royalties on the sale
of the technology show that
Sirospun is one of the greatest
commercial successes to em
erge from CSIRO.

It is estimated that Sirospun
now saves the worsted spinning
industry worldwide about $40
million per year, and has to

Dr John Williams
CSIRO Division of Soils, Townsville

Dr Williams, a soil physicist decis.ion.support ~ystems which
and hydrologist, has been pro- reqUIre mforn~atlOn onthe re
moted from PRS to SPRS. His action of ~?I!s to dIfferent
case for promotion cited his water .condltlons. The work,
status as an authority on Aust- which IS mostly funded by the
ralian soils (particularly those Aus~ralian Wat~r Re~earch

of tropical Australia), and his AdVisory CommIttee, IS ex
success in leading multidiscipli- pected to take another two
nary teams to tackle pressing years.
problems in soil hydrology, Among his achievements to
agronomy and pedology. . date have been: provision of

He joined C:SIRO ~n 197~ 111 the first quantitative evidence
order to estabhsh a sOil phys~cs/ of the contrasting hydrology of
hydrology unit in the DiviSIon red and yellow earths and the
of Soils at the Davles Labora~- role of deep drainage from
ory in Townsville. Before tlus these soils to the recharge
he had spent six years in Cana- mechanisms for the Great
da and the South .Pacifi~ teach- Artesian Basin; techniques to
ing and researchmg soI! phys- define soil and climate con
jcs; . straints to the production

Since setting up the umt, he potential of Stylosanthes-based
has successful~y obtaJ~ed sub- pastures in Northern Austral
stantial fmancwl backmg for a ia' and contributions to the
number of multidisciplinary establishment of a major coll- .
teams, resulting in progress aborative research effort
towards solving important which among other things,
problems in pasture and crop will i~vestigate the consequ
production, soil erosion an.d ence of irrigation to the reg
groundwater recha.rge. ThIS ional groundwater level and
has involved extenslye ~ollab- secondary salinity in the
oration with the DIVISIOn of Burdekin Irrigation Area.
Tropical Crops & Pastures, . k' h B d k'
James Cook University, the HIS wor .m t e ur e m
Q I nd Department of regIOn of nud-north Quee?s-

ueens a Id' d' t d at ensunngPrimary Industries and the an IS I;ec e .
Queensland Water Resources that the mIstakes made 111 the
C .. south - e.g. the Murray Darl-

ommlSSlon. . b' 1. h . facing
Through his work he has not mg asm w uc IS now ..

onl established basic data potentially devastatmg sahmty
ab~ut the relationship between -.are n?t r~peated.The Burde
(particularly) northern soils, km Irngatlon Area; surround
water and plants, but also !ngthe Bur?ekm RIver. at Ayr,
worked closely with those in- IS of conslde;able e~onomlc

dustries which rely on the soil importan~e, WIth a major sugar
in northern Australia and the growI~g mdustry. as well as a
relevant industry or govern- c~ttle mdustry m ItS catchment
ment authorities. He has a flair WIth an. ~xport value of about
for inspiring scientists from a $200 mllhon per year. .
variety of disciplines to work Dr Williams has recogn~sed

together on a problem and for that much of the w?rk reqUIred
getting his message across to to preserve the SOli and there
industry - he's something of a fore a valuable agricultural
scientific entrepreneur, and in resource needed to be done
fact his promotion was primar- with the primary producer.
ily based on his outstanding He said one of his mo~t

leadership qualities. rewarding jobs has been hIS
The Director of the Institute involvement with the establish

of Plant Production and Pro- ment oflocalland care commit
cessing, Dr Ted Henzell, said tees in the Dalrymple Shire
'he is also a generous co- which covers much of the
operator and has worked in a Burdekin River Catchment
particularly productive part- area.
nership with Dr Bob McCown With the promulgation of
of the Division of Tropical knowledge about the soil res
Crops and Pastures'. ource in the region, the graz-

At present, he is undertak- iers are asking more questions
ing a project to quantitatively about agricultural practices
model the hydrological be- and are starting to introduce
haviour of soils right across the nitrogen-fixing pastures such
continent - a major undertak- as Stylosanthes. The land care
ing and one which will provide committee prepared detailed
'portable' data available to en- submissions for a delegation
gineers, soil scientists, agron- from the Parliamentary Com
omists and extension workers mittee on Land Degradation
who use simulation models or which visited earlier this

month.
Soils in Australia are ancient

and in many of our agricultural
areas overused and under
nouri~hed. One of Dr Will
iams' major contributions has
been the examination of ways
our soils can be treated with
respect and care so that they
can continue to provide for us.
He said it was not too late, and
he was optimistic that much of
our land was resilient enough
to come good again provided
society took action now.
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Parkes centre in the black, as
astrononlY grabs attention

contact point for visitors.
Apart from discussing the work
of the radio astronomers, Rick
said he and Ben often initiate
discussion and answer ques
tions about other aspects of
CSIRO's work.

They are called on from time
to time to answer queries about
subjects unrelated to radio
astronomy, such as a recent
enquiry from a visitor who
wanted to know how to get rid
of a plague of moths. He was
referred to the Division of
Entomology.

ryan or Frequan screens 
computer packages designed
for dietary analysis (on sale
from the Division), and a diet
ary analysis questionnaire
which enabled visitors to have
their own diet evaluated.

The SA Branch of the Aust
ralian Nutrition Foundation
provided an eyecatching draw
card for the Division - a large
pyramid of artificial food
arranged in three groups, 'eat
most', 'eat moderately' and
'eat least'. This model soon
will be housed in the clinic area
of the Division.

Rick Twardy with Deskwafch

Children go for gold in
DHN competition

More than 5000 primary school children participated in a
competition run by the Division of Human Nutrition at last
month's Royal Adelaide Show.

Under the banner 'Know
your nutrition facts and win
gold', the children competed
for 50 1988 $5 commemorative
coins.

The general theme of the
Department of Agriculture's
exhibition hall, in which the
Division presented its display,
was the 'Yellow Brick Road'
which concentrated on health
and nutrition for children.

Also on display, with the co
operation of Bruining Head
lam Computers SA, were two
Commodore 64 computers,
each showing one of the Dia-

***

Public iuterest in astronomy is on the rise, if the success of the CSIRO Astronomy Edncation
Centre attached to the Pal'kes radio telescope is any indication.

The Centre is four times are its bread and butter. The
busier this year than four years Centre has books and kits for
ago. according to the manager sale, and a magnificent audio
Rick Twardy. Rick and the in- visual presentation. These are
formation officer Ben Longden the major sources of income.
run the Centre on behalf of the .
CSIRO Public Affairs Unit Unfortunately, there IS no
with the support and co-opera: objective meas~r~ment of the
tion of the Division of Radio- numbers of vlslt~rs to the
physics which operates the Ce?tre, or more. Importantly
telescope itself. of Its pubhc. relat~ons su.ccess.

A few years ago the Centre However, RleksaI?Judglllgby
was in substantial debt. The the anecdotal eVIdence .. ~he
Unit was told to get the Centre Centre has. had a very pOSItIve
self sufficient, and Rick is Impact on ItS many VISItorS.
proud to say that this has been The Centre also is a CSIRO
achieved. It's now well and
truly in the black with a tidy
little surplus.

Its gross takings for the first
13 weeks of this financial year
already nearly match the gross
from four years ago.

Rick said there were a num
ber of reasons for this, not
least of which was its fortuitous
position on the Newell High
way, which has allowed it to
cash in on the Expo exodus.
This had sent the numbers up
perhaps artificially high in
recent months, but there was
no doubt that the upward
trend started before Expo did.

And the Centre has more in
terest to a whole range of
people than ever before.

A recent innovation has
been 'Deskwatch', which
shows visitors what the astron
omers working in the telescope
are observing, as it happens.

A coaxial cable links the
three terminals in the Centre
to the telescope control room,
enabling the Centre to display
the images and data received
by the astronomers.

For school students, Rick
uses the display to illustrate a
range of basic scientific princi
ples. Those with a deeper inter
est in the subject find that
Deskwatch gives a fascinating
insight into how radio ast
ronomy works and what it
observes.

Rick said the Centre is first
and foremost a public infonna
tion and educational facility,
not a souvenir shop for the
telescope, and school grOllpS

***Promotions/Dr Good
Cont. from p.5
lation research carried out by
Dr Myles Harding within the
IM program.

Apart from a project for
Ford . Australia designed to
ease bottlenecks through the
automotive paint shop, the
Group has secured a contract
to assist the national carrier
Qantas with its air crew sched
uling - a nice example of later
al thinking where a technique
suitable for use in a factory is
applied to quite a different
problem.

The challenge was to easily
and effectively schedule the
shifts of all Qantas crew, taking
into account union and civil
aviation constraints and other
factors. This is a major task 
Qantas spends $5 billion a year
on salaries alone. The Group
is in the midst of negotiations
for more contracts, mainly with
transport companies.

new product technology to im
prove efficiency and product
output; and to add value to raw
wool by coming up with new,
readily marketable types of
products.

Conventional ring-spinning
technology was 'old as the
hills'. said Dr Plate. Sirospun
had added a new dimension.
Fortunately, the conversion to
Sirospun is quick and relatively
inexpensive - about $100 per
spindle. New spinning frames
incorporating Sirospun are also
manufactured by Zinser.

The benefit to industry is not
only in the ability to produce
fine yarns at much reduced
cost, but also in that light
weight fabric made from Siro
spun yarns bave a smooth.
crisp handle that makes them
particularly suitable for spring
and autumn.

Or Plate said he had 'kept a
constant eye on the process to
see it if needed updating'. So
far. he sa.id, no improvement
had been necessary as it was
running very well.

The Director of the Institute
of Animal Production and Pro
cessing, Dr Alan Donald, said
'Dr Plate has shown an out
standing commitment to res
earch for the benefit of indus
try. with a first rate record of
achievement.

The Sirospun technique in
particular is playing a substan
tial part in expanding the world
market for Australian apparel
wool in which we have such a
dominant position.

'Dr Plate is an example to
all of us of what CSIRO is all
about. He has mv warmest
congratulations.' .

Promotions/Dr O'Snllivan
Cont. from p.4

probably about three years
away from commercialisation.

The mining industry could
benefit from research by the
team into better techniques for
seismic imaging of rock layers
ahead of the workface, enabl
ing easier location of ore
bodies and an improvement in
mine safety.

Another project the team
has pursued could have ramifi
cations for Australian author
ities charged with protecting
our enormous coastline. Synth
etic aperture airborne radar
uses the same principle as that
of a synthesis radio telescope
to obtain a high resolution
image - it makes use of time
and movement to piece to
gether an accurate picture.

The FIT chip has the edge
on overseas competitors
because of its speed and cost,
permitting real time processing
often not possible with even
the largest main frame comput
ers. However, the rest of the
world was starting to catch up,
as recent developments had
shown, said Dr O'Sullivan.

A major announcement is
expected to be made next
month (November) on the
availability of the FFT chip in
the biggest potential market 
the United States. The Japan
ese market is another which
needs to be cracked for the
chip to achieve multi-million
dollar success, and Austek
Microsystems is working on
that.

Commenting on Dr SuIliv
an's promotion. the Director
of the Institute of Information
and Communication Technol
ogies, Dr Bob Frater, said the
case should dispel any fears
that scientists in CSIRO may
have about the recognition of
industry oriented work. Dr
Fl'ater said he was 'full of
praise for the role John had
taken in establishing such a
successful world-class program
in the important signal proces
sing area'.

*ofHt
Promotions/Dr Plate
Cont. from p.5
basic 'design, Dr Plate was ins
trumental in forming a consort
ium comprising CSIRO, Rep
co and the IWS to commercial
ise the results.

In 1980 the consortium licen
sed Zinser AG of West Ger
many to manufacture and mar
ket the process. Since then,
market acceptance has been
exceptionally high.

By 1986, 130000 spindles
had been converted or instal
led. Last year the figure was
about 15 000. and this ycar it
looks like about 20 000 spin
dles will have been converted
or installed. To put it into
perspective. each spindlc pro
duces about l50kg of yarn each
year. So. ifthenumberofSiro
spun spindles is about 165000,
25 000 tonnes of Sirospun yarn
will be produced annually.

The invention embraces the
two thrusts of the Division's
broad strategy - to develop
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Obituary: Or David Peters

This month the Division of Applied Physics
celebrates its 50th anniversary. The photo
above shows the building in which the Division
started its life, the National Standards Laborat
ory (later the National Measurement Laborat
ory) on the campus of Sydney Unil'ersity. The
aerial shot, left, shows the Division's more
modern complex at Lindfield in Sydney. An
account of the 50th anniversary festivities will
appear in the next issue.

Up to two hours free connect time in
the REEF and MRlP databases for all
AUSTRALIS users dUring November.

Explore the underwater
world on AUSTRALIS.

REEF comes to
AUSTRALIS.

REEF Is tile database of tile Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.
MRlP is tile Marine Research in Progress database.

Amessage re. Victor Burgmann

This offer covers connect time and online display charges but does not include
offJine prints. For more information contact the CSIRO AUSTRALlS Help Desk.
Phone 03-418-7333, fax 03-419-0459.

Applied Physics celebrates 50 years

The following is a message from Alan E Pierce, who among other connections with CS/RO, is
a formel' Chief of the Division ofAnimal Health. His address is: 50 Endeavour Street, Red Hill,
Canberra ACT 2603

'Margaret and I recently visited the Burgmanns in Sydney. Victor will be remembered with
affection by many during his long career with CSIRO, which culminated in a period between 1977
and 1978 when he was Chairman of the Organisation.

Many of you will know that Victor has been unwell for several years with Parkinson's disease.
Unfortunately, he recently fell and broke his hip. Although this has been satisfactorily dealt with,
Victor has suffered quite a severe setback and is now in a nursing home.

All this naturally has placed a severe burden on Loma, but she is being strongly supported by
friends and particularly by their family, most of whom live in Sydney.'

Federated Tanners' Associa
tion of Australia Training Insti
tute for the first six months of
its operation in 1982. In 1985
he was seconded to a company
concerned with biomaterials to
assist in the R&D program.
David also assisted industry by
using his problem solving skills
to determine the causes of
leather defects.

David had high principles
and was a thinker who spoke
his mind. He was a caring hus
band and father and his wife's
prolonged illness took an enor
mous amount of his time and
energy. In spite of this, he was
always cheerful and had time
for others' problems.

David's death is a great loss
to the hides, skins and leather
program and his friendship
and guidance will be greatly
missed, especially by those
who worked closely with him.

Our thoughts and sympathy
are with David's 16 year old
daughter, Lynne.

His colleagues

Dr David Peters died tragically
with his wife Joan and their
son Neil in a car accident on
Sunday, 2 October 1988.

David was leader of the bio
medical uses of collagen pro
ject in the hides, skins and
leather program at the Division
of Wool Technology.

He was born in England in
1938 and came to Australia as
a schoolboy. He joined Mon
santo Chemicals in Melbourne
as a laboratory assistant in
1955 and studied part time at
RMIT, gaining a Diploma of
Applied Chemistry in 1961. In
1964 he became a laboratory
technician at the ANU while
studying for a BSc (Hons). He
was awarded an Australian
Wool. Board research scholar
ship from 1968 to 1971 and
received his PhD from ANU
with a thesis titled Correlation
ofChemistry and Fine Structure
of Wool.

David joined the hides, skins
and leather program in the
former Division of Protein
Chemistry in 1971 and since
then worked On a wide range
of projects. His many publica
tions varied from The Austra
lian Emu, a new source of nov
elty leather to A morphological
study of a mild form of Ovine
Dermatosparaxis. He led a pro
ject team which successfully
addressed problems in hide
and skin defects and applied
his knowledge of protein
chemistry to assist in the devel
opment of a viable biomater
ials industry in Australia. His
studies attracted substantial
financial support.

David was seconded to the

A Matter of Opinion/Cont. from p.3
there should be a pay-off in the not too distant future than with
any advance in knowledge or understanding. The performance
of scientists is no longer evaluated in terms of their contributions
to knowledge and peer group recognition: we find in current
research evaluation criteria phrases such as 'assess the commer
cial value of successful research.. .'; 'what are the total projected
sales of the marketed product or process .. .'. So we have a change
in values that leaves many floundering. Culture shock. The things
we thought we understood are not as they used to be, the target
has moved and we are not sure where it is. We compete not to
excel but to survive and uncertainty prevails.

Yet we did need to change our ways and I wish the Directors
- both those who were my colleagues and those who were not 
all the best in trying to implement the new management systems.
But I would ask that, before we go much further, someone make
a study of this Organisation and try to understand the way it
really functions and whether the changes are working. Is anything
really different? How do people see the 'new' line management?
Is project management a snccessful technique or just something
to fill the research data base? Are resources any better focused?
What are the differences in management style across CSIRO 
and should there be differences?

Finding out will not be a matter of consulting the chiefs; they
have axes to grind and anyway they're all too busy to sit back
and talk to the staff and think about things. Finding out will
require consultation which, contrary to what we seemed to think
in 1987, does not consist of telling the troops what top manage
ment proposes to do and then rejecting most of their arguments
for why it shouldn't. Most of the arguments pnt up in 1987
deserved to be rejected because they were reactionary and
defensive, but there were some that should have been thought
about. Consultation does not involve another consultant or
questionnaire. It involves going out and talking to the scientists
and the experienced technicians and administrative officers; it
involves putting questions and listening to the answers and
collating them and asking some more questions. Consultation
does not mean that managers lose the right to manage: they have
to manage and not everyone is going to like it. But let's have
management from a base of knowledge, not On the basis of
assumptions and assertions made without benefit of study.
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Tom Precious
Photo: Eva Kowal

Jack Hessian

Jack Hession
and

Tom Precious
A large group of well wishers
gathered at the Division of
Mineral Products iu Port Mel
bourne recently to farewell
Jack Hession who has retired
after 40 years with CSIRO.

Jack started in the drawing
office at the then-Chemical
Engineering Section at Fisher
mens Bend in June 1948. When
the site was amalgamated into
the Central Research Laborat
ories, he worked there until
finally transferring to Mineral
Chemistry (now Mineral Pro
ducts) in August 1978.

At his farewell, Jack recalled
the early days working at Fish
ermens Bend and the many
changes over the years. For
example, the bus from the city
(which cost fourpence)
brought you to a site, the back
of which was noted for its sand
hills, rabbits, swamp and air
raid shelters.

Another retiree is Tom Pre
cious, who has left CSIRO
after 40 years. Starting in 1948,
he worked in the gasification
of brown coal in the Chemical
Engineering Section at Fisher
mens Bend and later transfer
red to Mineral Chemistry in
1966.

Tom, an excellent engineer
and experilnentalist, main
tained a high degree of discip
line and kept all those around
him up to the mark; yet his
gentleness, understanding and
willingness to help when the
occasion arose will be remem
bered and appreciated.

Their colleagues wish both
Jack and Tom long and happy
retirements.

subject directly related to
parks and recreation in
Australia;
· The Samuel and Eileen
Gluyas Clmrcllill Fellowship,
for study and research into the
pastoral industry, particularly
as it applies to the tropics;
· TIle Jack Green Churchill
Fellowship, for the benefit of
people engaged in the dairy
industry; and
· The Swire Group Churchill
Fellowship, for the study of an
aspect of the Australian cotton
industry.

Applications, including
references, must be forwarded
no later than Tuesday 28 Feb
ruary 1989.

For further information send
a stamped addressed envelope
to:

The Winston Churchill
Memorial Trust,

218 Northbourne Avenue,
BRADDON ACT 2601

Photo: Errol Beckhouse

larly electron diffraction and
microscopy and Auger elec
tron spectroscopy.

During his final years with
CSIRO he became interested
in the history and philosophy
of science. Some five years ago
he gained an honours arts de
gree at the University of Mel
bourne and subsequently
became involved in editorial
work in the Division, prod
ucing three biennial research
reports.

He also undertook the or
ganisation of Divisional ar
chives while continuing his
experimental work in the lab
oratory.

Following his retirement in
August, John was awarded a
CS1RO Post-retirement Fell
owship to complete a history
of the CSIRlCSIRO Tribo
physics Laboratory (1939
1969) as well as to carry out
inhouse archiving duties.

The latter task in records
management is a most urgent
requirement following the
recent extensive reorganisa
tion with its attendant rush of
retirements, redundancies and
increased staff turnover.

Retirements

The illustrated menu carried
a 1943 photograph of the staff
of the CSIR Lubricants and
Bearings Section established
as a wartime laboratory at the
University of Melbourne in
January 1940. This section was
to become, in turn, the Divi
sion of Tribophysics, the Divi
sion of Materials Science and,
finally, the Division of Mater
ials Science and Technology.

Five members of the Lubri
cants and Bearings Section
appearing in that early group
photo were present at the
dinner and are pictured above.
They represent a total of more
than 180 years of service with
CSIRlCSIRO.

John Spink joined the Sect
ion in August 1942 and after
completing a part time science
degree in chemistry at Mel
bourne University was app
ointed to the research staff.

His research activities began
with studies of friction and
boundary lubrication and over
the years have centred around
the surface properties of solids
and their modification. This
has involved John in a wide
range of techniques, particu-

John Spink
A dinner held at Melbourne University to honour John Spink
on his retirement from the Division of Materials Science and
Technology after 46 years' service with CSIR/CSIRO turned out
to be a reuuiou of many former colleagues.

Former Lubricants and Bearings colleagues at John Spink's
retirement dinner. From left, Alan Moore, Bob Hughan, John
Spink, Brent Greenhill and Bob Vines.

1990 Churchill
fellowships

The Winston Churchill Mem
orial Trust is now caDing for
applications for its 1990 Chur
chill Fellowships.

The Trust offers Fellowships
every year for Australians over
18 to travel overseas in order
to further their study.

Successful applicants re
ceive an allowance to cover
expenses anywhere in the
world, usually for a visit of
about three months, plus air
fares and fees.

In addition to the established
Fellowships, a number of add
itional sponsored Fellowships
are being offered in 1990.
These include:
. The Australian Institute of
Parks aud Recreation Edu
cation Trust Fund Churchill
Fellowship, for the study of a

since under its Chief, Professor
Ming Leung, it had become
one of the leading div
isions in putting into practice
CSIRO's policy of working
closely with industry.

Brian is no stranger to re
search work. He has a PhD in
solid state physics from the
Australian National University
and has worked with the UK
Atomic Energy Authority, the
Australian Atomic Energy
Commission (now ANSTO)
and the Department of De
fence.

He subsequently turned to
professional writing, with a
Diploma from the Canberra
College of Advanced Educa
tion. He worked as a profess
ional writing tutor before join
ing Pergamon Press and later
Thomson Magazines in Lon
don.

Brian said 'I believe IR
News has an important role to
play in promoting CSIRO's re
search in the industrial comm
unity. But just as important, I
believe IR News should tell
industry about the facilities we
have for research and about
the wealth of expertise to be
found among our scientists.'

Dr Brian Harding

CoResearch is produced by the
Public Communication Unit
for CSIRO staff. Readers are
invited to contribute or oll'er
suggestions for articles. The
deadline is the last Monday
before the issue month. Editor:
Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, Dick
son ACT 2602. Ph 062-484479.

CSIRO's Industrial Research News has a new editor following
the departure of Jeff Culnane. The mantle now belongs to Dr
Brian Harding, who is keen to mal,e himself knowu to those
people in the Organisation who haven't already met him througl)
his previous CSIRO position.

For the past five years, Brian
has been in communication
and marketing at the North
Ryde Laboratory of the Insti
tute of Minerals, Energy and
Construction, latterly with the
Division of Coal Technology.
This Division had proven to be
an ideal training ground for an
editor of IR News he said,

Brian takes on IRN
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Dieter Plate takes out McLennan Medal

Dr Dieter Plate, Assistant Chief of the Division of Wool Technology, this month received the Sir
Ian McLennan Achievement for Industry Award. Dr Plate is pictured above receiving his medl<l
from the Governor of Victoria, Sir Davis McCaughey, at a ceremony at the Victorian Arts Centre.
More details over the page.

Funding cl'isis •• Canberra rally 'puts
Consultative Council condelpns pres$lIre(In politicians
budget cuts - suggests action over science funding

The CSIRO Consultative Council, traditionally a low profile committee of staff and management The 'sophisticated science lobby' referred to in the October issue
representatives mainly dealing with terms and conditions of employment, has grasped the nettle of CoResearcll in the interview with Mr Peter McGanran
on CSIRO funding. (Shadow Science Minister), is taking shape.

Following its meeting in This request has been passed the committee. One issue dis- Australian Science Action is The rally, held in Canberra
Canberra last month, the on to Senator Button and the cussed was the need for a Cab- a group set up less than two on 23 November, attracted
Council issued a strongly Council is awaiting his reply. inet committee on science and months ago to. take on the huge about 1000 people, mostly sci
worded statement condemning The thrust of several technology, although the task of showmg the Govern- entists. Participants heard Dr
budget cuts and calling for a motions was reinforced soon group stressed that such a ment that it has taken the Jim Peacock from the Division
series of measures to. redress after the Consultative Council committee should not usurp wrong course ~m science and of Plant Industry, plus science
the problem. The motIons had meeting by a joint staff associ- the role of a Science Minister. technology pohcy. spokesmen from the four
their genesis on the staff side ations delegation which add- It started with a survey of major political parties.
of the Council, and after some ressed the interdepartmental *A full report on the Octob- young scientists at the Austra- It was an unprecedented in-
modification during round committee now examining sci- er meeting, contributed by the lian National University, then dication of the strength of
table discussion, were passed ence funding. Council, appears on page six. there were media interviews, a feeling in the science commun
by the whole Council. AccordiugtoJohnStephens, In addition, the Board and the huge rally of scientists outside ity. Despite the cold and rain,

A motion passed at the a member of the Council and Council have issued a joint the National Science and Tech- the numbers were there to
meeting stated 'Council notes president of the Officers' statement which appears as an nology Centre and now plans make Mr Hawke well aware
with deepest concern the pro- Association, the delegation insert to this issue of CoRes- for a survey of scientists in that it was not the case of a few
found disillusionment of staff spent two hours in session with earch. CSIRO. 'ratbags' making a nuisance of
arising from the Government's The survey will aim to deter- themselves.
continued under funding of S mine whether our young scien- The focus of the rally was
CSIRO'. ubmission urges mUlti-million tists are satisfied with their that funding cuts are harming

Another said 'Council ac- dollar boost for CS'RO careers. If the. results follow our long term economic pros-
knowledges the need to in- those of the ANU study, more pects. ASA spokesman Dr
crease the private sector's con- than half will be thinking. of Matthew Morell from the
tribution to Australia's R&D The CSiRO snbmission to the interdepartmental committee leaving either Australia or sci- ANU School of Biological Sci
efforts but rejects the apparent examining Australia's science capacity has called for the restQr- ence because of serious dis- ences emphasised this point in
corollary that measures to atiQn of the 16.9 per cent reduction in recurrent funding said tQ satisfaction, particularly with his many media interviews
increase this contribution have taken place since 1983/84. the inability to gain tenure in before and after the rally. and
should be offset by a decline in In 1988/89, additional fund- tant step that can be taken their chosen fields. The prob- in his own address to the
government funding of R&D ing of $15 million is sought, immediately to raise commun- lems in gaining tenure stem gathering.
in general and CSIRO in par- with a continuation of $25 ity awareness of the national directly from reducing science He said the Federal Govern-
ticular'. million in 89/90 and onwards, importance .ofscience and funding. ment had placed great em-

Council called on the Gov- broken down as follows: technology - and all that fol- Organisers of Australian Sci- phasis on science and technol-
ernment to take account of the - Five million dollars to com- lows in relation to education ence Action are now awaiting ogy to underpin Australia's
vital role of science and tech- mence, and $7 million in fol- and career choices - is for the the outcome of the Govern- future economic performance,
nology in fostering economic lowing years to sustain, specific Government to show greater ment's review of Australia's but it had failed to match its
and social progress. To make strategic research programs of recognition ofthis in its policies science capacity before initiat- rhetoric with policy.
this point forcefully, Council substantial commercial poten- and financial support .. .' ing furtller action. Cont. on p.4
said CSIRO needed, by the tial (such as software engineer
end of the calendar year, to ing) or great importance to the
provide a comprehensive environment (such as the
analysis 'which demonstrates greenhouse effect);
the contribution of CSIRO - Four million dollars ($10
research to Australia's eco- million in following years), to
nomic and social prosperity recruit talented young scien
and highlights the likely impact tists to allow promising re
of recent changes in R&D search programs to make rapid
funding on Australia's R&D progress towards international
activity and future prosperity'. commercial success; and

It was suggested that the - Six million dollars ($8 million
Corporate Planner, Don Mac- in following years) to upgrade
Rae, should play a major role research equipment.
in co-ordinating such an analy- In 1989/90 and beyond a fur
sis, although he would obvious- ther $35 million is sought to
ly be looking to the divisions support research likely to have
for basic information which he particular scientific, technolog
could develop. ical and commercial potential.

Another motion called for These include signal proces
the establishment by the Gov- sing, new biological techniques
ernment of a science and tech- (particularly those involving
nology committee comprising genetic engineering), advanc
senior Cabinet Ministers and ed production technologies for
chaired by the Prime Minister, metals and fuels, further dev
and the establishment of 'av- elopment of carbon fibre tech
enues for regular input to and nology, a range of food proces
feedback on government sci- sing initiatives including the
ence and technology policy by Sensory Research Centre, re
the scientific community'. search into environments

One motion which would under developmental pressure
lead to interesting debate when such as estuaries, and land
it can be arranged was the call degradation.
for Senator John Button to According to the submis
address CSIRO staff directly. sion, 'perhaps the most impor-
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Letters to the Editor

Agreat day lor CSIRO wool research

Senator Button's address to the recent forum in Canberra
organised by the National Science and Technology Analysis
Group (NSTAG) provided some clear insights into the Govern
ment's thinking about the role of R&D in improving Australia's
competitive position and on indnstrial restructuring.

set in the corporate centre and
the reductions involved.

'Each division has been pro
vided with copies of the Imple
mentation Handbooks 1 and 2
which set Ollt the proposed
structure and the reductions in
each area including Limestone
Avenue. These were provided
some months ago and 1 am
sure you could obtain them
from your divisional secretary.

'1 have attached a copy of
Implementaiton Handbooks 3
and 4 which cover the library
review and the final structure
for the corporate centre. I
have also attached a copy of
the arbitrated salaries for ad
ministrative positions and you
may wish to relate these to the
positions in the handbook.

Fringe benefits only apply to
officers in the senior executive
service and depending on their
levels, are similar to those
available to SPRS and above
and institute managers.

'I have also recently sent to
chiefs a breakdown of the cor
porate centre budget, a copy
may also be available from
your divisional secretary.

'Let me say that I have con
siderable difficulty with your
logic in separating out parts of
the corporate centre. The in
tention was to reduce adminis
trative overheads at the corpo
rate level. The corporate
centre, like an institute, can be
in a number of geographical
locations and the task has been
to rationalise each particular
function regardless of its loca
tion.

'My mandate from the
Board has been to obtain max
imum reduction in overheads
with the savings being redirect
ed to bench research. Out of
the total of $10.6 million reduc
tion in costs, about $1.6 million
will be required to enhance ad
ministrative functions in divi-

Cont. on p.6

It is no surprise that Dr Dieter
Plate received an award for
excellence in work with indus
try - in the October issue of
CoResearch, alld article about
his recent promotion said that
his invelltion, Sirospun, was
'one ofthe greatest commercial
successes 'to emerge from
CS/RO'. It's estimated that
Sirospun saves the world's
worsted spillning indllstry
about $40 million per year,
and it has so far retrmled
royalties of about $4 millioll.

Dr Plate gave a gracious
speech of acceptance at the
ceremony, emphasising that
the developmellt of Sirospun
was a team achievement.

Chief of the Division, Dr
Ken Whiteley, accepted a
plaque 011 behalf of the whole
Division, and industry part
ne/os from Repco, the Interna
tional Wool Secretariat and
the Aus/mlian Wool Corpora
tion also were honoured for
their roles ill making Sirospnll
a worldwide success.

Dr Goodchild asked for in
formation on reclassifications
in the corporate centre and the
average cost per position com
pared with the previous costs.

While I do not wish to duck
the question on reclassific
ations, the matter is compli
cated considerably by the fact
that at the time the corporate
centre review was being final
ised the Government agreed to
the changes in the clerical/
administrative officer structure
which meant that all previous
clericaVadministrative posi
tions were reclassified and
integrated into the new struc
ture. Because of the structur
ing to accommodate new func
tions, the mix of SES positions
changed. Table 1 [see p.6]
shows the before and after sit
uation. In a previous edition of
CoResearch I indicated that
the number of positions in the
AS06 to AS08 and eqnivalent
positions reduced from 155 to
130.

Average costs per position
in 1987-88 and 1988-89 respec
tively are $33 000 and $36 000
(compared to the CSIRO aver
age of $39083 (1987-88) and
$39720 (1988-89). The differ
ence is due to a combination
of the clerical/administrative
office restructure and the abol
ition of many functions in the
corporate centre previously
carried out by staff at the lower
classification levels.

I replied separately to Dr
Hatch, and the contents of my
letter follow.
'Dear Dr Hatch,

'Thank you for the letters to
Dr Boardman and me dated 31
and 30 August respectively
concerning the corporate
centre review.

'I have attached a copy of
the reporting sheet that goes to
the Board on a bimonthly basis
and this will give you a good in
dication of the staffing levels

Michelle Smyth
NSW Chairman

Dear Editor,
The September 1988 edition of
CoReseareh contained letters
from Dr D J Goodchild and Dr
M D Hatch concerning the cor
porate centre review.

Dear Editor,
What a boost to the morale to
read CoResearch 316, and
especially your Matter of Opin
ion. Apart from the problem
of lack of funding, our real
morale problem stems from
CSIRO management's failure
to condemn the Government's
cuts. Thank you for being
brave enough to say this public
ly. And thank you for the other
morale-boosting items: 'The
Federal Budget', 'Morale
Boost from Cost Benefit Re
port', and, of course, the
Titanic letter.

Alister K Sharp
Food Research Laboratory

Dear Editor,
Regarding your article in the
September edition of CoRes
earch on CSIRO funding, you
have summed up the situation
perfectly. Well done. I agree
totally.

Dr J K Wright
Division of Mineral and

Process Engineering

Dear Editor,
The New South Wales Branch
of the CSIRO Officers' Associ
ation congratulates you on
your forthright statements,
which appeared in the Sep
tember 1988 issue of CoRes
eareh, regarding CSIRO and
the budget cuts.

Your comments on staff
morale and perceptions of gov
ernment and CSIRO top man
agement attitudes to scientific
work, reflect the feelings of the
majority of NSW Officers'
Association members.

Well done!

ing industry has been aimed at
changing the culture prevalent
in industry towards the innova
tive, productive, market
oriented, internationally
focused characteristics that are
vital for survival. These Gov
ernment policy priorities and
programs create opportunities
for our research base. He said
the issues are not about the
value attached to basic science,
but the linkages between sci
ence and other activities and
the management of the res
earch effort. 'Our desperate
need is for sufficient rese'arch
activities of world standing
which are, at the same time,
well integrated with our indust
rial capabilities'.

I certainIy agree with these
sentiments, but there will be
occasions when our research is
at the very cutting edge of
world developments and ahead
of the capabilities of industrial
firms in Australia at the time,
We must learn from past exper
iences to assist the private
sector to exploit innovative
research findings and establish
new industries with good ex
port potential.

Our submission to the inter
departmental committee re
viewing Australia's science
capacity will emphasise the
major role of R&D in national

Cont. on p.4

Photo: N Prosser

From the
Executive

A columnby
Or Keith
Boardman

Senator Button put on re
cord the Government's recog
nition of the importance of
science and technology to
Australia's development and
the need for a proper balance
between R&D in the public
and private sectors. He ac
knowledged the enormous
contribution R&D had made
to agriculture and mining, the
two sectors of the Australian
economy that have remained
internationally competitive
and provided much of Aust
ralia's earnings and wealth gen
eration.

'These research activities are
widely acclaimed, both as good
science and good exploitable
technology,' said Senator But
ton. 'Much of the scientific
work has been in the form of
mission-oriented research with
comparatively little basic re
search by comparison with
other scientific fields.

While I agree that CSIRO's
research for agriculture and
mining has been strongly mis
sion-oriented, it has involved
much basic research from
which the exploitable technol
ogies were developed. An app
ropriate proportion of longer
term basic research, but with
clear strategic objectives, is
essential for the development
of innovative new technologies
which are vital to the continued
competitiveness of our primary
industries.

Industry groups such as the
National Farmers Federation
and the Australian Mining In
dustry Council, as well as come
Australian companies, recent
ly have expressed thei l' concern
that CSIRO appears to be
moving too far towards service
and tactical or near-market
research.

Senator Button said the pre
dominant thrust of the Govern
ment's policy for manufactur-

Right, Dr Dieter Plate's indus
try partners, and his Chief,
were also honoured for their
part in the Sirospun success.
Left to right, Mr Tony A very
representing Repco, Sir Ian
McLennan, the leading Austra
lian industrialist after whom the
award is named, Dr Lada Beni
sek from the Intemational Wool
Secretariat, Dr NeU Evans from
the Australian Wool Corpora
tion and Dr Ken Whitely, Chief
of the Division of Wool Tech
nology.
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Mr fan Reid, convenor of the GSA (WA Division) awards sub
committee presenting the Gibb Maitland Medal to Dr Richard
Morris.

better growth performance
than surgical castrates. Graz
iers could manage young bulls
as though they were steers,
and individuals that showed
desirable attributes could later
be used for breeding purposes.

Looking further into the
future, the technology has
some intriguing possibilities.
For instance, a racehorse could
compete as a gelding and stiU
have a later career as a stud
stallion. Geldings usually have
better temperaments for rac
ing, but of course they will
never have any progeny 
which is a real problem if the
horse proves to be a winner.

Obviously, the control of
fertility in domestic animals
would be beneficial, not only
avoiding the trauma of an
operation but also leaving the
way open for picking the best
time the future to breed from
the animal. Like farm animals,
domestic pets can sometimes
choose the most inopportune
times to reproduce themselves.

Fertility control for cattle is just around the corner.

body growth and can lead to
complications and mortality
(and of course can be expen
sive for the grazier). Adhesions
and damage to the carcase may
also negate the benefits.

However, simple immunisa
tion wiU remove the need for
surgery and provide all the
benefits and none of the pit
falls. It is also more humane,
as the surgical procedure is
somewhat traumatic.

Another application is the
ability to prevent young heifers
from becoming pregnant while
they are still growing. By
delaying fertility until the
optimum time, the heifer could
reach its best condition, mak
ing it able to cope better with
pregnancy and allowing yearly
pregnancies. At present there
is no practical solution to the
problem of early pregnancies
in heifers.

Applying the technology to
bulls could result in better
body condition. Overseas
studies suggest that immuno
logically castrated bulls show

The key to easy, non-intrusive and reversible suppression of animal fertility, now within reach of
CSIRO scientists and theil" industrial partners, could unlock an enormous world market and have
a profonnd effect on stock production.

At the Division of Animal
Production in Prospect a team
(Drs Ron Hoskinson, PhiI
Mattner and Robin Rigby), in
partnership with commercial
collaborators, has been per
fecting techniques for making
vaccines to control sexual act
ivity in livestock. These pro
ducts are now being evaluated
for their use in tropical cattle
by Dr Michael D'Occhio at the
Division of Tropical Animal
Production in Rockhampton.

A commercial vaccine is
likely to hit the market within
three years.

The potential range of bene
fits of the work is wide, extend
ing from farm stock to domes
tic animals, racehorses and
even to the treatment of certain
conditions in humans. The pos
sible financial return to CSIRO
and to Australia has yet to be
fully calculated.

The initial products wiU ena
ble temporary spaying of cows
and castration of bulls, by
blocking the processes which
govern reproduction. The
treatment involves immunisa
tion against a major reproduc
tive hormone.

Better control of stock fertil
ity will add substantially to
profitability for the grazier.

For northern cattle graziers
particularly, an advantage wiU
be in the non-surgical
of cull heifers and older
allowing the optimisation
body condition. Bull control
difficult in many areas and as
many as 60 per cent of the one
million female cattle slaughter
ed annually in Queensland are
pregnant. Pregnancy reduces
condition considerably, so
spaying is desirable to ensure
the best presentation at mar
ket.

Traditionally, spaying is per
formed surgically - a proce
dure which itself sets back

Another CSIRO breakthrough

Revolution in animallertility

DrJohn Philip

ture, prepare the main report
of the review. He also will take
part in the final presentation of
the report to the relevant min
isters of the Danish Govern
ment on 15 March 1989.

Interestingly, the major
thrust of the review is to
evaluate the quality of Danish
environmental research. Sev
eral aspects of the research
quality will be investigated,
including its standing on an
international level, its relation
ship to national environmental
problems and its coherence
and consistency.

Dr John Philip, Chief of the
Centre fOl" Environmental
Mechanics, is to head one of
five international panels of
scientists reviewing govern
ment fnnded research in
Denmark.

Based on his long and distin
guished career in hydrologic
research and his expertise in
science policy, Dr Philip has
been invited by the Danish
Council for Research Policy
and Planning to chair the 'Soil
and Groundwater' evaluation
panel. Other panels will eval
uate research in Air, Water,
Terrestrial Ecosystems and
Effects on Humans.

The scientists will meet in
Copenhagen on 8 January 1989
for a briefing from the Danish
Council. They will spend the
following week in visits to
laboratories and interviews
with research groups.

Dr Philip will then join the
chairmen of the other panels
to form a main panel that will,
in consultation with a Danish
economist and representatives
of Danish industry and agricul-

Gibb Maitland Medal to
CSIRO scientist

Or Philip to review Danish
environmental research

A leading anthority on iron ores, Dr Richard Morris from the
Division of Exploration Geoscience, has been awarded the 1988
Gibb Maitland Medal from the Westel'll Australian Division of
the Geological Society of Anstralia.

Dr Morris has made impor- Dr Morris also has develop-
tant contributions to geo- ed a very practical technique
science in WA through both for recording the structural
his research and his collabora- and mineralogical character of
tion with industry. core samples, using transpa-

For more than a decade, the rent adhesive tape.
WA iron ore industry has in- The Gibb Maitland Medal is
creasingly sponsored his re- the highest award presented by
search and has reaped m~ny the WA Division of the GSA.
benefits from the practical It is named in honour of
applications of that research: Andrew Gibb Maitland, a gov-

Dr MOrrIs. JO.lI1~? CSIRO III ernment geologist and head of
1976 and Ius IlIJtlal research the Geological Survey from
centred o.n pho.sphorus dlstn- 1896 to 1926. He is regarded
butlon wlthm Hon ores, ex- as one of the founding fathers
panding to a t;1ajorstudy of the of the State's geology, and was
textural relatlOnsh~ps between instrumental in co-ordinating
ore and. banded Iron for~a- geological investigations dur
tlon. ThiS proVided the sClen- ing the first gold rush period of
tific basis .for t!Je Pilbara Iron the late 1800s. He laid the
Ore CbSSlflcatlOn (PIOC). foundation for systematic geo-

The mdustry credits PIOC logical mapping of the State.
with considerable reductions
in blasting costs and acknow- The medal named in his
ledges that significant savings honour recognises scientific
have been achieved in explora- excellence and is normally
tion costs through changes in awarded to someone actively
practices arising from the pursuing a scientific career in
research. WA.
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New agreement
Multidisciulinary forest exgeriment
set to assist newsprint mill

CSIRO's Double Helix Sci·
ence Club in Canberra was
given a boost recently when
the Education and Training
Conncil of the ACT Administ
ration provided funds to enrol
all ACT primary school science
co-ordinators as members of
the Club.

The Double Helix Club has
been operating in Canberra for
three years, offering regular
activities ranging from talks
with astronauts to cooking bo
gong moths. Canberra mem
bership nOw stands at 300,
while the national total is 2600.

Ross Kingsland, National
Director of the Club, said he
was delighted that primary
teachers were being provided
with this opportunity to experi
ence today's science and tech
nology in a non-threatening
way. He said the expectation
of previous years that the best
students would take an interest
in science and aim for science
careers could no longer be tak
en for granted. It was essential
for the community to be made
aware of the excitement of
science and the vital role of
Australian research in our soc
iety, he said.

No such tiling as
a free Helix?

Cross-section of the main stem of an untreated and an
irrigated-fertilised tree, showing the large growth response to the
improved conditions. Both trees were similar in size before
treatment (indicated by pointers).

Ed Meredith using a Li-Cor parameter to measure the rate of
water loss from the needles.

Photo: Peter Hay

Dr Boardman
Coni. from p.2

prosperity and CSIRO's vital
role across all industries. It will
outline our important contri
butions to Australia's tradi
tional export and wealth gen
erating industries, and our
growing importance to the
manufacturing and service sec
tors. It will summarise the re
structuring of CSIRO to align
institutes and divisions more
closely to the users of the re
search, the improved manage
ment of projects and the suc
cessful commercialisation of
research findings, while main
taining CSIRO's research at
the cutting edge of world dev
elopments in science and tech
nology.

Science lobby
Cont. from p.l

Dr MoreH was one of five
AND scientists who carried
out the survey which turned up
such disturbing results about
the future plans of young post
doctoral scientists. The results
of this survey were published
as a letter in the 3 November
issue of Nature.

position to pests such as sirex
wasps which are attracted to
trees that are stressed.

Another important outcome
of the study will be improved
understanding of the effect of
tree growth rates on wood pro
perties. Scientists in the Forest
Products group in the Division
will be studying these aspects
in conjunction with the field
biologists.

Preliminary examinations of
the wood quality suggests that
most of the fast growing treat
ments produced more dense
wood than the control as well
as producing more of it. Late
wood, the wood produced in
the latter part of the growing
season (after the needles have
completed their expansion in
late January) is about 70 per
cent more dense than early
wood produced in spring.
However, trees in the control
treatment were able to produce
only a very small proportion of
latewood since they had run
out of soil water for growth.
Irrigated trees con tinued active
growth in the summer and ant
umn producing large propor
tions of latewood and inCl'eas
ing the overall wood density.

This has important implica
tions for pulpwood growers,
such as ANM, who want to
maximise the number of wood
fibres produced.

So fast growing trees, possi
bly less plagued by pests, could
also yield better quality wood.

The findings of what started
out as a large scale basic ex
periment to understand the
growth of P. radiata forests
will certainly affect our forest
industry in practical ways for
many years to come.

As mentioned above, a large
number ofscientists (including
some from ontside CS/RO)
have participated in tile BFG
experiment, which is now over
seen by project co-ordinator
Dr Jolln Raison. According to
several participants inter
viewed by CoResearclJ, co
operation across disciplines
has been excellmt and has led
to enhanced .interpretation of
data. It is an experiment whicll
has captured the interest and
enthusiasm of overseas scien
tists as well. In October last
year, at a meeting of the Inter
national Union of Forestry
AssociatiollS, /30 delegates
from 30 coulllries wae pre
sented with data from the BFG
experiment. Scientists were
asked to submit written com
ments outlining tlleir views on
the value of the work. These
comments expressed an appre
ciation ofthe vital importance
of the research, which IIad
established fundamental prin
ciples 'ripe for testing in the
real world'.

fertiliser to simulate differing
conditions. There were five
basic treatments:
· irrigated
· fertilised with a single heavy
dose of balanced solid fertiliser
· irrigated on top of the solid
fertiliser
· irrigated together with the
weekly application of a com
plete nutrient solution supplied
at a rate estimated to maintain
maximum growth
· control

The difference between the
control trees and those receiv
ing the irrigation plus weekly
nutrient treatment is dramatic.
The latter's tall, lush growth is
in marked contrast to the con
trol stand just a few metres
away.

Scaffolds which penetrate
the plantation canopy have en
abled the scientists to monitor
stress levels and physiological
processes such as photosyn
thesis and stomatal conduct
ance as well as needle and
branch elongation at all heights
in the crowns of the trees.

A variety of measurements
has been taken, such as stem
respiration in a specially-made
chamber while below ground
such measurements as nutrient
uptake, soil water consump
tion by trees under different
conditions and growth rates
have been particularly useful.

A number of other useful
results have been recorded,
including a coring technique
for determining nitrogen min
eralisation, uptake and leach
ing and a model to predict tree
growth.

One major outcome has
been the development of a
water stress integral - a simple
measure to quantify tree water
stress over time.

A number of studies on the
effects of water stress on tree
growth have until now failed to
find a link between growth and
an integrated measure of water
stress over a period of time.

The water stress integral is
based on the accumnlation of
regular measurements of pre
dawn leaf water potential,
which is a measure of water
deficit in trees.

This measurement was
found to be an excellent index
for predicting water stress.
This stress is not a simple
correlation with soil water con
tent - non-fertilised trees ex
perienced a higher water stress
integral than fertilised trees
growing with the same amount
of soil water.

The greatest potential use
for the water stress integral
will be as a forest management
tool, to assist decisions on
thinning based on cumulative
stress levels of stands, or to
provide information on predis-

A significant commercial agreement is expected to be one of the major results of a multidisciplinary
experiment which has provided the most comprehensive data yet on PimlS radiata forest growth
in Australia.

The Biology of Forest
Growth (BFG) experiment is
a considerable achievement for
the Division of Forestry and
Forest Products. Scientists
across a wide range of discip
lines have been participated,
enabling an understanding of
forest growth which could sub
stantially increase Australian
forestry productivity and ulti
mately reduce Australia's $1.3
billion per annum softwood
import bill.

The commercial agreement
nearing finalisation is with the
Australian Newsprint Mill
(ANM) at Albury, a consor
tium run by several leading
Australian newspaper groups
to produce newsprint and other
paper products.

With the technology availa
ble to the Division from the
BFG experiment, it is prop
osed to nourish fast growing P.
radiata trees which would
become the raw material for
paper production, grown in a
plantation adjacent to the mill.

ANM is embarking on a
major expansion program and
wishes to ensme that the water
quality of the MurraylDarling
Basin is not adversely affected
by the increased effluent which
results from the post-produc
tion cellulose breakdown
phase.

This effluent contains nitro
gen and phosphorus which
could cause an algae bloom
problem.

But this effluent could be an
asset if used for nourishing the
trees.

This highly practical applica
tion results from basic research
started in January 1983 at
Pierces Creek near Canberra,
on a P. radiala plantation pro
vided by the ACT Administra
tion.

This highly practical applica
tion results from basic research
started in January 1983 at
Pierces Creek near Canberra,
on a P. radiata plantation
provided by the ACT Adminis
tration.

The aim has been to gener
ate a wide range of tree growth
rates by manipulating factors
such as water and nutrient
availability and to explain the
resulting growth differences in
terms of the underlying physio
logical processes.

It was recognised that in the
end, simple and, especially,
portable, data would be essen
tial if it was to be of real use
to the forest industry. For inst
ance' a basic model to predict
the extent of thinning required
during times of water stress
(i.e. mild or severe drought)
would be useful for the indus
try,

The Division used various
combinations of irrigation and
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Presenting the results of the weed experiment during the Mount Gambier field day.

Five years' painstaking research into a new vaccine may have been in vain if more fnuding can't
be secnred soon.

ween decreasing patterns of
nitrogen supply, irrespective
of slash and litter management,
and the increasing require
ments for nitrogen during the
early years of tree growth.
Such results explain the lack of
response to nitrogen fertilisers
applied at planting, and point
to an increasing likelihood of
response in later years. Weed
competition for nitrogen has
been found to further reduce
the supply of nitrogen to trees.

Results also show that slash
and litter removal, a common
practice even today, can cause
substantial declines in reserves
of organic matter and nutrients
on sandy soils. Although such
declines haven't affected early
tree growth, they augur poorly
for future productivity. This is,
of course, vital information for
foresters, who have for some
time questioned such practices.

In the face of diminishing
reserves of nitrogen and other
nutrients due to harvesting and
site preparation, the challenge
ahead is for scientists to come
up with ways of managing
native and added sources of
nutrients which better match
the trees' requirements.

One remedy being research
ed is the use of a legume, in
this case lupins, which is able
to fix nitrogen in the soil. With
careful management, it has
been shown that lupins can be
as effective as nitrogen fertil
iser for supplying nitrogen to
young plantations.

SEAS/Sapfor and CSR
Softwoods have taken up the
concept and a few thousand
hectares of young plantations
are now operated under the
regime. Another wise use of
legumes has been the wide
spread aerial sowing of clover
after the Ash Wednesday fires
to help rebuild soil reserves of
nitrogen.

The Division of Forestry and Forest Products' Plantation Forest
Research Centre showed its wod{ to the forestry industry at a
successful field day this month.

The work of the Centre at
Mount Gambier, in the heart
of South Australia's forestry
industry, includes a major pro
ject, which has been running
four years, on organic matter
and nitrogen dynamics bet
ween crop cycles of radiata
pine.

Forty-seven industry rep
resentatives, ranging from
senior managers to technical
assistants and some members
of the media inspected the
project's field experiments.

The project is being con
ducted by Experimental Scien
tist Mr Philip Smethurst and
Assistant Chief Forestry Dr
Sadanandan Nambiar, with
additional collaboration from
Dr Clive Carlyle, Mr Paul
Woods and Dr Partap Khanna.
The Centre also enjoys a close
working relationship with the
local forestry industry, in
cludes the Southern Australian
Woods and Forests Depart
ment, CSR-Softwoods and
SEAS-Sapfor. Funding and a
lot of help-in-kind from these
organisations helped get the
project underway and contri
buted to its success.

Mr Smethurst, who escorted
the visitors around the experi
ments, said it was one of the
largest field demonstrations of
the Centre's work for' some
time, and he had been very
pleased with the results.

The two field experiments
under inspection were the slash
management study and weed
management study. The first
aims to examine the effects of
clearfelling and slash litter
management on the dynamics
of organic matter and nitrogen,
while the second provides data
on the question of competition
between trees and weeds for
nitrogen.

An important result emerg
ing from the studies has been
the potential mismatch bet-

vaccine has been estimated as culture of the early parasitic
more than $120 million per stages of O. radiatum. 'We are
annum through increased pro- one of only two groups in the
ductivity and lower mortality world that have mastered this
rates among cattle. technique,' said Dr East.

be~~ ~l~o;:~t':o ~~o~~~tuel~a~ 'Soluble extracts of the in
would probably be about five vitro cultured larvae provided
years away from the market- 99 per cent protection from in
place. fection when used to vaccinate

Although the work had con- cattle. Similar soluble extracts
centrated on one species, Dr from adult worms were also
East and his team had lately highly protective,' he said.
commenced a feasibility study 'The further purification of
on a second species, Ostertagia these antigens has ceased
ostertagi, the brown stomach through lack of funding. For
worm, and preliminary evid- the past 18 months, the project
ence suggested the research has been staffed by one scien
could be extrapolated to other tist working half time on this
species of economic impor- project with two technicians.
tance. Despite this lack of staff, in the

An earlier grant from the past four years we have con
Rural Credits Development ducted 14 vaccination trials
Fund allowed the purchase of which each take 15 weeks to
equipment used for in vitro complete.'

Work on the development
of a vaccine against parasitic
worms of cattle was being carr
ied out at the Division of Trop
ical Animal Production by Dr
lain East and a small team.

However, this year the Divi
sion is unable to fund any proj
ects from appropriation money
and as Dr East's project did
not receive any rural industry
grants, the work has been sus
pended, at least until some
more money becomes availa
ble.

If successful, the vaccine
could be a boon to graziers. Mr
Rob Innes, grazier and mem
ber of the Division's advisory
committee, said a vaccine
would be particularly useful
for graziers on the northern
coastal areas, where he himself
has 22 000 acres and runs 2500
Brahman cattle.

'I consider worms to be the
biggest biological problem we
face in this area,' he said.

He said the problem out
stripped ticks, lice and buffalo
fly in severity, certainly among
young cattle. At $2 per dose of
drench, it was also an expen
sive problem.

According to Dr East, 'the
production of a vaccine against
parasitic worms of cattle is a
very attractive proposition
because it avoids the two seri
ous problems of residues left
by chemical control and the
ability of the worm to develop
resistance to the various chem
icals used currently for con
trol'.

He said it was decided to
work on the nodular worm
Oesophagostomum radiatum
because of the wealth of know
ledge already accumulated on
this species by previous work
ers at the Division's Long
Pocket Laboratories. O. radi
atum is a serious pest in tropical
and sub-tropical areas, and is
one of five major worm species
in Australia that cause produc
tion losses in cattle. The cost
of control of worms in Austral
ia exceeded $21 million in
1987, compared with $5 million
in 1982.

Infection by gastro-intestinal
worms can seriously hinder the
ability of young cattle to gain
weight, with one of the major
effects obviously being reduc
ed prices at market. What's
more, parasitism can drastic
ally affect both milk and meat
production It's been estimated,
for instance, that worms cause
an average of 6.6 per cent drop
in milk production, potentially
costing the dairy industry many
millions of dollars each year.

Control of these problems is
becoming more difficult as
resistance to chemicals (anthel
mintics) increases. Recent
research papers indicate this
resistance is accelerating.

The projected benefit to the
grazing industry of an effective

Important research project on
hold through lack ollu.nds
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Office of Chairman
& Board Secretariat 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Office ofChiefExcc. 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5

Public Affairs 17.0 17.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.0 14.0 14.0

Corporate Audit 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0

Corporate Planning 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 5.0

Corporate Services:
Human Resources 57.0 57.0 50.0 49.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 43.0 42.0
Corporate Resources 262.5 261.5 236.5 236.5 221.5 214.5 210.5 201.0 192.0 188.0
MIS Br. (incl RAO,) 172.0 172.0 146.0 149.0 115.0 64.0 M.O 64.0 M.O 62.0
CIRC 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Library 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Office ofDirector 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 (2)

Othe, (e.g. VFfj 13.0 13.0 11.0 11.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 0.0

STAFF 603 (l) 581.3 579.3 517.3 519.3 456.3 393.3 389,3 378.8 366.8 356.8

Exp.* Actual Exp. Actual Exp. Actunl Exp. Actual Exp. Achml Exp. Actual Exp. Actual Target Actual

Dcar Editor,
While much has been discussed
about the corporate logo, little
has been said of those funny
little letters lurking under
neath.

After being sentenced to
spend three days at the Dubbo
site of the 'Travelling Bicen
tennial Exhibition' babysitting
the corporate display, it be
came obvious that the meaning
of those funny little letters was
unknown to every person that
ventured forth to find out what
we were all about.

Displays and a gee-whiz
multiscreen audiovisual ex
pounded forth; but not the
meaning of those funny little
letters.

No matter how I try, I can
not get them to spell 'Research
Advancing Australia'.

Now we have the guide to
the Organisation. A very well
put together little booklet that
succinctly explains what we are
trying to do, funding permit
ting. However, there again I
cannot find any indication of
the meaning of those funny
little letters that stand for our
corporate identity (along with
the never-to-be-discussed
again logo).

Would somebody tell me if
I am incorrect in assuming that
they still represent an acronym
for the 'Commonwealth Scien
tific and Industrial Research
Organisation'?

Ben Longden
Astronomy Education and

Visitors Centre
Pat'kes

Sending letters to Co
Research is one way ofget
ting your voice heard, both
within the Organisation
and outside. If you have
something to say - about
science funding, the reor
ganisation, research mat
ters, criticism, praise or
observations - in fact any
thing of interest, write to
the Edit01; Liz Tynan, at
the address on the back
page.

30 SeptemberlJuly1 May1 MarchI.January

Table 2
Corporate Centre Implementation Report

lSeptember 1 November

Table 1
Corporate Centre Positions

SESLevel 1* 2 3** 4 5

PrePCEK 9 9 3 1 1
(Sept87)
PostPCEK 10 7 3 1 1
(Oct88)
Difference +1 -2 +2

'" includes one core position filled on contract
'"* includes Secretary to the Board

l.July

(l)'NOle Ihal 1987/88 headquarters configuration;s not comparable ill detail to tl,e revised corporate centre MructuTe (i.e. 1988/89)
(2) Includes Legal u"d FO]
* Expecfed
NB. The target ill the la.tf column was delenrlined by the revieH-' group following peEK re..iclI'; endorsed by Board on 16 Febroary 1988

Letters
Cont. from p.2

sions and establish site groups
to handle cheque production 
the remainder will be available
for what we are all about,
namely, research.'

It can be seen from my resp
onse that there appears to be
a communication problem
within some divisions in that
the information necessary to,
as Dr Hatch says, 'allay mis
trust, re-establish some level
of morale and quash various
rumours' has been made avail
able on an ongoing basis since
early 1988 to all divisions.

P H Langhorne
Director

Corporate Services

Consultative Council October meeting

The CSIRO Consultative Council held its most receut meeting in Canberra on
26-27 October. As part of the meeting program, a visit to the Division of FOl'Cstry
and Forest Product's Laboratory was conducted and lunch was provided to enable
representatives of Canberra staff to meet Council members anll discuss issues of
concern.
The Council's primary function is to consider matters of interest to, or affecting,
staff of the Organisation, and to report to the Board. Among the issues discussed
at the latest meeting were: the need to improve internal communication; the
development of an Industrial Participation Plan; a review of the Council's
operations; the CS1RO budget; and means of developing and co-ordinating efforts
to promote CSIRO and science.

Ongoing issues such as EEO, staff development and training, occupational
health and safety and personnel policy and conditions were also considered.

In discussing the CSIRO budget, Council expressed concern at the resource
cutbacks in the Organisation and the continuing decline of Australian R&D
funding in general. A concerted effort to redress the balance was recommended.

Through a number of motions passed at the meeting, Council called on the
Government to review its attitudes towards science and technology and to
recognise the role science and technology has to play in Australia's economic and
social progress. It also called on Senator Button to address staff and the Council
on prospects for CSIRO.

The motions were given good coverage in the press, and were seen to signal a
new accord between management and staff in the Organisation.

Members of Council discussed the need to improve communication throughout
the Organisation. This was seen to be particularly important because of the recent
major restructuring and the challenges of the future.

Council has referred its concerns to the Communication Working Group and
asked for a report on the development of a communication plan for CSIRO with
particular emphasis on improving internal communication.

Another Council initiative was the development of a plan aiming to provide
for greater participation of staff in decisions affecting their work. A statement
jointly prepared by the CSIRO Board and the Council has been released in this
issue of CoResearch reaffirming the Organisation's commitment to the involve
ment of staff in the decision making process and acknowledging the important
contribution made by CSIRO staff.

The development of the Industrial Participation Plan and the release of this
statement reflect a co-operative and consultative approach adopted within CSIRO.

Council also has been responsible for the introduction of work based childcare
in CSIRO. Construction of a childcare centre at North Ryde is due to start soon,
and centres at a number of other sites are planned for the future.

A corporate strategy for employee development also has been developed with
assistance from Council members.

A review of Council's operations recently was completed and a number of
changes have been proposed aimed at making it a more effective and responsive
mechanism.

The review reinforced the important role of Council in the consultative and
decision making processes of CSIRO. It was seen as providing a necessary link
between management and staff and had contributed to improved working
conditions and an enhanced industrial relations climate in the Organisation.

It is hoped it will continue to meet the needs of CSIRO's management, staff
and staff associations.
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The more things change •••
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Photos.' Allan Edward
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lhe Division of
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~cw Zealand,
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Left, tile 1988 Wildlife and Ecology display. Greg Ricllards
contemplating the anticipated reaction to tile 1950s busll camp
constmcted as part of the Gllngalllin open days in September.
The camp created much illterest and was used as a focal point
for short talks by staff about aspects of the Division's past and
present work.

lion Award

Dr Richard Milner from the Division of
Entomology with the Chinese Ambass
ador Mr Zhang Zai. Above, well known
CSIRO retiree Mr Ken Prowse takes time
Ollt for a chat during his visit to the open
day at Ento. Right, Tom Greaves may
be retired bllt he still takes an avid interest
in what his old Division, Entomology, is
doing.

)0 VISITORS TO BLACK MOUNTAIN
SO MANY people came to the first Open Days at the
Canberra Labomtorics at Black MOllntain 011 6th and 7th
May that the exhibition wns put on again on Saturday,
9th Maj.

MEMBERS of Parlhuncnl lhe Heads of Government De-
lurned up in such· force tlUlI parlment.'l,
fhe Whips were forced 10 allot Among the 70 exhibits was
dHrercnl limes 10 Members to the prototype of a phytotron
mnintuin a quorum ill 'he cabinet described as a "Mach-
HOllse. ~7t~na{~,,~' making tailor-made

rhe Open Days coincided The Wildlife display drew
v, jth lhe opening of the new .Iarge crowds, Children stared,
headquarters building of the fascinated at hairless mic:e and
i\llslraJian Academy of Science rabbits
on 7th May. Visitors were able to walk

The public .....-as invited to through a mock camp like
inspect the Laboratories on 6th ones which Sl;lf\'e as bases for
May, school children on the C.S.I.R.D. research tcams on
morning of 7th May, and long and lonely survey trips.
V,LP.'... on the afternoon of In the canvas laboratory,
7th May visitors saw botanical speci.

Important visitors included I nwns being pressed, soil
Fellows of the Australian samples for analysis, and
Academy of Science, members bundles of aerial photographs.
tlf the Diplomatic Corps, and Although uncler canvas, and

walking on an earth floor, the

• ~~:~~~~a~et;:i~~~:~ ~~~ia?d I ~~di~a~av~u~;~~~~g ~:~I:i~~sy
to study .. specimen under a radio, aod electric light.
microscop~ ,at the Chemistry of Next month this equipment
Wool exhrblt, Mrs. Ballard and will leave Canberra for lhe out.
son, Harry, IQQk on, back, where some 40,000 sq.=:::::__'::"'_""::::'-':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-, From left: Mr. C. S. Christian miles of country in the West
(Chicf, Division of land Re. Kimberley ... will be surveyed.
scarch and Regional Survey), The Plant Growth exhibit
Mr. R. G. Casey (Minhh:r in induded a series of diagrams
Charge of C.S.I.R,O,), and Dr. showing all stages in the
F, W. G, Whlto (Deputy Chair· development of the wheat plant.

man) at the Regional Survey It excited comment for its im·
... exhibit. aginativc display technique

Right, th
1959, giv
open da
certainly
Iwppene
Wildlife
which liI
this yea
mounte
have be
29 years
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Bill PooIe

The way they were: four early members of the Wildlife Survey
Section associated with rabbit studies. The photo was taken in
1963 by E Slater. From left, (the late) Francis Ratcliffe who was
DIC of the Section from 1949-61, Bunny Fe/messy, Johll Calaby
who is now retired but continues his work as an Honorary
Research Fellow, and Roman Mykytowycz who is retired.

Paul Brown and the Chief of Plant Industry, Dr Jim Peacock

Retirement 01 paul Brown Bunny says goodbye to Wildlife Division
leaves b.1 gap Current and former staff of CSIRO, AND, colleagues from State Departments and friends gathered

at Plant In ustry at Gungahlin for a barbeque lnnch on 11 November to formally farewell Bunny Fennessy on his
retirement after almost 39 years' service with CSIRO.

Bunny graduated with a influence on unifying and life Research. There can be no
The Division of Plant Industry lost its most persouable figure - BAgrSc in 1946 from the Uni- updating theh' approach to rab- argument that he dealt with
what there is of it - when Paul Brown retired on 21 October versity of Melbourne where bit control strategies, and the more enquiries by telephone
after 40 years of service to the Organisation. the School of Agriculture was application of current research and mail than any of his col-

Paul's charisma affected salaries and established a repu- greatly i?fluenced by its then findings to control measures. leagues and here again his
staff at all levels - even various tation which saw comments Dean, Sir S~muel Wadham., His influence spread through b~eadth of knowledge enabled
encumbent Chiefs were con- such as the following appearing who took pams to ens~re hIs his subsequent participation on hi!? to satisfy many an en-
cerned as to what fate might on his PH file: gIaduates no~ only ~mned a the Vertebrate Pest Commit- qUIl·er.
b~fall ~hem at the hands and 'I should like you to know sound professlOn~1 trammg but tee of the Standing Committee O~t~ide the Division, his
discretion of Paul's 'wiles' and that Mr Brown is doing a very acq.mred the slnlls to Impa.rt on Agriculture, while his influ- activities are perhaps less well
deception. . . . good job and is becoming in- then knowledge: Such a skill ence was no less profound known.. He has al,:"ays bee.n

Staff at the DIvIsIOn remem- creasingly effective in assisting was soon recogn~sed as one of through his association with actIve m the affmrs of his
ber 'Bro:wnie'. in two distinct the Divisional Administrative Bunny's manY.,vlrtues. Be.fore fauna agencies and his input to church and has provide~ sup
areas. HIs dedicated approach Office to meet overall adminis- many of today s eOl~lmulllcat- the organisation of national port to n;any mdlVlduals m the
and incisive mind had a major trative needs'. ors had seen theH fmt VDU, conferences associated with commulllty. For example, over
impact on morale. The Chief From the early 1960s Paul B.unny was alr~ady ~oted for both the management of native the past 10 years, Bunny has
could rest assured after PDB was Senior Clerk for the Divi- hiS ablhty to dlsse?Imate the fauna and the control of ver- becOl?e a respected narrator,
had attended to issues of staff sion, a position he held until a results of research mto a very tebrate pests. covenng a wide variety of sub-
relations, productivity and restructuring saw him become practical approach ~o verteb-. Jects for 'Hear-a-Book', a
management. On Paul's retire- the Divisional Administrative rate pest control, With the md FOll~al recogllltIon . of scheme to provide tape record-
ment a prominent Chief stated: Officer in 1973 before progres- of sl~lple props - usually an ~unny s services t~ hiS profes- ings of books for people suffer-

'We ... salute him as a true sing to the position of Division- oversIzed chpboard, butchers' slOn a~)d to the r.mal and pas- ing physical impairments limit
gentleman, whose sharp intelli- al Secretary in 1982. His exper- paper and a felt pen. toral mdustnes I~ partI.cular, ing their reading ability. He
gence and deep insight into ience in these positions was After involvement with a w~ :rade ;I~h ~s ele~:lOn as has been honoured as one of
flawed humanity never deflect- frequently called upon by other survey of the sheep industry in a. e oW

f
~ t.e ustrada.n In- the few narrators to achieve a

ed him from being the kindest divisions and units throughout western Victoria, Bunny left StItr~~7° ir~culturald cltn~e total of 500 cassettes - a re
and most helpfuL person we the Organisation, particularly the University to join the infant OIll d afn

A
t e al.waMr dO t.e markable feat recorded in his

k ' . C b 'ldl'f S .. r er 0 ustra la e al 111 t"f 't . I' d tl tnow. . III an erra, where he earned WI I·e urvey SectIon III the 1982 spare Ime, IllS rea Ise la
ThiS statement of fact truly the respect of his peers at all early 1950s as one of the first . a no~el o.f averag~ length. may

reflects the sorts of things Paul levels. appointees from outside CS- Within the Division, Bunny reqUire fIve or SIX 90 mIllute
did for others. For instance, Paul's love of sport was well IRO to that small group. Ini- was always ready to assist his tapes.
there was his great contribu- known in the Division - he was tially based in Melbourne, he colleagues with sound connsel. With his retirement, the
tion to the policies and opera- consulted frequently on sports was involved in post war He was been involved with the Division will snffer the loss of
tions of the CSIRO Benevolent administration following his attempts to establish the dis- supervision of scientific publi- a prominent and respected
Fund. successfnl management of the ease myxomatosis in rabbit cations, reading panels, annual member of staff. We wish him

Paul's ability to resolve com- Manuka Football Club where populations centred on the reports and the operations of well for a long and fruitful
plex human issues did not dis- he was one of its most success- Murray River Valley and sub- CSIRO Wildlife Research, the retirement.
tract him from generating ful players. He reached repre- sequently joined Ken Myers in forerunner of Australian Wild-
humour among staff. A litany sentative levels in his Aussie the establishment of a perma
of anecdotes was the highlight Rules career as a Manuka play- nent field station in Albury.
of his 60th birthday, a surprise er, as well as winning a number There he was responsible for
party which attracted the par- of prcmierships in the 1950s. It field studies of the perfor
ticipation of the entire division was heard recently from one of mance of myxomatosis and in
recently. He suffered, protest- his peers that it was unfortu- vestigations into the planning
ing, when examples of his not- nate he has not been crowned and techniques of rabbit con
oriety were recounted for the with similar success in his horse trol.
amusement of the gathering. racing enterprises. Subsequently he was based

Paul's work chronology can The Division of Plant Indus- in Armidale where he was
be summarised by beginning try, and indeed CSIRO, will associated with the late Ted
with his appointment to CSIR remember Paul as one of the Waterhouse, whose interest
on 24 February 1948 where he true greats to emerge from was the vectors of myxomatosis
worked in the Canberra Cent- CSIRO administration ranks, and also John Bromell who
ral Administration Unit until as well as a wonderful human- undertook initial studies of the
1960 (during which he had a itarian. From his colleagues dingo problem. Bunny himself
short departure from the throughout CSIRO, we wish participated in intensive sur
Organisation). In Central him a healthy and happy retire- veys of rabbits and rabbit con
Administration, Paul worked ment full of all the good things trol during this period. In
in accounts, purchasing and in life. particular, he developed effec

tive liaison with people, both
landholders and departmental
staff, who worked with rabbits.
It was his undoubted compe
tence in this area that was
responsible for developing his
high standing within the rural
community.

By the time Bunny moved to
Canberra in the early 1960s,
his responsibilities for the Sec
tion's vermin studies had in
creased, with a consequent
expansion of his liaison role.
His value was recognised by
State vertebrate pest con trol
agencies, leading to his co
option as a member of Vermin
Control Advisory Committees
set up in most cases in response
to newly proclaimed Vermin
Acts. As one person common
to these State Committees,
Bunny provided a profound
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